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FOREWORD

Many schools have requested ar,-istance in improving teaching about the law in the secondary classroom. This publ

intended to suggest ways that respe,t for the rule of law may be developed by bringing understanding of its function

of our everyday living.

Teaching About Basic Legal Concepts does not impose a requirement for another course of study at the junior high
Some schools will find the modules useful in consonance with the eighth grade program in United States History. In o

the school may wish to give emphasis to this area in the total curriculum by using the modules in building minicourse
course of study.

While still a student at Cornell University Law School, A. Bruce Campbell, now attorney at law with the firm of
and Stubbs, Denver, Colorado, was impressed with the need for materials to help the teacher better handle topics conc
Many secondary school students held misconceptions and misunderstandings because so little time was &voted to this a

Assisted by Cornell University Law School faculty
develop teaching modules about the law. Thesunndujes
LamSchool; Mrs. Gai 1 F.Hubbard,Jtkaca High School; and
Department sponsorship. Hillis K. Idleman, associate,
during the development and field testing stages.

and administrative staff of the Ithaca public schools, he devi
werepreared byJir. Campbell,; iltofessor_flobert Summers of Or
_John P. Bozzone, DeWittJunior. High School, Ithaca, under Stet
Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development,served as liaison f

Rose Mary Flihan, chairman of Social Studies, Barker Road Junior High School, Pittsford, developed additional to
an identified a variety of resources for student use, drawing upon her own experience and the reports of other teach
test of the original modules. Donald H. Bragaw, chief, and John F. Dority and Jacuu ::::2c4ates, Bureau

Education, reviewed the manuscript and made helpful suggestions concerning its revision. Janet M. Gilbert, associate
Secondary Curriculum Deyelopment, had general cbarge of the publication project, and prepared the manuscript for prin

GORDON E. VAN HOOFT
Director, Oivision of
School Supervision
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OVERVIEW OF UNDERSTANDINGS
The four modules are designed to develop the following understandings.:

MODULE I: THE LAW - WHO NEEDS IT?

PEOPLE LIVING IN A MODERN SOCIETY NEtD LAW TO:

. PROVIDE RULES AND PROCESSES FOR RESOLVING DISPUTES FAIRLY AND RATIONALLY

. GUIDE AND COORDINATE THEIR ACTIVITIES

. DISCOURAGE ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR SUCH AS ASSAULTS AND THEFTS

MODULE II: TOOLS OF THE LAW

AS.LAW DEALS WITH SOCIAL NEEDS AND PROBLEMS, OFFICIALS AND CITIZENS USE A LIMITED NUMBER OF
TECHNIQUES OR TOOLS:

. THE BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION TECHNIQUE
. THE REGULATION TECHNIQUE
. THE PENAL TECHNIQUE
. THE PRIVATE REMEDY TECHNIQUE
. THE PRIVATE ARRANGEMENT TECHNIQUE

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LAW IN DEALING WITH SPECIFIC SOCIAL NEEDS AND PROBLEMS DEPENDS IN PART
APPROPRIATE LEGAL TECHNIQUE(S) TO WORK.

NONLEGAL SOCIAL CONTROLS MAY MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR LEGAL TECHNIQUES TO WORK MORE EFFECTIVELY

MODULE III: LEGAL PROCESSES - HOW THE LPW PLAYS THE GAME ALSO COUNTS

SINCE NOT ONLY THE OUTCOMES OF LAW'S OPERATIONS ARE IMPORTANT, BUT ALSO HOW LAW OPERATES IS
PROCESSES BY WHICH LAW REACHES AN OUTCOME ARE SUBJECT TO EVALUATION IN TER% OF:

. THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN REALHING THE DESIRED OUTCOMF

. THEIR VALUE AS SOUND PROCESSES

SINCE MERELY HAVING RULES FOR SOUND PROCESSES IS NOT, BY ITSELF, A GUARANTEE THAT THE PROCE
FOLLOWED BY OFFICIALS, LEGAL SYSTEMS NEED EFFECTIVE WAYS OF ASSURING THAT OFFICIALS WILL CO

PROCESSES.

MAINTAINING SOUND LEGAL PROCESSES MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT INCURRING SOME SOCIAL COSTS.

MODULE IV: SOME LIMITS OF LAW

IN SITUATIONS WHERE LAW ATTEMPTS TO PROMOTE LEGITIMATE INTERESTS THAT CONFLICT, LAW IS LIM

CAPACITY TO PROMOTE BOTH.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LAW AS A SOCIAL CONTROL MAY BE LIMITED IF THE 1.AW IS UNSUPPORTED BY C

FACTORS SUCH AS MORALITY AND THE INSTINCT OF SELF-PRESERVATION.

SINCE LAW CANNOT READILY CONTROL THOUGHTS AND BELIEFS, TO BE EFFECTIVE, THE LAW MUST IDENT
BEHAVIOR OR ACTIVITY TO REGULATE.

IN PROVIDING REMEDIES FOR THE HARM WHICH ONE PERSON DOES ANOTHER, LAW MAY CONFRONT SOME KI
ARE BEYOND ITS LIMITED POWER TO REPAIR OR COMPENSATE.

ALTHOUGH LAW USES MANY RULES AND PROCEDURES TO RESOLVE DISPUTED FACTS RATIONALLY AND FAIRL
MAY LIMIT THE ABILITY OF JUDGES AND JURORS TO DETERMINE THE FACTS.

iv
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H0 -1.1 TO USE THIS GUIDE
PURPOSE

This guide provides teachers with materials and resources to develop basic legal concepts within the existirr.

curriculum or within the schools K-12 social studies curriculum program. Drawing on the descriptions of soriolog:

tical science, and history, legal concepts and processes are studied in a societal context. The conceptual apprca

institution uses the inquiry method to consider several important aspects of the law: What is the nature of law"

functions? What are its limits? How does law work?

The use of such legal curriculum materials in the schools may prOve important fur two reasons. First. the 1

resource to supplement education about the dynamics of modern society. Second, legal problems and literature arc

resources for developing intellectual skills and the methodology of inguirv.

The teaching of substantive rules of law is not the goal of these modules. Rather, it is to enable teachers

ings with students about the role of law in society. When soecIfic legal rules or processes are suggested for st,

that the particular rule or process is a vital one about which students shotld learn for its own sake. f.'articular

processes are presented only for illustrative, purposes, and as a basis for teacher and student understandira of thc

that they illustrate.

DESCRIPTION

This guide includes four teaching modules. each of which deals with a basic aspect of the leaal system. Whi'

that all modules may be taught during the course of the year, each of the units is usable indeperdently. The mod,

single block, or spaced according to the needs of the individual class. ,7ield best experience has shown that each

takes approximately 2 or 3 weeks to teach.

The core of each module is contained in the understandings. An explanation for the teacher follows the state

stuading. This rationale not only provides a background of legal knowledge for the teacher, but, in addition.delir

of the understanding. It is NOT intended for student use as written; the teacher may draw upon information sontain.

but there has been no attempt to translate it to junior high level. Objectives. general questions useful to reac

and some suggestions for use of visuals are listed. On the double-columned pages, there are detailed description,
strategies to reach the understanding, with notes for the teacher to explain the validity of the strategy and to

points to observe in using them. Resources which can be used for these strategies are grouped together at the en,

hut are cross-referenced (by case name, statute, or other appropriate designation, and by page) in the detailed do

teaching procedure. In many instances, the resource listing for a case will include a brief description of the ci.

an excerpt from the decision is given. If either description or decision is available in a number of the inexpen,

now available for secondary classroom use, those sources are cited.

The bibliography includes not only written source materials, but also films and filmstrips, with information r

purchasing or renting.

WHEN TO TEACH THESE MODULES

The modules in this guide can be incorpo,-ated into the social studies curriculum in a number of ways. They

adding an additional course of study, but, rather, as providing a more meaningful organization to the teaching of

the total social studies program.

Some schools may wish to use the modules in their entirety and consecutively, perhaps adding additional case

one-semester course of study. Some will find them useful to incorporate into a minicourse program. Since each m

vii .
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stand independently of ethers, they can be used to build one or two offerings of this type. Such treatment gives e

important role of law in our society.

For many schocls, however, they will be most useful to add a real4stic dimension in teaching the mandated topi

Ft.deral and state pv nment in grades 7 and 8.

The following i. .able in the use of the modules as a part of the State program for Social Studies 8, United

has bc,n suggested by a teacher who worked on their-development:

Module 1: "The LawWho Needs It" as an introduction to the entire eighth grade program since it gives the st
ing of the necessity for law, and of the United States, a people with a government of laws.

Module II: "Tools of the Law" is related to the first understanding in Topic 8 (p.. 127 in the

KNOWLEDGE OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES IS NEEDED AS A BASIC OUNDATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE

OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

In addition, the understandings in the same topic related to interrelationships among the levels of government
bilities (p. 131) are more effectively taught through the use of this module.

In addition, module 11 stresses the effectiveness of law in dealing with specific social needs and problems, a

useful for developing understandings related tL prohibition and current social problem, as well as the changing c

relationship brought by the New Deal (p. 116).

Module III: "Legal Processes How the Law Plays the Game Also Counts," is well suited as a vehicle for teach
illustrative understandings from the eighth grade course of study:

THE FRAMEWORK OF GOVERNMENT UNDER THE CONSTITUTION IS BASED UPON IMPORTANT POLITICAL PRINCIPLES. (p. 127

MOST AMENDMENTS WERE ADDED TO THE CONSTITUTION TO MEET THE NEEDS OF OUR SOCIETY IN PARTICULAR PERIODS OF

By emphasizing the funeamental importance of fair process values (participation, fairness, legitimacy), module III
teaching these and other understandings related to the Bill of Rights and the development of civil and political li

history. A discussion of two approaches in dealing with the Bill of Rights and process values is discussed on page

The value of fair and rational processes would also be a helpful concept for students to understand because th
with many situations in their study of United States history in which process values are at the core of major contro

McCarthyism, the Warren Court (rights of poor defendants, reapportionment), and tie Alier and Sedition Acts.

By stressing process values,module will be particularly useful in teachinc understandings related to the c

by blacxs in American history. Several illustrative examples of understandings from the syllabus related to this a

THE LOUDLY PROCLAIMED PR:WAR CONCERN FOR HUMAN JUSTICE OF NORTHERN LIBERAL AND RADICAL OPPONENTS OF SLAV

CARRY THEM THROUGH THE LONG STRUGGLE NEgDED TO SECURE THE BASIC RIGHTS FOR NEGROES AFTER 1865. (p. 99)

LONG OVERDUE PROGRESS ON CIVIL RIGHTS FOR NEGROES HAS ACCELERATED SINCE THE END OF WORLD WAR 11. (p. 12

Module 11I contains a wealth of legal materials, including many important court cases, to help teachers plan lesso

pressing issue that still faces our country today.

Module IV: "Limits of Law" contains several ideas that have not been taught before in an systematic way. Thi

seem, might be taught late in the year so that the teacher could draw on many examples from American history that i

the several limits of law: Prohibition (law unsupported by morality); controversies over loyalty oaths, the Pledg:

Bible readings (law cannot readily control thoughts and beliefs).

Finally, the legal materials can also help students develop social studies skills including respect for fact

tional argument about matters of social principle, and capacity for sound value analysis.

viii
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BACKGROUND INFOr.VAT ION ABOUT THE' LEGAL SYSTEM FOR TEAOIERS

Understandings about law and the legal system concern conceptual ground familiar to the social studies teac
of the nature, functicns and limits of our law and legal system is largely a study of the operation of governmer

This section contains a review of fundamental background information about the structure of the legal system.

Four aspects of the legal system are presented below. They include (1) kinds of law, (2) kinds of official

legal proceedings, and (4) the court system.

1. KINDS OF LAW

Laws may be categorized according to their origin. Those types of laws chat comprise the body of law in our

(a) statutory law, (b) common law, .(c) administrative law, and (d) constitutional law.

Statutory Law. Statutory law includes the law that is made by legislatures. At the Federal level, such 1

statutes passed by the Senate and House of Representatives with the assent of the President. At the New York S

law is ode by the Senate and Assembly with the assent of the Governor. Local ordinances, the counterpart of s

acted by local legislatures, such as a city council, with the assent of the appropriate local executive.

Common Law. Commix law is judge-made law. Its source is the precedents established in the decisions of p
of American common law dates back to court cases from the beginning of this country and even before to the case
common law supplements statutory law by providing judicial interpretation of statutes and constitutions as they

cases. Other common law exists independently; for example, the rules for making a simple valid contract wh

not in statutes, but in cases of past legal history.

Administrative Law. Administrat.ve law is made neither by legislators nor judges, but by administrative o
examples of administrative regulations include the rules promulgated by the New York State Commissconer of Educ
fications for teacher certification, rules-promulgated by the New York State Commissioner of Motor Vehicles con
for acquiring a driver's license, and rules promulgated by the New Yotk State Tax Commissioner concerning the fi

tax return must be filed.

Constitutional Law. The constitutional law our Nation and states has its source in the written documen

Federal and state governments. This law establishes the boundaries within which governments can legitimately o

are to structure government and to limit the powers of officials in order to protect the governed from potentia

ment. When a legal system operates under the restraints of constitutional law, one lady speak of it as a "gover

than a "government of men." The latter is a legal system without viable constitutional limits on the powers of
the only restraints on those in positions of official power are self-imposed restraints and the threat of poten

2. KINDS OF OFFICIAL TASKS

The day-to-day operation of the legal system is entrusted to legal officials and private citizens who perf

of tasks: (a) making legal rules, (b) carrying out legal rules, and (c) adjudicating disputes under legal rules

Making Legal Rules. An important part of the jobs of many legal officials is making legal rules. Legisla

in the form of statutes. Judges make legal rules by deciding cases. Part of the job of administrators is

tions sucn as the regulations of the New York State Commissioner of Education. The executive makes rules in th

orders such as President Kennedy's famous executive order which requires all Federal officials to discourage d

ing out their duties relative to private housing. Private individuals also make many enforceable legal rules in

ments such as contracts, leases, and wills.
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auout law and the legal system concern conceptual ground familiar to the social studies teacher because the study

..icrs and limits of our law and legal system is largely a study of the operation of government in a free society.

s a review of fundamental background information about the structure of the legal system.

the legal system are presented below. They include (1) kinds of law, (2) kinds of official tasks, (3) kinds of

3nd(4) the court system.

tegorized according to their origin. Those types of laws that comprise the body of law in our legal system include
b) common law, (c) administrative law, and (d) constitutional law.

Statutory law includes the law that is made by legislatures. At "the Federal level, such law is composed of

the Senate and House of Representatives with the assent of the President. At the New York State level, statutory

)enate and Assembly with the assent of the Governor. Local ordinances, the counterpart of state statutes, are en-

.latures, such as a city council with the assent of the appropriate local executive.

ummtc law is judge-made law. Its source is the precedents established in the decisions of prior cases. The origin

law dates back to court cases from the beginning of this country and even before to the case law of England. Some

nts statutory law by providing judicial interpretation of statutes and constitutions as they are applied in specific

n law exists independently; for example-, the rules for making a simple valid contract which are usually found,

in cases of past legal history.

Law. Administrat.ve law is made neither by legislators nor judges, but by administrative officials. Familiar

trative regulations include the rules promulgated by the New York State Commissioner of Education concerning quali-

er certification, rules promulgated by the New York State Commissioner of.Motor Vehicles concerning qualifications

/er's license, and rules promulgated by the New Yoik. State Tax Commissioner concerning the form in which the annual

tiled

Law. The constitutional law of our Nation and states has its source in the written documents that provide for our

overnments. This law establishes the boundaries within which governments can legitimately operate. Its purposes

vernment and to limit the powers of officials in order to protect the governed from potential oppression by govern-

system operates under the restraints of constitutional law, one may speak of it as a "government of laws" rather

of men." The latter is a legal system without viable constitutional limits on the powers of the government, where

on those in positions of official power are self-imposed restraints and the threat of potential revolution.

AL TASKS

operation of the legal system is entrusted to legal officials and private citizens who perform the following types

,g legal rules, (b) carrying out legal rules, and (c) adjudicating disputes under legal rules.

rules. An important part of the jobs of many legal officials is making legal rules. Legislators make legal rules

.atutes. Judges make legal rules by deciding cases. Part of the job of administrators is promulgation of regula-

egulations of the New York State CommisSioner of Education. The executive makes rules in the form of executive

sident Kennedy's famous executive order which requires all Federal officials to discourage discrimination in carry-

, relative to private housing. Private individuals also make many enforceable legal rules in private legal arrange-

acts, leases, and wills.
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Carrying Out Legal Rules. Legal officials are also charged with the carrying out of legal rules. Taxing, sp

aspects of legiraction are implemented by officials of administrative agencies. Criminal laws are enforced by po
Private citizens also play key roles in carrying out diverse kinds of legal rules. For example, private citizens
government implement many legal rules (teachers carry out mandates of the education law, private contractors carry
cerning highways). Private citizens carry out many legal rules in making private,legal arrangements among themsel
etc.) Legal rules concerning civil liability are carried out only after private individuals initiate lawsuits.

Adjudicating Disputes Under Legal Rules. Adjudication of legal disputes is primarily a task of judicial offi
cials share this task. Many leial disputes are adjudicated in hearings before administrators. Disputes concernin

are most often adjudicated before educational. administrators. Drivers' licenses are suspended in hearings before
the motor vehicles commissioner. Labor disputes go before labor department administrators. Such administrative a

subject to ultimate judicial adjudication through the process of judicial review. Legislative adjudication also
circumstances; for example, when a legislator is censured by fellow legislators.

3. KINDS OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

Although the mention of legal proceedings often brings to mind the activities of the courtroom, judicial proc
of several kinds of legal proceedings in which legal officials engage. In this section, we will consider (a) judic

.(b) legislative proceedings, and (c) administrative proceedings.

Judicial Proceedings. One familiar sort of judicial proceeding is the trial, a legal proceeding where a judg
impartial third party to resolve many kinds of disputes. In a civil lc'suit, a private party may seek relief from

has been done to him by another private party or by improper official action. In a criminal ease, the government i

district attorney or prosecutor may bring an accused private party to trial to seek redress for a wrong supposedl
at large. Another sort of judicial proceeding is carried on in appeals courts where judges review the propriety

at the trial court level. If the appeals court judges find that the trial judge has made a serious mistaki, they
back for a new trial.

Legislative Proceedings. There are two main kinds of legislative proceedings--passage of laws and the invest
a

.. tion to passage of laws. The methods by which a bill may become a law are familiar. Most of the work of the legi

I
X in investigatory hearings and in research where background information for lawmaking is collected and considered.
K are carried out primarily by legislative committees and their staffs.
i'.

k
t Administrative Proceedings. Elements of judicial proceedings and legislative proceedings are present in admi
t ings. Administrative officials investigate and promulgate regulations under powers granted them by legislative ac2-

administrators serve as a third party to resolve disputes that arise under administrative regulations.

4. THE COURT SYSTEM

Because our legal system is a Federal system of coexistent National and State Governments, we have coexisten
courts. This system is diagramed on the following page.

Questions of which courts have jurisdiction over what cases are extremely complicated. A few simplified gen

helpful here. Federal courts generally handle cases involving citizens from different states or questions of Fed
may be started in either State or Federal court. In the Federal courts, cases start at trial in the Federal dist
is a right to one appeal which is generally to a Federal Court of Appeals. The U.S. Supreme Court, highest Court
may not. agree to hear a second appeal.

In the New York State courts, cases start at trial in the supreme court or in a local court that handles the
case. If the case starts in a local court, the right to one appeal is to the State Supreme Court. If the case s

4



ules. Legal officials are also charged with the carrying out of legal rules. Taxing, spending, and regulatory

re implemented by officials of administrative agencies. Criminal laws are enforced by police officials.
y key roles in carrying out diverse kinds of legal rules. For example, private citizens who are employed by
legal rules (teachers carry out mandates of the education law, private contractors carry out much law con-

te citizens carry out many legal rules in making private.legal arrangements among themselves (contracts, wills,
ning civil liability are carried out only after private individuals initiate lawsuits.

Under Legal Rules. Adjudication of legal disputes is primarily a task of judicial officials. Other offi-

anYTiial disputes are adjudicated in hearings before administrators. Disputes concerning teachers or students
d before educational administrators. Drivers' licenses are suspended in hearings before a representative of
sioner. Labor disputes go before labor department administrators. Such administrative adjudication may be

ial adjudication through the process of judicial review. Legislative adjudication also occurs in some special d
ale, .when a legislator is censured by fellow legislators.

DINGS

of legal proceedings often brings to mind the activities of the courtroom, judicial processes are only one
proceedings in which legal officials engage. In this section, we will consider (a) judicial proceedings,

gs, and (c) administrative proceedings.

. One familiar sort of judicial proceeding is the trial, a legal proceeding where a judge and jury sit as an
resolve many kinds of disputes. In a civil lawsuit, a private party may seek relief from some harm he claims
nother private party or by improper official action. In a criminal case, the government in the person of the

ecutor may bring an accused private party to trial to seek redress for a wrong supposedly r to society

f judicial proceeding is carried on in appeals courts where judges review the propriety c' cial decisions

If the appeals court judges find that the trial judge has made a serious mistake, they ...*Ld the case

n s. There are two main kinds of legislative proceedings--passage of laws and the investigation in prepara-
T e methods by which a bill may become a law are familiar. Most of the work of the legislators is carried on
and in research where background information for lawmaking is collected and considered. These proceedings
by legislative committees and their staffs.

!edin s. Elements of judicial proceedings and legislative proceedings are present in administrative proceed-
icials investigate and promulgate regulations under powers granted them by legislative acts. Like judges,

third party to resolve disputes that arise under administrative regulations.

stem is a Federal system of coexistent National and State Governments, we have coexistent state and Federal
liagramed on the following page.

.ourts have jurisdiction over what cases are extremely complicated. A few simplified generalizations may be
urts generally handle cases involving citizens from different states or questions of Federal law. Such cases

State or Federal court. In the Federal courts, cases start at trial in the Federal district courts. There

which is generally to a Federal Court of Appeals. The U.S. Supreme Court, highest Court in the land, may or

second appeal.

to courts, cases start at trial in the supreme court or in a local court that handles the particular kind of
; in a local court, the right to one appeal is to the State Supreme Court. If the case starts in the State



Supreme Court, the right to one appeal is to one of the four Appellate Division Courts. The New York Court of Appc

Supreme Court, may grant an additional appeal. The only time a case may be appealed from a state to a Federal cot,

court of last resort to the U.S. Supreme Court, provided that a Federal law is involved and that the U.S. Supreme

the case.
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FEDERAL COURTS

Possible appeal on ---> Supreme Court (appeals
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U. S. Constitution

possible 1 ,appeal

Court of Appeals (inter-
mediate appeals court)
(11 in the country)

right to I appeal

United States district
court (trial courts) (at
least one in each state;
four in New York)
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COLLECTING RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR CLASSROOM USE

Use of primary legal resource material has proven to be extremely effective in the classroom. Students of all

responded well to adapted versions of actual cases and statutes. Many of the cases are available in materials alrea

secondary students' use. Any one of the casebooks included in the bibliography of casebooks in the bibliography wou

cases suggested in the guide. References in the modules list the location of the cases in the secondary school leve

In order for the teaching of these modules to be meaningful, teachers should not overlook contemporary issues i

and situations related to the concepts being developed. The New York Times Index and The Readers Guide to Periodica
both useful to students and teachers in searching for sources of detailed accounts about new material for class cons

LOCATION AND ADAPTATION OF CASES

Court decisions are suggested as resources at various points in this guide. Court deCiiiont exist in two types

casebooks and case reports. The characteristics and advantages of each are discussed below.

Casebooks are edited collections of court decisions on particular subjects which are prepared for law school

study, general luding, and,in a few instances, for secondary school study. (See the casebook listing in the biblio

offer two advan es. First, a single casebook collects in one place numerous cases on a roiatec subject that may
Second, most cases require substantial editing of case language and length prior to use in a class. In a casebook

done, as cases appearing in casebooks are usually shortened versions of actual cases.

The most complete source of court decisions exists in the case reports. The decision in a court case is handed

or judges as a written opinion. As enough new decisions are handed down by a particular court to fill a volume, th
gether, and the new volume is added to the multivolume series that constitutes the case reports of that court. For

of the United States Supreme Court are collected in a series of volumes, known as the united States Reports, which ci

400 volumes. One case suggested for classroom study is the New York Regents prayer case, Engel:vs. Vitale. In the

a citation for this case appearsasuvol.370 U.S. Reports, p. 421 (19624 Thus, the Supreme Court deFfsTOW for the

Vitale, which was handed down in 1962, is located in volume 370 of the United States Reports at page 421.

While the United States Reports contains U.S. Supreme Court cases, cases from other courts (or groups of court.

are collected in other series of volumes. The diagram of the court system below indicates the names of the reports

the particular courts are collected.

New York Reports

New York Appel-

WOrts

Hew York Mis-
Cenaneous
Reports

NEW YORK COURTS

Court of Appeals
(court of last
resort)

Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court
(four in state)

supreme Court
(one in each
county)

FEDERAL COURTS

supreme Lourt
(Court of last
resort)

Court of Appeals
(11 in the
country)

United States
District Courts
(at least one in
each state)

U.S. Reports

Federal Reporter

Federal Supplement



00IRIALS FOR CLASSROOM USE

egal resource material has proven to be extremely effective in the classroom. Students of all ability levels
ted versions of actual cases and statutes. Many of the cases are available in materials already prepared for
e. Any one of the casebooks included in the bibliography of casebooks in the bibliography would have many of the

e guide. References in the modules list the location of the cases in the secondary school level case collections.

teaching of these modules to be meaningful, teachers should not overlook contemporary issues in pertinent cases
d to the concepts being developed. The New York Tines Index and The Readers Guide to Periodical Literature are
is and teachers in searching for sources of detailed accounts about new material for class consideration.
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In addition to the case reports of the various Federal and State courts, the important decisions of all 50 sta

are selected for publication in the regional reporters. These reporters are Atlantic Reporter, Northeastern Report

Reporter, Southeastern Reporter, Northwester Reporter, Southwestern Reporter, and Pacific Reporter. For example,

New York courts are collected in the North/astern Reporter along with cases from Indiana, Illinois, Massachusetts,

Case reports are available in every county courthouse library, in large public libraries, and in college or un

The libraries of practicing lawyers contain some case reports. Although the case reports are the most complete sou

decisions, casebooks are more easily used in the preparation of materials for secondary students.

As they appear in the case reports or in casebooks, court cases normally will require editing before they are

suggested in this guide. Since courts often devote large portions of a decision to discussing technical points of

no importance for secondary school adoption, most cases can be shortened. Where vocabulary is too difficult for s

may also want to paraphrase to clarify the cases.

LOCATION AND ADAPTATION OF STATUTES

Selected legislation passed by the United States Congress or by the New York State Legislature is suggested as

at various points in this guide. These suggestions refer to some of the hundreds of statutes passed each year by

legislatures on scores of topics. These laws are consolidated by ,subject (codified) in statute books. For exampl

motor vehicles are collected in a single place, all the laws on crimes are collected in a single place, etc. All

isoperiodically codified and updated in approximately one dozen volumes called the United States Code, containing

areas called titles. The entire code as well as each of the separate titles is indexed reasonably well. All New 1

is codified by subject in a series of statute books called Meinney's Consolidated Laws of New York. In this mult,

statute law of the State is consolidated under 70 different subjects, and indexed well by tonic through the entire

The United States Code and the Consolidated Laws of New York can be found in any county court house, and may

college, university, or public libraries. Practicing attorneys generally have copies of the Federal and state sta

libraries. .4

As with cases, editing will usually be necessary before using statutes for classroom study. The text of the

duced in length, language can be simplified, and technical legal material can be deleted.

A LAW RESOURCE SUPPLEMENT FOR SOCIAL STUDIES RESOURCE CENTER

Compilation of student materials from primary sources ' solves use of some resources that may be unfamiliar o

available in the school or public library. One means of facilitating the process of compiling student materials i

school district to acquire books for a law source supplement to the social studies resource center. A list of boo

vant resource materials is found in the bibliography. Acquisition of one book from each of the suggested categori

"mini" resoarce collection that would facilitate locating.classroom materials for study.

THE ATTORNEY IN THE CLASSROOM

The New York State Bar Association and several local bar associations have expressed an interest in assisting

the teaching of law in the schools. This resource should not be overlooked when assistance is needed in the locat

legal materials. If a law library is not available, local attorneys generally possess a comprehensive collection

tune. Once resource material is located,, the attorney may prove useful in the process of adapting it for student u

Many classes will not be able to have legal talent available for more than one or two occasions. However, a

wish to "adopt" your classes over a period of time, providing several members who could be available at different

duration of the study of the legal concepts. If a visit to court is arranged as part of such a program it is part
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have an attorney to brief the class before the visit, and to answer questions afterwards. In addition, if a law li

accessible, the teacher may find that a local attorney would have casebooks and other resources which he could borr

Live resources, perhaps even more than written and audiovisual materials, require careful planning in order t
potential. Some planning procedures which help both attorney and class to work effectively together include:

. discussion of the specific topics for which the attorney's expertise is needed, well in advance of the date
will be present. Some questions which students have raised concerning these topics would provide helpful g

. a brief but specific statement concerning the course of study, including what has been discussed in class p
participation.

. the loan to the participating attorney of any curriculum materials being used to structure the Glasswork.
provide copies of related student material.

. provision for the attorney to identify misconceptions which students may have about the legal processes to
attorney may wish to questioi students before he works with the class. A student committee could call on

to help with this task.

xiv
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addition,
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Module 1

MODULE I: THE LAW-WHO NEEDS IT? *

1. The Main Focus.

What is law? Is it necessary to modern society? The consideration of these questions is a logical place for

gin thinking about the role of law in modern society. As this module develops, the main focus will be on three- of law'

tions that are necessary to a modern society: laws provide a process by which many disputes can be resolved rationally
guidance in complex human activity that might otherwise be chaotic or unsafe, laws protect people from antisocial cond

who might harm them.

2. Why This Focus?

Developing these understandings about the social necessity for law will provide the means to examine a number
conceptions about the law and about the purpose of the legal system.

First, some students may think- that the fact that we have so much law in our complex society is mere hamensta

legal processes are not really social necessities. Providing rational processes for dispute resolution, providing soci

providing protection from antisocial conduct are by no means the only necessary social functions of law, but in stud

fills these fundamental social functions, students may perceive how law is in fact a social,necessity.

Second, most students will think law exists mainly to punish people for doing bad things. Even students who

social necessity are apt to think that only the criminal law is really essential. This exaggerates law's restrictive

exist primarily to facilitate social lite. The necessity for many laws and legal processes does not rest on the exis

doers. Law would be needed in society as we know it even if all citizens were men of good will at all times.

A third fundamental misconception about the nature of law treated in this module is that all law consists of

makers make which tell people what to do. Rather, laws are responses to particular social needs. And they include mo

the legal system also includes legal processes and legal officials. This is necessarily so because rules are not self

applying, or self-changing.

A fourth common misconception is that legal processes are merely ritualistic technicalities. The failure of

social needs that have called it into play can be explained in several ways: the need may be beyond law's effective c

for fellow man), the rule may unwise (a speed limit can be set too high or low), or the process may be ill-designe

claims are backed up in some u6an courts as much as 5 years). Existence of defective legal processes fosters the m

the part of many that legal process is necessarily only technical ritual that interferes with operation of rules. Alt!

processes may be well or ill designed, legal process is essential to provide a structured, rational means of getting r

changed,or applied in specific circumstances.

3. Outline of the Teaching Sc'me.

To show how law is a social necessity, this module tre-ts: the law as supplier of processes for resolving fa

that actually arise (Understanding I), the law as guider and coordinator (Understanding II), and the law as protector

III). Stated in another way, the module is designed to show the student that some laws are responses to society's bas
"process" of law, some responses to its basic need for the ';guidance" of law, and some responses to its basic need for

law. While in most instances where law operates, these three uses of law interact, this module directs attention to t

importance of each.

In addressing the necessity for law, students may be very much inclined to focus first and only on crimes. T

module one postpones consideration of the need for laws to protect persons and property from others until the end. In

helpful to direct student interest away from criminal law by pointing out the variety of other familiar subjects with

A simple, but dramatic way to demonstrate this is to bring a volume of statutes or case reports into the classroom. I

tables of subjects covered in either of these original sources, one discovers that criminal matters are only a small

--------S-Ubjects treated by law.

*Material on this page is background information forthe teacher.

1



MODULE I: THE LAW-WHO NEEDS IT? *

Is it necessary to modern society? The consideration of these questions is a logical place for students to be-

e role of law in modern society. As this module develops, the main focus will be on three of law's social func-

ary to a modern society: laws provide a process by which many disputes can be resolved rationally, laws provide
uman activity that might other' se be chaotic or unsafe, laws protect people from antisocial conduct of others

hese understandings about the social necessity for law will provide the means to examine a number of common mis-
law and about the purpose of the legal system.

students may think that the fact that we have so much law in our complex society is mere happenstancethat law and

of really social necessities. Providing rational processes for dispute resolution, providing social guidance, and
from antisocial conduct are by no means the only necessary social functions of law, but in studying how law ful-
al social functions, students may perceive how law is in fact a social. necessity.

students will think law exists mainly to punish people for doing bad things. Even students who view law as a

apt to think that only the criminal law is really essential. This exaggerates law's restrictive functions. Laws

2cilitate social life. The necessity for many laws and legal processes does not rest on the existence of evil-

needed in society as we know it even if all citizens were men of good will at all times.

iamental misconception about the nature of law treated in this module is that all law consists of rules that rule-

1 people what to do. Rather, laws are responses to particular social needs. And they include more than rules;

includes legal processes and legal offik.ials. This is necessarily so because rules are not self-creating, self-

nging.

anon misconception is that legal processes are merely ritualistic technicalities. The failure of law to meet the

re called it into play can be explained in several ways: the need may be beyond law's effective capacity (respect
rule may be unwise (a speed limit can be set too high or low), or the process may be ill-designed (auto accident
in some urban courts as much as 5 years). Existence of defective legal processes fosters the misconception on

legal process is necessarily only technical ritual that interferes with operation of rules. Although legal

I or ill designed, legal process is essential to provide a structured, rational means of getting rules made,
specific circumstances.

aching Scheme.

law is a social necessity, this modt'le treats: the law as supplier of processes for resolving fairly disputes
Understanding I), the law as guider and coordinator (Understanding II), and the law as protector (Understanding
cher way, the module is designed to show the student that some laws are responses to society's basic need for the
:le responses to its basic need for the ';guidance" of law, and some responses to its basic need for the "threat" of

41stances where law operates, these three uses of law interact, this module directs attention to the independent

ng.the necessity for law, students may be very much inclined to focus first and only on crimes. To avoid this,

consideration of the need for laws to protect persons and property from others until the end. Initially, it is

ardent interest away from criminal law by pointing out the variety of other familiar subjects with which law deals.
lc way to demonstrate this is to bring a volume of statutes or case reports into the classroom. In examining the

overed in either of these original sources, one discovers that criminal matters are only a small fraction of the

law.

ge is background information for the teacher.
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Module 1

0 SUMMARY OF UNDERSTANDINGS

PEOPLE LIVING IN A MODERN SOCIETY NEED LAW TO:

. PROVIDE RULES AND PROCESSES FOR RESOLVING
DISPUTES FAIRLY AND RATIONALLY

. GUIDE AND COORDINATE THEIR ACTIVITIES

. DISCOURAGE ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR SUCH AS
ASSAULTS AND THEFTS

UNDERSTANDING I

PEOPLE LIVING IN A MODERN SOCIETY NEED LAW TO PROVIDE RULES AND PROCESSES FOR RESOLVI

DISPUTES FAIRLY AND RATIONALLY.

A. Explanation of Understanding I

The focus of this understanding is on the law as a process, the function of which is
disputes on the basis of principles rather than by use of sheer power or other arbitrary mean
stand this process,the students must'first recognize that 0; conflicts are not limited co "b

circumstances where a "good" person confronts a "bad" one, but are commonplace among all mem
(2) while many of these conflicts can be ironed out by negotiation, goodwill, forgetting abou
etc., some are sufficiently serious to require help from society in resolving them fair4 and
(3) one of the functions of law is to provide this help; and (4) that for the law to carry ou
must follow fair and reasonably efficient procedures itself. The teaching materials suggeste

designed to help achieve this understanding by considering how good-faith conflicts naturally
people live together, by examining some alternative methods of resolving such conflicts, and
how the judicial system sets about this task of resolving disputes.

B. Teaching Understanding I

OBJECTIVES

. The student can develop awareness of the universality of disputes by observations of
around him as well as through directed viewing of selected cases.



SUMMARY OF UNDERSTANDINGS

PEOPLE LIVING IN A MODERN SOCIETY NEED LAW TO:

. PROVIDE RULES AND PROCESSES FOR RESOLVING
DISPUTES FAIRLY AND RATIONALLY

. GUIDE AND COORDINATE THEIR ACTIVITIES

. DISCOURAGE ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR SUCH AS
ASSAULTS AND THEFTS

[N A MODERN SOCIETY NEED LAW TO PROVIDE RULES AND PROCESSES FOR RESOLVING
AND RATIONALLY.

,rstanding I

his understanding is on the law as a process, the function of which is to settle
f principles rather than by use of sheer power or other arbitrary means. To under-
students must first recognize that (1) conflicts are not limited to "bad" people or
'good" person confronts a "bad" one, but are commonplace among all members of society;
conflicts can be ironed out by negotiation, goodwill, forgetting about the problem,

ntly serious to require help from society in resolving them fairly and rationally;
s of law is to provide this help; and (4) that for the law to carry out this job, it
asonably efficient procedures itself. The teaching materials suggested below are
e this understanding by considering how good-faith conflicts naturally arise when
y examining some alternative methods of resolving such conflicts, and by demonstrating
sets about this task of resolving disputes.

ng I

n develop awareness of the universality of disputes by observations of the world
well as through directed viewing of selected cases.
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Module 1

. The student can indicate the need for structuring in the resolution of conflict by i

the rules that pertain to any resolution and by assessing the effectiveness of these

in leading to a successful settlement of the dispute.

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. Even if there were no people who would purposefully do harm to others, given a chanc

society like ours need some official process for dispute resolution? The question c

of pupils:"Must there be laws and penalties even in a utopia?"

. Why is it important that official bodies for dispute resolution (courts) have some r

how they pill go about settling disputes? Relate to the pupils' family lives: Are

settled through violent action or through a calm, logical, reasoning, "talk" session

are followed in such a "talk" session? Is there a followurto determine how the pen

will be meted out?

USE OF VISUALS

. Students may take pictures or cut pictures from newspapers and magazines which por

confrontation between two or more persons, in which a dispute seems imminent.

- What is (might be) the subject of the dispute?

- What cues are there, that one or more people is (are) angry or upset by the confro

- How does the information you can get about the scene (from newspaper or from inte

participants) compare with what you thought was happening?

- Are there any rules that the participants seem to follow in discussing the questio

. The cartoons on pages 6, 7, and 9 can be analyzed, using the questions above.

. Study pictures, such as those produced by Documentory Photo Aids can be helpful also

additional visual sources in bibliography.)



n indicate the need for structuring in the resolution of conflict by identifying

pertain to any resolution and by assessing the effectiveness of these rules

a succe,sful settlement of the dispute.

UNDERWANDING

were no people who would purposefully do harm to others, given a chance, would a

urs seed some official process. for dispute resolution? The question can be asked

;t there be Taws and penalties even in a utopia?"

rtant that official bodies for dispute resolution (courts) have some rules regulating

go about settling disputes? Relate to the pupils' family lives: Are disputes

h vIl'int action or through a calm, logical, reasoning, "talk" session? What "rules"

.n RIC1 a "talk" session? Is there a followup to determine how the penalties

cut?

take pictures or cut pictures from newspapers and magazines which portray a

between two or more persons, in which a dispute seems imminent.

ght be) the subject of the dispute?
re there, that one or more people is (are) angry or upset by the confrontation?

e information you can get about the scene (from newspaper or from interview of

s) compare with what you thought was happening?
ny rifles that the participants seem to follow in discussing the question?

on pages 6, 7, and 9 can be analyzed, using the questions above.

s, such as those produced by Documentory Photo Aids can be helpful also. (See

sual sources in bibliography.)
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Module 1

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

1. Some disputes, even among men of good faith, create a need for legal rocess.

The following are suggested classroom
strategies that may be used-to prove this
statement.

(a) Divide the class into three groups
and let each group determine the
cause and possible resolution of
the following hypothetical cases:

Jones has stolen Smith's watch
and sold it to Clark who in-
nocently believed it was Jones'
to sell. Jones is nowhere to be
found, and now Smith and Clark
lay claim to the watch. (Rule:

The owner of property has a right
to possession.)

Green and White have had a head-
on collision'in which each was
seriously injured and h.0 hospital
bills of $10,000. Each yiestly

believes the accident wQ.:i .iused

by the other's presence on the
wrong side of the road and should
be paid for by the other. (Rule:

If a person's negligence causes
injury to another, he must com-
pensate him for the harm.)

Jackson has an agreement with
Washington that requires him to
build a house. The contract

4

Initially, the teacher might raise t'e

Is it enough to have rules of law? B

some very basic rules-of law and prese
good-faith conflict situations to whic
rules might be applied for resolution,
should see that additional rules are n
up processes for fair application of
specifit. dispute situations. Even go
putants who agree on a rule may be una
selves to come to an agreement on how
should be resolved.

The three sample good-faith disputes s

three separate ways in which honest m
themselves locked in conflict. Case
watch resold, shows that honest men o
may disagree on their interpretations
means. Here,some process is needed t
the rule in question to determine wha
property ownership.

Case two, the head-on accident, shows

of good faith may have their facts wr
facts wrong in this case Some proces
make a rational attempt at determining
good faith disputing parties has his

Case three, the building contract, de

that honest men may have differing ju
process is needed to decide, given th
perception of what constitutes "stand
workmanship" is the more reasonable.
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Some disputes, even among men of good faith, create a need for legal process.

g are suggested classroom
ay be used to prove this

the class into three groups
each group determine the

nd possible resolution of
lowing hypothetical cases:

has stolen Smith's watch
old it to Clark who in-
tly believed it was Jones'
11. Jones is nowhere to be
, and now Smith and Clark
laim to the watch. (Rule:

wner of property has a right
ssession.)

and White have had a head-
llision'in which each was
usly injured and had hospital
of $10,000. Each honestly
ves the accident was caused
c other's presence on the
side of the road and should
id for by the other. (Rule:

person's negligence causes
y to another, he must com-
te him for the harm.)

on has an agreement with

ngton that requires him to
a house. The contract

Initially, the teacher might raise the question:
Is it enough to have rules of law? By starting with
some very basic rules of law and presenting simple
good-faith conflict situations to which these same
rules might be applied for resolution, the student
should see that additional rules are needed to set
up processes for fair application of the rules to
specific dispute situations. Even good-faith dis-
putants who agree on a rule may be unable by them-
selves to come to an agreement on how their conflict
should be resolved.

The three sample good-faith disputes suggest

three separate ways in which honest men may find
themselves locked in conflict. Case one, the stolen
watch resold, shows that honest men of good faith
may disagree on their interpretations of what a rule
means. Here,some process is needed to further refine
the rule in question to determine what constitutes
property ownership.

Case two, the head-on accident, shows that men
of good faith may have their facts wrong; one has his
facts wrong in this case. Some process is needed to
make a rational attempt at determining which of the
good faith disputing parties has his facts right.

Case three, the building contract, demonstrates

that hone men may have differing judgments. Some
process is needed to decide, given these facts, whose
perception of what constitutes "standard quality
workmanship" is the more reasonable.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

requires "standard quality
workmanship." A week after
Washington moves in, the area
suffers the worst rain in SO
years; a cellar wall cracks.
Each, Jackson and Washington,
believes that under their agree-
ment the other should bear the
expense of repairing the wall.
(Rule: When one fails to per-
form his promise under a contract,

he must put the other party in
the position he would have been
in if the promise had been per-
formed.

Have each group elect-a group leader
who will present the case and conduct

discussion. Each group leader will
report back to the entire class the
possible solutions. Teacher should
draw together all discussion with
final conclusions.

(b) Present to the class one of the

above-listed hypothetical cases
with basic premise and solution.
Then divide class into teams of
five to seven pupils to devise their
own case and solution. Have team

leaders cite case-they have devised.
See if other groups can break the
deadlock before leader gives his

solution.

5

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURC

In each of these three cases, some ra
process for fair dispute resolution
law attempts to meet this need by su
stantive rules, third parties (court
the dispute, and procedures for cour

The teacher might construct hypothet
situations like those outlined above
material for classroom discussion.
students might better grasp the noti
faith conflict which defies private
they are called upon to work in smal

struct such situations themselves.

Presnitina a good-faith copflictSit
the form of a skit may increase stud
participation and provide an excelle

to the question: What are various w

might be resolved when disputants ar
With a little direction from the tea
cussion may evaluate alternatives of
etc. and the need for an official me
resolution--a judicial process.

Cases included in Judgment Case Stud

Tort Cases in the Classroom would al

here. The "Background for Teachers"
leaflet helps the teacher understan
law involved.

"The Case of the Missing Rini( in t

Courts and the Law,is also applicabl
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DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

In each of these three cases, some rational
process for fair dispute resolution is needed. The

law attempts to meet this need by supplying sub-
stantive rules, third parties (courts) to resolve
the dispute, and procedures for courts to follow.

The teacher might construct hypothetical dispute

situations like those outlined above to provide

material for classroom discussion. Alternatively,
students might better grasp the notion of a good-
faith conflict which defies private resolution if
they are called upon to work in small groups to con-

struct such situations themselves.

Presentina a good-faith conflict situation in
the form of a skit may increase student interest and
participation and provide an excellent springboard

to the question: What are various ways disputes
might be resolved when disputants are deadlocked?
With a little direction from the teacher, class dis-
cussion may evaluate alternatives-of coin flipping,
etc. and the need for an official method of dispute
resolution--a judicial process.

Cases included in Judgment Case Study No. 11, Usint7

Tort Cass in the Classroom would also be useful

here. The "Background for Teachers" section of this

leaflet helps the teacher understand the points of

law involved.

"The Case of the Missing Rinc," in the pamphlet,

Courts and the Law, is also applicable.

2
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DETAILED iESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOUR

..(c) Have teacher select pupils in the
class to play the roles in each
of the following skits --first
without, then with the benefit of
the legal process. Ask class to
consider, while watching skits,

whether the matter could con-
ceivably be solved without the
legal process. It would be
interesting to have the pupils
chosen do it extemporaneously
to see what direction they would
take.

--Photographer Smith takes a
a picture of a famous actress
in town while she is mowing the
lawn with a new Torch Lawnmower.
The picture appears in the morning
newspaper with a caption of the
actress extolling the merits of
the lawnmower and encouraging all
to buy one as soon as possible.
The actress immediately ales the
newspaper stating she never
endorsed that product. The
photographer. states that she
used it in public so that he
was within his rights in making
the assumptions that he did.

Mrs. Smith claims that her son
Johnny's fifth grade teacher, Miss
Jones, is always calling him slow.
He has developed an inferiority
comples and as a result she intends

A cartoon has been omitted her
of copyright restrictions. it
New Yorker Magazine, 1971. dr
J. Mirachi

Drawing by J. Mirachi; 0 1971 Th
Magazine, Inc.

See text, p. 3.
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A cartoon has been omitted here because
of copyright restrictions. It is from the
New Yorker Magazine, 1971. drawing by
J. Mirachi

Drawing by J. Mirachi; 4D 1971 The New Yorker
Magazine, Inc.

See text, p. 3.
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to sue Miss Jones. In checking
Johnny's record, it is discovered
by the principal that his marks have
always been below average.

(d) In a general class discussion, ask pupils
to evaluate (1) how equitable it would
be to solve a problem in each of the
following ways and (2) whether the
dispute would irrevocably be settled:

Coin flipping
Fighting
Turning to a friend of one of the

disputants
Taking the dispute to an official
court

(e) Have each of four pupils do research
on how legal decisions were arrived at
in various cultures based on various

codes or documents. Each pupil should
report on one of the folloing to the
class:

Code of Hammuigbi
The Koran
Code of Napoleon
Soviet Constitution

The book, Treasury of Lag by Richard

Nice, publisher: Philosophical Library,
1964, is an excellent source for materials
giving the pupil a "broad sampling of

man's legal tradition." (Excerpts from

this text will be quoted later on in

.7

A cartoon has been omitte

of copyright restrictions.
the April 6, 1963 issue o

Review, Inc. (drawn by H

See text, p. 3.
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41001.65°P.
4

this first module.) However, if
the above mentioned book is un-
availab'e, references such as The
Human Adventure include excerpts
from one or more of these documents.

2. _ need for rules regulating how courts will ELabout resolving disputes.

(a) Divide the class into five groups.
Have each group prepare and present
a vignette showing the consequences
if a juege ofjury resolved a dis-
pute without taking into considera-
tion one of the following:

rules requiring that both sides be
notifi 1 that the court is-going to
act on the dispute

rules allowing both sides the chance
to be heard

rules that try to assure that
judges are qualified

rules allowing the loser to appeal
when he feels the third party has
made a mistake

(b) Have pupils examine provisions for the
establishment and operation of a court
system including provisions for some
necessary processes if courts are to
resolve disputes fairly. To familiarize
them with the New York State constitution,

Having arrived at a need for some leg
help resolve disputes, suggested proc
sources attempt to show that if the c
this job properly they must follow ce
ttlmselves.

The teacher might propose resolution
disputes the class has already consid
imaginary court that places very Litt
processes. This court might not noti
party, might not listen to the disput
or might have judges who are patently
do their jous.

Statutory and constitutional provisio
the New York court system and outlini
procedural .rules of court are suggest

that American courts try to conform t
(Examples of edited or abridged statu
in module IV, pages 158-159). . If the
to use these originaltutory and c
resource materials, he should freely e
phrase such materials for student use
he may wish to check with an attorney
tion representative concerning wheth
in wording change the intent of the s
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module.) However, if
mentioned book is un-
references such as The
iture include excerpts
r more of these documents.

e need for rules regulating how courts will go_ about resolving disputes.

class into five groups.
group, prepare and present
showing the consequences
or jury resolved a dis-

ut taking into considera-
f the following:

quiring that both sides be
that the court is going to

he dispute

lowing both sides the chance
and

at try to assure that
re qualified

lowing the loser to appeal
feels the third party has
istake

s examine provisions for the
,ent and operation of a court
luding provisions for some
processes if courts are to
spates fairly. To familiarize
the New York State constitution,

Having arrived at a peed for some legal process to
help resolve disputes, suggested procedures and re-
sources attempt to show that if the courts are to do
this job properly they must follow certain procedures
themselves.

The teacher might propose resolution of one of the
disputes the class has already considered in an
imaginary court that places very little value on such
processes. This court might not notify the other
party, might not listen to the disputant's arguments,
or might have judges who are patently unqualified to
do their jobs.

Statutory and constitutional provisions setting up
the New York court system and outlining a few basic
procedural rules of court are suggested to demonstrate
that American courts try to conform to fair processes.
Examples of edited or abridged statutes are included

in module IV, pages 158-159). If the teacher chooses
to use these original statutory and constitutional
resource materials, he should freely edit and para-
phrase such materials for student use. However,
he may wish to check with an attorney or bar associa-
tion representative concerning whether his changes
in wording change the int3nt of the statute.
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you might have them look up
the particular. articles summarized

on pages 11 and 12.

--establishlng uniform court system

starting a case by notifying the
other side

qualifications and removal of

judge

provision for courts to hear appeals

from lower courts

(c) Have class view a videotape, film, or
filmstrip on the organization of our

courts. Some examples:

. "Structure and Organization of

American Courts." Encyclopedia

Britannica Films. b/w, 30 min.

. On videotape, from the WNBC-TV,
Our-Legal Profile series--
Programs 10-24, "Attorney at Law";
10-25, "Bench and Bar"; 10-26,
"Conscience of the State."

A cartoon has been omitted here beca
restrictions. It is from the Marc
Review.

3. Actual dispute resolution in court.

(a) As a class, visit a local court to see
a case at trial similar in subject
matter to a dispute discussed in class.
(Contact the city court clerk or county
court clerk to make arrangements.) If

it is not possible to take a large group,

Students may benefit from seeing h

like one they have discussed was a

in court. If they visit a trial,

might be very helpful in explainin
role in resolving private disputes
opinion is examined, students will
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3. Actual dispute

ass, visit a local court to see
at trial similar in subject
to a dispute discussed in class.
t the city court clerk or county
Jerk to make arrangements.) If

of possible to take a large group,

A cartoon has been omitted here because of copyright
restrictions. It is from the March 27, 1971 Saturday
Review.

resolution in court.

Students may benefit from seeing how a dispute

like one they have discussed was actually settled

in court. If they visit a trial, a clerk or judge
might be very helpful in explaining the trial court's

role in resolving private disputes. If an appellate

opinion is examined, students will see law's dispute-
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perhaps certain select members
of class might go and report back
to the total group.

(b) Discuss with class an appellate court
decision of an actual case that ad-
dressed a dispute similar in its facts
to that on which the students did a
skit. Make use of synthesized ver-
sion of such cases as Carroll v.
Bouley (p. 12), O'Connor v. Clark
(p. 13), Stees yLeonard_(p. 14).

(c) Invite a local attorney to speak to
your class on the role of the judicial
process in resolving private disputes
fairly. (Ask the local bar association
to help find a speaker. In some cities,
the bar association has a program already
in progreSs.) Have a panel to question
the speaker when he completes his talk.

(d) Have class view a filmstrip or movie on
a lawsuit. One possibility-is "The
Witness to an Accide1t" (30 min. b/w).

This film documents and dramatizes a
civil lawsuit based on an automobile
injury case. Delineates roles played
by lawyers for plaintiff and defendent.

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURC

resolving process at a level after a
already rendered a decision. The pa

brought the appeal is challenging th
a mistaken application of the law.
opinion is used, it will need substa
editing. (See "The Attorney in the
p. xiii). A local lawyer might be w
with the editing if the teacher feel
called for.

A visit from an attorney to discuss
tion by the courts. could be very int
students. Such a visitor might be m
the teacher is able to focus his pre
informing him of the students' cours
he speaks to the class. (See p. xiv

Students who wish to read detailed d
the role of each of the principals i
will find such a description in Chap
The American Judicial System.
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certain select members
might go and report back

otal group.

with class an appellate court
of an actual case that ad-
a dispute similar in its facts
on which the students did a
lake use of synthesized ver-
such cases as Carroll v.
p. 12), O'Connor v. Clark
Stees v. Leonard (p. 14).

local attorney to speak to
ss on the role of the judicial
in resolving private disputes
(Ask the local bar association

find a speaker. In some cities,
association has a program already
ess.) Have a panel to question
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to an Accident" (30 min. b/w).

documents and dramatizes a
wsuit based on :in automobile

ase. Delineates roles played
rs for plaintiff and defendent.
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resolving process at a level after a trial court has
already rendered a decision. The party who has
brought the appeal is challenging this eecision as
a mistaken application of the law. If an appellate
opinion is used, it will need substentidl teacher
editing. (See "The Attorney in the Classroom,"
p. xiii). A local lawyer might be willing to help
with the editing if the teacher feels such help is
called for.

A visit from an attorney to discuss dispute resolu-
tion by the courts could be very interesting to
students. Such a visitor might be most effective if
the teacher is able to focus his presentation by
informing him of the students' course of study before
he speaks to the class. (See p. xiv.)

Students who wish to read detailed descriptions of
the role of each of the principals in a court case
will find such a description in Chapter 1, Starr,
The American uudicial System.



Module 1

RESOURCES*

New York State Constitution

Article VI - Section I

:.states informatiOn about the Supreme Court -- how set up -- what. the judic'

districts are -- number of.justices -- how they will be chosen -- that the le:

lature may alter the judicial number after a Federal census -- that they may

increase the number of justices except that the number of justices in each dis

shall not exceed one for each 60,000 people.

Article VI - Section IV

"The official terms of the justices of the supreme court shall be fourteen ye

from and including the first day of January next after their election." ...g

may appoint someone to fill vacancy until next election occurs.

Article VI - Section XX

"The testimony in equity cases shall be taken in like manner as in cases at 1

the legislature shall have the same power to alter and regulate the proceedin

and jurisdictions in law and in equity that it has exercised before."

Article VI - Section XXII

...states that any judge of the court of appeals, justice of the supreme cour

judge of the.-court of claims, county court, surrogate's court, (or) family cou

removed for cause or forced to retire because of mental or physical disabilit

that prevents fulfillment of his judgeship -- only, however, after notice and

hearing proceedings by the court of the judiciary. -- further states the mem

that will be on the court of judiciary for hearings. -- an affirmative vote

at least four members will result in justice's removal.

*Direct quotations from statutes are. indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other s

summaries or paraphrases of the statute listed.

11
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Module 1

Article VI - Section XXIII

- -states specifically that the State Assembly has the power of impeachment
Governor or Lieutenant Governor by a majority vote -- states that the State
Senate shall conduct the actual trial itself -- a two-thirds voteis needed
for conviction.

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "CiVil Practice Law and Rules." Vol.

Section 304.

- -states that a civil proceeding is begun and jurisdiction secured by a sumn
A special proceeding is commenced by serving a notice of petition or order
show cause. However, this above stated law should not be misconstrued to m
that unless a service of process is obtained, there can be no proceedings.
According to section 103, "civil judicial proceedings shall not be dismisse
solely because it is not brought in the proper form, but the court shall ma
whatever order is required for its proper prosecution."

a

Carroll v. Bouley, in Vol. 338, Massachusetts Reports, p. 625, (1959).

(An auto accident claim)

An action against an administrator of an estate for injuries sustained by tl
plaintiff. When she was riding in an automobile stopped near intersection
streets on a clear dry morning, another automobile entered and crossed the
section from the opposite direction against a red traffic light and, moving
speed of 35 miles an hour, struck and broke the post of the traffic light a
then crossed the street and struck the automobile occupied by the plaintiff
She maintained that she saw the other automobile coming and "did not obsery
in the driver's seat before it hit the post," and there was evidence that w
5 minutes after the collision between the two automobiles, the defendant's
was found lying on the floor of the other automobile, alone and suffering s

12



Article VI - Section XXIII

--states specifically that the State Assembly has the power of impeachment of
Governor or Lieutenant Governor by a majority vote -- states that the State
Senate shall conduct the actual trial itself -- awo-thirds vote is needed
for conviction.

K;nnv's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Civil Practice Law and Rules." Vol. 7B,

Section 304.

--states that a civil proceeding is begun and jurisdiction secured by a summons.
A special proceeding is commenced by serving a notice of petiticn,or order to

show cause. However, this above stated law should not be misconstrued to mean
that unless a service of process is obtained, there can be no proceedings.
According to section 103, "civil judicial proceedings shall not be dismissed
solely because it is not brought in the proper form, but the court shall make
whatever order is required for its proper prosecution."

rroll v. Bouley, in Vol. 338, Massachusetts Reports, p. 625, (1959).

(An auto accident claim)

An action against an administrator of an estate for injuries sustained by the
plaintiff. When she was riding in an automobile stopped near intersection of 2
streets on a clear dry morning, another automobile entered and crossed the inter-
section from the opposite direction against a red traffic light and, moving at a
speed of 35 miles an hour, struck and broke the post of the traffic light and
then crossed the street and struck the automobile occupied by the plaintiff.
She maintained that she saw the other automobile coming and "did not observe anyone
in the driver's seat before it hit the post," and there was evidence that within
5 minutes after the collision between the two automobiles, the defendant's relative
was found lying on the floor of the other automobile, alone and suffering severely

12



Module 1

from a heart attack of which he died shortly thereafter. It was learned that,

operating the automobile normally, he had experienced a sudden and unforseeabl

physical seizure depriving him of the capacity to control his automobile befor

entered the intersection, so that he was exonerated from responsibility for it

operation thereafter, and the plaintiff had no case.

O'Connor v. Clark, in Vol. 32,Atlantic Reporter, p. 1029, (1895)

(The right to property sold by a nonowner)

The owner of a wagon (O'Connor) allowed another individual (Tracy) to print hi

name and occupation on the wagon making the public think it belonged to. Tracy.

An individual (Clark), in good faith bought the wagon. The first owner (O'Conn

cannot recover his original property.

From appeal statement by judge: "It is contended that...defendant (Clark) pu
the property in question from Tracy in the honest belief that he was in fact t

owner thereof; that the name and occupation of Tracy--viz. 'George Tracy, Pi

Mover'--were on the wagon when he offered it for sale, and that fact was refe

to as indicating his ownership of the property, etc.; that Tracy being a stra

defendant was specially careful to inquire and inform himself that the person

was in possession of and offering to sell the wagon was the George Tracy whos

and occupation were painted thereon; that Tracy's name and occupation were put

wagon with the knowledge of O'Connor, the original plaintiff, and himself, an

direction of the former, for the purpose of creating the impression and induci

the public to believe that the property belonged to Tracy, and was being used

in his business as a piano mover. ...that the original plaintiff, for his o

and benefit, was a party to the arrangement whereby Tracy's name was put on t

for the purpose of ,misleading the public into the belief that the property wa

and that defendant, acting with due caution and in good faith, was thus misle

to the ownership of the property, and purchased the same from Tracy. ..."
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rom a heart attack of which he died shortly thereafter. It was learned that, after

perating the automobile normally,_he had experienced a sudden and unforseeable

hysical seizure depriving him of the capacity to control his automobile before it

ntered the intersection,so that he was exonerated from responsibility for its

peration thereafter, and the plaintiff had no case.

or v. Clark, in Vol. 32,Atlanjic Reporter, p. 1029, (1895)
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efendant was specially careful to inquire and inform himself that the person who

as in possession of and offering to sell the wagon was the George Tracy whose name
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,agon with the knowledge of O'Connor, the original plaintiff, and himself, and by

irection of the former, for the purpose of creating-the impression and inducing

he public to believe that the property belonged to Tracy, and was being used by him

n his business as a piano mover. ...that the original plaintiff, for his own gain

ind benefit, was a party to the arrangement whereby Tracy's name was put on the wagon
'or the purpose of misleading the public into the belief that the property was his,

ind that del!, Jant, acting with due caution and in good faith, ..4as thus misled as

_o the ownership of the property, and purchased the same from Tracy. ..."
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Module 1

Stees v. Leonard, in Vol. 20,Minnesota Reports, p. 494, (1874).

(Unforeseen circumstances complicating performance f a contract)

Plaintiffi Charles Leonard et al (and others) sued the architect company of
Stees for not completing a three-story business house in accordance with pl
specifications of the contract. The defendants maintained that they could
fulfill their part of the contract because the plaintiffs had promised to d
the land on which the house had been built before, but the house had collape
The court ruled that therewas not reason why the contract couldn't have be
filled because the agreement with the plaintiffs was nudum pactum, that is,
was a bare agreement, an agreement made without any money being promised to
plaintiffs in consideration of draining the land.

---------

Additional cases:

Public Issue Serie!. Harvard Social Project - Rights of the Accused.

(Case study which centers on an automobile case; the issues involved on arr
trial appeal, and constitutional law are also raised.)

The Lawsuit.

(A series of cases useful for the purpose)

Abt Associates have prepared a simulation, Innocent Until, related to the case
described in The Lawsuit.

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.
Lexington, Mass. Ginn and Co. 1973.

Unit I, Chapter I includes one lengthy
for fair dispute settlement.

P. Justice and order through law.

case and other materials on the net



tees v. Leonard, in Vol. 20,Minnesota Reports, p. 494,-(1874).

(Unforeseen circumstances complicating performance of a contract)

Plaintiffs Charles Leonard et aljand others) sued the architect company of JohnStees for not completing a three-story business house in accordance with plans and
specifications of the contract. The defendants maintained that they could notfulfill their part of the-contreGt-because the plaintiffs had promised to drain
the land on which the house had. been built before, but the house had collapesed.
The court ruled that there was not reason why the contract couldn't have beenfilled because the agreement with the plaintiffs was nudum pactum, that is, itwas a bare agreement, an agreement made without any money being promised to the
plaintiffs in consideration of draining .the land.

dd4tional cases:

Public Issue Series Harvard Social Project - Rights of the Accused.

(Case study which centers on an automobile case; the issues involved on arrest,
trial appeal, and constitutional law are also raised.)

. The Lawsuit.

(A series of cases useful for the purpose)

Abt Associates have prepared a simulation, Innocent Until, related to the casedescribed in The Lawsuit.

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through taw.Lexington, Mass. Ginn and Co. 1973.

Unit I, Chapter I includes one lengthy case and other materials cm the need-for fair dispute settlement.
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UNDERSTANDING II

PEOPLE LIVING IN A MODERN SOCIETY NEED LAW TO GUIDE AND COORDINATE THEIR ACTIVITIES.

A. Explanation of Understanding II

A more sophisticated way of expressing this concept is to say that some law is a sys

people to do things by providing useful gui7-, ines for cooperation. A clearer way of formula

is to reflect on superhighways. Cars on American superhighways speed along at 70 m.p.h. in t

lanes; cars on British superhighways speed along at 70 m.p.h. in the left hand lanes. How fa

be able to go safely and efficieatly on any superhighway if there were no law establishing; di

traffic in superhighway lanes? Eve one would have to creep along at 2 m.p.h. dodging traffi

other direction, if, indeed, they cc:41d move at Neither left nor right is any more jus

other, but if the law does not establish one or the other as the rule, no one will be able to

either rapidly or safely.

This understanding, which looks at the need for the guidance of law, treats subjects

familiar to students as crime. However, the coordinating-guiding-directing role is likely

familiar, and is less likely to be perceived by the student even though the subject (e.g., tr.

is very familiar.

Fundamental societal needs in a modern, complex society go beyond processes for fair

tion and protectiris of persons and property from bad acts. Needs such as public health, saf
education, and coordination of commercial activities, to list only a few, call for some sort

trol to set standards and coordinate activity of large number of people living together; if w

own thing" in acting in the absence of_ such standards, the result will be, at best, significant

inconvenience; at worst, massive chaos.

Perhaps the best way to approach the gu -ance of law function with students is to ex

where law's guidance directly affects them. It is important to point out that here is a vast

law that is only very misleadingly characterized as concerned primarily with discouraging bad

these laws are not obeyed prmarily in respinse to the threat of law (Understanding III). Fo

we accept the guidance of law as meeting our needs `ch structured interaction without ever co

we might ;e punished should we refuse the guidance. ;low many drivers ever would even think o

wrong wayon a superhighway even if there were no legal punishment whatever for doing so? Wh

laws have e role in preventing drivers from doing bad things, their most important role is le

drivers know what they should do.

15



G IN A MODERN SOCIETY NEED LAW TO GUIDE AND COORDINATE THEIR ACTIVITIES.

Inderstanding II

isticated way of expressing this concept is to say that some law is a system for helping

by providing useful guidelines for cooperation. A clearer way of formulating the 4dea

erhighways. Cars cn Pmerican superhighways speed along at 70 m.p.h. in the right hand

ish superhighways s,eed along.at 70 m.p.h. in the left hand lanes. How fast would anyone

/ and efficiently any superhighway if there were no law establishing direction of

way lanes? Every ne would have to creep along at 2 m.p.h. dodging traffic coming from the

, indeed, they could move at all. Neither left nor right is any more just than the

aw does not establish one or the other as the rule, no one will be able to drive anywhere

afely.

standing, which looKs at the need for the guidance of law, treats subjects that are as

s as crNe. However, the coordinating-guiding-directing role is likely to be less

ss likely to be perceived by the student even though the subject (e.g., traffic movement)

1 societal needs in a modern, complex society go beyond processes for fair dispute resolu-

s of persons and property from bad acts. Needs such as public health, safety standards,
dination of commercial activities, to list only a few, call for some sort of social con-_
ds and coordinate activity of large number of people living together; if we each "did our
-in the absence of such standards, the result will be, at best, significant confusion and

orst, massive chaos.

e best way to approach the guidance of law function with students is to examine some areas

e directly affects them. It is important to point out that here is a vast body of familiar

ry misleadingly characterized as concerned primarily with discouraging bad acts. Also,

obeyed primarily in response to the threat of law (Understanding III). For the most part,

nce of law as meeting our needs for structured interaction without ever considering that

d should we refuse the &Ince. How many drivers-ever would even think of going the

rhighway even if there were no legal punishment whatever for doing so? While motor vehicle

preventing drivers-frm doing bad things, their most important role is letting good

hey should do.
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Module 1

B. Teaching Understanding II

OBJECTIVES

. The student may develop a perception of the law-as a necessary guide to everyday a

reviewing situations around him in which guidance is needed for successful interac
and by examining pertinent legal cases.

. Given pictures and case histories portraying situations in daily life, the student

situations in which obedience of law is prompted more by recognition of need for s

by fear of punishment. -'

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. What kinds Eifamiliar activity would be less safe or more confused if law did not
standards to provide guidance?

. Even if there were no people who would purposefully do harm to others if given a c

a society like ours need some rules for standards and guidance in complex social i

t

t

USE OF VISUALS

. Have some students view several films or film loops which portray oncoming traffic
driver's perception point. (The driver education teacher may help you identify suc

Students should list those situations in which drivers are bound by limits or stan

law. They can then discuss with.the class or another group of students what woul

each instance if no standards were set.

. Individual students or student committees can review the pictures on page 20 and

the class how each portrays a situation in which the people concerned accept the n

d

It

. As a culminating activity, students may take photonraphs or draw caricatures to por

showing the need of law to coordinate the activities of man's daily life.
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sanding II

t may develop a perception of the law as a necessary guide to everyday actions by

situations around him in which guidance is needefor successful interaction-,
mining pertinent legal cases. _ _ . f

ures and case histories portraying situations in daily life, the student may identify
; in which obedience of law is prompted morerby recognition of need for standards than
f punishment.

EACH UNDERSTANDING

3 of familiar activity would be less safe or more confused if law did not operate to set
to provide guidance?

were were no people who would purpc,sefully do harm to others if given a chance, why would
like ours need some rules for standards and guidance in complex social interaction?

students view several films or film loops which portray oncoming traffic from the
)erception point. (The driver education teacher may help you identify such resources.)
should list those situations in which drivers are bound by limits or standards set by
can then discussmith the class or another group of students what would happen in

ance if no standards were set.

1 stuaents or student committees can review the pictures on Page 20 and discuss with
how each portrays a situation in which the people concerned accept the need of standards.

nating activity, students may take photographs or draw caricatures to portray situations
e need of law to coordinate the activities of man's daily life.
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Module 1

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURC

Some laws that illustrate the guidance function of law in action,'

(a) Discuss with class the need or rules
of law that set standards and give
directions concerning fire safety to
the people who run public schools.
(Before examining the State fire safety
standards for schools, students might
use the following role play: Have one

student act as State school commissioner.
He appoints a committee to draw up a
recommended list of fire safety rules
for schools.)

--Cort,,ider. why we have these kinds of

rules; what if we did not?

Have a student committee investigate
and retort to the class on its school's
compliance with selected fire regula-
tions.. The principal or vice principal
is usually knowledgeable about these
matters. So too, is the head custodian.
They may be willing to be present, when

the committee presents its report,
to answer any additional questions
pupils may have.

Throw open for discussion the question
as to whether pupils would less likely
obey laws if possible penalties did not
exist and there was no threat of police
action.

--Invite the local fire chief to discuss
the question of enforcement of fire
safety rules. (See pages 19-20.)

17

Resources concerning the need for la
function may lack the degree of inhe
students that is enjoyed by material
flict and need for its fair resoluti
ing I) or materials concerning the n
tion of crimes (Understanding III).
and presentation of classroom materi
ing II presents a particular challen
be met by emphasis on active studpn
in the design and development of th
a student committee to investigate
standards).

A caution at this juncture: In thi

necessity for law is unfolded by a
ceptual schemeneeds for dispute s
and threat of law. Law's function

three needs is treated in separate
This approach is not intended to su
overlap in the three "types" of law
law saying we must keep to one side
primarily functions to give guidanc

efficient travel. However, law's p
times secondarily be called on to r

over conformity to this guidance.
of penal action may secondarily joi
ception of mutual advantage that le
accept law's guidance in regard to
right.

The three significant needs for law

separately. Students will probably
needs are not mutually exclusive.



OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

Some laws that illustrate the guidance function of law in action.

th class the need for rules
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if possible penalties did not
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17

Resources concerning the need for law's guidance
function may lack the degree of inherent appeal to
students that is enjoyed by materials concerning con-
flict and need for its fair resolution (Understand-
ing I) or materials concerning the need for preven-
tion of crimes (Understanding III). Thus, choice
and presentation of classroom material in Understand-
ing II presents a particular challenge which might
be met by emphasis on active student participatiob
in the design and development of the content (e.g.,
a student committee to investigate conformity to fire

standards).

A caution at this juncture: In this module, the

necessity for law is unfolded by a threefold con-

ceptual scheme--needs for dispute settling, guidance,

and threat of law. Law's function in meeting these

three needs is treated in separate understandings.
This approach is not intended to suggest there is no
overlap in the three "types" of law. For example, a

law saying we must keep to one side while driving
primarily functions to give guidance in safe and

efficient travel. However, law's process may some-
times secondarily be called on to resolve disputes
over conformity to this guidance. Or law's threat

of penal action may secondarily join with the per-
ception of mutual advantage that leads people to
accept ldw's guidance in regard to driving on the

right.

The three significant needs for law are treated

separately. Students will probably notice that these

needs are not mutually exclusive. However,
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

(b) Examine the need for and function
of laws regulating standard time.

Look at the New York law which
requires all business of public
officers in the state to be performed
under the same scheme for telling
time.

Have the class discuss why we have
these kinds of rules.

--Have some of the pupils in class
design a hypothetical problem that
might arise if officials of each
town, city, or county went about
conducting business according to
daylight or standard time as they
saw fit. (See page 22.)

(c) Discuss with pupils the need for and
function of laws regulating conserva-
tion of natural resources and wildlife.
(In this and each of the following areas
of guidance and regulation, one or more
activities might be used if time permits:

1) Examine appropriate statutes;
2) discuss why these laws and regula-

tions exist;
3) design hypothetical problems in

each area; and
4) invite speakel's or take field trips

for more indepth study.
4(

Since the problems connected with pollu-
tion today are very much in the limelight,
the pupils should enjoy this particular
topic. (See pages 22-23.)

18

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOU

acknowledgement of this fact shout
development of the understanding t.
settling, guidance, and threat of
nary functions of law.

In using any of the suggested proc
sources to unfold the need for the
direction of law, initial inquiry
what would happen if we had no law
on such subjects. Such laws are o
to people's perception that confo
advantageous. Because people just
students may question whether they

necessary. But the assumption tha
necessary whenever they are genera

out a legal threatis misconceived
guidance, people would often not k
The teacher might deal with this a
structing a concrete hypothetical
presents the need for a law that i
without the potential threat of la

For example, in using the New York
ing when Eastern Standard Time and
Saving Time shall,be in force acr'
teacher could post this hypotheti

A given state has no law like
York so that each county or
standard or daylight time as
In this state Ed Smith and,J
had an auto accident.' Smith

in Thompson County where the-
curred, claiming Jones ran a
Smith's car broadside. Trial

in Thompson County for 1 p.m.
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DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

acknowledgement of this fact should not impair
development of the understanding that dispute
settling, guidance, and threat of law are each neces-

sary functions of law.

In using any of the suggested procedures and re-
sources to unfold the need for the guidance and
direction of law, initial inquiry might consider
what would happen if we had no laws giving guidance

.4 on such subjects. Such laws are obeyed mainly due
to people's perception that conformity is mutually
advantageous. Because people just accept such laws,

students may question whither they are really
necessary. But the assumption that laws are un-
necessary whenever they are generally accepted with-
out a legal threat is misconceived. Without legal

guidance, people would often not know what .!-.o do.

The teacher might deal with this assumption by con-
structing a concrete hypothetical situation which
presents the, need for a law that is simply accepted
without the potential threat of law's punishment.

18

For example, in using the New York State law specify-
ing when Eastern Standard Time and when Daylight
Saving Time shall be in force across the state, the
teacher could post this hypothetical case:

A given state has no law like that of New
York so that each county or town follows
standard or daylight time as it sees fit..
In this state Ed Smith and John Jones have
had an auto accident. Smith has sued Jones
in Thompson County where the accident oc-

-arrgd; claiming Jones ran a light and hit
Smith's car broadside. Trial has been set
in Thompson County for 1 p.m. Tompkins



Module 1

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

(d) Discuss with pupils the need for and
function of laws providing for traffic
control devices and signs:

Observe an intersection with a stop

sign. Without police present, do most

people stop?

Have a group of pupils in class design
a questionnaire asking drivers if they
Would observe traffic signs and de-
vices if they knew they wouldn't be
caught. Then have all pupils fill out
questionnaire and, in turn, take one home
and have parents fill out. It might

be interesting to compare parent vs.

pupil response. (See pages 23-24.)

(e) Examine the need for and function of
laws setting minimum safety and sani-
tation standards for building con-
struction. Throw open for class
discussion the following, questions:

What would our school be like if 0
there were no safety and sanitation

standards?

Would your home, the local movie
theaters, and businesses be any dif-

ferent without standards?
(See page 26.)

(f) Examine need for and function of Jaws
specifying qualifications for public

school teachers. Have class make
comparison with the colonial school

teacher. (See page 27.)

UISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

County is on daylight time. Jone

from Browne County which is on st

time. Jones shows up to defend h

at what he thinks is 1 p.m., but
Judge is not there: The bailiff

to Jones, "You've already lost; y
an hour late. The Judge gave Smi

judgment for $10,000 Smith claime
necessary to pay his doctor and r

bills. The Judge asked if you ha

notified of this suit and conclud
you had and didn't show, you did
to contest this case..."

Once students begin to perceive the ne
tive laws,it may be effective to have
stories of what might happen in a give
were no laws. for direction, guidance*
or standard setting. Role playing mig
to illustrate disputes caused by the 1

by law.

The above listed procedures and resour
to the teacher some of the kinds of ar
be examined to reveal the need for law

direction, and coordination. The teac

from these or select a subjct area o
interest to a given group of students.
the same sort of inquiry as outlined i
under the initial two procedures for
would be appropriate.

An alternative technique to the selec
two demonstrative subject areas to te.

ing II would be to present several su.
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DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

County is on daylight time. Jones is

from. Browne County which is on standard

time. Jones shows up to defend himself
at what he thinks is 1 p.m., but the
Judge is not there. The bailiff explains
to Jones, "You've already lost; you are
an hour late. The Judge gave Smith a
judgment for $10,000 Smith claimed was
necessary to pay his doctor and repair
bills. The Judge asked if you had been
notified of this suit and concluded, since
you had and didn't show, you did not wish
to contest this case..."

Once students begin to perceive the need for direc-
tivd laws,it may be effective to have them construct
stories of what might happen in a given area if there

were no laws for direction, guidance, coordination,

or standard'setting. Role playing might also be used
to illustrate disputes caused by the lack of guidance

by law.

.The above listed procedures and resources may suggest
to the teacher some of the kinds of areas that might
be examined to reveal the need for law's guidance,
direction, and coordination. The teacher might chose

from these or select a subject area of particular
interest to a given group. of students. In any case

the same sort of inquiry as outlined in more detail
under the initial two procedures for Understanding II
would be appropriate.

19

An alternative technique to the selection of one or
two demonstrative subject areas to teach Understand-
ing II would be to present several such areas on a
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

(g) Examine need for and function of laws
requiring that certain subjects be
taught in the public school curriculum.
(See page 27.)

(h) Examine need for and function of laws
setting standards regarding air and
water pcilution. (See page 28.)

A cartoon has been omitted here because
of copyright restrictions. It is from

the April 11, 1970 Saturday Review, and
was drawn by Cliff Roberts.

Caption:

"The neighbors don't like it."

Copyright April 11, 1970 by Saturday Review, Inc.
Used by permission of Cliff Roberts.

See text p. 16.
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time-line. After basic notions of
capacity are conveyed to students
draw a time-line for 1 day in an E
life on the board. The time-line
with student suggestions as to arE
might come in contact with law's c
example, breakfast cereal meets pi
bus drivers qualify to hold speciE
morning traffic is coordinated by
devices; school starts at 8:30 a.n
qualified teachers offer directed
drills are held according to safet
ing is regulated Q ,ording to cons
TV programs broadcast according ti
waves, etc. After identifying suc
should consider why laws about the
such laws are necessary, and why E
generally obeyed.

A cartoon has been omitted here bec4

of copyright restrictions7--it-As f:

the May 4, 1963 Saturday Review. ,

See text, p. 16.
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time-line. After basic notions of law's guidance
capacity are conveyed to students, the teacher might
draw a time-line for 1 day in an eighth grader's
life on the board. The time-line could be filled in
with student suggestions as to areas where a student
might come in contact with law's guidance role. For
example, breakfast cereal meets pure food standards;
bus drivers qualify to hold special driver's licenses;
morning traffic is coordinated by traffic control
devices; school starts at 8:30 a.m. standard time;
qualified teachers offer directed curriculum; fire
drills are held according to safety standards; hunt-
ing is regulated according to conservation standards;
TV programs broadcast according to regulation of air
waves, etc. After identifying such subjects, students
should consider why laws about these areas exist, if
such laws are necessary, and why such laws are
generally obeyed.

A cartoon has been omitted here because

of copyright restrictions. It is from

the May 4, 1963 SattIrc,LIaRevielt.

See text, p. 16.
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RESOURCES*

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Education Law." Book 16.

(Fire safety standards for schools)

"It shall be the duty of the commissioner of education, in the case of public

schools, and director of the division of fire safety, in the case of private

schools, to ascertain annually whether the inspection of school buildings req

by this section have been made and the reports of the inspection have been fi

in their respective offices. The commissioner of education in the case of pu

schools and the direction of the division of fire safety in the case of priva

schools shall review the reports of inspection filed pursuant to this section

1grmake recommendations to the school authorities with respect to any probl

relating-to school fire safety noted in such reports. The commissioner of ed

in the case of public schools may inspect or cause to be inspected at any rea

time for fire prevention and fire protection purposes the school buildings r

to be inspected. ..."

New York Official Com ilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations - "Regulations of t

CoiiTmnsic714F.Ir-Vo . 8, E ucation, Chapter II: selected sections).

Section 155.3

There shall be at least two means of egress remote from each other leading f

each floor of pupil occupancy for all school buildings...

Exit doors shall not be locked, chained, or otherwise rendered inoperative fr

the inside at any time...

Corridors and passageways shall be kept clear at all times...

Fire extinguishers shall be so located in corridors and in areas of unusual

hazard that no point in such area or corridor is more than 100 feet from a f

extinguisher.

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Ot

statements are summaries or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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V.

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "General Construction Law." Book 21,

(Regulating standard time)

"The standard time throughout this state that of the seventy-fifth merid
longitude west from Greenwich, and all cdfirts. anSI public officers and legal

official proceedings shall be regulated thereby."

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New 'York - "Conservation Law." Book 10.

(Conservation regulations and guidance)

The following is one bf a variety and number of laws regulating natural re
and wildlife in New York State:

"Misdemeanors under any section of the Fish and Game Law involving the ille
taking of a deer prior to the first day of the open season or after the las
bf the open season in the county where taken, or involving the illegal takin
a doe deer or involving the taking of a deer by the aid of an artificial lig
punishable as follows:

a) for a first conviction by imprisonment for more than cme year or by a
of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dolla
such fine and imprisonment

`15)- for-a second conviction within five years of a first conviction for s

offenses; by imprisonment for not more than one year " by a fine of n
-less than three hundred dollars or by-both such fine and imprisonment

c) for a third or subsequent convictior within five years of the first o
or more previous convictions for such offenses, by imprisonment for n
than one year or by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor m
than fifteen hundred dollars or by both such fine and imprisonment..."_

22
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's Consolidated Laws of New York - "General Construction Law." Book 21, Section 52.

ating standard time)

e standard time throughout this 'state is that of the seventy-fifth meridian of
gitude west from Greenwich, and all courts and public officers and legal and
icial proceedings shall be regulated thereby."

s Consolidated Laws of New York - "Conservation Law." Book 10.

rvation regulations and guidance)

following is one of a variety and number of laws regulating natural resources
wildlife in New York State:

sdemeanors under any section of the Fish and Game Law involving the illegal
ing of a deer prior to the first day of the open season or after the last day
the-open season in the county where taken, or involving the illegal taking of
oe deer or involving the taking of a deer by the aid of an artificial light are
ishable as follows:

a) for a first conviction by imprisonment for more than one year or by a fine
of not less than one hundred-dollars nor more than five hundred dollar,- or both
such fine and imprisonment

b) for a second conviction within five years of a first conviction for such
offenses, by imprisonment for not more than one by a fine of not
less than three hundred dollars or by both such fine and imprisonment

c) for a third or subsequent conviction within five years of the first of two
or more previous convictions for such offenses, by imprisonment for not more
than one year or by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more
than fifteen hundred dollars or by both such fine and imprisonment..."



Module_l

New York Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations.- "Conservation."

--set up rules and regulations regarding natural resources and wild life in

York State, e.g., a) stipulation when and in what areas deer may be hunted

number of permits to be issued for each section of the state; b) trapping se

regulations; c) fishing regulations (even to include the size of trout in cer

counties)-- trout not less than six inches in length may be taken during the

season provided in the waters situated within the Counties of Clinton, Essex

Franklin, Fulton, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Oneida, Oswego, Sara

St. Lawrence, Warren and Washington..

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Vehicle and Traffic Law," Book 62A.

(Traffic control guidance), --

The following constitute excerpts from the many hundreds of Pules ind regula

setup by the state of New York:

"No person shall stand in .a roadway for the purpose of soliciting a ride or

soncit or sell to an occupant of any vehicle."

"No person driving or in charge of a motor vehicle shall permit it to stand

attended without first stopping t)e engine, locking the ignition, removing t

key from the vehicle and effectyely setting the brake and when standing upc

grade, turning the front wheels to the curb or side of the highway, provide

however the provision for removing the key from the vehicle shall not requi

the removal of keys hidden from sight about the vehicle for convenience or

emergency."

"No person shall drive across or upon a sidewalk, driveway, parking lot or

private property or otherwise drive off a roadway in order to avoid an int

section or traffic."
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New York Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations -- "Motor Vehicl

--rules and regulations of the state motor vehicle division which deal i -

detail with all aspects connected with the operation of a motor vehicle
directly or indirectly; e.g., drivers' license, license-registration, eq
in car itself, point system and departmental driver improvement clinics,
uniform traffic ccntrol devices.

Specific examples:

Tail lamps or lamps and reflectors - All 1952 and earlier model vehicl
have at least one lamp on the rear which shall display a red light. A:

and later must have at least two lamps, one on each side which shall d
red light. All vehicles must have at least one red reflector on the r

Hon: - All motor vehicles must be equipped with a horn in good-working
such horn shall not be unnecessarily loud or harsh.

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Public Health Law." Book 44.

(Standards for sanitation and building)

The following is only a brief excerpt from many rules and regulations of
of New York to maintain better sanitary and health conditions in either
or public domain:

"Every hotel shall furnish each guest with clean linen or cotton individ
in each room occupied by such guest and also in the public lavatories an
of such hotel and with clean sheet and pillow slips for the bed, bunk or
occupied by such guest.

"...Each sheet shall be ninety-one inches long, minimum length after bei
and laundered and of sufficient width to completely cover mattress and si n

...all sheets and pillow slip must be laundered and ironed before being
to the next guest.
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k Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations - "Motor Vehicles." Book 15(A).

-rules and regulations of the state motor vehicle division which deal in great
etail with all aspects connected with the operation of a motor vehicle either
irectly or indirectly; e.g., drivers' license; license registration, equipment
n car itself, point system and departmental driver improvement clinics, and
niform traffic Control devices.

ecific examples:

Tail lamps or lamps and reflectors - All 1952 and earlier model vehicles must
have at least one lamp on the rear which shall display a red light. All 1953
and later must have at least two lamps, one on each side which shall display a
red light. All vehicles must have at leaSt one red reflector on the rear.

Horn - All motor vehicles must be equipped with a horn in goodWorking order, but
such horn shall not be unnecessarily loud or harsh.

ey's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Public Health Law." Book 44.

ndards for sanitation and building)

he following is only a brief excerpt from many rules and regulations of the state
f New York to maintain better sanitary and health conditions in either private
public domain:

:very hotel shall furnish each guest with clean linen or cotton individual towels
n each room occupied by such guest-and also in the public lavatories and washrooms
f such hotel and with clean sheet and pillow slips for the .bed,-bunk or cot to be
ccupied by such guest.

...Each sheet shall be ninety-one inches long, minimum length after being hemmed
nd laundered and of sufficient width to completely cover mattress and spring and

..all sheets and pillow slip must he laundered and ironed before being furnished
o the next guest.
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"It shall be unlawful to furnish or serve in any public eating or drinking est

ment any straw,.tube or similar device for drinking out of glasses, cups or co

of any type unless such drinking devices are...completely.enclosed in a wrappe

keep out bacteria or, f unwrapped in a sanitary dispenser. ...no single se

paper containers, cups spoons may be re-used... ."

New York Official C
Vol. TO(A) Healt Part

ation of Codes, Rules and Regulations - "State Sanitation

- -State has set forth an all-encompassing series of rules, codes, and regulati

as far as maintaining good health conditions is concerned -- ranging from are

as communicable,diseases, swimming pools, barber and beauty shops, maternal a

health, migrant labor camps to transportation of dead bodies.

Some, specific examples would include regulations relating to beauty and barbe

Sanitation of equipment and implements:

a) Hair brushes, combs, and all other implements used on.a customer must be k

clean and sanitary at all times and shall undergo thorough cleansing afte

serving each customer

b) After.handling a customer affected with in eruption, or whose skin is bro

out or is inflamed, the instruments shall be effectively cleaned then rin

with water :laving a temperature of at least 170 degrees Farenheit or allo

to remain for five minutes in alcohol (70 percent - 80 percent) or some

equally efficient disinfectant. .

The use of shaving brushes, mugs, and finger bowls is prohibited. The us

finger bowls is prOhibited unless a separate sanitary inner paper liner o

cup is used for each customer and discarded immediately after use.
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Executive" Article 375 - "State Build
Book 18.

"The state building construction code shall be designed to effectuate the ge
purposes of this article and the specific objectives and standards hereinaft

. forth:

1) To provide reasonably uniform - -standards and requirements for constructio
construction materials, in tune with accepted standards of engineering-a
prevention practices

2) To set up standards and requirements so that adequate performance result

3) To permit use of modern technical methods, devices and improvements to r
the cost of construction and yet not sacrifice the reasonable requiremen
the health, safety and security of the occupants or users of buildings

4) To encourage, within reason, the standardization of construction practic
methods, equipments materials and techniques

3) To eliminate restrictive, obsolete,,CCOlicting and unnecessary building
regulations and requirements which tend to increase unnecessarily const
costs or prevent the use of new materials or give unwarranted preferenti
treatment to types or classes of materials or products or methods of con

New York Official Compilation of Codes, Rules-and Regulations - "Executive" - "Bu
construction Code.' Vol. 9, Part 600, Chapter 1.

--the state sets
buildings as far
e.g., "Landings -
top step. Where
the width of the

up some very definitive regulations regarding new and exist
as space, structural, fire safety and equipment requirement
The swing of a door opening on a stairway shall not overla
landings are provided for, their width shall not be less th
stair of which they are part."



s Consolidated Laws of New York - "Executive" Article 375 - "State Building Code."

"The state building construction code shall be designed to effectuate the general
purposes of this article and the specific objectives and standards hereinafter set
forth:

1) To provide reasonably uniform standards and requirements for construction and
construction materials, in tune with accepted standards of engineering and fire-
prevention practices

2) To set up standards and requirements so that adequate performance results

3) To permit use of modern technical methods, devices and improvements to reduce
the cost of construction and yet not sacrifice the reasonable requirements for
the health, safety and security of the occupants or users of buildings

4) To encourage, within reason, the standardization of construction practices,
methods, equiiimelt, materials and techniques

5) To eliminate restrictive,_obsolete, conflicting and unnecessary building
regulations and requirements which tend to increase unnecessarily construction
costs or prevent the use of new materials or give unwarranted preferential
treatment to types or classes of materials or products or methods of construction."

York Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations - "Executive" = "Building
)nstruaT5565de.' Ntl.'9, Part 600, ChaptWF-1.

--the state sets up some very definitive regulations regarding new and existing
buildings as-far as space, structural, fire safety and equipment. requirements;
e.g., "Landings - The swing of a door opening on a stairway shall not overlap the
top step. Where landings are provided-for, their width shall not be less than
the width of the-Stair of which they- are part."
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MCKinifey'i.-Consoridatedtailtof NeW York - "Education Law." Book 16.

(Guidance in qualifying public school teachers)

Qualifications of teachers

No person shall be employed or authorized to teach in the public schools of

state who is:

1) Under the age of 18 years

2) Not in possession of a teacher's certificate issued under the authority

this chapter or a diploma issued on the completion of a course in a sta

college for teachers or state teachers college of this state

3) Not a citizen. The provisions of this subdivision shall not apply,howe
s- to an alien teacher now or hereafter employed provided such teacher sha

make due application to become a citizen, and within the time prescribed

law shall become a citizen.

McKinney's-Consolidated Laws of New York - "Education Law." - Book 16.

(Curriculum guidance standards)

According to rules and regulations set up by the state of New York, certain

are to be taught to all pupils over 8 years of age. This includes the-follo

...courses of instruction in patriotism and citizenship and in the history,

significance and effect of the provisions of the Constitution of the United

the-amendments, the declaration of independence, the constitution of the sta

New York.

".- ..courses of instruction in physical education so designed to aid in the w

education of pupils-and in the development of character, citizenship, physic

health and the worthy use of leisure

"...nature of alcoholic drinks and their effect on the human system shall b

in connection with various divisions of physiology and hygiene
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rriculum guidance standards)

According to,rules and regulations set up by the state of New York, certain subjects

are to be taught to all pupils over 8 years of age. This includes the following:

...courses of instruction in patriotism an& citizenship and in the history, meaning,

significance and effect of the provisions of the Constitution of the United States,

he amendments, the declaration of independence, the constitution of the state of

New York.

"...courses of instruction in physical education so designed to aid in the well-rounded

education of pupils and in the development of character, citizenship, physical fitness,

health and the worthy use of leisure

".:.nature of alcoholic drinks and their effect on the human system shall be taught

in connection with various divisions of physiology and hygiene
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"...courses of study beyond the first full eightjears of school shall provide
instruction on the nature and effects on the human system of narcotics and hab
forming drugs

"...courses of instruction are prescribed in highway safety and traffic regula

Air Quality Control Act, in United States Code, Title 42 - "The Public Health and W
Chapter IV.

(Air and water-pollution guidance standards)

The above resource explains how the Environmental Protection Agency of the Fed
Government has given subsidies for air pollution control programs and solid w
disposal projects.

Specific details are also delineated for the manufacture and use of a smoke it
. guide.

The Federal Government also pledge, through set activities, to prevent, 3ontr
abate air pollution from any of'its Federal buildings by means of certain per
standards and_ttchniques of measurement.

All companies must register any fuel additives that they begin to use.

Finally, all air quality control regions and control techniques are listed..,_

Water Quality Act in United States Code, Title 33 - "Navigation and Navigable Wate
Parts 1 to-end.

-Again, the Federal government has set very definite standards and practices rt
waterways all around the United States which directly or indirectly will affe
prevention of pollution; e.g., Limits for Fish Pounds and Traps on Atlantic C
Norfolk District Bays and Estuaries; Areas Available for Fish Traps--New Engl

Specific limits and boundaries of dumping areas only with permission of distr
engineer; definite specifications as far as quantities of release of water fr
specific reservoirs. Flood control regulation in various sections of country.

Additional Resources

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and orde through law.

Chapter II. "Our laws and legal processes -- Do we need_them?" Lexington, Ma

and Co. 1973. (Includes examples of "guidance laws" and treats this type of
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"...courses of study beyond the first full eight years of school shall provide for
'instruction on the nature and effects on the human system of narcotics and habit-
'forming drugs

"....courses of instruction are prescribed in highway safety and traffic regulations"
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The above resoUrce explains how the Environmental Protection Agency of the Federal
Government has given subsidies for air pollution control programs and solid waste
disposal projects.

SpecifiC details are also delineated for the manufacture and use of a smoke inspection
,guide.

The Federal Government also pledge, through set activities, to prevent, control and
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"Specific limits and boundaries of dumping areas only with permission of district
lengineer; definite specifications as far as quantities of release of water from
(specific reservoirs. Flood control regulationinvarious sections of country.

lanai Resources

Mers, R.S., Campbell,.A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through law. Unit I -
4pter II. "Our laws and legal processes -- Do we need them?" Lexington, Mass. Ginn
nd Co. 1973. (Includes examples of "guidance laws" and treats this type of law.)
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Module 1

UNDERSTANDING III

PECQLE LIVING IN A MODERN SOCIETY NEED LAW TO DISCOURAGE ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR SUCH AS

AND THEFTS.

A. Explanation of Understandiv III

This understanding, which looks at the need for the threat of law, treats aspects o

subject--crime. The teacher can direct students to this need for law by first having them ex

sons for having rules concerning .1.:.tions like rape, assault, theft, murder, and arson; i.e. s

tion of persons and property from 'Pad actore Then an inquiry into whether the security of
property could be effectively attained by rules alone, with some rtganf of coercively policing

of those rules, shot i bring the student to the need for the effective threat of law. Nonle

social control, sucn as personal morality, custom, religion, or vrception of mutual advantaa
aggressive antisocial acts of most Alen. However, it is doubtful that in any large modern s

forces alone,without the coercive 'threat of law,could preserve a satisfactory degree of pers

At least hJ such society has ever been known.

B.7)Teaching_VnderepanEng III

OBJECTIVES

. Given examples i. law codes in earlier periods in-history, the student may-classify
wrongdoingr flr wW7.a society considered the threat of punishment necessary as a de

The student may aemonstrate understanding of the effectiveness of threat by listing

punittment which society considers adequate to prevent wrongdoing.

.QUESTIONS -;TO` REACH 'UNDERSTANDINGS

. Why do we need laws that prohibit and punish certain acts?

. Why is the role of a police force important to a legal system?

. If there-were CO people who would purposefully do tam to others give a a chance, w

prohibition and punishment be necessary?

29



III

IVING-IN A MODERN SOCIETY NEED LAW TO DISCOURAGE ANTISOCIAL 6EHAVIOR SUCH AS ASSAULTS

TS.

of Understanding III

nderstanding, which looks at the need for the threat of law, treats aspects of a familiar
The'teacher can direct students to this need for law by first having them examine the
rules concerning actions like rape, assault, theft, murder, and arson; i.e. securing protec-
and property from "bad actors:' Then an inquiry into whether the security of persons and
e effectively attained by rules alone, with some means of coercively policing the enforcement

should bring the student to the need for th- effective threat of law. Nonlegal forces-of

such as personal morality, custom, religiN , or perception of mutual advantage, work to deter
ocial acts of most men. HoWever, it is doubtful that in any large modern society these
hout the coercive threat of-law,could preserve a satisfactory degrei_of personal security.

.society has ever been known.

'erstanding III_

ocamples of law codes in earlier periods-in -history, the student may classify types of
rings for which society considered the threat of punishment necessary as a deterrent.

'dent-may-demonstrate understanding of the effectiveness of threat by listing types of

lent which society considers adequate to prevent wrongdoing.

REACH UNDERSTANDINGS

we need laws that prohibit and punish certain acts?

the role of a police ftrCe important to a legal system?

'e were no peopla_who,144Vapurposefully do harm to others given a chance, would criminal

ition and -punishment: be necessary?

29
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Mo le I

USE OF VISUALS

. Students may collect newspaper pictures which illust' :ate the threat of the law as a n

to wrongdoing. These may then be analyied as the giffectiveness of the threat. N C

. Television dramasfrequently focus upon crime or attempts to prevent crime. Such e r

may be reported by VtiiTeTits, and then discussed, as to how representative of real 1 p

situations they are. 1 s

. Compare the effectiveness of the threat implied in the pictui-es below and on page 3 h

A cartoon has been omitted here because of copyright restrictions. It

is from The New Yorker Magazine, Inc. 1971, and was drawn.by Weber.

---,
Drawing by Weber; 197 The New Yorker Magazine, inc.

30
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may collect newspaper pictures which illustrate-the threat of the law as a deterrent
oing. These may then be analyzed as the effectiveness of the threat. .

n dramas frequently focus upon crime or attempts -to prevent crime. Such episodes
ported by students, and then discussed, as to how representative of real life
s they are.

he effectiveness of the threat implied in the pictures below and on page 34.

oon has been omitted here because of copyright restrictions. It

The New Yorker Magazine, Inc. 1971, and was drawn by Weber.

ng by Weber- 1971 The Now Yerieer Magazine, Inc.



Module 1

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCE

1. Need for rules prohibiting antisocial conduct.

(a) Consider with your class the effect
criminal-activity has on personal

security.

--Have students list-a1-1 crimes that
could be committed in and around
school.

Have students check local newspapers
and TV to report on crime in the
community.

--Have a group of students irterview
local police officials about local
crime rates.

(b) Locate or identify rules concerning
security of persons and property.

What are some nonlegal sources of

such rules (church, family, personal
morality, etc.) serving to discourage
criminal activity? (See page 35.)

--Examine with the clasi,selcctions from
the New York Penal Law describing cer-
tain crimes (e.g., murder, larceny,
rape;- etc'.). Pass out selections cited,
and haie roundtable discussion with
pupils as to the faitness of the-des-
criptions, in their 'estimation. (See
page 35.)

--Examine some criminal jaws- through
history (e.g.,Code of Hammuiabi,
Ancient Greece and Rome, a medieval

31

Teaching Understanding III (need for

and enforcement madhinery) is concept
step process_ First, students should
importance of simply having sor rule

certain antisocial activity. Parado
most fundamental freedoms of physical
perSons and property presuppose restr
prohibition of certain activity. But

second conceptual step--mere prohibit
laws) is not enough. There is also n
machinery that poses a threat -to thos
purposefully interfere with others.

Here, unlike dispute-settling lawilUhd
guidance law (Understandingal), the t
of primary significance. Here, also

settling or guidance law, society wou
kind of law if society had-no men inc
advantage of others given the opport

Dispute-settling and guidance laws fo

perform their necessary= functions as
ily submit disputes to rational proce
tion and accept direction in social i
Law's coercive threat is only seconda
to help enforce civil judgments; the
school official who disregards fire s
However, to the extent society.consi
are willing to respect the rights of
criminal law is in large part superfl
antisocial element of society that
for criminal,law into play. And thi

factorily help meet the need to pr6t



PTION OF STRATEGIES

CAD

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES ,t) RESOURCES

1. Need for rules prohibiting antisocial conduct.

der with your class the effect
nal activity has on personal
ity.

e students list all crimes that
ld be committed in and around
ool.

re students check local newspapers
TV to report on crime in the
unity.

ajgraulp ofstudents interview
al police officials aboUt local
me rates.

e or identify rules concerning
ity of persons and property.

t are some nonlegal sources of

rules (church, family, personal
ality, etc.) serving- to discourage
tminal activity? (See page 35.)

'mine with the class, selections from
Ilew York Penal LaW describing cer-

n crimes (e.g., murder, larceny,
e, etc.). Pass out selections cited,
i have roundtable discu'Ssion with
ils as to the fairness of"-the des-
ipti:ms. in their estimation. (See

3S.)

amine some criminal laws through
stor; (e.g., Code of Hammtirabi,-

cient Greece and Rome, a medieval

Teaching Understanding III (need for criminal laws
and enforcement machinery)-is conceptually a two-
step process. First, students should consider the
importance of simply having some rules prohibiting
certain antisocial activity: Paradoxically, the
most fundamental freedoms of physical security of
persons and property presuppose restriction and
prohibition of certain activity. But there is a

second conceptual step --mere prohibition (criminal
laws) is not enough. There is-also need for coercive-
machinery_that poses a threat to those who would
pu,posefully interfere with others.

Here, unlike dispute-settling law (Understanding I) or
guidance law (Understanding II), the threat of law is

of primary significance. Here, also unlike dispute-
settling cfr. guidance law, society would not need. this
kind of law if society had no men inclined to take
advantage of others given the opportunity.

Dispute-settling and guidance laws for the Most part
perform their necessary functions as people voluntar-

ily submit disputes to rational processes for resolu-
tion and accept direction in social interaction.
Law's coercive threat is only secondary (the sheriff
to help enforce civil judgments; the sanction for the
school official who disregards fire safety sthndards).
However, to the extent society consists of men who
are willing to respect the rights of others, the
criminal law is in large part superfluous. It is the

antisocialelement of society that callS the need
fo. criminal las' nto riayf And this law can satis-
factorily help L.-4t-the need to protect others by



Module 1

DETATLED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

society). In possible classroom
discussion, pose-the question as

to whether these "laws" could work
in 20th century America: Do strains
of these codes exist in any segment
of our society today?

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES ANDAESOUR

preventing antisocial Acts only if
coercive force to threaten and dete
"bad actors."

Students are well aware of the exis
laws. Initial materials (consideri
could be committed around school an
cOverage,of criminal activity) are
cedures to direct students to then
prohibitions-of criminal law exist
reason--to-protect persons and prop

Certainly everyone is not inclined

acts. Examination of bonlegal rul
official sanctions) may help explai
bitions of criminal laws %re not di
_members of society, most of the tim

The fundamental reason for .riminal
treated by examining some actual cr
history. This section might conclu
read.ing some current criminal statu
If sJch statutes are presented they
stantial-teacheeediting.

2.' Need foi the coercive threat of law.

(a) Examine with pupils state statutes
and local ordinances providing foz
the establishment o; police forces.

Consider these areas:

--What ed is being met by such
nations ?

32

Thelast four suggested procedures
for coercive machinery to-back -up 1

-From this perspectiveithe necessity

police forcetis presented: Here, st

-interested in seeing the actual law
for establishment -of police-fo-rcei
duties. It might be pointed out to



CRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

society). In possible classroom
discussion, pose the-question as

to whether these "laws" could work
in 20th century America: -Do strains
of these codes exist in any segment
of our society today?

-7-4:=-Need- for the

amine, with pupils state statutes
d local ordinances providing for
e establishment of police forces-,

nsider these areas:

What hoe& &s being met by such._
organizations ?_

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

preventing antisocial acts only if it is backed by
coercive force to threaten and deter activities of
"bad actors."

Students are well aware of the existel ce of criminal
laws. Initial materials (considering crimes that
could be committed around school and local news
coverageof criminal activity) are suggested as pro-
cedures to direct students to the notion that the
prribitions of criminal law exist for an affirmative
rid on - -to protect persons and property

Certainly everyone is not inclined toward criminal
acts. Examination of nonlegal rules (rules without

official sanctions) may help explain why the prohi-
bitions of criminal laws are not directed at most
members of.society, most of the time.

The-ffidamqntal reason for criminal laws might be
treated by examining some actual criminal laws in
History. This section might conclude with students
reading some current criminal statutes of interest.
If such statutes are. presented they Will need sub-
stantial teacher editing.

coerciveve threat of law:7

32

The last tour suggested procedures concern the need
for coercive machinery to back up law's prnhibition.-
From thisperipective,the necessity for an official
police force is presented. -Here, students may be
interested in seeing the actual laws that provide
for establishment of police forces'and outline their
duties. It might be pointed out to students how



Module 1

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

(b)

What are some alternatives
to filling this need with an
official police force
national police force or army,
local vigilante group, self-.
policing)? (See-pages 39-40.)

Assign a research project where
pupils might examine problems in
a community on the "lawless"-

western frontier, -In their project,

they should discuss recent_films
and TV programs which have handled-

this topic. -(See page 41.)

(c) Have pupils Write a TV program-
depicting what might happen in
each of the following situations:

What might happen if your town
police force went out on.striki.-

Suppose that all enforcement of
school rules and laws of any kind
are suspended at-yodr school;
examine the possible consequences.
-(See pages-140,-41.)

-(47-Have pupils conduct -a-debate on thi

topic: sthools'need.-fewer rules but

more eaforteMent of_these rules. Pupils

. should do preliMinarY research before
tackling the class debate. (See page=40.)

S

33

S.

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURC

those-particular laws are guiding ra
threatening in.function. It might a
interest_to considerthe role. that p
aspects of lawr other than pFnal

in arbitrating neighborhoodAisputes
flow of traffic are familiar. The p

social neeis beyond threatening pote
and pursuing actual one.;..

The importance of effective coercive
laws might be best conveyediwith cas
hypothesizing its absence:Trom thi
students might study some examples o
the western frontier of the 1800's.
they might consider probable results
ment machinery was removed from the

community.

An alternative approach to presentin
III might be to work through the4r
reverse order. The teacher could b
a town or school, first with no rule
hurtful acts, and second, with such
out-any coercive machinery to pol4c
After considering the need such car
demonstrate for penal laws and enfo
students might consider some crimin
and in history.
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ION OF STRATEGIES

are some alternatives
Ming this need -with an
:ial police force-:(e.I.,

final police force or army,
L-v-igi-Iante-group, self--

:ing)? (See pages 39-40.)

a research project where
(might examine problems in
'unity on the "lawless"

h frontier-. Tn their project,
lauld discuss recent films
!programs which have handled
Upic. (See page 41.)

upils write a IV paogram

ing what might happen in
f the following situations:

might happen df your town
ce force went out on strike.

use that all enforcement of
ol rules and laws of any kind
suspended' at your school;

ism* the possible consequences.
page:. 40-41.)

upils conduct a-debate on this
schoOls need feWer rules bUt

nfoicament Of:these rules. =Pupils
Ao preliminary research before
ng. the classAtbate. (See page 40.)
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DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

those_ particular laws are guiding rather than
threatening in function. It might also be of
interest to considerthe role that police play in
aspects of law other than penal law: police roles

in arbitrating neighborhood disputes aria-guiding the
flow of traffic are familiary-2The police help meet
social needs beyond threatening potential criminals
And pursuing actual ores.

The importance -of effective .coercive machinery of
laws might be best conveyed with case studies
hypothesizing its absence.- From thisperspective,
students might study some examples of law on

the -western frontier of the 18001s. Alternatively,

they might consider probable results if all enforce-
ment machinery was removed from the-school or

community.

An alternative approach to presenting Understanding
III-might-be to work through the procedures in
reverse order. The teacher could begin by positing

a town-or school, first with no rules proscribing .

hurtful acts, and second, with such rules but with-

out any coercive machinery to police such rules.
After considering the need such cifcumstances would
demonstrate for penal lays and enforcement machinery,
students might consider some criminal laws today .

and in history. a
a

a
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Module 1

DETAILED DESCRIPTION_OF STRATEGIES' DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND-RESOURCE gT

(e) Show your class a film on the need yo,

. for law. DiscuSs this question: aw
Dbes =the --filiTexamine the need for th
.iaw from a different'perpttive than -ro

this -modUle? (Check your local library . mo
or film center for possible titles.) lm
One possibility is "An Imaginary They"-- - os
which explores the need-for rules and i e
laws and shows who mmicia thee. '

i
an

ti

An- editorial cartoon drawn by Pat Olphant has been omitted here because
of copyright restrictions. It is from the Denver Post._

ec

cc

"Editorial cartoon by Pat Oliphant-. COOftight7-The-DenVer Post. Reprinted with p

of-Los Angeles Times-SYhditate."--
v

)S
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PTIONAOP:§TRATEGIES

your class a film on the need
aw. 'Discuss this question:
the film,examine the need for
rom a different perspective than
module? (Check your local library
hn-center for possible titles.),
ossibility is-"An Imaginary They"-
explores the need_ for rules and
and shows who makes them.

DISCUSSION OFSTRATEGIES -AND-RESOURCES

editorial cartoon drawn by Pat Olphant has been omitted here because
copyright restrictions. It is from the Denver Post.

. ______
_or-IIICartoon by Pit Oliphant. Copyright, The Deliver Post. e ,inted with permission

)s Amgeles Times Syndicate."



-Module 1

RE3 OURCE,S*

The Bible - Deuteronomy. -Chapters 5-11.

(Use any translation or quoted passages in ally wostern civilization book

readings.)

Code§-of the Boy and Girl Scouts of America.

McKinney's Consolidated Laws -of -New York - "Penal Law." Book 39.

The to/lowing are key examples from New York Penal- Law describing certain c

A. Murder (Class A Felony)'

A person is guilty' of murder in the following instances:

1) when with intent to cause the death of another ,person he causes the
death of such person or of a third person

2) when he recklessly engages in cqnduct which creates a grave risk of
death to someone-,else and results in the death of another person

3) when he either acts alone or with the company of others to commit
burglary, robbery, kidnapping, etc. and in the process causes the

death of someone other than the participants ,

(Extenuating circumstances such as extreme.emotional disturbance,
whether accused was armed, whether there was deliberation [pre-
Meditation] could enter into degree of plea of defendant as of

murder or:possibly a lesser charge of manslaughter.)

B. _Larceny

A person commits larceny when he wrongfully takes or withholds another

property in any of the following ways:

1) by trickery, embezzlement, or obtaining propy:ty by falSe pretenses

2) by acquiring lost property that he-knows has-been wrongfully taken

another
3) by-issuing a bad check

*Direct quotation's fivm statutes are indicated by the use -of quotation marks.
setements,p Summaries or paraphrases 'of the statute listed.

4
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RESOURCES*

Bible - Deuteronomy. Chapters 5-11.

(Useany -translation or quoted passages in any western civilisation book of

readings.)

.s of the Boy and Girl Scouts of America.

inne 's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Penal Law." Book 39.

The following-are key examples from New York Penal Law describing certain crimes:

A. Murder (Class A Felony)

A person _is_ guilt. ,,of murder. in the_following instances:

1) when with intent to cause the death of another person he causes the

death of such person or of a third,person

2) when he recklessly engages in -induct which creates a grave risk of
death to someone else and results in the death of another person

3) when he either -acts alone or with the company of others to commit
buxglary, robbery, kidnapping, etc. and in the process causes the

death of someone other than the participants
(Ext.,:nuating circumstances such as extreme emotional disturbance,
whether accused was armed, whether there was deliberation [pre-
meditation] could enter into degree of plea of defendant as of

murder or possibly a lesser charge of manslaughter,)

. Larceny.

A-Person commits larceny when he wrongfully takes or withholds another's

.property in any of the following ways:

1) by trickery, embez.lement, or obtaining property by false pretenses

2) by acquiring lost property that he knows has been wrongfully taken from

another
3) by issuing a bad check

ect quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other

teMents are Summaries or paraphrases of thi statute listed.

it\
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Module 1

,.

4) by falsely promising to perform certain services as a result of

receiving certain property
5) by extortion; i.e., forcing a person to hand over certain property th

instilling fear in that party by threatening certain actions such as:
(a) causing damage to his property
(b) causing physical harm to the individual
(c) by accusing the person of a crime or threatening to bring crimin

charges against him
(d) by threatening to expose some secret or certain facts about an

individual which will result in hatred, ridicule,ur contempt of

that individual
(e) by causing a strike, boycott, or other group labor action which

might be injurious to that person's business

C. Kidnapping (Class A Felony)

(a) First Degree Kidnapping
A person is guilty of this type of kidnapping when he abducts anot
person and his reasons and resulting actions might be the followi

1) main purpose to force a third party to pay or deliver ransom o
property of some sort

2) he represses the person he has kidnapped for more than 12

hours with intent to:
(a).cause him physical injury or abuse him sexually
(b) carry out a felony
(c) frighten him or a third party
(d) in some way interfere with the accomplishment of a governm

or political function .

.

3) The party that was kidnapped dies before he is returned or is

to return to safety

(b) Second Degree Kidnapping
A person is guilty of kidnapping in the second degree when he abd

another person'
[The theory behind this new degree structure is that although a p
is jest as culpable in this particular instance, it is not quite

36



4) -by falsely promising to perform certain services as a result of
'receiving certain property

:S)- by extortion; -i.e., forcing a person to hand over certain property through

instilling fear in that party by threatening certain actions such as:
(a) causing damage to his property
(b) causing physical harm to the individual
(c) by accusing the person of a crime or threatening to bring criminal

charges against him
(d) by threatening to expose some secret or certain facts about an

individual which will result in hatred, ridicule,or contempt of
that individual

(e) by causing a strike,boycott, or other group labor action which
might be injurious to that person's business

Kidnapping (Class A Felony)

(a) First Degree Kidnapping
A person is guilty of this type of kidnapping when he abducts another
person and his reasons and resulting actions might be the following:

1) main purpose to force a third party to pay or deliver ransom or
property of some sort

2) -he represses the person he has kidnapped for more than 12
hours with intent to:
(a) cause him physical injury or abuse him sexually
(b) carry out a felony
(c) frighten him or a third party
(d) in some way interfere with the accomplishment of a governmental

or political function
3) The party that was kidnapped dies before he is returned or is able

to return to safety

(b) Second Degree Kidnapping

A person.is guilty of kidnapping in the second degree when he abducts
another person

[The theory behind this new degree structure is that although a person
is just as culpable in this particular instance, it is not quite as
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4

heinous as.the behavior exhibited in first degree kidnapping.
Some examp?es that would-be indicative of second-degree kid-
napping are:
1) a childless woman stealing an infant from a hospital

nursery because of her desire to have a baby of her own
2) putting out of circulation for awhile a security officer

in a business place by threats of violence until a robbery
has been committed

3) confining a young woman for a number of hours in a hidden
place so that she will not be able to get married.]

Nice, Richard, W. TreasUry of Law. Philosophical Library. 1964.

(Text modified for easier reading.)

Code of Hammurabi .

The only thoroughly complete pre-Hebrew code of law was that compiled by the

King of Babylonia, Hammurabi, about the year 2100 B.C. Some excerpts from thi

code include:

...If a man has accused a man and has charged him with manslaughter and
and then has not proved (it against) him, his accuser shall be put to death.

...If a man has come forward in a case to bear witness to a felony and ther
has not proved the statement that he has made, if that case (is) a capital o
that man shall be put to death."

...If a man kidnaps the infant (son) of a (free) man he shall be put to dea

Ancient Rome: Laws of the Twelve Tables

The Twelve Tables constitute the earliest Roman code of laws. They were drawn

in 451-450 B.C. and published in the Roman Forum on tablets of bronze or wood.

"Law III - Parents shall have the right to sell their children thrice and th
shall be their authority."

37



heinous as the behavior exhibited in first degree kidnapping.
Some examples that would be indicative of second- degree kid-
napping are:
1) a childless woman stealing an infant from a hospital

nursery because of her desire to-have a baby of her own
2) putting out of circulation for awhile a security officer

in a business place by threats of violence until a robbery
has been committed

3) confining a young woman for a Rumber of hours in a hidden
place so that she will not be able to get married.]

Richard, W. Treasury of Law. Philosophical Library. 1964.

ict modified for easier reading.)

Lode of Hammutabi

The only thoroughly complete pre-Hebrew code of law was that compiled by the
King of Babylonia, Hammurabi, about the year 2100 B.C. Some excerpts from this

code include:

"...If a man has accused a man and has charged him with manslaughter and
and then has not proved (it against) him, his accuser shall be put to death."

"...If a man has come forward in a case to bear witness to a felony and there
has not proved the statement that he has made, if that case (is) a capital one,
that man shall be put to death."

"...If a man kidnaps the infant (son) of a (free) man he shall be put to death."

Ancient Rome: Laws of the Twelve Tables

The Twelve
in 451-450

"Law III
shall be

Tables constitute the earliest Roman code of laws. They were drawn up
B.C. and published in the Roman Forum on tablets of bronze or wood.

- Parents shall have the right to sell their children thrice and that

their authority."
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"Law XL - The dead shall not be burned or cremated within the city."

"Law XXVI - If a man does wrong to another, the penalty shall be twenty-

five pieces of money."

"Law XXIII - If a four-footed animal causes damage, there shall be an acti

at law against the owner of that animal."

A more complete quotation can be found in Eisen and Filler, The Human Adventure,

Vol.. I, pp. 19-20; and in Fenton, 32 Problems in World History, pp. 22-24.

See also: The Justinian Code: Good, The Shaigi51Western Society, pp. 48-50;
The Law of the Twelve Tables, The Human Adventure, Vol. I, pp. 58-61.

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Executive Law" - "Division of State Po

Book 18, Article 1E-

According to Executive Law of 1909 the Division of State Police was set up.

"The division of state police in the executive department shall be known as

the 'New York State Police'. The head of the New York State Police shall be
the superintendent of state police who shall be appointed by the governor by

and with the advice and consent of the senate and hold office during his pie.

The superintendent shall receive as salary such sum as may be appropriated by

If,.prior to his appointment, the superintendent shall have served as a memb

of the State Police for a period of ten years or more, he shall, provided he

not eligible for retirement, upon termination of his service as superintende

reappointed, without examination, as a member of the state police in the gra

held by him prior to his appointment as superintendent notwithstanding the a

of any vacancy in such grade. For the purpose of determining the annual salt

to be paid upon such reappointment the period of service as superintendent s

be counted as service in the grade to which reappointed:'
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Unconsolidated Laws" - Town Police Depa

Book 65, Chapter Il.

The above source has clearly stated the regulations set up by the state of New

for a chief of police in setting up his town force.

"In a police-forte having no less than four members the one in charge of manag

shall not assign any patrolman who may be on duty in the open air, on the stre

or other public place to more than one tour of duty; such tour of duty shall n

exceed eight consecutive hours of each consecutive twenty-four hours; except i

emergency...or for the purpose of changing tours of duty. ...Each uniformed m

after having served one year in the police force shall be allowed an annual va

of not less than fourteen consecutive days..."

Clark, Gerald. "What Happens When the Police Strike." New York Times Magazine.

November 16, 1969. pp. 45, 176.

...there had been no forewarning, no build-up. The morning newscasts had

carried...the report that police were to meet at 9:00 A.M. to hear the results

of an arbitration board's findings on wages and other issues that had remained

unsettled for almcAt a year. But no one had anticipated a walkout; it was

illegal for policemen and firefighters to strike.

"Thus, on Oct. 7, the largest city in Canada and one of the most civilized

cities in the world, found what it was like to be without police protection

during a day and a night. Before it was over, a psychologist would shoot and

kill a burglar; another man--a
provincial police corporal --would be slain;

and 49 persons would be wounded or injured in rioting. Nine bank holdups;

almost a tenth of the total for the whole of last year, would be committed

along with 17 other robberies at gunpoint.

"Ordinarily disciplined, peaceful citizens would go wild, smashing 1,000 plat

glass windows in the heart of the city and looting shop displays. The losses

and damage would exceed $1 million.

"Essentially it Was not the rise in profession crime--12 times the normal--th

counted. It was the way political
grievances and private and group frustrati

shot to the surface when no one was around to enforce the, law."

© ,)69 by the New York Times Company. Reprinted by permission.
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"One Touch of Anarchy." Newsweek. Vol. 74. October 20, 1969. p. 71.

Another description of the 1-day strike by the Montreal policemen 4and firemen
of the resultant rioting and looting. A taxi-cab driver's remark points out
very well the disastrous consequences that can result when lau and order forc
are nonexistent--"I mean just plain people committed offenses they would not
dream of trying if there was a policeman standing on the corner."

Copyright Newsweek, Inc. 1969, reprinted by permission.

"They May Sue." Editorial in the Schenectady Gazette. August 28, 1972. p. 26.

"Let us say you leave the key in your car and the car is stolen'and the thie
injures somebody with your car. You think you're exempt from responsibility

for harm done to that third party? Not in New Jersey. A state appeals cour

in Trenton ruled that the car owner who leaves a car unlocked and the key in
the ignition may be sued by anyone who is injured by the actions of the thie

who steals the car. The court said there's a very clear relationship betweei
keys left in the ignition and the accidents that follow the theft of those c'
And the court said it makes no difference whether the municipality has_or
have an ordinance prohibiting the leaving. of, keys in ignition.

"In 'other words, it's not just to help protect you somewhat against theft of
your car; it's to help guard against damage to other people or to property b,

the car thief. So, why take the chance? Lock up!"

Reprinted by permission of the Schenectady Gazette.

ABA. "Liberty Under Law: Anarchy Totalitarianism--This'is the Choice," p. 72 (1

reprinted-in M. Manoni, The Law Society; Where Could I Fit In? ;exp. ed., 1970

This work considers an example from real life.

"The most recent experiment in educational anarchism has been going through
experience of relearning and rethinking the significance of authority in an

.interesting way. It has been taking place in Toronto where an eighteen stor
anarchic college, Rochdale College, cnened this year. Each resident was dec

free 'to do his own thing.' What happened? Elected councils found themsel

declared to be without authority. A motorcycle gang invaded the college and
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expropriated the kitchen, while the residents tried to define a collective

decision for calling the police. Two men seized the elevators and rode up and _

down all evening, playing their guitars. Preachers, pyromaniacs and peddlers

of drugs pervaded the premises. And then, in desperation, the Rochdale collegia
voted to give the nightwatchman authority to make his own decisions about crashe

Anarchy prepared the road for the dictatorship for the nightwatchman."

Additional Resources

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through Zaw.

Unit I, Chapter III. "Our laws and legal processes -- Do we need them?" Lexingt

Mass. Ginn and Co. 1973.

Films

Due Process of Law Denied. McGraw-Hill.
(From last part of film, The Oxbow Incident.)

An Imaginary They. Modern Learning Aids.
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A cartoon by Frank Adams has been omitted here because of copyright restrictions'

Cartoon reprinted by permission of Frank Adams.

See text, p. 49.
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Module 2

MODULE TOOLS OF THE LAW*

1. The Main Focus.

How does law work? What difference does it make to junior high school social studies -students? Laws ex

can be viewed as simply a series of tools or techniques of social control that may be put to work on improving th

But like most other tools, laws don't work automatically; they are used by men. Thus, like most tools, laws can

or misused. By surveying legal tools or techniques, this unit attempts to convey understandings about the dynami

of our government and legal system.

2. Why This Focus?

The reasons for teaching about this subject are fourfold. First, the various legal tools or techniques

how law does what it does. This tells students about the nature of law--gives them a more accurate picture of wh

rules prohibiting and restricting activity but various resources to facilitate social interaction and to ameliora

Second, by looking at the ways law can work on a problem, students should understand better why a sys

short of its goals, for example: (1) some laws may be unsound, (2) sound laws may be unfairly applied, (3) the

system may put the wrong resources tc work on a problem or (4) law may fail to get necessary support from nonle

Third, ours is a complex legal system in which the role of the individual citizen appears frustratingly

surveying the various techniques by which law works, one may more accurately identify the roles of private indivi

influencing, activating, and operatirq aspects of our legal system. As some of law's resources work, the role o

realistically quite remote; in the case: of others, his role is critical.

Finally, by examining legal techniques at work on a difficult social problem, students may get a more a'

complexity of social problems and the limits of law in solving them. Social problems are not always readily ame

through any single legal technique or combinations of techniques.

3. C.itline of the Teaching Scheme.

This module treats three understandings: that there are five kinds of legal techniques which may be pu

social problem; that the effectiveness of law in treating a given problem may in large part depend on whether th

legal system call on the appropriate combination of legal techniques; and that law is not the only social contro

problems--that is, law depends heavily on ronlegal factors in doing its work.

*See footnote on page 1, Module 1.
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Module 2

SUMMARY'OF UNDERSTANDINGS

I. AS LAW DEALS WITH SOCIAL NEEDS AND PROBLEMS, OFFICIALS
AND CITIZENS USE A LIMITED NUMBER OF DISTINCT LEGAL
TECHNIQUES OR TOOLS:

. THE BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION TECHNIQUE

. THE REGULATION TECHNIQUE

. THE PENAL TECHNIQUE

. THE PRIVATE REMEDY TECHNIQUE
THE PRIVATE ARRANGEMENT TECHNIQUE

II. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LAW IN DEALING WITH SPECIFIC SOCIAL
NEEDS AND PROBLEMS DEPENDS IN PART ON PUTTING THE APPRO-

,

PRIAtE LEGAL TECHNIQUE(S) TO WORK.

III. NONLEGAL SOCIAL CONTROLS MAY MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR LEGAL
. TECHNIQUES TO WORK MORE EFFECTIVELY.

UNDERSTANQING I

AS LAW DEALS WITH SOCIAL NEEDS AND PROBLEMS, OFFICIALS AND CITIZENS USE A LIMITED
DISTINCT LEGAL TECHNIQUES OR TOOLS:

. THE BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION TECHNIQUE . THE PRIVATE REMEDY TECHNIQUE

. THE REGULATION TECHNIQUE . THE PRIVATE ARRANGEMENT TECHNIQU

. THE PENAL TECHNIQUE

A. Explanation of Understanding 1

each of the five legal techniques, a key example will be used to show how law
two serious social problems: highway safety and pollution. To help the teacher direct thl
how each legal technique works on these problems, suggested questions, topics, and additio
be found in section B. As the impact of each legal technique on highway safety and pollut
these questions might be considered:

. How does each legal technique work on a social problem?
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. Who initiates use of each technique and who actually operates it?

. How large is the role of the private citizen in it?

. How can each legal technique fail to perform the social function it sets out t

However, before taking up a specific social problem and showing how the tools of

work on it, the legal techniques scheme will be summarized as. follows:

. A brief general description of each 16gal technique

. An explanation of the reasons for using this relatively unfamiliar scheme in t

how the government and legal system operate

, A chart which may be helpful in showing the legal techniques scheme at a glanc

The benefU distribution technique. A legal system may collect taxes and then co

monies into public benefits; e.g., public highways, welfare assistance, public education.

involves governmental action and is called a legal technique because the raising of tax mo

conferral of such public benefits is always shaped and ordered in important ways by law.

The regulation technique. A legal system may permit co n wholesome behavior

order to curb abuses. It is obviously desirable to have manufa, orocess food, but fo

also comply with standards of purity. It is desirable for people to drive cars, but cars

be licensed in accordance with standards of safety. When a legal system induces official

standards and see that manufacturers, drivers, etc. comply with them, the system utilizes

the regulation technique.

The penal technique. Some conduct, as such, is wholly antisocial; e.g., murder

the penal technique to prohibit and punish such conduct in an attempt to discourage its os

The private remedy 'technique. This basic technique is most familiarly known in

lawsuits to force defendants to pay compensatory damages (money) to those they have harme

the course of daily life.

The private arrangement technique. A legal system leaves a great many problems

private arrangements, and private administration. These private activities may be carrie

groups, organized bodies, corporations, etc. The private arrangements involved may inclu

property transfers, employment relations, and so on. But the law plays important enough

private activities for this to be thought of as a distinct legal techni0e. First, law pe

activities. Second, it facilitates them by specifying in the law itself how valid corpor

how valid contracts are formed, and how lawful property transfers are made. Third, and o
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when such arrangements break down (e.g., when a contract is broken), the aw usually steps i
the arrangement by awarding monetary damages for the loss ,sustained by the wronged party to
contract.

Separat;on of powers analysis piovides a scheme that is traditionally Utilized in
the operation of American government. This unit, however, proposes an analysis of the legal
a systematic survey of a limited number of distinct legal techniques. The obvious difficul
moving from a familiar teaching scheme to a less familiar one calls for some justification.

When the government of the-United States was formed, three separate branches were
this governmental framework, specific limited powers were assigned to the legislature, the e
judiciary. The primary rationale for such separation of powers was that each branch of gov
serve as a check on the others, thus protecting the governed from the potential oppression
concentration of governmental power. American history illustrates that the authors of the
Constitution were perceptive in deSigning a government of separate powers to help protect t
the government. And teaching this function of a constituted government of separated powers
Yet the separation of powers scheme is commonly used for an additional pedagogical purpose
government operates. Students traditionally learn that the legislative branch makes and ch
executive brancWenforces laws; and the judicial branch interprets and applies laws. Tidy
this scheme may be, it is not an accurate and informative way to analyze the operation of
However, the legal technique scheme takes into account the available tools or techniques of
individuals and government use to solve social pr3blems.

a
A survey of the operation of various legal techniques presents a more refined pict

ment officials of various kinds do than does the analysis of the government branch by branc
powers notions in this context suggest that law is made by one branch of government, enforc
and interpreted by yetanother. This simply is. not accurate. While the power to legislate
with the legislature, in a very real sense courts, administrative officials, and the execut
change law in performance of their constituted duties. Judges and administrative officials
part of the executive's law enforcement functions. Laws are interpreted and applied in con
by administrators as well as judges.

Separation of powers analysis has a serious gap. The entire administrative-regula
government is missing. These government officials, whose positions are normally created by
and filled by the executive, are neither part of the legislative, executive, or judicial br
Communications Commission, Federal Power Commission, etc.).
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Separation of powers analysis unrealistically separates in a rigid way the structu

from the operation of law. The government is nr,t only structured by law, but law provides

which government operates. On the other hind,the legal techniques analysis turns the focus

structure of government to analysis of structure in the context of operational processes, w

on processes.

The proposed legal techniques approach to the legal system helps put law in a prop

as a subject for humanities or social studies. The legal techniques are the tools in gover

limited number of resources that can be used =misused in working on the problems of impro

life.

The legal technique scheme has relatively strong organizing power for systematic a

tionally fragmented concepts concerning the operation of government. For example, the lega

scheme provides an opportunity, systematically and realistically, to consider the role of t

the operation of the legal system more so than does the separation of powers analysis. For

clearly the role of the private citizen is designed to be more remote in operating the dist

than in operating the remedial technique. The individual citizen has little direct voice

dollars are spent, yet the legal system will take action to remedy a private wrong only wh

with a grievance initiates a lawsuit.

The legal technique scheme is presented in Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., and Bo

Justice and order through law, Unit II, "Our legal tools", Lexington, Massachusetts, Ginn
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Module 2

LEGAL TECHNIQUE

OUTLINE OF LEGAL TECHNIQUES SCHEME

SOCIAL NEED OR PROBLEM THAT
THE LEGAL TECHNIQUE INTO

EXAMPLES OF THE LEGAL
TECHNIQUE AT WORK

Benefit COLLECTING TEES (a) System of Public Education (a) Preparation of Youth for
Distribution and Productive Adulthood

DISTRIBUTING BENEFITS (b) Social Security System (b) Care for Aged, Otherwise
Care for Themselves

Regulation EXPERT REGULATION OF (a) Federal Communications (a) Coordination and Quality
SPECIFIC ACTIVITY Commission Radio and TV Airwaves

(b) Food and Drug Administration (b) Wholesome Products on the

Penal PROHIBITING AND PUNISHING (a) Statute Making Assault and (a) Prevention of Violent Ac
CERTAIN BAD ACTS Murder Crimes Punishable by Persons

Imprisonment
(b) Statute Making Thefts a Crime (b) Protection of Private Pr1

Punishable by Imprisonment

Private LAWSUITS TO REMEDY (a) Suit for Assault and Battery (a) Remedy Harm, Wrongfully
Remedy DAMAGE DONE Discourage Certain Antis

(b) Suit for Slander (b) Provide for Rational Dis

Private SUPPORTING PRIVATE (a) Tax-Free Status of Charities (a) Encouraging Private Effo
Arrangement ARRANGEMENTS and Private Schools Meeting Social Needs

(b) Enforcement of Contract
.Promises Between Private

(b) Orderly Private Exchange
and Services in Society

Individuals

48



EGAL TECHNIQUE

OUTLINE OF LEGAL TECHNIQUES SCHEME

EXAMPLES OF THE LEGAL
TECHNIQUE AT WORK

SOCIAL NEED OR PROBLEM THAT CALLS
THE LEGAL TECHNIQUE INTO PLAY

ECTING TAXES
and

3UTING BENEFITS

(a) System bf Public Education

(b) Social Security System

REGULATION OF
,IC ACTIVITY

(a) Federal Communications
Commission

(b) Food and Drug ltdmids.eation

(a) Preparation of-Youth for Responsible
Productive Adulthood

(b) Care for Aged, Otherwise Unable to
Care for Themselves

(a) Coordination and Quality in use of
Radio and TV Airwaves

(b) Wholesome Products on the Market

ITING AND PUNISHING
TAIN BAD ACTS

(a) Statute Making Assault and
Murder Crimes Punishable by
Imprisonment

(b) Statute Making Thefts a Crime
.Punishable by Imprisonment

(a) Prevention of Violent Acts Against
Persons

(b) Protection of Private Property

IS TO REMEDY
4GE DONE

(a) Suit for Assault and Battery

(b) Suit for Slander

(a) Remedy Hann, Wrongfully Done, and
Discourage Certain Antisocial Acts

(b) Provide for Rational Dispute Settlements

'LNG PRIVATE
GEMENTS

(a) Tax-free Status of Charities
and Private Schools

(b) Enforcement of Contract
Promises Between Private
Individuals

(a) Encouraging Private Efforts in
Meeting Social Needs

(b) Orderly Private Exchange of Goods
and Services in Society



Module 2

B. Teaching Understanding I - 1. Bens it Distribution Technique

OBJECTIVES

. The student may demonstrate his understanding of the different ways in which gove

officials may-use as a tool by identifying news stories or cartoons which ill

these techniques.

. The student may demonstrate ability in the valuing process by identifying possibl

alternatives in the case of a social problem and by being able to justify his cho

an alternative.

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. What necessary social tasks are performed by collection of public.monies and dis

of public benefits? How are you and your families benefited by the collection o

. How do legal officials and private citizens take part in the operation of this 1

technique?

. How might the distributive technique as it is used in our legal system be made m

effective?

USE OF VISUALS (For all legal techniques)

.
Students can collect pictures and cartoons illustrating uses of each of the tech

The cartoons on pages 42, 54, and 67 may be analyzed in terms of the technique

in dealing with the problem.

The cartoons may also be analyzed with respect to which cartoon reflects underst

on the part of the cartoonist of-the various legal technique:..

A set of study prints concerning pollution can be studied to identify the legal
which would be applied to remedy the situation.
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Module 2

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RES

1. The benefit distribution technique at work on a social problem.

Highway Safety

(a) Have students analyze the chart and graph
on pages 55 and 56 showing the proportionand
amount of New York State's budget
spent annually on highway construc-
tion and maintenance. Compare with
other expenditures. Which is the
greatest? The least? Do they think
that the expenditures are fairly
allocated?

(b) Have pupils, through class discussion,
identify ways public moneys might be
spent on the problem of highway safety.
The following are some of the possible
ways:

Construction of safe highways (grants
of public funds for highway construc-
tioh4may be conditioned on meeting
safety standards)

Acquisition and maintenance of road
traffic control devices (laws provide
for and maintaining stop
signs, red lights, lines in the
middle of the road, etc.)

Police directio4 of traffic

--Research for highway safety improve-
ment

Public school driver education

4 50

The illustrative problems of hig
pollution are especially useful
surveying law's basic resources
interests and because these prob

others) are ones on which all fi
legal techniques may be put to w
begin this unit is to present cu
coverage concerning the extent t
safety or pollution is in fact a
today.

The suggested content and proced
legal techniques merely attempt
some examples of legal activity

kind. Such examples by themselv
little in revealing to students
which law works. Thus, the teac
particular importance in directi
to inquire into the distinctive
the legal techniques at work.

In looking at expenditure of pub
or prevent a problem (the benefi
technique at work), students may

how tax dollars can promote high
pollution. For instance, tax do
to build a cloverleaf where -many
occurred at the entrance and exi
or tax dollars can be apprupriat
of government for everything fro
yellow paint for the highway to
salaries or)funds for private h
research andjschool driver educa
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Highway Safety
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The illustrative problems of highway safety and
pollution are especially useful for purposes of
surveying law's basic resources because of current
interests and because these problems (unlike many

others) are ones on which all five of the basic
legal techniques may be put to work. One way to
begin this unit is to present current newspaper
coverage concerning the extent to which highway
safety or pollution is in fact a social problem
today.

The suggested content and procedures for each of the
legal techniques mprely attempt to give students
some examples of Aegal activity of a distinctive
kind. Such examples by themselves probably will do
little in revealing to students different ways in
which law works. Thus, the teacher's role is of
particular importance in directing class discussion
to inquire into the distinctive aspects of each or
the legal techniques at work.

4
In looking at expenditure of public moneys to relieve
or prevent a problem (the benefit distribution
technique at work), students may consider as examples
how tax dollars can promote highway safety or fight
pollution. For instance, tax dollars may be used
to build a cloverleaf where many accidents have
occurred at the entrance and exit of a major highway
or tax dollars can be appropriated at various levels
of government for everything from road signs and
yellow paint for the highway to traffic policemen's
salaries or funds for private highway safety
research and school driver education programs. In
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

(c) Have pupils check back issues of
their local newspapers for stories
on spending public money on highway
safety and antipollution techniques.

Then have them make a bulletin board
display of the materials they have.
located, indicating the relationship
of the display to benefit distribution.

(d) Assign certain pupilS in class the

task of checking newspapers for stories
of highway accidents that were caused
at least in part by failure of the
legal system to make use of the benefit
distribution technique to build "safe"
highways for the driving public. Have

some of the pupils read their selections
in class and call on various classmates
to see if they are in agreement as to
where the fault lies.

(e) Teachers should be able to secure a
copy of the town or city budget.
Using an overhead or an opaque
projector, get pupils to point out the

amount Spz.nt on transportation safety,
relating this to benefit distribution.

(f) To make pupils more aware of highway
safety, show them a film or filmstrip

on this topic. Use your local film
center for passible suggestions if the
title listed below is unavailable, or

ask the driver education teacher.
"Autos and All that Traffic." 25 min.

Color.

4
51

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOUR

the field of pollution, tax dollars
by law to be spent on waste or garb
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the field 0 pollution, tax dollars may be set aside
by law to be spent on waste or garbage disposal
plants, or for research on the pollution problem,
or to pay the salaries of inspectors.

This process of collecting public moneys converting

them into certain bebefits, and distributing them to
members of the public is called a legal technique
because the law structures and orders how the process

is carried out. As indicated in section B-1,

statutes can be presented for illustrative purposes
to show something of the specific law content of the
benefit distribution technique. The teacher, in the

beginning, may need assistance in finding such

statutes and editing them for student use. An

alternative way to emphasize the law content of the
taxing and spending process is to have students role-
play legislators in the process of deciding for
which problems the state's taxes will be spent.

uestions on the Operation of the Benefit
Distribution Technique

To show that the benefit distribution technique is
a particular, distinctive legal resource for treating

a problem, students will need to consider further

questions about the operation of this technique.
How does it get at the problem? Who decides to put

'this technique in motion on the problem? Once this

decision is made, who actually carries out the legal
system's efforts under this technique? What other

functions does this technique perform in society?
How may this technique fail to solve the problem in

point what are
q

its limits?
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

Pollution

(a) Have class-identify ways public moneys
might be spent on the problem of water
pollution and air pollution. Some of
the following ways should be suggested:
(a good technique is to build up a list
on the chalkboard as pupils suggest
their ideas):

--spending Federal money to assist
state sewage construction projects

--supporting research on new tech-
nologies of waste disposal

spending state funds to assist local-
ities in the construction and main-
tenance of sewage treatment plants
and sewer systems.

--spending public money for research
and development of solutions to the
'air pollution problem

building fewer roads and more mass

transit

(b) With the great interest and concern
about all aspects of pollution today,
there are many audiovisual materials
today dealing with all Aspects of this
problem. Use either a movie or film-
strip series to help make pupils more
aware of the problems, and some of the

various remedies suggested.

4

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOU
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DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RE.JOURCES

The benefit distribution technique tries to solve a
social problem or meet a social need ainly by
collecting public moneys and converting them to
benefits for those who manifest the need or suffer
from the problem.

Generally, legislative bodies rather than courts or
administrators decide to launch a distributive pro-
gram in the first place. Legislators, by passing
statutes, decide how revenues will be raised and
then decide how to channel the distribution of public
benefits. Executive branch officials assert politi-
cal pressureon legislators, voters express public
opinion and thus influence repreSentatives, and
private interest groups lobby and thereby influence
decisions of legislative representatives.

But the officials (legislators) who decide to launch
the benefit distribution technique are rarely the
same people who actually carry these efforts out.
Special administrators may direct these efforts and
may do so by employing private parties to deliver
the ultimate benefit to 'probers of the public.. For
example, influence from v(.?rs, interest groups, or
the executive may cause t. 'agislative branch to
appropriate dollars for highwoy programs. A state or
local highway department (administrators) may then
decide how this money should be spent. It might
in turn employ a private contractor to undertake a
given project such as the straightening of a highway.
The driving public is ultimately the beneficiary of
this process.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

Below at-6 some of the possible
resources:

"Pall Over Our, Cities" b/w

"Pollution is a Matter of Choice"
NBC-11P (54 min. Examines the
environmental dilemma of modern

man.)

"Environmental Pollution"
"Our World in Crisis" Wards

Educational Filmstrips
(Series of six color filmstrips.)

(c) The following questions used in class
discussion may help to guide pupils to

a better understanding of the benefit

distribution technique:

Name some further examples of the
benefit distribution technique at
work on the problems of highway
safety and pollution, and give an
axample to show how each contributes
to safer highways or a better
environment.

Does the benefit distribution
technique affect other social needs
or problems of society other than
highways and pollution? Explain.

--Who do you think first decides to
put the benefit distribution- work

on certain problems?

53
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While executives, judges, and legislators may be

familiar to students, administrative officials
probably are not so familiar. Yet administrative
officials play a key role in carrying out the
legislature's benefit distribution programs and in
implementing certain other legal techniques
(primarily the regulation technique), too. Adminis-

trators do much of the detailed work of the legal

system. Often they are experts in their fields.
Legislatures normally pass laws authorizing the
creation of administrative agencies such as the
highway department, the internal revenue service,
the food and drug administration,-the education
department, etc. But the executive then appoints
tie administrative officials to fill the positions

created by the legislature.

Combating pollution and working for safer highways

are by no means the only functions that the distribu-

tive technique performs. Students should be familiar
with several other examples of the benefit distribu-
tion technique at work on social problems or needs.
In addition to combating pollution and encouraging
highway safety, tax dollars go for public health
and hospitals, a welfare system, public recreation
facilities, conservation, the public education
system, national defense, and even space exploration.

It is likely that students in discussing each of the
legal techniques will readily recognize: (1) that

the given technique, as used, does not in fact always
work effectively on the problem under consideration
(e.g., we do not spend enough tax dollars to combat
pollution), and (2) even if the given technique were
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--What individuals would operate
this technique, and how would their
influence be felt?

Why can't the allocation of moneys
result in the end of all traffic
fatalities and pollution problems?

(Note for teachers: Answers to suggested
questions listed above can be found by
reading the section "Discussion of
Strategies and Resources.")

(d) Activities

Name committee(s) of students to sit
as. an appropriations or budget com-
mittee of the town or state legislature.
Have the committee outline a budget and
decide what the state's public money
should be spent on for the upcoming year.
BE SURE TO HAVE LESS MONEY AVAILABLE THAN
IS REQUIRED, so that students will have
to think about criteria for setting
priorities. Have the committee hold a
hearing where various members of the
class role play representatives from
interest groups.; then have the committee
report the budget to the class for dis-
cussion before the class, sitting
the legislature,` votes it into law or

returns it to the committee.

4 54
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solve the problem at hand (e.g.,
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used as effectively as possible, it couldn't alone
solve the problem at hand (e.g., maximum safety in
highway construction would not end auto'accidents).

If students do not raise these points, teachers

should. They should be pursued in order to emphasize
that: (1) each legal technique is a tool available
to a legal system that can be well used or misused
(we might simply spend too much or too little on
defense or on education, or we might administer
these expenditures in a wasteful or ineffective*
manner); (2) some techniques are more effective than
others in working on a given problem; (3) often
several techniques work on the same problem or social
need; (4) even where legal techniques are properly
used some problems are very complex and are beyond
the reach of legal solutions.

DO YOU HAVE
CITY SAG ?

Smog smarting eyei?

4 Gasoline fumitis?
Crowd CLAUSTROPHOBIA?
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An alternative: A student may
be assigned to play the role of

--mayor or state governor (depending-

on what level of government is

being simulated). Students as

interest groups might put pressure

on the executive which will bring

into play more completely the
"lawmaking" process. See also

references to Mehlinger and
Patrick, page 78.

55
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STATE AID TO LOCAL
SCHOOLS A COLLEGES

SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

REVENUE
SHARING

EDUCATION

HEALTH
MENTAL HEALTH
TRANSPORTATION
TRAVEL SAFETY

PERSONAL SAFETY

ENV.1. CONSERVATION
RECREATION

TRANSPORTATION
li TRAVEL SAFETY

DEBT SERVICE
(bonded debt)

MILL

THE NEW BUDGET: MAJOR EXPENDIT

IONS
500 1,000 1,500 2,00

local assistance*

State purposes

capital construction

debt service

See text, page 54.

State of New York, Execut
April 1, 1973 to March 31
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STATE AID TO LOCAL
SCHOOLS & COLLEGES

SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

REVENUE
SHARING

EDUCATION
HEALTH &
MENTAL HEALTH

TRANSPORTATION(

& TRAVEL SAFETY

PERSONAL SAFETY

DWI. CONSERVATION
& RECREATION

TRANSPORTATION
& TRAVEL SAFETY

DEBT SERVICE
(bonded debt)

THE NEW BUDGET: MAJOR EXPENDITURES

$ MILLIONS
0 500 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.600

72-73
LEVEL

capital construction

debt service

55

See text, page 54.

State of New York, Executive Budget for
April 1, 1973 to March 31, 1974, p. M-12
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STATE PURPOSES --REGULAR

SUMMARY OF APPROPRIATIONS AND CHANGES

Program

Personal Service . Non-Personal Service

Recommended
1973-74

Recommended
1973-74

Administration $ 9,995,400 $ 3,019,100
Transportation Planning, Research and
Development 4,425,000

Transportation Design and Construction 55,012,000 3,228,000
Traffic and Safety 6,447,000 969,000
Highway Operation and Maintenance 58,141,000 33,200,000
Equipment Management 5,559,000 15,569,000
Waterway Operation and Maintenance 9,308,100 923,000
Transportation Regulation 1,514,100 143,000

Total $145,976,600. $61,477,400

Program

***********************

1973-74 Program Summary

(Regular and First Instance Funds)

Reappro-
priations

Transporation Design and Construction, and
Traffic Safety... $1,012,087,148
Highway Operation and Maintenance 3,818,467
Waterways Operation and Maintenance 1,574,305
Administration 228,350
Advance to Public Authorities 121,779,158
Total $1;139,487,428

State of New York Executive Budget for April 1, 1973

New
Appropriati

$621,950,

4,935,

5,525,

850

633,260,

to March 31, 1974, pp. 495 and
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STATE PURPOSES REGULAR

SUMMARY OF APPROPRIATIONS 'ND CHANGES

'-laaalag; Rerearch and

Design and Const.rh on

:ty

an and Maintenance
ement
ion and Maintenance
Regulation

-.Program

Personal Service Non-Personal Service Total

Recommended
1973 -74

Recommended
1973-74

Recommended
1973-74

$ 9,995,400 $ 3,019,100 $ 13,014,500

4,425,000 4,425,0r0
55,012,000 3,228,000 58,240,000
6,447,000 969,000 7,416,000

58,141,000 33,200,000 91,341,000
5,559,000 15,569,000 21,128,000
9,308,100 923,000 10,232,000
1,514,100 143,000 1,657,500

$145,976,600 $61,477,400 $207,454,000

***********************

1973-74 Program Summary

(Regular and First Instance Funds)

Reappro-
priations

poration Design and Construction,
fic Safety

ay Operation and Maintenance
ways Operation and Maintenance
istration

ce to Public Authoritieb
al

New
Appropriations

and

$1,012,087,148 $621,950,000
3,818,467 4,935,000
1,574,305 5,525,000
228,350

121,779,158 850,000
$1,139,487,428 $633,260,000

ew York Executive Budget for April 1, 1973 to March 31, 1974, pp. 495 and u,7.
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Moduie 2

B. Teaching Understanding I - 2. Regulation Technique

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

.
What necessary social tasks are aided by legal standards and rules for guidance?

. How do legal officials and private citizens take part in the operation of this le

. How might the regulation technique as it is used in our legal system be made mor:

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESO

1. The regulation technique at work on a social problem.

Highway Safety

(a) HIve'class identify ways the regula-
tion technique might work on the
problem of highway safety. Examine

relevant regulations. Suggest the

following topics with which some of
the class members may already be

familiar:

--regulating by licensing "safe"

drivers

-New York State operator's and
junior opera Jr's license re-

quirements

-driver's license written

examination

- driver's license road. test

regulations to keep unsafe vehicles

off the road

-New York State auto inspection
requirements

57
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The regulation technique at work on a social problem.

hwa Safety

ass identify ways the regula-
chnique might work on the
of highway safety. Examine

t regulations. Suggest the
ng topics with which some of

ss members may already be
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ating by lice-sing "safe"
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York State operator's and
or operator's license re-

ements

fer's license written
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'er's license road test

ations to keep unsafe vehicles

he road

York State auto inspection
iirements

57

As with the distribution technique, procedures and

-resources suggested under the regulation technique

simply indicate examples of the regulation technique

at work. To develop an understanding of the regula-
tion technique, the teacher will need to direct
student inquiry to the special workings of this legal

resource. The same series of questions that were

used to examine the benefit distribution technique

should be answered about the regulation technique.

How does this technique generally get at a problem?
Who decides to put this technique in motion, and who

actually carries out the legal system's efforts under

this technique? What other problems in society does

this legal technique treat? How may this legal

technique fail to solve the problem in pointwhat
are its limits?

The regulation technique generally approaches a given

problem by setting qualifying standards or standards

for the -conduct of private citizens and by providing

expert guidance for a particular kind of activity.

Such standards and guidance try to facilitate and

coordinate things for people engaged in the activity
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

- -regulatingssafe traffic flow

- determining and requiring uniform

traffic control devices

- intersectional control

-pavement markings

All of the above information can be learned
in some form or other in the New York State
Driver's_Manual which can be obtained from
the local Department of Motor Vehicles office.

(b) Discuss with class various-ways the
regulation technique might work on the
problem of pollution. Some of the areas
in which there have been attempts at
regulation include the following:

--regulating amount of permissible
emissions into the air from industrial
plants

regulating motor vehicle air
pollution

standards regulating pollution
of inland water

--standards regulating pollution
of the ocean

(c) Collect for class study primary
resource material that illustrates
the regulation technique at work on
the problem of pollution.

58
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or to prevent the occurrence of undesirable results
from the activity. For example, in relation to
highway safety, we need standards for determining
who is qualified to drive on the highways. Setting
sIgndards and licensing drivers by means of the
relulation technique i: better than leaving the
decision up to each individual as to whether he is
qualified to drive safely. Likewise, some standards
for keeping unsafe vehicles off the roads are
desirable. Standards for limiting the amounts of
emissions of pollutants into the air and water may
help protect the environment. Hunters are protected
by qualifications or standards that the regulation
technique sets for getting a license. By informing
people as to when they may hunt and amounts of game
they may take, the regulation technique preserves
species of wildlife. People are somewhat better
protected in the market place because manufacturers
are informed of standards concerning pure food and
drugs by the regulation technique.

Another key function of the regulation technique, in
addition to setting standards for a given activity, is
coordination of certain activity. Without regula-
tion, auto or aif traffic flow would be hazardous
as well as very congested. Coordinated use of the
radio or TV airwaves would be impossible without
regulation of their use.

Questions on the Operation of the Regulation
Technique

As withjhe distributive technique, legislators and
administrators play the key roles, but private
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

Note to Teachers: You may obtain a
multitude of primary resources on how
the state has attempted to regulate
pollution by writing to:

New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation
Albany, New York

Ask for series of information leaflets

put out by their department. Also the

following booklets and leaflets from

the above department:

Help Give Earth a Chance

--New Yorkr's Pure Water's Progress

Showdown

--Developing and Managing the Water
Resources of New York

An Environmental Checklist or

Handbook of Environmental Education
Strategies (obtained from Barry W.
Jamason, Chairman, Environmental Task
Force, Bureau of Continuing Curric'tlum

Development, State Education Department,
Albany, New York 12224.)

(d) The following questions and strategies
should serve to aid the pupils in learning
more about the regulation technique.

Name and explain some other examples
of legal restrictions at work on the

59
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individuals, interest groups, and the executive may

have an important influence. Generally the legisla-

ture decidesthat-a particular subject area needs

expert regulation, and then goes about creating
administrative commissions and bureaus of experts

to carry out a regulatory program. The legislature

may broad guidelines for regulation, but details

of making and implementing regulations are ordinarily

left to the experts. For example, the legislature
decides that some kind of standards are needed for
licensing drivers to keep unsafe drivers off the

roads. The legislature then passes a statute creat-

,rig a body of administrative experts (Bureau of Motor

Vohicles) and gives them some general guidelines:
"Before a license is granted the applicant shall

pass such examinations as to his qualification as

the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles shall require."

The details of constructing and administering
standards for getting a license are left to the

experts. The legislators themselves lack time and

expertise to do this task. The same scheme is

generally followed for other examples of the regula-

tion technique at work. The legislature decides

that regulation of pollution, transportation, educa-

tion, stocks and bonds, communications, commerce,
etc., is necessary. It therrlrays down broad guide-

lines and creates administrative offices. The execu-

tive usually appoints experts to fill these offices,

and 'these experts go about the day-to-day work of

regulating.

The executive, private individuals, and interest

groups may have an influence on the regulatory

process. For example, shortly after he got into
office President Nixon made it clear that he wanted
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES :

problems of highway safety and
pollution, and how they contribute
toward improving the area mentioned.

How can you explain the occurrence
of so many auto accidents and different
types of-pollution despite the many
restrictions to ensure highway safety
and conservation of our natural
resources?

Strategies

(a) Have pupils check newspapers for reports
of the regulation technique at work and
make a bulletin board display. See if
they can discover some areas right in
their own school.

(b) Have a student group role-play adminis-
trators who are called on to make regu-
lations concerning the following
activities:

qualifying to be a public school
teacher

--qualifying to use a snowmobile

securing a permit for a rock festival

One might play the role of principal,
another superintendent of schools, and

yet others might play the part of the
board of education members.

(c) Invite a visitor from an administrative
bureau that works with the regulation

4
60
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Congress to create a new administrative agency to
regulate environmental abuse more effectively. Pri-

vate interest groups like the Environmental Defense
Fund or the auto manufacturers' lobby put pressure
on the legislature to increase or decrease regulation
in an area like pollution control. Often local
administrators are moved to action by private
citizens. The highway department may put a stop-
light at an intersection when private citizens point
out the need.

Again, it is appropriate to look at this legal
technique critically: Why might it fail to "solve"
the problems it addresses? Legal officals may make
unsound regulations; for exampla, pollution
standards might be dangerously lax. Legal officials
might fail to use the regulatory technique where it
might be helpful; for example, there was little
regulation of air pollution until recently. Effec-
tive standards might be set, but they might not be
enforced or they might be enforced unfairly; for
example, landlord violations of building and sanita-
tion codes in many places are sometimes ignored.
And finally, even where the regulation technique
works well, the problem on wnich it works may be so
complex that alone or in combination with other legal
techniques it still cannot "solve" the problem
completely. So long as there are autos there are
bound to be some auto accidents.
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technique to talk on how these
officials go about their regulating
activity (for example, highway de-
partment, motor vehicle department,
conservation department, fish and
game department, etc.) You might have

a panel prepare questions that various
members of the class would like to ask.

(d) Have a committee of three pupils do a
research project on the role of Ralph Nader
in the field of automobile safety. Suggest they

f read "Unsafe At Any Speed" and each report
different aspects of what Mr. Nader has un-

covered. This book is readily available in

most libraries. Some of the pupils in class
might be most interested in this project

. since it concerns automobiles.
There may be some class experts on this
topic.
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. B. Teaching Understanding I- 3. Penal Technique

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. What necessary social tasks are performed by prohibiting certain conduct by punis

when it occurs?

. How do legal officials and private citizens take part in the operation of th1 1

. How might the penal technique be made to work better?

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESO

1. The penal technique at work on a social problem.

(a) Have class identify ways the penal
technique might work on the problem of
highway safety.

Consider provisions prohibiting and
punishing the following: Does the
class think they are fair and reason-
able? Should they be more, or less,

harsh? This should generate some
lively discussion.

-speeding.

-drag racing
-drunk driving
-interference with traffic control
devices

-causing another's death by reckless
driving

(b) Assign pupils in class the task of
collecting for class study the primary
resource material that illustrates
the penal technique at work on the
problem of highway safety.

4
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Here again, a series of examples and suggested ques-
tions is presented. With the help of these or
similar examples,the class will want-to consider how
this legal technique generally gets at a problem,
who operates this technique, other problems this
legal technique treats, and possible shortcomings of

this legal technique.

Aaw's penal resource approaches a given problem
mainly by defining activity which creates the problem
and discouraging such activity by punishment-when

it happens. This primary function of the penal
technique -is commonly known as its deterrence func-

tion; if antisocial acts result in penalties, people

will in theory be deterred from engaging in such

activity. Some manufacturers are not worried about
the effect on others of dumping raw waste chemicals
into a river or billowing black scot into the air,
but if these activities result in penalties that
outweigh the advantages of polluting, the anti-
social industrialist may be discouraged from pollu-

ting. Likewise, the individual who is unconcerned
with the dangers to himself and others of drunken

'w.
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Suggest newspapers, magazines and
possible interviews with local

policemen.

NOTE: Where not otherwise indicated in
the statutory law, violation of
these provisions is a traffic
infraction, as opposed to a
criminal felony or misdemeanor,
and is punishable only by fine.

Pollution

(a) Have pupils identify ways the penal
technique might work on the problem

of pollution. Some possible areas to
be considered are the following:

--polluting..may come within the penal

provisions prohibiting "public
nuisances"

-(for example, California Penal Code
defining "public nuisance" as: "any-

thing which is injurious to health,
or is indecent, or offensive to the

senses, or an obstruction to the
free use of property, so as to
interfere with the comfortable enjoy-
ment of life or property by an entire
community or neighborhood, or by any
considerable number of persons"
(California Penal Code, section 370

[1970]).

63
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driving may be deterred from doing so if it results

in an appropriate penalty. Penal laws against theft

try to secure rights in property from those who would

help themselves to the property of others. Laws

making rape, murder, and assault,crimes try to pro-
tect the security of people by discouraging those
who might otherwise do them physical harm. Laws

punishing drug sales try to deter such activity by
people who do not care about the social damage drugs

may do.

Also, the penal technique serves support the regu-

lation technique. There may be a tendency to confuse
the penal and the regulation techniques because there

is an overlap. Often if one fails to conform to the
guidance of the regulation technique, he may be faced

with a penalty (the penal 'technique). If one -pro-

ceeds to drive without meeting the standards to get
a license, he may he arrested and punished. But

there is an important difference in laws setting
standards for driver licenses and laws, for example,

prohibiting murder or theft. These laws perform

different functions. The regulation 7.(c's set

standards where guidance is necessary to inform
people and direct and coordinate activity. Highways

would be less safe if everyone on his own decided
when he qualified to drive. On the other hand, with
laws that are primarily p-nag, such as those pro-

hibiting rape, the function of the law net I'ri-

marily guidance; almost everyone already knows that

rape is wrong. Thus, the function of the penal

technique is to deter people from antisocial
activity which they know is wrong; the function of
the regulation technique is to help inform people
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Excessive pollution may be a viola-
tion of specific penal laws

-excessive auto exhaust a misdemeanor

-violation of Water Pollution Control
Adt provisions subjects one to a

. penalty of from $250 to $2500 per
violation and if such violation is
willful, it constitutes a misdemeanor.
Violation later is subject a fine
from $400 to $2500 or a maximw -f
1 year in prison or both

-violation of the Oil Pollution Actof
1961 by certain discharges of oil into
the sea is punishable as a misdemeanor
by fine of $500 to $2500 and prison up
to 1 year or both

(b) Assign class the task of collecting primary
resource material that illustrates the
penal technique rt work on the problems
of pollution. IA line with the above
assignment, assign the following as a
class project: Write to the United States
Attorney General requesting such
inforthation.

(c) The following questions and strategies
are related to the penal technique:

What are some further examples of the
penal technique at work on the problems
of highway safety or pollution? Now
does each example contribute to safer

64
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and supply guidance and standards to coordinate
social activity. But when people purposefully dis-
regard the regulation technique, they normally must
confront penalties characteristic of the penal
technique. While sanctions of the penal and regula-
tion techniques are similar (fines, imprisonment),
the moral disgrace and condemnation associated with
the penalties df the penal technique are greater
than with regulatory sanctions.

Questions on the Operation of the Penal Technique

Like the two techniques already discussed, various
officials have roles in putting the penal technique
to work. The legislature decides which activities
are to come within the reach of the penal technique;
it defines crimes. Public opinion, the executive,
or specific events may influence the legislature
in their process of defining what acts are crimes.
Legislatures may respond to public hostility toward
drug use with penal laws that harshly punish users,
sellers, and possessors of drugs. The executive
may present a bill to the legislature that would
stiffen penal law of a particular sort, as President
Nixon did with provisions to combat organized crime.
Events like plane hijackings or campus riots stir
legislatures to define certain antisocial acts as

crimes.

Although the legislature decides what acts will bg
punished by the penal technique, actual operation
of the penal technique is not left to legislators.
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highways or better environment?
Are there any other ways of en-
suring highway safety other than
legal technique (public conscience)?

--Whrt are some examples of the penal
technique working on other social
needs or problems of our society?
(Some areas to be considered are the
problems of drugs and abortion.)

Who decides to put the penal technique
to work on given problems? Who actually

operates this legal technique? How

might the individual's influence be
felt in the operation of the legal

technique? Could they as minors

take part in the penal technique?

--Why does the penal technique fail
to prevent some accidents or some
pollution? Is there such a thing as

a bad law? (Pupils might wish to

identify laws in their own
school.)

Strategies

(a) Have students collect newspaper articles
on-ffilMF-,and-consider the diverse kinds

of interests the penal technique tries

to protect. It might be possible to have
a debate:."Does the law tend more to
protect the guilty rather than the law-

abiding citizen?"

(b) Take class to visit a criminal trial.
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Private individuals have an important role in bring-
ing some violations of the penal law to the atten-

tion of the police. The police try to stop people
in the process of breaking penal laws and to appre-
hend those suspected of having committed crimes.
From this point the prosecutor (district attorney)

takes over. He brings the case before a judge.
Further officials may be involved if the accused is
convicted--probation officers, wardens, parole

boards, etc.

The deterrent function of criminal law (i.e., dis-

couraging antisocial activity by penalizing it)
is not the only function that the penal technique

performs. In thedry,after certain criminals are
convicted, they are to be rehabilitated at our

correctional institutions. This process also serves

to isolate antisocial people from society so they
cannot do tore harm. .Though modern penal theory
generally frowns on earlier retribution (revenge)
theory of criminal law, orderly official sanctioning
of'bad actoreoften serves as a healthy substitute
for private retaliation by the victims of crimes or

their friends and family.

The penal technique, too, sometimes fails to work
well in controlling antisocial conduct. Sometimes

the legislature simply passes unwise penal statutes.
In some states, it is a serious crime for unmarried
consenting adults to have sexual relations. The

marriage of a black and a white person was a crime
in some states until the Supreme Court declared the
laws unconstitutional in the 1960's. The wisdom of

Some drug laws is at least subject to debate. Even

if all penal laws/ were sound, the penal technique
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(c) Have a prosecutor visit the class to
talk about the purposes of penal law.
A panel could further question the
guest after his talk.

(d) Have pupils view a film or filmstrip on
the penal technique. Some possibilities
are:

Justice Under the Law: The Gideon Case'

22 min. color. E.B.F.

Your Rights and What They Really Mean
(complete set of 6 color filmstrips
with 3 cassettes)

(e) One of the greLt controversies today is
whether to have gun control :aws or not.
Much controversy has been evoked about
thisAopic. Wave a .classroom debate on

one of these staterents. Have pupils
do a great deal of preliminary research
before tackling a class debate.

"Gun laws can't work since criminals
don't obey laws"

"All that is needed to solve_our_gun-
problem is strict legislation"

"We have a crime problem, not a gun
'Problem"

"Only the National Rifle Association
stands between this country and
effective gun laws."
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would notbe omnicompetent. Violators of these

laws often "get away with it." It would be impos-
sible to have enough police to catch all, or even
most, of the people who drive while drunk, steal,
drag race, pollute, murder, etc. Also, even where
there are good penal laws there may be poor processes
for their application. Accused people may sit in a

New York City jail for a year waiting for a trial;
convicted persons may be sent to correctional insti-
tutions that do more to turn them into hardened
criminals than to correct them; or the penal laws
may not be equally applied--the rich'boy who
possesses marijuana may get a quiet slap on the
wrist, the poor boy may get 5 years.

Once students hire been presented tlaree different
legal tecn;,;ques, it might be helpful to contrast
the relative effectiveness of the various techniques
on the problems of highway safety and pollution.
Also, they might consider the appropriateness of the
various roles played by officials. Would courts be

as well suited as legislatures to decide how public

money of the benefit distribution technique should
be spent or to decide what acts should be crimes?
Would legislatures be as well suited as courts to
try criminal cases or be as well suited as expert
administrators to set specific regulations for pollu-
tion control or traffic control? Relevant criteria

of comparative suitabtItty include:

. Extent to which particular officials serve in
an elected representative capacity and the
appropriateness of leaving certain activity to
the people's representatives (e.g , deciding

what acts are crimes).
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(For their research, urge pupils to use
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature
and the periodical American Rifleman.)

. Isolation from political an
and influence

. Degrees of expertise in the

A cartoon by Robert Kraus has been omitted here

because of copyright restrictions. It is from

the November 25, 1967 issue of Saturday Review.

Copyright November 251967 by Saturday Review,'Inc.
Used by permission of Robert Kraus.

See text,-p. 49:

67
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esearch, uige pupils to use Isolation from political and popular pressure
de to Periodical Literature and influence
odical American Rifleman.) Degrees of expertise in the matter in question.

A cartoon by Robert Kraus has been omitted here

because of copyright restrictions. It is from

the November 25, 1967 issue of Saturday Review.

Copyright November 25, 1967 by Saturday Review, Inc.
Used by permission of Robert Kraus.

See text, p. 49.



Module 2

B. Teaching Understanding I - 4. Private Remedy Technique

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. What necessary sogial tasks are performed by allowing lawsuits?

. How do legal officials and private citizens take part in the operation of this

. What are some problems encountered in use of the private remedy technique?

DETAILED DESCRIPTION-OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND -RHO

1. Private remedy techni ue at work on a social problem.

Highway Safetr

(a) Have a local attorney speak to the
class on the subject of suing a negli-
gent driver to recover for personal
injuries suffered in an auto accident.

,.1)) Take class to visit a local court to
see the trial of an actual automobile

negligence suit.

(c) Work with class on a case study of a
lawsuit arising from an auto accident.

One possibility is the following:

AEP Public Issues Series, The lawsuit.
(1968) -Case study.

(d) Have some of the pupils devise a skit
where they may role-play the characters
involved in an actual lawsuit. Include

plaintiff, defendant, lawyers, judges,
witnesses, and jury. In this way, you

may. involve the entire class. (A simu-
lation based on The Lawsuit is available
from Clark Abt Company. See page 14.)
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The private remedy technique in action is commonly

known as the private lawsuit. The best introduction

to the private remedy technique may be to visit the

courtroom. Alternatively, a film, record, or booklet

presenting a case study of a lawsuit may be avail-

able. Or a practicing lawyer may be willing to
visit the class to explain the role of the private
remedy technique in repairing injuries.

Once students are introduced to the private remedy

technique, they again might consider how this tech-

nique generally gets at a problem, who operates this

technique, other problems this legal technique
treats, and possible shortcomings of this technique.

This technique differs from the three already pre-

sented. Its main function is repair of or compensation

for damages that have occurred. A lawsuit occurs

when one private party claims to have been wrong-
fully damaged by another. If the parties cannot

work out a settlement between themselves, then the

suing party (the plaintiff) can bring the sued party

(the defendant) before a court. The court decides
if the plaintiff's claim has merit and then decides
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(e) Have class view a film on a private
lawsuit. (Check your rocal film library
if resource listed below is not easily
available.)

"Witness to the Accident," Indiana
University Documentary. (30 min.

drama of a lawsuit based on an
auto injury case.)

Pollution

(a) Invite a speaker from an environment
protection interest group to speak to
the class on the subject of lawsuits as
a means of combating pollution (Sierra
Club, Audubon Society, etc.).

(b) Discuss with class the following case
where a private citizen sued a polluter.
(See page 36.)

(c) Have members of class role-play a meeting
of a conservation group trying to decide
whether to sue a local polluter who em-
ploys most Of the local work force.
Include in the role-playing the chief
executive of the pollution-causing company,
some of the local wives of the plant
workers, as well as the officers of the
conservation group. Rutile and the Beach,

from the High School Geography Project is
useful for this. (See page 78.)

(d) Have class view a film or filmstrip on
pollution. (See those titles already

listed in this module.) Check your local
audiovisual center for other possibilities

I
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the terms of settlement by itself or with the help of
a jury. Some common types of injuries

for which private parties sometimes use the
private remedy technique are injuries resulting from
others' carelessness (negligence), injuries to
reputation (written libel orspoken slander), in-
juries caused by attacks (assault and battery),
injuries caused by interference with property
(nuisance or trespass). Harmful conduct may give
rise to a civil suit between private parties to
recover money (damages) or to have the conduct
stopped (enjoined). Such conduct (for example, an
assault or careless driving) may-also be a crime.
It may also gi/e rise to prosecution by the state;
i.e., use of the penal technique. To the extent
the penal technique also comes into use, the focus
is no longer repair, but punishment to deter others
from similar conduct.

This legal technique aims at remedying one
individual's harm to another by ultimately issuing
a court order saying either pay for the harm caused
(a judgment) or stop the harmful activity (an in-
junction).

uestions on the Operation of the Private Remedy
Techn que

The decision to initiate this technique rests almost
exclusively in the hands of private individuals who
claim to have been injured by activities of otherio
This legal technique is operated by individual dis-
putants, their lawyers, and the courts.
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(e) The following questions are related
to the workings of the private remedy
technique:

In dealing with the problems of highway
safety or pollution, is the function of

the private remedy technique primarily
preventive or reparative?

What are some other examples of kinds
of injuries that may give rise to a
person using the private remedy
technique?

Who decides to put the private remedy
technique to work on a given problem?
What is the individual's role in the
operation of this legal technique?

Why might private lawsuits be of
limited effect in rectifying injuries
caused by accidents or pollution?

(Note to teachers: Answers to suggested
questions listed above can be found by
reading the section entitled,"Discussion
of Strategies and Resources.")
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Sometimes the lawsuit against the party at fault
provides an efficient way to remedy harm done one

person by another. However, it may be informative
to consider circumstances where this legal technique
is not effective at all. (1) With some injuries it
may be very hard to determine who was at fault.
(2) With 14 million auto accidents per year and
pollution injury to almost everyone, private lawsuits
may be an impossible administrative burden on the
courts; in some places it may take years of waiting

to get before a court. (3) The remedies available
in private lawsuits may not be suitable (e.g., money
damages for negligently causing the death of a child,
enjoining pollution when the polluting activity
serves to employ the entire community). (4) The
person, wishing to sue may not be able to afford a

lawyer to take his case to court (counsel is only
constitutionally guaranteed in serious criminal

cases). (5) The person being sued may simply have
no money with which to pay damages or even to get a

lawyer to defend himself. (6) The case may not be
determined on its own merits, but, instead, on the

question of which party hired the most able lawyer.
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B. Teaching Unaerstanding I - 5. Private Arrangement Technique

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

What necessary social tasks are performed through private legal arrangements?

. How does the law-suppert-certain private arrangements?

. What ar- some problems encountered in leaving certain social tasks to private lega

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

1. Private arrangement technique

Highway Safety

(a) Discuss with class legally sup-
ported private arrangetents that work-
on the problem of highway safety. Some

of the following items may be discussed:

facilitation ot organized private
efforts to promote highway safety

-legal recognition: corporate tax-

free status of AAA

-AAA programs: safety education,
-------------research, movies, publications, etc.

--legal recognition and backing up pri-
vate contract arrangements to pay
for damages cause'. by accidents

-liability insurance arrangements

-collision insurance arrangements

-health insurance arrangements

(b) Teacher might implement private arrange-
ment techniques in the following ways:

--Consumers Union reports on automobile

safety

71
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In the private arrangement technique, private judg-

ment, private decisions, and private arrangements

are at the forefront. Many social tasks_are best
tackled through means of this kind rather than "-

through the various forms of direct official action:

For example, our society discharges the task of pro-

ducing and distributing goods largely through private

ordering. Thus, it is largely through-the interplay
of private market forces that choices are made which

determine what goods are produced and how they are

distributed. In some legal systems, these basic
determinations are made by legal officials_ratht,

than through private' arrangements.

With respect to some social activities, the private

arrangement technique is.wholly inappropriate. For

example, private parties ought not to be allowed to

make enforceable_contracts_tio commit_crimes. This

would encourage anti-social conduct rather than

facilitate constructive social activity.

Then there are social problems which can be attacked

partly.by rilvate arrangements and partly by legal

techniques. The problems of highway safety and of

air pollution control illustrate this point. kn
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Local chapter of American Automobile
Association for publications and
speakers.

Local insurance agent and companies
for material and speakers.

Pollution

(a) Discuss with class legally supported
-private arrangements that work on the
problem of pollution. The fol:oving
areas might be included:

--facilitation of organized private
efforts to promote decent environment;
e.g., legal recognition for such
organizations_as_the_Sierra-Club
and the Environmental Defense Fund,
and permission to use the courts to
achieve the ends that have been
sought by thete groups.

..-various tax incentives to influence
private decisions twclean up envi-
ffriment;e.g., special tax deductions
for purchasing air pollution control
equipient, tax exempt status for the
Environmental Defense Fund, tax deduc-
tions for donors to certain organiza-
tions.

(b) The following_questions and strategies
are related to -tire- workings of the private
arrangement technique:

--What are some further examples of the
jvivate arrangement technique at work

4
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discussing these, it is important to look more
closely at some of the detailed workings of the
privatewarrangement technique. In its legal dimen-
sion, this legal technique consists of three basic
elements.

First, it grants-peimi.Mion to private persons and
private organizations to make certain binding
arrangements and to carry on activities of certain
kinds. Thus, persons may be granted the right to
make contracts, leases, wills, etc. and to form
organizations of a certain kind to gain the ad-
vantages of joint action (greater economic resources,
greater intellectual resources, greater continuity
of effort, etc.) The AAA in the highway safety
field is one such organization. The Environmental
Defense Fund in the field of pollution control is-
another. These organizations exist because law
provides for their formation. Even more important,
law permits the various activities these private
organizations carry on.

Second, law facilitates the activities of-such
organizations. By giving tax exempt status to them,
it helps them to continue. By allowing them to -

collect dues and to charge fees, it facilitates
their activities. By helping to prevent others from
interfering with their activities, the legal system
not only recognizes their right to carry on certain
activities,but also affirmatively protects these
activities. Thus, if someone sought to interfere,
either violently or by legal techniques, with the
work of the AAA or the Environmental Defense Fund,
the leol_system could be used to intervene.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

on the problem of highway safety or

pollution? How does each example
contribute to safer highways or better

environment?

What are some examples of the private
arrangement technique working on other
social needs cr problems of our society?

,-Who decides to put the private arrange-
ment technique to work on given problems?__

Who actually operates tFis legal technique?

How might the individuzl's influence be
felt in the operation of -this legal-

technique?

--What are some possible defects ,in the

workings of the private arrangement

technique?

Strategies

(a) Present for the class to examine an ex-
ample of a binding private legal arrange-
ment in written form; i.e, a sales con-
tract for a TV. or auto, a will, a lease,

a mortgage, an insurance contract, cor-

porate charger, etc. As a teacher, you

may have been involved in many legal

arrangements. Based on your own experi-

ence, you might discuss some of the

following legal arrangements. You might

use some of the following examples:

--employment contract

loan agreement
time sales agreement

lease
mortgage

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCE

Third, the legal system promotes priv

by supporting them when they break d

example, private insurance companies
tracts with car owners which provide
who are hurt in highway accidents sha

to certain sums. When these owners w

into such arrangements seek payment
fully refused, they may turn to the p

technique and secure judicial judgme

insurance companies.

Questions on the Operation of the Pri

Arrangement Technique

As with the private remedy techniqu,..&
arrangement technique places heavy e

role of the individual citizen. The

niques simply do not perform their s
if private individuals do not take t

use them. In the private arrangemen
private individuals actually "make t
rights and duties (i.e., the legal c
valid employment contract, a will, a
contract, a lease, a mortgage, a loa
etc. are defined not by legislative
rule makers, but by the parties to t

arrangements. Similarly, the purOos
and activities of a corporation or a

like the AAA, the Environmental Defe
NAACP, the American Legion, the 4-H
etc. are not defined and limited by
by the terms of a charter which has
the private directors of the organiZ

Thus, much important social interac
officials in the background; legal

set the rules for legally effectiv
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DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

Third, the legal system promotes private arrangements

by supporting them when they break down. For

example, private insurance companies may make con-
tracts with car owners yihich provide that car owners

who are hurt in highway accidents shall be entitled

to certain sums. When these owners who have entered

into such arrangements seek payment and are wrong-

fully refused, they may turn to the private remedy
techniqtAlkand secure judicial judgments against the

insurance companies.

Questions on the Operation of the Private
Arrangement Technique

As with the private remedy technique, the private

arrangement technique places heavy emphasis on the

role of the individual citizen. These legal tech-

niques simply do not perform their social functions

if private individuals do not take the initiative to

use them. In the private arrangement technique,
private individuals actually "make the law." The

rights and duties (i.e.., the legal content) under a

valid employment contract, a will, an insurance
contract, a Tease, a mortgage, a loan, a credit sale,

etc. are defined not by legislative or administrative

rule makers, but by the parties to the private

arrangements. Similarly, the purposes, structure,

and activities of a corporation or an association,

like the AAA, the Environmental Defense-Fund,'the
NAACP, the American Legion, the 4-H Club, the YMCA,

etc. are not defined and limited by officials. but

by the terms of a charter which has been drawn up by

the private directors of the organization.

Thus, much important social interaction leaves legal'

officials in the background; legal officials merely

set the rules for legally effective formation of
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insurance agreement

(Some of the pupils in class should be
able to relate some information based
on their own family's experiences.)

(b) Have students role-play a meeting of
local citizens where they discuss-the
pollution of a lake or river and what
they can do about it, You might include
in the role playing, people wholive on
the lake, teenagers who are being de-
prived the right of swimming in the
polluted waters, and the executive of
the oil company who is, to a great
degree, responsible for the polluted
waters.

(c) Have pupils role-play a group of people
trying to set up a commune. How might
the legal system fail to facilitate this
activity? Explain first the meaning of
the commune. Include all types of people
from all walks of life to make sure there
is interaction.

(d) Have class divide in groups and draft a
_private legal arrangement; for example,
a contract for-employment as a paper boy,
a lease for an apartment, a will,
a-25-year mortgage on a house.

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESO

private arrangements and stand re
arrangements if they break down.

Like the other techniques, the pri
technique has possible defects.
that the legal system sets up for
out private arrangements may be o
that the only ones who really gal
collect legal fees. Arrangements
carrying out wills at death may b
consuming, and expensive that thi
menu is not a satisfactory one fo
at death. Or allowing tax advent
efforts on social problems is not
arrargement if the tax law is so
can only be understood and used'w
professional legal assistance.

Jr

Also, the legal system may simply
organized private efforts to comb
The NAACP on occasion Jias been di
officials in its orderly efforts
tion; in 1970 the Federal governor
away the tax exempt status of env
Lion organizations.

By leaving distribution and excha
services primarily to private arr
society does, some social needs a
In the richest society in history,

are.starving and dying of disease
known.

NOTE: Drafting sy:11 arrangements in real life normally calls for the assistance of a law
should not be led to believe that they are making the "real thing"; in fact, minor
capable of making any legal arrangements. The purpose of this exercise is to demo
important familiar law is made and administered by private parties and their lawye
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ystem fail to facilitate this
Explain first the meaning of
. Include all types of people
lks of life to make sure there
ion.

divide in groups and draft a

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

private arrangements and stand ready to uphold such
arrangements if they break down.

Like the other techniq.tes, the private arrangement
technique has possible defects. The ground rules
that the legal system sets up for making and carrying
out private arrangements may be over-technical so
that the only ones who really gain are those who
collect legal fees. Arrangements for making and
carrying out wills at death may be so complex, time
consuming, and expensive that this private arrange-
ment is not a satisfactor, one fort passing property on
at death. Or allowing tax advantages for private
efforts on social problems is not a very helpful
arrangement if the tax law is so complicated that it
can only be understood and used with much expensive
professional legal assistance.

Also, the legal system may simply fail to facilitate
organized private efforts to combat social problems.
The NAACP on occasion has been discouraged by legal
officials in its orderly efforts to combat segrega-
tion; in 1970 the Federal government considered taking
away the tax exempt status of environmental protec-
tion organizations.

By leaving distribution and exchange of goods and

1 arrangement; for example, services primarily to private arrangements, Es our

For employment as a paper boy, society does, some social needs are left unattended.

an apartment, a will, In the richest society in history;we have people who

ortgage on a house. are starving and dying of diseases whose cures are
known.

n arrangements in real life normally calls fur the assistance of a lawyer. Students
e led to believe that"they are making the "real thing"; in fact, minors are legally in-
,aking any legal arrangements. The purpose of this eercise is to demonstrate how much
miliar law is made and administered by private parties and their lawyers.
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R E S O U R C E S *

Bennett, Robert and Newman, Thomas. Poverty and welfare.

Boston.= Houghton Mifflin.- 1969.

United States Code, Title 42, Public Health and Welfare:
of- 19&7." -Sections 1857- .1857L.

Justice in Urban Aiteri

"Federal Air Quality Co

(Regulating emissions other than auto exhaust)

Through this act, the Congress of the United States under its power to reg

interstate commerce (since air pollutants are very much related to intersta
commerce; i.e., movement of air pollutants across state lines), set up cert

standards through which all levels of government could cooperate for the pr
and control of air pollution; e.g., standards to achieve higher level of ai

quality, standards set concerning emissions of substances from vehicles or

engines, hearings for failures to abate pollution.

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York. - "Public Health Law: State Air Pollut

Control Act." Vol. 44, Sections-1264-and-following. ,

(Regulating emissions other than auto exhaust)

...establishment of air pollution board by the State of New York for the ex
purpose of maintaining a reasonable degree of purity of the air resources o

=State.

--In conjunction with establishment of the board, the State will appoint a

health who will regulate the activities of the board. This same commiss'

health has the power to do many things including the following:

a) enter and inspect any property and inspect any motor vehicle for the p
investigating either an actual or suspected source of air pollution

b) determine by means of field studies and sampling the degree of air pol

in New York State
c) receive moneys from Federal government and then make provisions as to

money would be spent for the purpose of air pollution control studies

d) do whatever is necessary to enforce codes, rules, and regulations reg
polt4tion .

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other st

summaries or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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, Robert and Newman, Thomas. Poverty and welfare. Justice in Urban America Series.

1. Houghton Mifflin. 1969.

States Code, Title 42, Public Health and Welfare: "Federal Air Quality Control

f 1967." Sections 1857-18571._

bating emissions other than auto exhaust)

II/lough this act, the Congress of the United States, under its power to regulate
nteistate commerce (since air pollutants are very much 'related to interstate
ommerce; i.e., movement of air pollutants across state lines), set up -certain

tandards through which all leVels of government could cooperate fDr the prevention
nd control of:air pollution; e.g., standards to achieve higher level of air
uality, standards set concerning emissions of substances from vehicles or

ngines, hearings for failures to abate pollution.

's Consolidated Laws of New York. - "Public Health Law: State Air Pollution

o Act." Vol. 44, Sections 1264and following.

lating emissions other than auto _exhaust)

_establishment of air pollution board-by the State of New York for the express
urpose of mw:ntaining a reasonable degree.of purity of the air resources of the

tate._

-In conjunction with establishment of the board, the State will appoint a commissioner of

health who will regulate'the activities of the board. This same commissioner of

health has the power to do many things including the following:

a) enter and inspect any property and inspect any motor vehicle. for the purpose of
anitatigating_eitker an actual or suspected source of air pollution

b) determine by means of field studies and sampling the degree of air pollution

in New York State
c) receive-moneys from Federal government and then make provisions as to how the

money would be spen;Jor the purpose of air pollution control studies on research

4-do-whatever is necessary to enforce codes, rules, and regulations regarding air
pollution

Acns from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other statements are

paraphrases of the statute listed.
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Vanishing Air. New York. Grossman Publishers. 1970.

This is a report of-the Ralph Nader Study Group on Air Pollution and thei
for more government control.

The Foreword of the text by Ralph Nader is an excellent summary of the pu
the group and some of Nader's own thoughts on air pollution and role of c
in their continuation of biological trespass on citizens by fighting gove
co-opting administrators,and refusing to let people know the facts.

Note to teachers: The reading level might be a little difficult "or eigh
pupils. Certain pupils might wish to use it as a research source. Teach

use it as background material.

New York Vehicle and Traffic Law.

(Prohibited unsafe highway activity)

Section 1180 - Speeding

--a person is prohibited from driving his vehicle at a speed that is gr
than is reasonable or prudent

-- certain speed limits within school zones must be observed

--(he) cannot drive in excess (S miles an hour) of maximum speed,,limits
area (normally not in excess of SS miles an hour unless otherwise
set by state law)

J
Section 1181 - Drag Racing'

No races,or contest for speeds can be held according to this law, nor c
person engage or aid any motor vehicle speed contest on the highway unl
secures permission from'the proper authorities in the area where the ra

being sponsored. Not only must a permit be secured, but also the entir
over which the race is to be run must be fully and efficiently patroll
violation of this law would be considered.a misdemeanor.
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hing Air. New York. Grossman Publishers.. 1970.

This is a report of the Ralph Nader Study Group on Air Pollution and their demands
for more government control.

The Foreword of the text by Ralph Nader is an- excellent-- summary of the purpose of

emTworiiiiiiTX some of Nader's own thoughts on air pollution and role of corporations
in their continuation of biological trespass on citizens by fighting government,
co-opting administrators,and refusing to let people know the facts.

Note to teachers: The reading level might be a little difficult for eighth grade
pupils. Certain pupils might wish to use it as a research source. Teachers may
use it as background material.

ork Vehicle and Traffic Law.

ohibited unsafe highway activity)

Section 1180 - Speeding
.

--a person is prohibited from driving his vehicle at-1 speed that is greater
than is reasonable or prudent

- certain speed limits within school-zones must be observed

- -(he) cannot drive in excess (S miles an hour) of maximum speed limits set in any
area (aormally not in excess of 55 miles an hour unless otherwise ---
set by state law)

Section 1T81 - Drag Racing

No races or contest for speeds can be held according to this law, nor can any
person engage or aid any motor vehicle speed contest on the highway unless he
secures permission from the proper authorities in the area where the race is
being sponsored. Not only must a permit be secured,but also the entire area
over which the race is to be run must be fully and efficiently patrolled. Any
violation of this law would be considered a misdemeanor.
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Section 1192 - Drunk Driving

The person who operates a motor vehicle or motorcycle while his ability t

it is impaired is guilty of a traffic infraction. There can be a convict

a plea of not guilty if a chemical test is given within 2 hours of the de

arrest and ten-hundredth of 1 per centum or more by weight of alcohol is

his blood; if the defendant is under 21 years of age, and the amount in t

blood is five-hundredth of 1 per centum there can be a conviction. The m

or chemical analysis may be of breath, blood, urine, or saliva.

Section 1115 - Interference with Official Traffic Control Devices, Railroad

or Signals, and other Highway Mechanisms

--any person is prohibited by law without lawful authority to alter, defa

injure, knock down, cover, remove,or in any way interfere with any traf

device or-railroad sign. This would also include any lamppost, walk, t

or other objection a highway right of way. Deface would include damagi

destroying, erasing any of the above-mentioned objects by the use of ch

crayon, paint, .S_tain,..ink,or other similar material.

New York Penal Law.

Section 125.10 - Causing Another's Death by Reckless Driving

--states that a person. is guilty of criminally negligent homicide when wi

criminal negligence he causes the death of another person [according t

the previ4usly stated definition,"criminal negligence" is in a sense a

form or degree_of_reckles3nessj.

AEP Publfc MugSeri-es. Righte.of the accused. 1968. (Case study--negli

homicide case.).

Bassiouni,Cheril, Lawrence, Michael, Starr, Isidore, & Summers, Robert. Cri

justice. Justice in Urban America Series. Boston. Houghton Mifflen Co.
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ection 1192 - Drunk Driving

The person who operates a motor vehicle or motorcycle while his ability to operate

it is impaired is guilty of a traffic infraction. There can be a conviction after

a plea of not guilty if a chemical test is given within 2 hours of the defendant's

arrest and ten-hundredth of 1 per centum or more by weight of alcohol'is found in

his blood; if the defendant is under 21 years of age, and the amount in the
blood is five-hundredth of 1 per centum there can be a conviction. The medical

or chemical analysis may be of breath, blood, urille,or saliva.

ection 1115 - Interference with Official Traffic Control Devices, Railroad Signs

or Signals, and other Highway Mechanisms.

--any "person is prohibited,by law without lawful authority to alter, deface,

injure, knock down, cover, remove, or in any way interfere with any traffic

device or railroad sign. This would also include any lamppost, walk, tree

or other object on a highway right of way. Deface would include damaging,
destroying, erasing any of the above-mentioned objects by the use of chalk,

crayon, paint, stain, ink, or other similar material.

q York Penal Law.

Section 125.10 - Causing Anoeher's Death by Reckless Driving

--states that a person.is guilty if criminally negligent homicide when with

criminal negligence he causes the death of another person [according to
the previously stated definition,"criminal negligence" is in a sense a lower

form or degree of recklessness).

Public Issues Series. Rights of the accused. 1968. (Case study--negligent

homicide case.).

ssiouni,Cheril, Lawrence, Michael, Starr, Isidore, & SummerslRobert. Ciimes.and.

justice. Justice in Urban America Series. Boston. Houghton Mifflen Ca. 1970.
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Martin vs. Reynolds Metal Company. Pacific Reporter. Vol. 342. pp. 790-798.

(Pollution and private lawsuits)

In this particular laved; the Martins, who owned a cattle ranch, sued the Re
Metal Company because believed that their aluminum reduction plant nea
Troutdale, Oregon caused certain fluoride compounds in the fOrM of gases an
particles to become airborne-and settle on their land, making it impossible
them to raise livestock frofl Aug. 22, 1951 to January 1, 1956. They furthe
argued that their cattle w'.ze poisoned by taking in the fluorides which had
_contaminated the grain and water on their land. .They felt they were elifal
to damages it he amount of $450,000 not only for loss of land,but because
land had deteriorated due to the growth of brush trees and weeds, since the
land could not be used for grazing purposes.

The Supreme Court ruled upon appeal of the aluminum company that, in fact, th
'manufacturing operation of aluminum reduction had ca'ised certain chemicals
to become, airborne and then settle on"Tand that thus became unfit for grazi
This caused the vater to become unfit for livestock consumption.

The Martins were awarded $71,506 for the loss of use of their-land-And were
$20,000 for the deterioration of their land.

Berger,- Robert and Teplin ,,Cseph. Law and the consumer. Jus4,te in Urban Ameri
Boston. Houghton Mifflin Company. .1970.

Summers, R., Campbell, B., 4 Bozzone, J. Law in our society, our laws and ZegaZ
process -- Do we need them? Unit II - Chapter One --Lesstns 1-6.

& Patrick, J.J. American political behavior. Book II Unit F
Decisionmakers."

A very well-organiz?d program for examining the lawmaking process. Alhou
is in much greater depth than this alternative strategy suggests, teachers wil
the detailed development helpful in planning: g

igh-School Geography Project. Rutile and the beach.4 Unit 5 - "Habitat and Res
The Macmillan Co. 1970.
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vs. Reynolds Metal Company. Pacific Reporter. Vol. 342. pp. 790-798.

ution and private lawsuits)

this particular lawsuit, the Martinswhl owned a cattle ranch, sued the Reynolds
tal Company because they believed that-theif aluminum reduction -plant near
outdale, Oregon caused certain fluoride compounds in the form of gases and
rticles to-become airborne and settle on_their land, making it impossible for
em'to raise livestock from Aug: 22, 1951 to January 1, 1956. They further
-gued that their cattle were poisoned by taking in the fluorideg which had
ntaminatedthe grain and water-On-their land. They felt they were entitled
damages in. the amount of $450,000 not only for loss o land,but because the
nd had deteriorated due to the growth:,ofbrush trees Jild weeds, since the
nd could not be used kor.grazing-purposes.

e Supreme Court ruled don appeal of the aluminum company that in fact, the
nufacturing operation of-aluminum reduction had caused certain chemicals
become airborne and then settle on land that thus became unfit for grazing.
,s caused the water to become unfit for livestock consumption.

le Martins were awarded $71,500 for the loss 'prase r-r-ffec; land and were awarded
0,000 for the deterioration of their land.

Robert and Teplin at-epti:- Law and the consumer. Justice in Urban Amerida Series.
n. Houghton Mifflin Company. 1970.

, R.; Campbell, B.,At Bozzone, J. Law in our society, our laws and legal
!ss -- Do we need them? Unit II - Chapter One - Lessons 1-6.

er, HALAtyatrick. J.J. Ameridan political behavior. Book II - Unit Four - "Political
ionmakers." -
verylwell-organized program for examining the lawmaking process. Although it
much greater depth than this alternative strategy suggests, teachers_will find
etailed development helpful in.planning:L

hool Geography Project. Rutile and the beach. Unit 5 - "Habitat and Resources."
lacmillan Co. 1970.
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UNDERSTANDING 41

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LAW IN DEALING WITH SOCIAL-NEEDS AND PROBLEMS DEPENDS IN PART

THE APPROPRIATE LEGAL TECHNIQUE(S) TO WORK.

A. Explanation of Understanding II

Understanding II introduces_the important concepts that (1) particular legal techn

suited for certain problems than other techniques, and (2) the managers-of-a-legal system Ma

the appropriate legal technique(s) to work on a problem; and this may help explain why the

The procedures and resources section of Understanding I1 seeks in three ways to to

to a society Of-U§Ing the appropriate legal technique(s). First, once students have studie

contribgtions of each legal technique in treating the problem of pollution or highway safet

briefly consider he kinds of diffitulties that would arise if only a single technique were

action on the problem. Next, the contrast of the prohibition years and alcohol beverage c

provides a dramatic examp'e in American history of attacking a social problem with inapprop

(overemphasis of the penal technique). 'Finally, the materials suggest reviewing a contemp

consider whether our legal system today is putting the most effective combination of techni

solve it.

B. ,TeachingUnderstandng II

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. Why are some legaiiiechniques more appropriate than others in working on a partic

problem?

. How might putting different-l-egal techniques to work on a social problem result

effective treatment of the:Poblem by the legal system?
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II

1-IVENESS OF LAW IN DEALING WITH SOCIAL NEEDS AND PROBLEMS DEPENDS IN PART ON PUTTING

)PRIATE LEGAL TECHNIQUE(S) TO WORK.

f Understanding II I

milling II introduces the important concepts that (1) particular legal techniques are better

in problems than othertechniques,and (2) the managers of a legal system may fail-to-put

egal technique(s) to work on a problem, and this may help explain why the problem persists.

cedures and resources section of Understanding Irreen in threelways to teach the importance

ising the appropriate legal technique(s). First, once students_hLve studied the distinct

each legal technique in treating the-problem of pollution or highway safety, they might_

the kinds of difficulties that would arise if only a single technique were called into

oblem. Next, the contrast of the prohibition years and alcohol beverage control today

tic example inAmerican history of attacking a social problem with inappropriate resources

f the penal technique). Finally, the materials suggest reviewing a contemporary problem to

our legal system today is putting the most effective combination of techniques to work to

erstanding II

REACWUNDERSTANIANG

some legal techniques more appropriate than others .in working on a particular social
7

ht putting different legal techniclues to'work on a social problem result in more

ve treatment of the problem by the legal system?
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

(a) In class-discussion,investigate with
pupils WI, _ might be the impact on law's
effectiveness in treating the problem of .

highway safer or- pollution if the legal
system channeled all its efforts into
one of the legal techniques and suspended
use of the others-. Divide the class into
four groups; each with a group-leader
should consider one of the following
series of questions and report back to
the ePtire class their-Opinions.

What if the legal system effectively
apprehends and severely punishes all
people who cause any traffic accidents,
but-does-not concern itself with spend-
ing for safety; regulating drivers,
autos, and traffic; providing for pri-
vate remedies; or promoting private
safety programs?

,-
What if the legal system closely regu-
lates drivers, autos, and traffic
control devices, but fails to spend for
safe.highways, to penalize those Wu,
intentionally drive unsafely, or to
allow remedial lawsuits?

--WLit if the legal system combats pollu-
tion only by allowing private parties
who are injured to sue .pollUters, and
does not bother to set effective regula-
tory standards, spend public money on
clean water and air, or penalize
those who pollute?

80

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND' RESOU
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scussion,inveitigate with
might be the impact on law's
ss in treating -the problem of
ety or pollution if the legal
dried all its,efforls into

and suspended
others. Divide the crass into
; each with a group leader--
ider one of the following
uestions and report back to
crass-their opinions.

he legal syitem effectively
s and severely punishes all
o cause any traffic accidents,
not concern, itself with spend-
afety; reguratink-krfiVer,
d traffic; providing for pri-
dies; or promoting privatf
ograms?

he legal system closely regu-
vers, autos, and-traffic
evices; but fails to spend for
ways, to penalize those who
ally drive unsafely, or to
dial lawsuits?

e legal system combats pollu-
by allowing privateparties
jured to sue polluters, and
Pother te.gFi. effective regula-
dards, rpend public money on
er and air, or penalize
pollute?

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

The survey and analysis of legal techniques at work
on particular problems of Understanding I should
indicate to students something of the variety and
distinctive character of the resources available for
a legal system to draw on. The resources and
procedrres of Understanding II direct students to
the matter of calling on the right legal resource or

-combination of resources to deal effectively with a
problem. Some legal techniques are more appropriate -

thzi others to deal with particular aspects of
problems. Yet there is no assurance that the mana-
gers of the legal system-will call law's resources
into play,in the mc:.t productive way.

One way the legal system could fail to use law ef-
fectively in addressing a social problem would be to

-overemphasize reliance-on-a particular legal tech-
nique and not approach the problem with legal re-

sources-that might more appropriately meet the need..
Thus, students might consider the consequences if
only one of the legal techniques,to the exclusion
of the others; were set into motion to combat one of
the problems that has been urder examination.

It may be useful td examine the treatment'of the
pollution or highway safety problems by use of
single legal technique. By contrasting law's treat-
ment of the alcohol-abuse problem during and after .
the prohibition years, students may get a more real-
isttclnotion of the possibility ,of legal mishandling
ofti social problem by failure to-pUt appropriate
legal; resources to work on the problem. Prohibition

----prevait-an excellent example of th dual detrimental
effects of unwise allocation of It 1 resources in
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

What if the.legal system combats
polfution'only by penalizing polluters,
withott use of the regulatory, distri-
butive, or remedial techniques? .

(b) Discuss with pupils a case in American-

history where an imprudent choice of

legal technique-s-to work_on a social

- problem resulted in aggravation of the

ve problem: overemphasis of penal "pro-

-hibition" and the problem of alcohol

abuse. An excellent example of this

is,the era of prohibition., Have pupils

look up in the U.S. constitution, ---- -
Amendment XVIII_0919) (prohibition)
-and Amendment XXI (1933) (repeal). Then

discuss with class the effects on the
problem of.aicoholiabuse of nearly ex-
clusive*reliance on a legal technique
(the penal technique) that alone was

not appropriate to combat this problem:

ineffective treatment of the problem

--promotion of general disrespect and

nonsupport of the law

-You might bring out the "speakeasy era";

the period of the "Feds"; Elliot Ness

and the "Untouchables"; 'Bath Tub Gin"

--Contrast the current legal techniques in

fuse and the legal system's relative ef-

fectiveness in treating the social problem

of alcohol abuse.

-regulation of manufacture and sale of

alcoholic beverages (license, age limits,

etc.)

81
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meeting social problems: (1) relat

treatment of the problem, and (2) p

public disrespect for-the law.

With this background,the class migh
critical analysis of the legal syst

of some contemporary social problem
analysis might consider (1) whether
niques at work could be used more e

whether a different combination of
distribution of emphasis among lega
would result in more effective trea
problem, and (3) whether important
problem are beyond the reach of all

resources..
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iveness in treating the social problem
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;:lation of manufacture and sale of
oholic'beverages (license, age limits,
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meeting social problems: (1) relatively ineffective

treatment of the problem, and (2) promotion of

public disrespect for thclaw.

With this background,the class might undertake a

_critical analysis of the legal system's-treatment

,f some contemporary social problem. Such an

analysis -might consider (1) whether the_ egal tech-.

niques at work could be used more effectively, (2)

whether a different mbination of resources or re-
distribution-Of-emphasis among legal techniques used'

would result in more effective treatment of the

problem, and (3) whether important aspects of the

problem are the reach of all of law's

resources.
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-penal provisions for not conforming
to regulated standards

- spending on rehabilitation centers
promoting private programs (Alco-
holics Annonymous [AA])

.(c)- Ask pupils -to consider if- there are

any other legal methods that might be
used-to-help solve the problem of
alcohol abuse.

(d) Analyze in class some other social
problems (for example, the drug abuse
problem, the 'crime in the streets
problem, the abortion problem) in
terms of the following: Call on
individual pupils to enlist their
opinion. One member of the class
may serve as master of ceremonies,
the class may decide on one of the
above mentioned problems and an open
'orum could be conducted based on the
use of the following questions:

--What are the main legal techniques in
ase to deal with the problem?-

--What should be the main legal techniques
in use to deal most effectively with the

. problem?

Does the present allocation of legal
techniques at.work on the problem-result
in:

-ineffective treatment of the problem?

disrespect-Tor the law?
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

--Have students make a comparison of
how social problems are solved with
how medical problems are solved. What

"tools" -do doctors use. to cure

patients? Are all tools IlWays
appropriate?

't

:83
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RESOURCES*
)

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York - "Alcoholic Beverage Control Law." Vol

Section 2 - Statement of State's policy in regulating this area

"It is hereby declared as the policy of the state that it is necessary to re
and control the manufacture, sale and distribution within the state of alcoh
beverages for thg. purpose of fostering and promoting-temperance in their con
tion and*respect for and obedience to law."

Section 17 - Power,functiohs,duties of-regulatory board of the State Liquor Aut

--Under this section are spelled out sale of the functions, powers, and dutie
the State-Liquor Authority._ They include the fol.owing:

a). either issuing or refusing to issue liquor licenses
b) to revoke liquor licenses for just cause
c) to inspect any premises where alcoholic beverages-are manufactured or s
d) torstop during times of emergency the sale of alcoholic beverages

Section 65 - Regulates who may buy alcoholic beverages

All persons in New York State, no matter what their race, color, creed,or na
origin, may according to law buy alcoholic beverages except for.:

a) any minor under the age of 18 j1
b) anylintoxicated-iiiiten or any person who seems to be-under the Inf

c) any habitual drunk and who is known to.be such by-the person di-spersing

alcoholic beverages

Section 103 - Regultting how alcohbl is manufactured

Sets up specific regulations whereby.,the manufacturer may produce and distri

alcoholic beverages. They include tht size of the containers,-the type of t
the goods may be deliverdein,and-a-domplete description with fingerprints
employees along with their photographs which can not be less than 2 by 2 inc

in size.

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by t.d use of quotation marks. Other s

are summaries-or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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e 's Consolidated Laws e New York - "Alcoholic,Beverage Control Law.'" Vol. 3.

ion 2 - Statement of State's policy in regulating this area

It is hereby declared a4 the policy of the state that it is necessary to regulate
nd control the manufactUre, sale and distribution within the state of alcoholic
everages for the purpose of fostering and promoting temperance in their consump-
ion and respect for and obedience to law."

ion 17 - Power, functions, duties of regulatory board o7 the State Liquor Authority

-Under this section are spelled out some of the functions, powers,land duties of
he State Liquor Authority.' They include the following:
a) either issuing or refusing to issue.liquor licenses
b) to revoke liquor =l icensdifor just cause
c) to inspect any premises where alcoholic beverages are manufactured or sold
d)'to stop during times of emergency the sale of alcoholic beverages

ion 65 - Regulates-whd-may buy alcoholic beverages

11 persons in New York State, no matter what their race, color, creed, or national
rigin, may according to law buy alcoholic beverages except for:
a) any minor under the age of 18
b) any intoxicated person or any pers( seems to be under the influence of
-.liquor

c) any habitual drunk and'who is known ie such by the person diSpersing the
alcoholic beverages

'on 103 - Regulating how alcohol is manufactured

ets up specific regulations whereby the manufacturer' may produce and distribute
Icoholic'beverages. They include the size of the containers, the type of trucks
he goods may be delivered in, and a complete description with fingerprints. of all

mployees along wIlht_Uirgatographs which can'hot he less than 2 by 2 inches
n size. q
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ies or paraphrases-of the statute listed.
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fr'

Section llp - Punishing those-whomdtsvegard these regulations

This particular section of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act specifidally states

that any person who lies .in application for a liquor license or atte.pts to sell

liquor while his license is suspended is guilty of.a misdemeanor. The guilty

person may be subjected to a maximum fine of $1,200 or a maximum jail sentence

of I year.
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UNDERSTANDING III

NONLEGAL SOCIAL CONTROLS MAY MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR LEGAL TECHNIQUES TO WORK MORE FFFE

A. Explanation of Understanding III
4

The law at work in various ways is not the only force at work in confronting social

Private individuals without compulsion, direction, encouragement, or assistance from the law

with relieving or avoiding many of the social problems that law confronts. Perhaps the sing

force at work on the problem of highway safety is individual interest in self-preservation.

from this force, law would be of limited effect. However, it is also unlikely that any com

legal forces could satisfactorily treat problems of highway safety without help from the le

Understanding III briefly surveys some nonlegal forces that contribute to the legal system's

then considers how both legal resources and support from nonlegal forces are necessary for

fronting social problems.

B. Teaching Understanding III

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. What are some nonlegal factors that work on the same problems that law works on?

. How is law made more effective when it works eth,,the support of such nonlegal fac

How is law made less effective when it works without support cf such nonlegal fact
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III

SOCIAL CONTROLS MAY MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR LEGAL TECHNIQUES TO WORK MORE EFFECTIVELY.

of Understanding III

4 at work in various ways is not the only force at work in confronting social problems.

als without compulsion, direction, encouragement, or assistance from the law are concerned

)r avoiding many of the social problems that law confronts. Perhaps the single most important

1 the problem of highway safety is individual interest in self-preservation. Without-support

law would be of limited effect. However, it is also unlikely that any combination of non-

i1d satisfactorily treat problems of highway safety without help from the legal techniques.

I briefly surveys some nonlegal forces that contribute to the legal system's efforts and

ow both legal resources and support from nonlegal forces are necessary for effectively con-

problems.

A
erstanding III

REACH UNDERSTANDING

.e some nonlegal factors that work on the same problems that law works on?

law made more effective when it works with the support of such nonlegal factors?

law made less effective when it works without support of such nonlegal factors?
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

(a) Consider in class discussion some
reasons (nonlegal) why people on
their own- initiative act in a way

to prevent and remedy traffic acci-
dents and pollution.

--desire-for self-preservation and
perception of,,mutual advantage

moral consciousness and respect .

for other human beings

--desire to avoid "unofficial"

criticism

desire for economic advantage

Since many teenagers do not like to
brag publicly about some of their
good deeds, ask them to write
anonymously and hand in ,some actions
they have taken to alleviate some
social problem in their community.

Without personal references, you
might read some of their descriptions
to prove that some of the above
reasons motivated their actions.

(b) Ask students to make a list of examples
of how each of these nonlegal factors
may contribute to reducing the problems
of highway safety or pollution. For

example:

some people drive "defensively" and
safely because they see this as
necessary for survival

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESO

The persistence of many social pr
simply the failure of the legal s,
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pessary for survival
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The persistence of many social problems is often not
simply the fOlpre of the legal system. Nonlegal

forces may contribute to this. On the other hand,

some important nonlegal forces are at work on reduc-

ing-the-same problems law addresses. Nonlegal forces

such as those suggested not only serve to relieve
problems like highway safety and pollution, but they

are often a necessary prerequisite if legal efforts

are to be effective.

Students might identify some important nonlegal forces

that assist law by considering the personal reserva-
tions some people might have about fouling the en-

vironment and reckless driving. Having identif;ed

nonlegal forces that also work on these problems
students should consider the extent each of these
,pollegal forces helps or hinders the law at work on

the problems. Legal efforts to tax and spend, regu-

late, or penalize to reduce a problem are likely to
be relatively inefficient if people generally (1)
perceive the problem to be no immediate threat to
themselves or others, (2) are uncritical of agc,ava-
dons of the problem, and (3) find it economical to

disregard the problem.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

some people combat pollution because
they are concerned with a threat to
the welfare of all humanity

some people.drive safely because they
do not wish to be thought of as reckless
or irresponsible

some oil companies reduce pollutants in
their gasbline because by doing so today
they can sell more gasoline

(c) Consider in class discussion (1) whether
nonlegal forces can effectively treat such
problems as highway safety and pollution
without the help of the legal technique and
without the support of these nonlegal forces and
(2) whether legal and nonlegal forces can
completely "solve" problems like highway
safety and pollution.

(d) Have students debate this issue: If every-

one would observe the Golden Rule, auto-
mobile accidents would be no problem. (Of

course, there must be adequate preparation-

for the debate including, needless to say;

the students knowing what the "Golden Rule"

is! The Hebrew variant, proposed by Rabbi
Hillel reads: "What is hateful to yourself,
do not to your fellow man.' That is the
whole of the Torah, and the rest is but
commentary...Go, and learn it.")



Module 3

MODULE III: LEGAL PROCESSES - HOW THE LAW
PLAYS THE GAME ALSO COUNTS*

1. The Main Focus.

The law seeks to do many different jobs in society. As we have seen in Module I, law helps to guide and

law helps to settle disputes, law helps to keep potential wrongdoers in line. These are only some of the jobs law

As we have also seen in Module II, taw does its job with particular resources, what we have called legal

benefit distribution technique, the regulation technique, the penal technique, the private remedy technique, and th

technique. All these legal techniques might be used on some social problems. Thus, Module II examined all five le

work on problems of highway safety and pollution. Module II also considered that for the law to be effective, the

resources must be used. Finally, we discussed the influen'e of nonlegal forces at work on social problems.

The assignment of the right legal technique to a social problem is important, but s( is the proc,;s: L,i wh

processes for using'our legal resources should be well designed,and Officials should follow :tem. As officia;5 use

solve problems, citizens should be concerned about the fairness of the processes involved,and whether ofl-icials act

processes.

In the first understanding of Module I, students were introduced to legal -processes for dispute settling

of the private remedy technique. The processes for any of the legal techniques can be analyzed. These processes c

or badly. In this module, students will analyze in detail some basic processes of the penal technique 3f law. They

tions of why maintenance of sound processes of the penal technique is important, the citizen's role in securing fai

cesses, and some possible social costs involved in maintaining a legal system that is concerned with the fairness o

2. Why This Focus?

Three understandings about legal processes of the penal technique will be considered through illustration

field of law known to lawyers as criminal procedure. The law of criminal procedure consists of rules specifying ho

must be enforced or carried out. These provide ground rules for legal officials (:egislators, police, prosecutors,

criminal cases where a private citizen is charged by the government with violating a criminal statute, that is, c

Ar
Illustrations could be drawn from the other legal techniques. However, there are several reasons for dra

penal technique. First, when a citizen is apprehended and prosecuted pursuant to this ley.1 technique, a great dea

for the accused (liberty) and society (order). This, along with students' relative famil'arity with criminal law,

student interest in the subject matter. Secondly, our society has had long experience wi .h attempts to design and

cesses for use of this legal technique; such was a primary concern of our forefathers in drafting the Bill of Right

value of some of the processes in the penal technique is currently being debated and will continue to be in the con

over crime grows.

A caution may be appropriate at this point. This unit considers the value of good legal processes. It

processes for examples. To point out that good processes are important is not to say that in practice good proces

lowed. On the contrary, the legal system's failure to pursue fair and sound processes is probably more often a so

than legal rules which are unjust.

One helpful method for teaching the importance of having and following good legal processes is that of p

fects in the design or application of our penal law processes, either in society at large or in the school communi

that may be profitably used throughout this module.

*See footnote on page ], Module
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MODULE III: LEGAL PROCESSES HOW THE LAW
PLAYS THE GAME ALSO COUNTS*

seeks to do many different jobs in society. As we have seen in Module I, law helps to guide and coordinate activities,

e disputes, law helps to keep potential wrongdoers in line. These are only some of the jobs law may try to do.

ve also seen in Module II, law does its job with particular resources, what we have called legal techniques; the

on technique, the regulation technique, the penal technique, the private remedy technique, and the private arrangement

iese legal techniques might be used on some social problems. Thus, Module II examined all five legal techniques at

f highway safety and pollution. Module II also considered that for the law to be efCective, the appropriate legal

used. Finally, we discussed the influence of nonlegal forces at work on social problems.

ignment of the right legal technique to a social problem is important, but so is the process by which it is used. The

ig our legal resources should be well designed, and officials should follow them. As officials use legal techniques to

:tizens should be concerned about the fairness of the processes involved, and whether officials actually follow these

irst understanding of Module I, students were introduced to legal processes for dispute settling--the legal processes

nedy technique. The processes for any of the legal techniques can be analyzed. These processes can be designed well

; module, students will analyze in detail some basic processes of the penal technique of law. They will focus on ques-

tenance of sound processes of the penal technique is important, the citizen's role in securing fair criminal law pro-

Jossible social costs involved in maintaining a legal system that is concerned with the fairness of how law operates.

rderstandings about legal processes of the penal technique will be considered through illustrations drawn from the

n to lawyers as criminal procedure. The law of criminal procedure consists of rules specifying how the law of crimes

Jr carried out. These provide ground rules for legal officials (legislators, police, prosecutors, judges, etc.) in

ere a private citizen is charged by the government with violating a criminal statute, that is, committing a :rime.

ations could be drawn from the other legal techniques. However, there are several reasons for drawing them from the

Fifst, when a citizen is apprehended and prosecuted pursuant to this legal technique, a great deal is at stake, both

liberty) and society (order). This, along with students' relative familiarity with criminal law, may contribute to

in the subject matter. Secondly, our society has had long experience with attempts to design and protect good pro-
this legal technique; such was.a primary concern of our forefathers in drafting the Bill of Rights. Thirdly, the

the processes in the penal technique is currently being debated and will continue to be in the coming years as concern

on may be appropriate at this point. This unit considers the value of guo.: legal processes. It looks to criminal law

niples. To point out that good processes are important is not to say that in nractice good processes are always fol-

ntrary, the legal system's failure to pursue fair and sound processes is pr000b.y more often a source of injustice

4hich are unjust.

Oul method for teaching the importance of having and following good legal processes is that of pointing out actual de-

gn or application of our penal law processes, either in society at large or in the school community. This is a method

tably used throughout this module.

page 1, Module 1.
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Module 3

3. Outane of the Teaching Scheme.

This module attempts to have students reach three main understandings,by evaluating processes of one lega

penal technique). First, legal processes can and should be evaluated in terms of two things: the extent to which

outcomes and the extent to which they are a fair way of going about things. Second, the task of securing good proc

designing good processes in the first place and protecting them from disregard by officials. Third, the value of g

conflict with other values so that good processes can be maintained only at some social cost, costs we may have to

price of having good processes.

NOTE: An Alternative Sequence.

This module on evaluating processes of thk. criminal law begins with presentation of cases and stories whi

evaluate not only legal outcomes, but also legal processes. An alternative way that the module might be introduced

on a survey of the process rights (the rights of the accused) that are set forth in the Bill of Rights of the Unite

tion. As the module is presently structured these constitutional rights are surveyed in the first part of Understa

son for not introducing the unit with the Bill of Rights is this: by examining and evaluating certain basic procls

law before noting their constitutional status, it is usually easier to get students to consider why certain crimina
important. This approach avoids possible circular reasoningour basic rights are important because they are in th

vice versa. However, the teacher may feel that the best way to introduce criminal processes is to survey their emb
of Rights, and, if this is the case, the initial materials from Understanding II on the Bill of Rights are an obviou
The teacher might then return to Understanding I to examine and evaluate several of the selected processes by usir
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attempts to have students reach three main understandings by evaluating processes of one legal resource (the
rst, legal processes can and should be evaluated in terms of two things: the extent to which they produce desired
it to which they are a fair way of going about things. Second, the task of securing good processes requires both
ses in the first place and protecting them from disregard by officials. Third, the value of good processes may
alues so that good processes can,be maintained only at some social cost, costs we may have to bear as part of the
rocesses.

Sequence.

on evaluating processes of the criminal law begins with presentation of cases and stories which lead students to
al outcomes, but also legal processes. An alternative way that the module might be introduced is to focus first
ocess rights (the rights of the accused) that are set forth in the Bill of Rights of the United States Constitu-
is presently structured these constitutional rights are surveyed in the first part of Understanding II. The rea-
ng the unit with the Bill of Rights is this: by examining and evaluating certain basic processes of the criminal
it constitutional status, it is usually easier to get students to consider why certain criminal processes are
oath avoids possible circular reasoning--our basic rights are important because they are in the Constitution and
the teacher may feel that the best way to introduce criminal processes is to survey their embodiment in the Bill
s is the case, the initial materials from Understanding II on the Bill of Rights are an obvious place to start
en return to Understanding I to examine and evaluate several of the selected processes by using cases and stories.

4>
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Module 3

I.

SUMMARY OF UNDERSTANDINGS

I. SINCE NOT ONLY THE OUTCOMES OF LAW'S OPERATIONS ARE

IMPORTANT,BUT ALSO HOW LAW OPERATES IS IMPORTANT, THE
PROCESSES BY WHICH. EAV REACHES AN OUTCOME ARE SUBJECT

TO EVALUATION IN TERMS OF:

. THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN REACHING THE DESIRED

OUTCOME

. THEIR VALUE AS SOUND PROCESSES

II. SINCE MERELY HAVING RULES FO PROCESSES IS NOT,

BY ITSELF, A GUARANTEE TH THE PROCESSES WILL BE

FOLLOWED BY OFFICIALS, LEGAL SYSTEMS NEED EFFECTIVE
WAYS OF ASSURING THAT OFFICIALS WILL CONFORM TO SOUND

PROCESSES.

III. MAINTAINING SOUND LEGAL PROCESSES MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE
WITHOUT INCURRING SOME SOCIAL COSTS.

UNDERS""ANDING I

SINCE NOT ONLY THE OUTCOMES OF LAW'S OPERATIONS ARE IMPORTANT, BUT ALSO HOW LAW 0

IS IMPORTANT, THE PROCESSES BY WHICH LAW REACHES AN OUTCOME ARE SUBJECT TUtVALUA

TERMS OF:

. THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN REACHING THE DESIRED OUTCOME

. THEIR VALUE AS SOUND PROCESSES

A. Explanation of Understanding I

Laws are necessary instruments to perform various social functions. Thus, we hi

free education, laws calling-for licensing drivers, laws punishing rape, etc. But none

self-executing or self-applying. There must be further rules for determining how, for

rape will be implemented, how suspected rapists may be detected, apprehended, questionec

punished. When we evaluate the operation of law we usually focus only on legal outcome
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SUMMARY OF UNDERSTANDINGS

I. SINCE NOT ONLY THE OUTCOMES OF LAW'S OPERATIONS ARE
IMPORTANT,BUT ALSO HOW LAW OPERATES IS IMPORTANT, THE

PROCESSES BY WHICH UAW REACHES AN OUTCOME ARE SUBJECT
TO EVALUATION IN TERMS OF:

. THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN REACHING THE DESIRED

OUTCOME
. THEIR VALUE AS SOUND PROCESSES

II. SINCE MERELY HAVING RULES FOR SOUND PROCESSES IS NOT,
BY ITSELF, A GUARANTEE THAT THE PROCESSES WILL BE
FOLLOWED BY OFFICIALS, LEGAL SYSTEMS NEED EFFECTIVE
WAYS OF ASSURING THAT OFFICIALS WILL CONFORM TO SOUND

PROCESSES.

III. MAINTAINING' SOUND LEGAL PROCESSES MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE

WITHOUT INCURRING SOME SOCIAL COSTS.

DING I

E NOT ONLY THE OUTCOMES OF LAW'S OPERATIONS ARE IMPORTANT, BUT ALSO HOW LAW OPFRATES

MPORTANT,THE PROCESSES BY WHICH LAW REACHES AN OUTCOME ARE SUBJECT TT1VALUATIONS IN

S OF:

THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN REACHING THE DESIRED OUTCOME
THEIR VALUE AS SOUND PROCESSES

ion of Understanding I

s are necessary instruments to perform various social functions. Thus, we have laws requiring

on, laws calling for licensing drivers, laws punishing rape, etc. But none of these laws is

ng or self-applying. There must be further rules for determining how, for example, the law on

implemented, how suspected rapists may be detected, apprehended, questioned, held, tried, and

hen we evaluate the operation of law we uivally focus only on legal outcome or result. For
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Module 3

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. How can the basic legal processes enumerated below be evaluated with respect to the

of producing just results?

e the illustrative basic processes below subject to qualitative evaluation ii

rne s regardless of the results they produce?

.
How can the basic legal processes enumerated below be judged as far as fairness i

without considering the results they may produce?

USE OF VISUALS

. Using a picture of an individual being interogated by the law, students may develo

of what will probably happen as a result of the events portrayed in this picture.

actions so projected may then be analyzed with respect to fairness to the accused.

. Show a film or filmstrip portraying the apprehension of an alleged lawbreaker wit

track turned off, or without the script in the case of a filmstrip. From thewexp

actions of the accused, students may make statements concerning the opinion of the

regarding the fairness of the process applied. The statements may.then be tested

of judgment by rerunning the film using audio or printed script.

'Ws

4
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REACH UNDERSTANDING

the basic legal processes enumerated below be %. .luated with respect to the likelihood

ucing just results?

the illustrative basic processes below subject to qualitative evaluation in terms of

s regardless of the results they produce?

the basic legal processes enumerated below be judged as far as fairness is concerned

considering the results they may produce?'

LS

a picture of an individual being interogated by the law, students may develop an account_

will probably happen as a result of the events portrayed in this picture. The

s so_projected may then be analyzed with respect to fairness to the accused.

film or filmstrip portraying the apprehension of an alleged lawbreaker with the sould-

turned off, or without the script in the case of a filmstrip. From the expressions and

s rf the accused, stueents may make statements concerning the opinion of the accused

ing the fairness of the process applied. The statements may then be tested for accuracy

gment by rerunning the film using audio or printed script.



Module 3

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

1. Should our processes give
what acts will be, punished

a) Discuss with clais the enumerated court
cases on page 100. Consider the question
of whether the processes followed were
fair. For example, did the, process allow
for the people involved to be aware in
adval.ce of what acts would be punished as
crime? Were the outcomes just? Were the
people involved subjected to inhumane
practices?

b) Divide the class into three groups. Each
group should appoilt a group leader to
conduct group discussion and report back.
to the class on the following question:
Is the individual in the case guilty,
considering the fact he was notified in
advance that a particular act was con-
sidered a crime?

Pupils should then regroup and try to
construct their own case and report to
the class their results. The case should
prove interesting because some of the
pupils will undoubtedly draw on their
own personal experience.

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOU

people a chance to know in advance
as crimes?

The procedures and resources of se
four basic processes of the crimin
concern (1) making prohibitions
(2) allowing suspects to remain si
that the disposition of a case wil
tial tribunal, and (4) allowing a
to speak in his own favor.

Evaluation of legal processes shou

two grounds: the suitability of t
securing desirable outcomes and th
of the process. The main desirabi

ing criminal laws is convicting th
the innocent. Understanding I sho

the processes followed in applying
crease the likelihood of reaching
process value should be familiar.
haps more neglected. A process it
of the outcome it produces, may be
just or unjust. Even if one who c
pressure of a thumb screw, is in f
thing is unfair about using this p
gation. It is wrong because the
confesses might be innocent; it is
torture is itself inhumane and un

With each of the four legal proce
hypothetical stories are presente
abuses. By presenting the process
point of view, students may reali
good process by criticizing a bad
fying what is wrong with it. The

c) View a film such as "Due Process of Law
Denied" (see page 100 depicting disre-
gard of fair ;:ocess by legal officials;
direct student discussion of the film
not only to the "rights" considered in
the film, but also in identifying what
unfair legal processes the film pointed out.
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1. Should our processes give people a chance to know in advance
what acts will be punished as crimes?

ss with class the enumerated court
on page 100. Consider the question
ether the processes followed were
For example, did the process allow

he people involved to be aware in
ce of what acts would be punished as
? Were the outcomes just? Were the
e involved subjected to inhumane
ices?

e the class into three groups. Each
should appoint a group leader to
ct group discussion and report back.
e class on the following question:
he individual in the case guilty,
dering the fact he was notified in
Le that a particular act was con-
ed a crime?

s should then regroup and try to
ruct their own case and report to
lass their results. The case should
interesting because some of the

s will undoubtedly draw on their
ersonal experience.

a film such as "Due Process of Law
d" (see page 101) depicting disre-
of fair process by legal officials;
t'student discussion of the film
nly to the "rights" considered in
ilm, but also in identifying what

legal processes the film pointed out.

The procedures and resources of section B examine
four basic processes of the criminal law. These
concern (1) making prohibitions known in advance,
(2) allowing suspects to remain silent, (3) assuring
that the disposition of a case will be by an impar-
tial tribunal, and (4) allowing a suspect a chance
to speak in his own favor.

Evaluation of legal processes should generally be on
two grounds: the suitability of the process for
securing desirable outcomes and the inherent fairness
of the process. The main desirable outcome in apply-
ing criminal laws is convicting the guilty and not
the innocent. Understanding I should reveal that
the processes followed in applying the law may in-
crease the likelihood of reaching that outcome. This
process value should be familiar. A second is per-
haps more neglected. A process itself, regardless
of the outcome it produces, may be fair or unfair,
just or unjust. Even if one who confesses under -

pressure of a thumb screw, is in fact guilty, some-
thing is unfair about using this process of investi-
gation. It is wrong because the next suspect who
confesses might be innocent; it is wrong because
torture is itself inhumane and unfair.

With each of the four legal processes, cases and
hypothetical stories are presented that show some
abuses. By presenting the process from the negative
point of view, students may realize the value of a
good process by criticizing a bad process and identi-
fying what is wrong with it. The value of the
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particular process can be further clarified if stu-
dents are called on to construct further episodes
showing abuse of the process values. Such episodes

or stories may lend themselves to dramatic presenta-

tion as skits and role-plays.

The value of giving people a chance in advance to
know what is prohibited can be demonstrated in two

ways. First, in protection of the innocent from

the wrong outcome, this process serves to assure
that lawmakers. cannot strike at an unpopular citizen

by defining an act he has already committed as a

crime. With similar reasoning, courts have struck

down certain laws that prohibit "vagrancy" or
"loitering" in vague or indefinite terms because the
laws do not make clear in advance what action is
prohibited. Second, the simplest reason for giving
advaxe notice is that fairness demands it. There

is something unfair about surprising a person and
punishing him for an act that he had no way of know-

ing was punishable. This is true, at least,when the
act in question involves breaking a regulation
(sliding into base, failing to cover a bock) as
opposed to purposefully hurting someone else. In

the latter case,morality should tell the actor that
his act is wrong, and he isn't taken by surprise.

One point might be clarified to avoid confusion in
dealing with the process of giving advance notice.
The important thing we are talking about here is a
process that makes sure the accused person hat had a
chance to know in advance that what he has done was

a crime. This is not the same as saying the accused

person must know his act is against the law; he just

-must have a chance to know this. It is often said
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that "ignorance of the law is n

generally it isn't. If a drive
miles over the limit, it is not
failed to see the speed limit si
did not know.the law. But this

from the case where there are n.
giving the dr'ver a chance to k
in advance.

2. Should our lega3,process permit a person to remain silent?

a) Discuss with class the court cases on pages
101-102. In the student's opinion, did
he feel that the methods used by law
enforcement officers was fair? Should
the alleged guilty party have a right to
remain silent and not make any comments
about the deed of which-he is accused?

b) Place on an overhead transparency or on
the board the hypothetical cases on page 102
assigning different groups of students to

each case. Have the students consider one
of the cases by placing their individual
ideas on their own sheet of paper of whether
the proceiures in each case were fair. Then
working with a team partner, each pupil
should try to reconstruct the case so that,
in the opinion of that team, the proceeding

would have been just. Call on some of the

pupils to describe their reconstructed
stories. It might be interesting to see
if some might leave the story exactly the
same.

96
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in Understanding II on page 25
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that "ignorance of the law is no defense," and

generally it isn't. If a driver is speeding 10
miles over the limit, it is not a defense that he
failed to see the speed limit signs and therefore

. did not know the law. But this is quite different

from the case where there are no speed limit signs

giving the dr4yer a chance to know the speed limit

in advance.

2. Should our legal process permit a person to remain silent?

class the court cases on pages
the stude:,....'s opinion, did

the methods used by law
officers was fair? Should
guilty party have a right to
t and not make any comments
ed of which he is accu!ed?

overhead transparency or on
.e hypothetical cases on page 102

fferent groups of students to

Have the students consider one
by p?acing their individual
it own sheet of paper of whether
es in each case were fair. Then

a team partner, each pupil
o reconstruct the case so that,

on of that team, the proceeding

)een just. Call on some of the

:scribe their reconstructed
might be interesting to see

it leave the story exactly the

96

The valUe of allowing suspects to say nothing can

also be demonstrated in terms of process and outcome.

If silence is not respected and police are free to

use the "third degree," a suspect may give inaccurate.

incriminating evidence in order to escape the

police. This will increase the likelihood that the

innocent will be convicted. The inherent fairness

or unfairness of a process of investigation involving

the third degree is the other ground for process

evaluation. There is something fundamentally unfair
about forcing a person to give information about
himself that will in turn be used to take from this

person his life, liberty, or property. Perna's the

most effective way to make this point is to ask

whether it is fair or right to convict the suspect

in a case where the only evidence against him is

evidence that was starved or beaten out of him. The

normal procedure that courts follow when evidence
has been gathered through improper processes is to

prohibit the use of such evidence in court. This

exclusion of evidence is considered in some detail

in Understanding II on page 25 in this manual.
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c) Have a local policeman speak to the
class about the right to remain silent
and the processes the police must go
through to make suspects aware of that

right.
the

a question-answer session
after the talk. (The impact of the

Miranda case. See below and page 103.)

d) Assign pupils to do preliminary research
to a debate on this topic: Should an

individual have a right to remain silent
if questioned by the local police,
district attorney's office, representa-
tives of the American Civil Liberties

Union?

e) Appoint certain pupils in class to
research the Miranda vs. Arizona case.
Then have them role-play the "before"
and "after" court decision scenes in

the interrogation. The film, Right to

Remain Silent: The Miranda Case,
Encyclopedia Britannica's Living Bill
of Rights series, can be used here. See

page 199

f) Have the entire class do a study on the
various interpretations of rights guaranteed

an individual under the Bill of Rights.

Then have some of the pupils debate the
topic: A person is definitely guilty if he

pleads the fifth amendment.

97
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The Supreme Court has exoanded the right to remain
silent in the interest of securing fairer processes

of invetigation. In the now famous case of
Miranda vs. Arizona, 384 U.S. Reports 436 (1966),

the court declared two restrictions on the questioff=-

ing of suspects. Any evidence forced from a suspect
is not good in court; any evidence from the suspect
is not good unless he has first been warned of his
rights to stay silent and his right to have a lawyers

help in answering police Questioning. Recently the

Supreme Court limited or clarified the rule in
Miranda by saying in the case of Harris vs. New York,
vol. 4nn U.S. Reports, (1971) that if a suspect
gives self-incriminating evidence before being
warned of his rights and then at his trial takes
the witness stand with a different story, the self-

incriminating evidenCe can be shown to the jury in
order to sho41 that the suspect might be a liar. The

logic and good sense of either the Miranda or the
Harris case might.proyide the basis of an interest-

ing classroom debate.

btire class do a study on the
terpretations of rights guaranteed
al under the Bill'of Rights.

some of the pupils debate the

arson is definitely guilty if he

fifth amendment.
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3 Should our processes of trial provide for an
impartial judfle and jury free of undue influence?

a) Distribute to pupils..the details of

the Moore vs. Dempsey case as given
on resource page 103. ThIcw open for
discussion the question:_ Can this

trial be conducted fairly under these

circumstances? (Pupils should have

some background in the civil rights

in the Southern states.) As an allied
topic to above question, you could dis-
cuss with the class why it seems to be

so difficult to select a jury for a
trial involving the Black Panthers,
the Weathermen, or any controversial

organization cases.

b) Divide your class in half. One half

of the group should consider the two
hypothetical cases on page 105 and

decide if, in their opinion, an
impartial 'decision waslErived at.
Hive the other group afflise incidents

of a similar nature; i.e., a partial
third party making a decision about
the guilt or innocence of some

individual.

Have pupils view the film, "To Kill a
Mockingbird," and then discuss the unfair
processes that it illustrates. One or

more of the pupils may wish to read
Harper Lee's novel (same title) and
give a report to class. This should

98
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3. Should our processes of trial provide for an
impartial judge and jury free of undue influence?

e to pupils the details of
vs. Dempsey case as given
ce page 103. Throw open for

n the question: Can this
conducted fairly under these
aces? (Pupils should have

ground in the civil righta
uthern states.) As an allied
above question, you could dis-
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ils view the film, "To Kill a
ird:tand then discuss the unfair

s that it illustrates. One or

the pupils may wish to read
ee's novel (same title) and

eport to class. This should

98

In evaluating a process providing for trial by an
impartial tribunal, protecting the innocent from
erroneous outcome and inherent fairness of the process

itself are again relevant. An impartial judge and

jury are free of outside influences that have no
place in reaching a decision based on the merits of

a case. Examples of such improper influences that
might impair the impartiality of a trial are racial
prejudice, personal dislike, political pressure, or
financial interest in the outcome.

Obviously, if the judge or jury is not impartial, the

outcome of the case may be erroneous--that is, may
fail to accord with relevant law and actual fact.
But, in addition to this, there is something inherently
unfair about convicting a man in a court that is not

impartial. Again, the most effective way to make
this point may be to consider whether, even is a
suspect is guilty, we would still say something is

wrong if he is convicted in a court that would find

him guilty anyway.
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also generate discussion on unfair legal
processes.-

d) To point out the legal processes at work
in the course of history, assign pupils
in class to do reports on the following
famous trials in history:
--Eugene Debs
Sacco and Vanzetti
--John Brown
Black Panthers

SDS

4. Should our processes be ones that allow the suspect

a chance to defend himself before he is punished?

a) Read the hypothetical cases: "The

Case of the Expelled Student:' "Dudley
Gets Some New Duds," or the case "In
Re Gault'on pages 103 and 106. nithout

giving pupils any clues, see if they
can judge the soundness of the legal
processes that were utilized in each
case.

b) Have pupils put their imagination to
work and devise 5.-me stories that would
depict individuals being punished for

crimes without having any chance to
present their side of the story. They

could then make a bulletin board display
Which includes all the stories they have
plus illustratee, cartoons titled "Legal
Processes Gone Astray."

c) Have class view a film or filmstrip
which depicts disregard of fair legal
processes. See page 1U7.

99
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4. Should our processes be ones that allow the suspect

a chance to defend himself before he is punished?

hypothetical cases: "The

the Expelled Student;' "Dudley
e New Duds;' or the case "In
'on pages 103 and 106. nithout

)upils any clues, see if they
e the soundness of the legal

s that were utilized in each

ils put their imagination to
devise some stories that would
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icludes all the stories they have
ustrated cartoons titled "Legal
s Gone Astray."

ass view a film or filmstrip
epicts disregard of fair legal
es. See page 107.
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The final examples involve letting the suspect have
a chance to defend himself before he is punished.
No matter how much evidence there seems to be against
a suspect there is always a chance that, when given
a chance to confront his accusers, he can supply an
explanation or defense. To convict without allowing
the person most concerned a chance to speak increases
the likelihood of an erroneous conviction. A second
criterion for evaluating processes is important here,
too. To punish a suspect without first offering him
a chance to be heard or have his say in the court is
inherently unfair. To make this point, the teacher
might consider a hypothetical case in which a suspect
is convicted who is in fact guilty, but without tell-
ing him about the trial until after he has been
convicted.
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RESOURCES*
Sample Court Cases

State vs. Masino, vol. 38 Southern Reporter, second series, D. 685 (1949).,

Masino convicted of negligent homicide for his careless construction of all

project that resulted in loss of lives; the carelessness occurred before t

making negligent homicide a crime was passed.

People vs. Diaz, vol. 4 New York Reports, second series, p. 469 (1958).

Diaz was convicted of loitering under a statute that prohibits loitering w.

that term any further. Since no,one could tell in advance what exactly su

criminal statute was prohibiting, the appeals court reversed the convicti

Sample Hypothetical Cases

Case #1 -- Throw the Book at Him

At a teachers'' meeting the junior high teachers make a new school rule: "

fails to have covers on his or her textbooks will have to stay after schoo

hour recess for three days." It so happens the teachers didn't bother to

. body about the new rule. One day a few weeks later a teacher, Mr. Chamber

having trouble with discipline in a class. He suddenly decides to hold a

check and instructed six eighth graders whose books were not covered to rei

school. They did so and learned for the first time of the new school rule

which- they had broken.

Case #2 -"- Some Way to Win a Ballgame

Your school and another softball team are in the State junior high softbal

ship game. In a semi-final game, a boy broke his,leg slid_ng into second
Because of this, before the final game, the umpires made anew rule:. "Any

slides is out." But they forgot to tell either team.

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quiAation marks. 0th

are summaries of paraphrases of the statute listed.
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Diaz, vol. 4 New York Reports, second series, p. 469 (1958).

z was convicted of loitering under a statute that prohibits loitering without defining
t term any further. Since no one could tell in advance what exactly such a vague
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H iothetical Cases

1 -- Throw the Book at Him
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With two outs in the last inning, your school is behind by one run. One of yo

boys "belts a long one" and tries to make a homerun out of it. It is a close

at the plate and the runner slides. The umpire cries, "You slid, therefore yo

out." The umpire explains the new rule to the teams as everybody is leaving t
ballpark.

Case #3 -- The Young Drinker

Today in New York the minimum drinking age is 18. Although we sometimes hear
say that drinking under 18 is illegal, under the New York law, it is the

selling or giving the underage person the alcohol that is a crime. It isn't

crime for the minor who does the actual drinking. But suppose there is a chan

in the law. _Suppose the New York 'Legislature makes it a crime if you drink be
you are 18, with a 5-year punishment. The law has not yet been publicized in
papers.

Bud Schaefer, a 14 -year old, drinks a beer at the local tavern and is convicte
under the new, unpublished law.

"Due Process of Law Denied." 29 min. McGraw-Hill.

Adapted from the 20th Century Fox feature film, "Ox Bow Incident." A dramatiza
of the kind of unlawful trials which were sometimes held in the early days of
West (Nevada 1885). Pictures the dangers of denying due process of law and
illustrates convincingly the necessity to recognize the rights of an accused
person as guaranteed by the Constitution of the,U.S. The action and dialogue

the film point up the dangers of mob violence.
.2-

Sample Court Cases (to be used with strategy 2a)

People vs. Jones, vol. 150 Pacific Reporter, second series, p. Rol (1944).

Jones was convicted of murder. His conviction was based on a confession he ma

police. Jones was beaten twice a day for 4 days by police. On the fourth day

he confessed.
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ime for the minor who-does the actual drinking. But suppose there is a change
the law. Suppose the New York Legislature makes it a crime if you drink before

u are 18, with a 5-year punishment. The law has not yet been publicized in local
pers.

d Schaefer, a 14-year old, drinks a beer at the local tavern and is convicted
der the new, unpublished law.

Process of Law Denied." 29 min. McGraw-Hill.

apted from the 20th Century Fox feature film, "Ox Bow Incident." A dramatization
the kind of unlawful trials which were sometimes held in the early days of the

st (Nevada 1885). Pictures the dangers of denying due process of law and
lustrates convincingly the necessity'to recognize the rights of an accused
rson as guaranteed by the Constitution of the U.S. The action and dialogue of
e film point up the dangers of mob violence.

,e Court Cases (to be used with strategy 2a)

e ys. Jones, vol. 150 Pacific Reporter, second series, p. Rnl (1944).

nes was convicted of murder. his conviction was based on a confession he made to
lice. Jones was beaten twice a day for 4 days by police. On the fourth day,
confessed.
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Watts vs. Indiana, vol. 338 United States Reports, p. 49 (1949).

Watts was convicted of murder. His conviction was based on a confession he made

after he was kept in solitary confinement for a week and questioned intensively

at all hours of the day and night.

Sample Hypothetical Cases (to be used with strategy 2b)

Case #1 -- Friendly Persuasion

Wilma is a cheerleader. She has been accused of stoking in the girls' room. The

principal says that unless she explains, she is through cheerleading. Wilma then

confesses. This confession is the only evidence against her. Wilma, who now

pleads innocent, is convicted by the school judiciary of breaking the school

smoking rules, and is expelled.

Case #2 -- Speak lta, Son

Mrs. Justice, an eighth grade teacher, gives a true-false test to her eighth grade

social studies class. Janie Bookmark usually gets the highest grades in class.

Oliver Averager is a "C" student. On this particular test Oliver and Janie tie

for the highest grade. However, they sit beside each other and their answers match

exactly. Mrs. Justice accuses Oliver of copying Janie's answers. Oliver refuses

to answer. Mrs. Justice presents Oliver with a Bible and says, "Swear on this

that you will tell me the truth; I am going to ask you if you have been cheating."

Oliver again says nothing.. Mrs. Justice says, "Since you are afraid to swear that

you did not cheat, you must have cheated. Therefore, I'm giving you a zero on the

test."



4

Excerpts from the Miranda case, all within junior high school reading level, are c

in Quigley and longaker, Conflict, Politics and Freedom, pp. 90-93; Bassiouni e
Crimes c.nd Justice, pp. 48-51; as well as the Oregon State Bar Association refere

listed below.

Although the case In Re Gault (1967) was concerned with other questions also, th

of self-incrimination and right to counsel were points specified in the Supreme

decision. Since the case involves a juvenile, students may find greater relevanc
in cases concerning adults; it can certainly be used for comparisons and reinfor

These excerpts are all within junior high reading level: Bragdon and Pittenger,

Pursuit cf Justice, pp. 71-77, and 166-167; Bassiouni and Shiel, Youth and the L

pp. 72-78; Cuban and Arronson, You've Been Arrested, pp. 45-47; Oregon State Bar

The Privilege. Against Self-Incrimination, (which has both the Miranda and the Ga

as well as some others). Also useful: segments of Oliver and Newman, Rights of

Judgment, Case Study No. 12.

The film, Young Person and the Court, could be used for analysis with this maters

(See AV listing.)__ie

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.8., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through law.

Chapter Four, Lesson 10 - "Process values how our law does its job, also co

and Company.

Sample Court Case (to be used with strategy 3a)

Moore vs. Dempsey, vol. 261 United States Reports, p. 86 (1923).

"...The appellants are five negroes who were convicted of murder in the first

and sentenced to de by the Court of the State of Arkansas. The ground of
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pts from_the Miranda case, all within junior high school reading level, are contained

Quigley and Longaker, Conflict, Politics and Freedom, pp. 90-93; Bassiouni et al,
and Justice, pp. 48-51; as well as the Oregon State Bar Asotiation reference

d below.

ugh the case In Re Gault (1967) was concerned with other questions also, the issues

if- incrimination and right to counsel were points'specifiea in the Supreme Court

ion. Since the case involves a juvenile, students may find greater relevance than
ses concerning adults; it can certainly be used for comparisons and reinforcement.

excerpts are all within junior high reading level: Bragdon and Pittenger, The

of Justice, pp. 71-77, and 166-167; Bassiouni and Shiel, Youth and the Law,
2-78; Cuban and Arronson, You've Been Arrested, pp. 45-47; Oregon State Bar Association,
riviZege Against Self-Incrimination, (which has both the Miranda and the Gault cases,

11 as some others). Also useful: segments of Oliver and Newman, Rights of the Accused;

ent, Case Study No. 12.

llm, Young Person and the Court, could be used for analysiS with this material also.

AV listing.)

rs, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through Zaw. Unit IV,

Toter Four, Lesson 10 - "Process values -- how our law does its job, also counts." Ginn

t Company.

Court Case (to be used with strategy 3a)

vs. Dempsey, vol. 261 United States Reports, p. 86 (1923).

..The appellants are five negroes who were convicted of murder in the first degree

,d sentenced to death by the Court of the State of Arkansas. The ground of the
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4

petition for the writ is that the proceedings in the State Court,...were only

and that the appellants were hurried to conviction under the pressure of a mob

out any regard for their righ416 and witnout 'according to them due process of 1

...while we put (the case) in narrative form, we are not affirming,the facts

as stated but only what we must take them to be,... . On the night of Septem.

1919, a number of colored people assembled in their church were attacked and

upon by a body of white men, and in the disturbance that followed a white man

killed. The report of the killing causedgreat excitement and was followed by
hunting down and shooting of many negroes and also by the killing on October

one Clinton Lee, a white man, for whose murder the petitioners were indicted.

(the Negroes) say that their meeting was to employ tr.unsel for protection aga

extortions practiced upon them by the landowners and that the landowners trie

prevent their effort,... .

"...Shortly after the arrest of the petitioners a mob marched to the jail for

purpose of lynching them but were prevented by the presence of United States

and the promise of some of the Committee of Seven (a committee appointed by t

governor) and other leading officials that if the mob would refrain, as the p

puts it, they would execute those found guilty in the form of law. ... Acco

to affidavits of two white men and the colored witnesses on whose testimony t

petitioners were convictad,...the Committee made good their promise by callin

colored witnesses and having them whipped and tortured until they would say w

was wanted,... . -On November 3 -1,e petitioners were brought into Court, info

that a certain lawyer was appoin d their counsel and were placed on trial be

a white jury... . The Court and n,kghborhood were thronged with an adverse c

that threatened the most dangerous consequences to anyone interfering with th

desired result. The counsel...had had no preliminary consultation with the a

called no witnesses for the defence although they could have been produced, a

not put the defendants on the stand. The trial lasted about three-quarters o

hour and in less than five minutes the jury brought in a verdict of guilty of

in the first degree. ...

"...appeals to the Governor, about a year later, earnestly urges) him not to

fere with the execution of the petitioners. ...(One) stated that 'all our ci

are of the opinion that the law should take its course.' Another from a (com
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,ition.for the writ is that the proceedings in the State Court,...were only a form,

1 that the appellants were hurried to conviction under the pressure of a mob with-

_ any regard for their rights and without according to them due process of law.

..while we put (the case) in narrative form, re are not affirming the facts to be

stated but only what we must take them to bc,... . On the night of September 30,

19, a number of colored people assembled in their church were attacked and fired

on by a body of white men, and in the disturbance that followed a white man was

Iled. The report of the killing caused great excitement and was followed by the

nting down and shooting of many negroes and also by the killing on October 1 of

e Clinton Lee, a white man, for whose murder the petitioners were indicted. ...They

he Negroes) say that their meeting was to employ counsel for protection against

tortions practiced upon them by the landowners and that the landowners tried to

event their effort,... .

..Shortly after the arrest of the petitioners a mob marched to the jail for the

rpose of lynching them but were prevented by the presence of United States troops

d the promise of some of the Committee of Seven (a committee appointed by the

vernor) and other leading officials that if the mob would refrain, as the petition

is it, they woultl execute those found guilty in the form of law. ... According

affidavits of two white men and the colored witnesses on whose testimony the

'titioners were convicted,...the Committee made good their promise by calling

'lofed witnesses ane having them whipped and tortured until they would say what

s wanted, . On November 3 the petitioners were brought into Court, informed

at a certain lawyer was appointed their counsel and were placed on trial before

white jury... . The Court and neighborhood were thronged with an adverse crowd

.at threatened the most dangerous consequences to anyone interfering with the

.sired result. The counsel...had had no preliminary consultation with the accused,

tiled no witnesses for the defence although they could have been produced, and did

A put the defendants on the stand. The trial lasted about three-quarters of an

)ur and in less than five minutes the jury brought in a verdict of guilty of murder

1 the first degree. ...

...appeals to the Governor, about a year later, earnestlyurgLcs) him not to inter-

:re with the execution of the petitioners. ...(One) stated that 'all our citizens

re of the opinion that the law should take its course.' Another from a (community
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veterans group) protests against a contemplated comMutation of the sentence of

of the petitioners and repeats that a 'solemn promise was given by the leading
of the community that if the guilty parties were not lynched, and let the law
course, that justice would be done and the majesty of the law upheld.' ...

"...it does not seem to us sufficient to allow a Judge of the United States to
the duty of examining the facts for himself when if true as alleged they make

absolutely void. ...it appears to us unavoidable that the District Judge shou
whether the facts alleged are true and whether they can be explained so far as

the state proceedings undisturbed.

"Order reversed. The case to stand for hearing before the District:Court."

Sample Hypothetical Cases (to be used with strategy 3b)

Case #1 -- Now It's fly Turn

Mary and Liz are arch rival.s at the junior high school. They compete over alm

everything--boys, grades, sports, etc. Recently Mary was elected captain of t,

cheerleaders and student body secretary, defeating Liz. Liz's boyfriend has b

waiting for Mary after class. Mary just made the honor roll and Liz did not.

Liz is the chief judge on the local youth court. Mary has been accused of sho

lifting, but says there must be some mistake. Liz is the judge at Mary's tria

Mary is found guilty.

Case #2 -- Will He Call 'em Like He Sees 'em?

Returning to the championship junior high school softball game, suppose the so
studies department chairman at each school was sure his school's team would wi

Each was so sure they bet 1 year's salary on the outcome of the game. It so

that the social studies chairman from your school is also the umpire for this

Your school wins.

"To Kill A Mockingbird" (Harper Lee). 129 min. (In AV Section of Bibliography)

Gregory Peck, Brock Peters, Mary Baham Pultizer Prize novel -? tale of Sout

lawyer -- deals with problems of prejudicial justice and its effect on the co
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cans group) protests against a contemplated commutation of the sentence of four

he petitioners and repeats that a 'solemn-promise was given by the leading citizens

le community that if the guilty parties were not lynched, and let the law take its

se, that justice would be done and the majesty of the law upheld.' ...

it does not seem to us suffidient to allow a Judge of the United States to escape
Juty of examining the facts for himself when if true as alleged they make the trial

lutely void. ...it appears to us unavoidable that the District Judge should find

her the facts alleged are true and whether they can be explained so far as to leave

state proceedings undisturbed.

cr reversed. The case to stand for hearing befOns. the Distrf.ct Court."

othetical Cases (to be used with strategy 30.
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vthing- -boys, grades, sports, etc. Recently Mary was elected captain of the

Headers and student body secretary, defeating Liz. Liz's boyfriend has been

ing for Mary after class. Mary just made the honor roll and Liz did not.

is the chief judge on the local youth court. Mary has been accused of shop-

ing, but says there must be some mistake. Liz is the judge at Mary's trial.
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was so sure they bet 1 year's salary on the outcome of the game. It so happens
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ory Peck, Brock Peters, Mary Baham Pultizer Prize novel -- tale of Southern

-er -- deals with problems of prejudicial justice and its effect on the community.
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Sample Hypothetical Cases (to be uses with strategy 4a)

Case #1 -- The Case of the Expelled Student (From a Report of a Commissioner's

"On March 17 ( ), petitioner's son...was expelled from Attendance at (

Petitioner's father was informed of this action by letter dated March 18, (

which he was given the opportunity to appear before (the Boardof Education)

April 7, ( ) with his son and counsel of his choosing. Petitioner seeks a

reinstating him immediately as a student at ( ) High School

"The record indicates that (the student) was expelled (by the principal) befor

any opportunity for a hearing on the charges against him. While it is true t

appeared before (the Board of Education) at its April 7 regular meeting, he w

that time given an opportunity to present witnesses on his behalf or to cross

witnesses against him. ... (At) that meeting the burden was placed on (the s

to prove his innocence of the charges against him, rather than upon (the Boar

his guilt.

"It further appears from the Board's papers that the sole reason (for expellin

student) was that (the Board). was informed that (the student) had committed c

acts. There is no indication that any evidence was preseW substantiating

information.

"The Commissioner's ruling supported the student. He noted that the petitions

not provided with those 'proper safeguards of procedural fairness.' He orde

the student be reinstated for the following school year."

Case #2 -- Dudley Gets Some New Duds

There have been a series of thefts from the boys' locker room at the junior

One day 1.0 lockers are broken ihtq and several hundred dollars worth of cas

are taken. The following day Dudley Dapperman, who usually wears grubby jea

shows up in new bells, a double-breasted blazer, a new bodyshirt, and a new

almost never goes near the men's gym, but that one day one of his books is f

men's locker room. Also,a janitor reports to the coach that he saw Dudley s

back of the gym about 4:00 p.m. the day of the theft.
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le H 'othetical Cases (to be used with strategy 4a)

#1 -- The Case of the Expelled Student (From a Report of a Commissioner's Hearing)

n March 17'( ), petitioner's son...was expelled from attendance at ( ) High School.

etitioner's father 1.as informed of this action by letter dated March 18, ( ), in

hich he was given the opportunity to appear before (the Board of Education) on

pril 7, ( ) with his son and counsel of his choosing. Petitioner seeks.an order...

einstating him immediately as a student at ( ) High School.

he record indicates that (the student) was expelled (by the principal) before receiving

ny opportunity for a hearing on the charges against him. While it is true that (he)

ppeared before (the Board of Education) at its April 7 regular meeting, he was not at

hat time given an opportunity to present witnesses on his behalf or to cross-examine

itnesses against him. ... (At) that meeting the burden was placed on (the student)

o prove his innocence of the charges against him, rather than upon (the Board) to prove

is guilt.

t further appears from the Board's papers that the sole reason (for expelling the

,tudent) was that (the Board) was informed that (the student) had committed certain

cts. There is no indication that any evidence was presented substantiating that

Information.

:he,Commissioner's ruling supported the student. He noted that the petitioner was

lot provided with those 'proper safeguards of procedural fairness.' He ordered that

7:11e student be reinstated for the following school year."

#2 -- Dudley Gets Some New Duds

'here have been a series of thefts from the boys' locker room at the junior high school.

)ne day 10 lockers are broken into and several hundred dollars worth of-cash-and jewelry

Ire taken. The following day Dudley Danperman, who usually wears grubby jeans to school,

shows up in new bells, a double-breasted blazer, a new
bodyshirt, and a new watch. Dudley

llmost never goes near the men's gym, but that one day one of his books is found in the

nen's locker room. Also,a janitor reports to the coach that he saw Dudley sneak from the

oack of the gym about 4:00 p.m. the day of the theft.
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The coach brings all-this information tc the attention of the principal, and the t

to tell Dudley that he is expelled from school. When Dudley is told this, he-ob:

say,ing he was on the other side of town when the thefts occurred. The principal

"Come now, Dudley, we have already discussed the evidence in your case and you

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through law. Uni

Chapter One, Lessons 3 and 4 - "Process values -- how our law does its job, also

Ginn and Company.

1



coach brings all this information to the attention of the principal, and the two decide

_ell Dudley that he is expelled from school. When Dudley is told this, he objects,

ing he was on the other side of town when the thefts-occurred. The principal explains

ne now, Dudley, we have already discussed the evidence in your case and you are expelled."

s, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through law. Unit IV,

ter One, Lessons 3 and 4 - "Process values -- how our law does its job, also counts."

and Company.
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UNDERSTANDING II

SINCE MERELY HAVING RULES FOR SOUND PROCESSES IS NOT, BY ITSELF, A GUARANTEE THAT
PROCESSES WILL BE r1LLOWED BY OFFICIALS, LEGAL SYSTEMS NEED EFFECTIVE WAYS OF ASSU
OFFICIALS WILL CONFORM TO SOUND PROCESSES.

A. Explanation of Understar 'ng II

Rules that provide good processes are not self-enforcing. Well-designed processe

enhance the likelihood of a desirable result and which are inherently fair ways of applyin
disregarded by officials. Merely having a rule saying that suspects have a right to silen
gation and trial process does not assure that an occasional policeman will not coerce inf
''tizen.

Thus, a legal system that strives for fairness will need to provide some ways of
officials to insure they aelally follow prescribed processes. Understanding II focuses
surveillance of officials and de..cribes some of the reasons for these checks: (1) Checks

discourage officials from disregarding prescribed processes, (2) checks can undo injustice
have disregarded_prescribed processes, and (3) checks can provide for redress against offi
caused injustice by ignoring prescribed processes. The checks to be considered here are
processes constitutional status, (2) providing the accused with the help of a lawyer, (3)
the disregard of certain processes, i4) allowing private lawsuits against officials who ha
processes, (5) prohibiting the use of evidence gathered while disregarding a prescribed p
ing for review of official decisions by higher officials, and (7) establishing civilian bo
officials to hear complaints about how officials are doing their jobs.

In practice, some of these checks are not very effective. As a result, some inju
in the operation of our legal system results not from ill-designed processes, but from of
for good processes.

B. Teaching Understanding II

OBJECTIVES

. Given statements made by the accused concerning unlawful action of enforcement p
incident of rule infraction or lawbreaking, the student can suggest ways in whic
officer may be checked so that unfair actions will not result.
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II

RELY HAVING RULES FOR SOUND PROCESSES IS NOT, BY ITSELF, A GUARANTEE THAT THE LEGAL
S WILL BE FOLLOWED BY OFFICIALS, LEGAL SYSTEMS NEED EFFECTIVE WAYS OF ASSURING THAT
3 WILL CONFORM TO SOUND PROCESSES.

1 Understanding II

nat provide good processes are not self-enforcing. Well-designed processes--those which
lihood of a desirable result and which are inherently fair ways of applying the law may be
fficials. Merely having -a rule saying that suspects have a right to silence in the investi-
process does not assure that an occasional policeman will not coerce information from a

legal system that strives for fairness will need to provide some ways of checking on
are they actually follow prescribr4 processc..,. Understanding. II focuses on the need for
officials and describes some of the reasons for these checks: (1) Checks may operate to
ials from disregarding prescribed processes, (2) checks can undo injustices when officials
prescribed processes, and (3) checks can provide for redress against officials who have
by ignoring prescribed processes. The checks to be cJnsidered here are: (1) giving certain

tutional status, (2) providing the accused with the help of a lawyer, (3) making a crime
certain processes, (4) allowing private lawsuits against officials who have disregarded
rohibiting the.use of evidence gathered while disregarding a prescribed process; (6) provid-
f official decisions by higher officials, and (7) establishing civilian boards or other
r complaints about how officials are doing their jobs.

tice,some of these checks are not very effective. As a result, some injustice that occurs
of our legal system results not from ill-designed processes, but from official disregard
s.

erstanding II

tatements made by the accused concerning unlawful action of enforcement personnel in an
t of rule infraction or lawbreaking, the student can suggest ways in which the enforcement
may be checked so that unfair actions will not result.
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. Given a list of types of checks upon the application of legal processes by offic

can cite examples of instances when each can be applied, and can categorize each

in terms of acceptance by the public.

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. How does the Constitution serve the purpose of protecting basic fair processes?

. Why do officials sometimes disregard basic processes?

. What important roles must private citizens play in the process of checking on of

to basic fair processes in the application of criminal laws?

USE OF VISUALS

. Students experienced in photography can provide pictures for class discussion.

staged portraying detection by authorities of an alleged student infraction of r

actions of the authorities in the pictures may then be analyzed concerning motiv

garding basic processes and possible actions of students to prevent such disrega

processes*

. Students may analyze the cartoon on page 120, both in terms of the layman's vie

policeman's view of the scene portrayed by it.
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ist of types of checks upon the application of legal processes by officials, the student

examples of instances when each can be applied, and can categorize each checking procedure

of acceptance by the public.

EACH UNDERSTANDING

the Constitution serve the purpose of protecting basic fair processes?

ficials sometimes disregard basic processes?

rtant roles must private_ citizens play in the process of checking on official conformity

fair processes in the application of criminal laws?

experienced in photography can provide pictures for class discussion. A scene can be

ortraying detection by authorities of an alleged student infraction of rules. The

of the authorities in the pictures may then be analyzed concerning motivation for disre-

basic processes and possible actions of students to prevent such disregard of basic

s.

n's view of the scene portrayed by it.
may analyze the cartoon on page 120, both in terms of the layman's view and the



Module 3

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESO

1. Constitutional status given to certain basic processes
of criminal law enforcement.

a) Assign pupils the task of looking up
Amendments IV, V, VI, and VIII in the
Bill of Rights of the United States
Constitution. They should be able to
identify specifically the basic legal
processes guaranteed by these amendments
to guarantee that ultimately only the
guilty will be punished, and that
criminal justice will prevail.

b) Have pupils view a film or filmstrip
that depicts how the rights of the
accused are protected. In discussion
after film, teacher should try to get
pupils to point out what constitutional
processes were afforded the accused.

c) Because of the alarming increase in crime
rate, the public has demanded passage of
laws or measures to combat this."mushroom-
ing of crime." Greathcontroversy has been
generated about thefairness, constitu-
tionality, and "ability to convict" of
these new measures. Discuss with class
the following measures and ask them to
evaluAte them in light of the above
comments:

"No knock" procedures
--Preventive detention
Stop and frisk
Unlimited wiretaps

--Mass arrests

110
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OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

1. Constitutional status given to certain basic processes
of criminal law enforcement.

Is the task of looking up
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Understanding I tries to teach the importance of
having good processes by which law operates,
processes that are themselves reasonable and fair
ways of doing things as well as means likely to
achieve the desired outcome. Because some of the

processes of our legal system in fact are ill-
designed (overcrowded courts, poorly managed cor-
rectional institutions), some people simply look on
legal process in general with contempt: process

means "technicality," and technicalities interfere
with justice? Many of the deficiencies in American
legal justice stem not from unfair laws, but from
defective processes defective ways of applying laws.
What i% needed is not contempt for process, but a
constructive attitude towards the importance of
creating and maintaining sound processes.

Understanding II focuses on the point that having
good legal processes available and following them
are notlalways the same thing. Thus,to have a just

legal system,we need a system that watches over its
processes, a system that provides checks on official
conformity to good processes.

In the area of the criminal law, the first way that
the system provides for protection of processes is
to provide these processes with special constitu-
tional status. Amendments IV, V, VI, and VIII of
the Bill of Rights set forth numerous processes that
governments must follow in applying criminal laws.
Because the language in which these amendments
present the "process rights" of the accused is some-
what technical, a paraphrased list of process rights
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOU

d) Have pupils read a hypothetical case
which deals with the issues involved
in arrest, trial, appeal, and constitu-

tional law. References on page 117

list several such cases. Questions
in case study can promote much fruit
for discussion on certain constitu-

tional processes.

is suggested. These provisions ma
ful if students evaluate them in t
(1) increasing the likelihood of d
and (2) applying law in a way that
These criteria might also be used
practices such as stop and frisk,
ventive detention, and unlimited w
on these topics can be found in Th

to Periodical Literature.

2. Why officials sometimes disregard prescribed processes

for carrying out laws.

a) Work with pupils to recall some cases or
stories taken up already in terniNule
to see which of the following reasons most
accurately explains why officials disre-

garded a good process. Some possible

answers might be:

dishonesty of an official

officials being overzealous in trying

to do their jobs

misjudgment by officials as to what
processes are required by law

prejudice against any individual be-
cause of appearance or background

The second part of Understanding I
officials might Disregard prescrib

law. The first thing that comes t

corruption or self-dealing. But m

not, official ronadherence to good
from reasons like overzealous atte
desired outcome, misjudgment as to
requires, or inertia (failure to c

to meet changing needs). The easi

kdemonstrate the diverse reasons ex
ficials may.not adhere to good pro
return tu examples of bad processe
ing I and ask, "What explains the
processes here?"

3. Checks on the processes that are follo.:ed bx the police

in enforcing the law,

a) Give pupils a short summary of the Ex Parte The remaining procedures and resou

Sullivan Court decision (p. 117). Ask them to standing II survey mechanisms by

analyze why the processes followed by law prescribed processes for applying

enforcement agents iD dealing with alleged be checked.

111
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tudy can promote much fruit
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is suggested. These provisions may be more meaning-

ful if students evaluate them in terms of both
(1) increasing the likelihood of desired results,
anci(2) applying law in a way that is itself fair.
These criteria might also be used to evaluate
practices such as stb and frik, "no-knock," pre-
ventive detention, and unlimited wiretaps. Material

on these topics can be found in The Readers' Guide

to Periodical Literature.

2. Why officials sometimes disregard Erescribed processes
for carrying out laws.

. pupils to recall some cases or

Aken up already in this module
ich of the following reasons most
y explains why officials disre-
good process. Some possible

night be:

..sty of an official

Ils being overzealous in trying

their jobs

.,ment by officials as to what

es are required by law

ice against any individual be-
f appearance or background

The second part of Understanding II considers why
officials might disregard prescribed processes of

law. The first thing that comes to mind is official

corruption or self-dealing. But more often than
not, official nonadherence to good processes results
from reasons like overzealous attempts to reach a
desired outcome, misjudgment as to what the process
requires, or inertia (failure to change a process

to meet changing needs). The easiest way to

demonstrate the diverse reasons explaining why of-
ficials may not adhere to good processes may be to
return to examples of bad processes in Understand-
ing I and ask, "What explains the disregard of good

processes here?"

3. Checks on the processes that are followed by the police

in enforcing the law.

als a short summary of the Ex Parte
Court decision (p. 117). Ask them to

why the processes followed by law
ent agents in dealing with alleged

111

The remaiPing procedures and resources of Under-
standing iI survey mechanisms by which adherence to
prescribed processes for applying criminal law can

be qicked.
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violators of the law is important.
How important, in their estimation, is
the presence of a lawyer to one who has
been charged with a crime? It would be
interesting to note if some members of police must follow to be fair to h

the class think they could do better defending police are more likely to respect

themselves-without benefit of counsel. of a suspect if his lawyer is ther
more likely to be listened to by t
public than would the suspect alon
suggested, the judge explains how "
fendant needs counsel most is imme
arrest and until trial."

The first.check on police adherenc
processes is provision for a suspe
lawyer with him once he is picked
alone is not likely to know what p

b) Have pupils examine the New York Penal
Law and see if they can learn the State law
that applies if an official disregards a
certain set of official processes.

Relate to pupils the actions of the
policeman in People ex re Reardon

(see page 117). Then let them make
a judgment on the policeman's action.
Does their judgment coincide with that

of the courts.

c) Ask pupils if they think a policeman can
be sued if he disregards the rights of a
citizen who hls been denied his rights
in the course of some legal proceedings.

d) Inform pupils of the main facts in the
Monroe vs. Pape case explained on

page 118. In their opinion, should a
suit be allowed by the courts against
the the policemen?

e) Make the statement: "Allowing lawsuits
against officials who disregard protected
processes might not be an effective check
on polic6 disregard of protected processes."
Divide the class in half. Have one group

112

The second check on police procedu
liability for the police themselv
crime to disregard process rights
A criminal statute setting out suc
and a case under this statute is s
presentation.

The third possible check on police
civil liability. The suspect who
by officials' disregard for the pr
sue the officials and claim a righ

money. The Federal civil righti s

for this is cited as is the leadin
Supreme Court allowed a civil suit
officials under the Federal statut

The fourth check on police is prob
effective and controversial. It i

rule. This simply means that any
gather while disregarding a proces
pect (e.g., the fruits of an ille
forced confession) must be exclud
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rs of the law is important. The first check on police adherence to prescribed
ortant, in their estimation, is processes is provision for a suspect to have a
sence of a lawyer to one who has lawyer with him once -he is picked up. The suspect
arged with a crime? It would be alone is not likely to know what processes the
ting to note if some members of police must follow to be fair to him. Also, the
ss think they could do better defending police are more likely to respect the process rights
yes without benefit of counsel. of a suspect if his lawyer is there. The lawyer is

pils examine th.2. New York Penal

see if they can learn the State law
plies if an official disregards a
set of official processes.

e to pupils the actions of the
eman in People ex re Reardon
page 117). Then let them make
gment on the policeman's action.
ldr judgment coincide with that
e courts.

ils if they think a policeman can
if he disregards the rights of a
who has been denied his rights

course of some legal proceedings.

oupils of the main facts in the
vs. Pape case explained on
8. In their opinion, should a
allowed by the courts against
policemen?

e statement: "Allowing lawsuits
officials who disregard protected

es might not be an effective check
ze disregard of protected processes."
the class in half. Have one group
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more likely to be listened to by the police or the
public than would the suspect alone. In the case
suggested, the judge explains how "the time a de-
fendant needs counsel most is immediately after his
arrest and until trial."

The second check on police procedure is criminal
liability for the police themselves--making it a
crime to disregard process rights of the accused.
A criminal statute setting out such a crime is cited,
and a case under this statute is suggested for class
presentation.

The third possible check on police procedure is
civil liability. The suspect who has been harmed
by officials' disregard for the process rights may
sue the officials and claim a right to recover
money. The Federal civil rights statute providing
for this is cited as is the leadingdcase where the
Supreme Court allowed a civil suit against State
officials under the Federal statute.

The fourth check on police is probably the most
effective and controversial. It is the exclusionary
rule. This simply means that any information police
gather while disregarding a process right of a sus-
pect (e:g., the fruits of an illegal search or
forced confession) must be excluded from evidence
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give arguments for, the other against, this.

Place pupils' opinions on board. Bring

out this idea in summing up their opinions:

--The police generally serve as protectors

of citizens. Therefore, in a lawsuit
against a policeman, the jury may be un-
likely to make a policeman pay a person
he suspected of a -crime, even though the

policeman abused that person's rights.
Often the people who suffer from disre-
gard of processes are the poor, disad-
vantaged, or minority members of society--
people who do not normally get much public

sympathy.

f) Pose this question to the pupils: Does

the law seem to protect the guilty more

than the innocent? Some lively discussion,

should ensue. At end of pupil discussion,
tell pupils about Mapp vs. Ohio Supreme
Court Case and Decision and the exclusionary

rule. Ultimately, does this rule also

protect the innocent?

g) Explain to pupils the purpose of civilian

review boards. Then have a question-answer
session with pupils to express their opinions

as to why these boards might be unpopular

with police personnel?

h) Have one of the pupils in class do a re-
port on the role of the ombudsman and his

relationship to the general public: To

whom is he a help or a hindrance?

113

in any criminal trial. This check

because police do not wish to spoil
rendering key evidence useless in c
is controversial because it sometim
setting free a criminal who the pol

guilty. Some people think this ex

technicality over the social intere
Excerpts from the famous case of Ma

explain the judicial justification
sionary rule. In the words of the

"(A)11 evidence obtained...in
of the Constitution (improper

seizure in this case) (cannot

convict a suspect).

"...To hold otherWise is to g
but in reality to withhold its

and enjoyment... The purpose
clusionary rule is to deter--

spect for the constitutional
the only effective available v
moving the incentive to disre'

"...(This) gives to the indiv

than that which the Constitut
him, to the police officer no
that to which honest law enfo
entitled, and, to the courts,
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tration of justice."
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are relatively new checks on polic

initiated,in some places.
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in any criminal trial. This check is effective

because police do not wish to spoil their cases by
rendering key evidence useless in court. This check

it controversial because it sometimes results in
setting free a criminal who the police know to be

guilty. Some people think this exalts a procedural

technicality over the social interest in security.
Excerpts from the famous case of Mapp vs. Ohio
explain the judicial justification for the exclu-

sionary rule. In the words of the Supreme Court:

"(A)11 evidence obtained...in violation
of the Constitution (improper search and
seizure in this case) (cannot be used to

convict a suspect).

"...To hold otherwise is to grant the right

but in reality to withhold its priifilege

and enjoyment... The purpose of the ex-

clusionary rule is to deter--to compel re=
spect for the constitutional guaranty in

the only effective available way--by re-
moving the incentive to disregard it... .

"...(This) gives to the individual no more
than that which the Constitution guarantees
him, to the police officer no less than
that to which honest law enforcement is
entitled, and, to the courts, that judicial
integrity so necessary in the true adminis-

tration of justice."

Civilian review boards and an official ombudsman
are relatively new checks on police that have been

initiated in some places.
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Checks on the police like those sugges
not always effective. As each check i

students should also consider some of
tions of these checks. Notwithstandi

tions bf these-checks, such protectio
sity if good processes are to be mean,

4. Checks on the trial processes in applying the law.

a) After preliminary research and preparation,
have pupils debate this topic: A lawyer
should be able to defend a client even
though he may sincerely believe his client
is guilty. It might be interesting, after
the-debate, to consider the question of
what the trial process would be like if
there was no adversary system of justice;
i.e., a lawyer for the defense and one for
the plaintiff--each pleading their client's
position.

b) Discuss with class these questions: Does

an accused have the right to skilled counsel
to represent him regardless of what his
political persuasion might be? Should

the news media associate have the right to
associate the supposed guilt of the client
with the lawyer himself? The article,

"The Right to Counsel and the Unpopular
Cause," on page 118, does an excellent job
in pointing out an individual's right to
counsel.

c) As a summary of a study of right to counsel,
have pupils view a filmstrip on the right

114

The final part of Understanding II co
on the process of trial. These are s

familiar: the right to a lawyer's he
right to appeal to a higher court to
processes of trial.

The matter of a right to counsel at a
raises a related issue that may be of
should a lawyer defend a case when he
client is guilty as charged? The ans

question goes to the whole nature of
system.' Most lawyers have no trouble
case where they personally think a cl
Yet many people question thit practic
system where the lawyer is not suppos
judgment. It is an "adversary system
assumes that the best way to get all

case on the table'-so a just result c
is for each side to place his view of
fore a court in the strongest possibl
the job of a lawyer--to present an ho
sided, view of the case as best he ca
a lawyer on the other side of the cas
versary) is doing the same thing. Th

that the judge and jury sit impartial
aspects of the case unfold before the
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Checks on the police like those suggested above arc -

not always effective. As each check is examined,
students should also consider some of the limita-
tions of these checks. Notwithstanding the limita-
tions of these checks, such protections are a neces-
sity if good processes are to be meaningful.

4. Checks on the trial processes in applying the law.

reliminary research and preparation,
oils debate this topic: A lawyer
,e able to defend a client even
le may sincerely believe his client
ty. It might be interesting, after
ate, to consider the question of
e trial process would be like if
as no adversary system of justice;
lawyer for the defense and one for

intiff each pleading their client's
n.

with class these questions: Does
sed have the right to skilled counsel
esent him regardless of what his
-1 persuasion might be? Should

media associate have the right to
e the supposed guilt of the client
lawyer himself? The article,

4ht to Counsel and the Unpopular
on page 118, does an excellent job

ting out an individual's right to

mmary of a study of right to counsel,
ails view a filmstrip ovhe right
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The final part of Understanding II concerns checks
on the process of trial. These are somewhat
familiar: the right to a lawyer's help and the
right to appeal to a higher court to challenge the
processes of trial.

The matter of.a right to counsel at a criminal trial
raises a related issue that may be of interest:
should a lawyer defend a case when he believes his
client is guilty as charged? The answer to this
question goes to the whole nature of our judicial
system. Most lawyers have no trouble in taking a
case where they personally think a client is guilty.
Yet many people question this practice. Ours is a
system where the lawyer is not supposed to pass
judgment. It is do "adversary system." This system
assumes.that the best way to get all aspects of a
case on the table so a just result can be reached--
is for each side to place his view of the case be-
fore a court in the strongest possible way. This is
the job of a lawyer to present an honest, but one-
sided, view of the case as best he can. Of course,
a lawyer on the other side of the case (the ad-
versary) is doing the same thing. The theory is
that the judge and jury sit impartially as all
aspects of the case unfold before them. Then 'they
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to counsel for indigent defendants. The

classic case is Gideon vs. Wainwright.
1116T011owing is one possible title.

Many others are available.

"Gideon's Trumpet," NBC-TV. 54 min.

Traces the case of Cla-ence Gideon in
which the Supreme Court declared that
poor defendants must be provided with
legal criunsel.

1
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result.
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inquiry rather than leaving the in
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adversary system is that the adver
leave relatively few stones unturn
criticism of this approach is that
come a contest of lawyer's skills
means to reaching a just result.
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are in the best possible position to reach a fair
result.

This is not the only way the judicial process can
be carried on. In some systems, the judge directs
inquiry rather than leaving the initiative to the
lawyers. The principal argument in favor of the
adversary system is that the adversary clash should
leave relatively few stones unturned. The principal

criticism of this approach is that court cases be-
come a contest of lawyer's skills rather than'a
means to reaching a just result.
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RESOURCES*
United States Constitution, Amendments IV, V, VI, VIII

Process protections of the Bill of Rights:

Right to be free from arrest unless there is "probable cause" to believe th

:;s guilty. (4th)

Right to be secure from "unreasonable search and seizuee." (4th)

Protection from warrants for search or seizure unless the warrant from a ju
particularly the place, person, or thing to be searched or seized. (4th)

An accused will be protected from prosecution of serious Federal offenses u

grand jury of fellow citizens thinks the rrosecutor's evidence is strong en

be reason to start a prosecution. (5th)

An accused is protected from being prosecuted twice for the same crime.
An accused has a right to remain silent at all times (before and during the

rather than say anything that might be used against him. (5th)

An accused has a right to be tried within a reasonable time after his acres

An accused has a right to have his trial open to the public. (6th)

An accused has a right to have a jury determine his guilt or innocence. (6

-An-accused has a right to be told of what crime he is being accused. (6th)

An accused has a right to cross-examine the witnesses against him. (6th)

An accused has a right to bring witnesses in his favor to court. (6th)

An accused has a right to assistance from a lawyer. (6th)

An accused is protected from excessive bail or fines. (8th)

A convicted accused shall protected from cruel and unusual punishment.

Films:

"Bill of Rights in Action, Story of a Trial," 22 min. Color. Bernard Wilets

Film follows two people arrested for a misdemeanor offense; showsdiow the p

in arrest, arraignment, and trial protect the rights of an accuses person.

are real -- actual policemen, lawyers and judge appear as participants using

own words -- everyday language of law and law enforcement.

(5

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other

summaries or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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RESOURCES*
ted States Constitution, Amendments IV, V, VI, VIII

rocess protections of the Bill of Rights:

Right to be free from arrest unless there is "probable cause" to believe the accused
is guilty. (4th)

--Right-to be secure from "unreasonable search and seizure." (4th)

Protection from warrants for search or seizure unless the warrant from a judge specifies
particularly the place, person, or thing to be searched or seized. (4th)

An accused will be protected from prosecution of serious Federal offenses unless a
grand jury of fellow citizens thinks the prosecutor's evidence is strong enough to
be reason to start a prosecution. (5th)

An accused is protected from being prosecuted Mice for the same crime. (5th)

An accused has a right to remain silent at all times (before and during the trial)
rather than say anything that might be used against him. (5th)

An accused has a right to be tried within a reasonable time after his arrest. (5th)

An accused has a right to have his trial open to the public. (6th)

An accused has a right to have a jury determine his guilt or innocence. (6th)

An accused has a right to be told of what crime he is being accused. (6th)

An accused has a right to cross-examine the witnesses against him. (6th)

An accused has a right to bring Witnesses in his favor to court. (6th)

An accused has a right to assistance from a lawyer. (6th)

An accused is protected from excessive bail or fines. (8th)

A convicted accused shall be protected from cruel and unusual punishment. (8th)

ins:

Bill of Rights in Action, Story of a Trial," 22 min. Color. Bernard Wilets Films.

Film follows two people arrested for a misdemeanor offense; shoji how the procedures used
in arrest, arraignment, and trial protect the rights of an accused person. Settings
are real -- actual policemen, lawyers and judge appear as participants using their
own words everyday language of law and law enforcement.

quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. ether statements are
es or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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AEP (American Educational Publications). Rights of the Accused.

Traces a hypothetical case from incident to verdict.

Bassiouni, et el. Crimes and justice. pp. 45-48.

Goodykoontz, William. Law, you, the police and justice. pp. 61-75.

Gibson, W. M., Lessons in conflict.

Ex Parte Sulliv-n, vol. 107 Federal Supplement, p. 514 (1952).

The murder conviction of two boys was reversed, the court explaining that because

-the boys were denied the help of counsel and therefore had no intelligent notion

of what was going on as the police questioned them and built an airtight case

against them, there had been a denial of fundamental justice.

Sample Statute:

New York -Penal Law, Section 195 - "Official Misconduct"

...states that official misconduct is a Class A misdemeanor

...that a public servant is guilty of official misconduct if, when he intends to

obtain something worthwhile or deprive another person of a benefit, he commits

an unauthorised aci-in connection with his job or does not perform duties which

are imposed by law in connection with his job.

Sample Ce?s:

People ex el Reardon vs. Flynn, vol. 111 New York Supplement. p. 1065 (1908).

In this particular case,a police officer entered a saloon and without any reason

whatsoever pointed his pistol at the plaintiff and called her "bad names." The

woman became so frightened she became ill. No arrests were made. However a judge

decided the policeman was guilty of oppression.
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Sample Statute:

United States Code, Title 42, "Public Health and Welfare" -- "Civil Rights" Sec

"Civil Action for Deprivation of Rights."

"Every person who, under cover of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custo

usage, of any State or Territory, subjects or causes to be subjected any U.,

or other person within the jurisdiction of U.S. to the deprivation,bf-anyr

privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws shall be lia

an action at law, a suit or other proper proceeding for redress."

Sample.Cases:

Monroe vs. Five, vol. 365 U.S. Reports, p. 167 (1961).

Allowing a suitagainst 13 Chicago policemen who entered a house at 5:30 a.m.

a:Varrant, stood a husband and wife and six children naked before them, calle

names, beat them, took the man in for 12 hours of questioning without letting

atlyone, and released the man after finding there wasn't any evidence against

(Case'also discussed in The Law and American History, p. 147-148.)

MiPrY vs. Ohio, vol 367 U.S. Reports, p. 643 (1961).

The court reversed a conviction of possession of lewd literature where all th

for conviction came from a search that disregarded processes limiting search

The cc.urt noted that if "excluding from evidence" all information gotten when

are disregarded is the only way to discourage disregard of process, the const

requires such "exclusion." (This case is also discussed in Liberty Under Law

p. 23-26.)

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. justice and order through law.

Chapter 5 - "Legal processes to discourage adoption of unwie laws and to co

applications of laws." Ginn and Company. 1973.

Symposium, "The Right to Counsel and the Un o ular Cause," in vol. 20 Universi
PittsburghEW Review, p. 725 6a-617-owing 95917Reprinted by permission

the University of Pittsburgh Press.

"...the right to counsel means the right to adequate representation. ...t

that an accused, regardless of what he is charged with and regardless of h
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le Statute:

d States Code, Title 42, "Public Health and Welfare" -- "Civil Rights" Section 1983,

101 Action for Deprivation of Rights."

'Every person who, under cover of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or

.sage, of any State or Territory, subjects or causes to be subjected any U.S. citizen

Dr other person within the jurisdiction of U.S. to the deprivation of any rights,

irivileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws shall be liable in

an action at law, a suit or other proper proceeding for redress."

le Cases:

oe vs. Pape, vol. ,365 U:S. Reports, p. 167 (1961).

lowing a suit against 13 Chicago policemen who entered a house at 5:30 a.m. without

warrant, stood a husband and wife and six children naked before them, called them

mes, beat them, took the man in for, 12 hours of questioning without letting him call

yone, and released the man after finding there wasn't any evidence against him. ,

ase also discussed in The Law and American History, p: 147-148.)

vs. Ohio, vol 367 U.S. Reports, p. 643 (1961).

.e court reversed a conviction of possession of lewd literature where all the evidence

r conviction came from a search that disregarded processes limiting search powers.

e court noted that if "excluding from evidence" all information gotten when processes

-e disregarded is the only way to discourage disregard of process, the constitution

quires such "exclusion." (This case is also discussed in Liberty Under Law, op. cit.,

23-26.)

ers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. justice and order through law. Unit IV,

hapter 5 - "Legal processes to discourage adoption of unwise laws and to correct mis-

Dplications of laws." Ginn and Company. 1973.

posium, "The Right to Counsel and the Un o ular Cause," in vol. 20 University of
ittsburgh Law Review, p. 725 aiiafETTowing 959 77-Reprinted by permis'sion of

he University of Pittsburgh Press.

...the right to counsel means the right to adequate representation. ...this means

that an accused, regardless of what he is charged with and regardless of his own
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political persuasion or racial or religious background, is entitled to get a

lawyer, even if not the best, to represent him. Unfortunately, this is too

the fact. There are some people and many newspaper editors who are ready an
to associate the supposed guilt of the client with the lawyer himself. And

accused of a crime which happens to be unpopular at a given time is liable t
that he cannot get a "respectable" lawyer to take his case because the lawye
afraid of being associated with the public reputation of his client.

"The problem of representing an unpopular cause is certainly not new to our
As far back as 1770 honorable members of the Bar of this country felt the im
anger of public opinion when defending an unpopular cause. ...Josiah Quincy

John Adams, were asked to defend the British soldiers who had participated i
Boston massacre. They accepted. The result of this case was acquittal for
defendants, but the public opinion against Quincy and Adams ran so high that

writing some 50 years later, still felt its effects... . is perhaps

surprising that the two lawyers who represented John Peter Zenger in New Yor
were disbarred in connection with motions they made in court as a prelude to

now famous trial over the issue of freedom of the press. ...Josiah Quincy,

...said: 'I never harbored the expectation nor any,great desire that all me

speak well of me. To inquire my duty, and-to do it, is my aim.'

"...The continued inactivity of leading lawyers in these areas of unpopulari
quickly resulting in their decreasing competence to provide adequate represe.
when they do take an unpopular case. 'In short, more and more reputable lawy

the big zities are saying, 'I'm not really competent to help the client even
took the case, I'm not a trial lawyer,' or 'I'm not a criminal lawyer.' ...

"What can be done to stop this unfortunate trend away from adequate represen
The answer is that the Bar, as an organized body, must take a forthright and
stand in favor of the right to counsel. It must give its members the suppor

influence and prestige and help them thereby to overcome countervailing soci

"Some year; ago, a lawyer took a batch of letters to...Mr. Justice Brandeis.
were from friends of the lawyer begging him to refuse a retainer from an ext

popular client. After reading a few of the letters, Mr. Justice Brandeis sa
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lolitical persuasion or racial or religious background, is entitled to get a skilled

lawyer, even if not the best, to represent him. Unfortunately, this is too often not

the fact. There are some people and manynawspapei editors who are ready and willing
to associate the supposed guilt of the client with the lawyer himself. And a man

accused of 4 crime-which happens to be unpopular at a given time is liable to find
that he cannot get a "respectable" lawyer to take his case because the lawyer is
afraid of being associated with the.? public reputation of his client.

'The problem of representing an unpopular cause is certainly not new to our culture.
:ks far back as 1770 honorable members of the Bar of this country felt the imposing

anger of public opinion when defending an unpopular cause. ....Josiah Quincy, Jr. and

John Adams, were asked to defend the British soldiers who had participated in the

Boston massacre. They accepted. The result of this case was acquittal for the
Jefendants, but the public opinion against Quincy and Adams ran so high that Adams,
.criting some SO years later, still felt its effects... . ...It is perhaps not

surprising that the two lawyers who represented John Peter Zenger in New York City
were disbarred in connection with motions they made in court as a prelude to Zenger's

now famous trial over the issue of freedom of the press. .:.Josiah Quincy, Jr.

...said: 'I never harbored the expectation nor any great desire that all men should

speak well of me. To inquire my duty, and to do it, is my aim.'

"...The continued inactivity of leading lawyers in these areas of unpopularity is
quickly resulting in their decreasing competence to provide adequate representation
when they do take an unpopular case. In short, more and more reputable lawyers in

the big cities are saying, 'I'm not really competent to help the client even if I
took the case, I'm not a trial lawyer,' or 'I'm not a criminal lawyer.' ...

"What can be done to stop this unfortunate trend away from adequate representation?
Ile answer is that the Bar, as an organized body, must take a forthright and positive

stand in favor of the right to counsel. It must give its members the support of its

influence and prestige and help them thereby to overcome countervailing social pressures. ...

"Some years ago, a lawyer took a batch of letters to...Mr. Justice Brandeis. The letters

were from friends of the lawyer begging him to refuse a retainer from an extremely un-

popular client. After reading a few of the letters, Mr. Justice Brandeis said to the
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lawyer, 'Before you reject this cause, I suggest you consider resigning fro

Bar.' He.continued to say, 'On further consideration, you might even resig

the human race.' Few men have seen the right to counsel so clearly or put

importance so plainly. ..."

The Lincoln Filene Center for Citizenship and Public Affairs. The courts make

The story of Clarence Earl Gideon. Tufts University. Medford, Massachusett

The police: Fact and fiction. Tuftsliniversity. Medford, Massachuset

Also available from the Center:

--a film, The police: Fact and fiction. 28 min. b/w.

Young person and the court. 28 min. b/w.

A cartoon from Punch Magazine,
September 16, 1970 has been

omitted here because of copyright restrictions.

See text, page 1091

(Drawing by Thelwell. Copyright September 16, 1970, Punch Magazine. Reprinted by permi

Roth Agency, Inc.)
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Module 3

UNDERSTANDING-qII

MAINTAINING SOUND LEGAL PROCESSES MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT INCURRING SOME SOCIA

A. Explanation of Understanding III

One important value our legal system pursues is good processes. As is often the

comes into conflict with other values that the law pursues, values such as protecting soci
criminals, facilitating the efficient performance of the jobs of law enforcement officers,

government economically. In some circumstances, good processes are achieved only at some e

of these values. Thus, it can be said that securing good processes has some socialv"cost:
obvious if we consider that one very effective way to protect adherence to good processes
forbid use in court of evidence that is collected in disregard of the relevant processes f

evidence. If other evidence is unavailable, this may mean that a guilty man will go free.

police in this way to respect rights to silence, rights to privacy, rights to counsel, etc

efficient law.enforcement is made harder. Not only do these processes serve to protect th

they may also *tea the guilty. Finally, the formalities of pursuing good processes mea

literal sense. A great deal of money is required to conduct a fair trial; a great deal mo

quired in many places to make processes such as speedy trial or correctional institutions

than Mere ideals.

B Teaching Understanding III

OBJECTIVES

. For each personal protection of the individual, the ,student can list a social an

that society *pays for the application of legal procesSes. Lwa

. For each failure to act or distortion of the application of legal processes, the

list a social and a dollar cost that society must-pay.

Given statistical evidence of the cost of law enforcement and of the court syst

can cite evidence of the worth of these costs to the individual.

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

.
How does maintaining sound processes of criminal law involve some cost to societ

.
Are the costs to society of securing fair processes of criminal law worth it?
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4G SOUND LEGAL PROCESSES MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT INCURRING SOME S1CIAL COSTS.

' Understanding III

tant value our legal system pursues is good processes. As is often the case, this value

with other values that the law pursues, values such as protecting society from convicted

tating the efficient performance of the jobs of law enforcement officers, and running

ically. In some circumstances, good processes are achieved only at some expense in terms

Thus, it can be said that securing good processes has some social "cost." This is most

ider that one very effective way to protect adherence to good processes by police is to

rt of evidence that is collected in disregard of the relevant processes for gathering

r evidence is unavailable,this may mean that a guilty man will go free. By compelling

y to respect rights to silence, rights to privacy, rights to counsel, etc., their job of

orcement is made harder. Not only do these processes serve to protect the innocent, but

tect the guilty. Finally, the formalities of pursuing good processes mean costs'in a

great-deal of money is required to conduct a fair trial; a great deal more will be re-

aces to make processes such as speedy trial or correctional institutions realities, rather

rstanding III

personal protection of the individual, the student can list a social and a dollar cost

iety pays for the application of legal prodesses.

failure to act or distortion of the application of legal processes, the student can

ocial and a dollar cost that society must pay.

atistical evidence of the cost of law enforcement and of the court systems, the student

evidence of the worth of these costs to the individual.

REACH UNDERSTANDING

maintaining sound processes of criminal law involve sonic cost to society?

costs to society of securing fair processes of criminal law worth it?
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USE OF VISUALS

. Use a film such as those in E.B.F:'s series on the Bill of Rights, with student

to-analyze it in terms of social costs of the application of legal processes; u
evidence drawn from the film or films, debate the question: Resolved, society c
the .;ost of applying basic legal processes to protect the accused.

. Convert statistical evidence of the cost of applying legal processes to protect
to pictorial charts or collages intended to persuade the average citizen that t

fiable cost of government.

. Use the program from the New York State Historical Association, Painting as Soc
Justicesl Court in Back Wood's. What evidence is there of the application of le

to processes to protect the individual? Are the costs of the procedure the sam

be today? Why do you think that there might be a difference in the degree of j

accused? What kind of person would be most likely to get justice in this court
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ire such as those in E.B.F:'s series on the Bill of Rights, with students prompted

e it in terms of social costs of the application of legal processes; using the

drawn from the film or films, debate the question: Resolved, society cannot afford

Of applying basic legal processes to protect the accused.

tatistical evidence of the cost of applying legal processes to protect the individual

rial chant or ccilages intended to persuade the average citizen that this is a justi-

ost of government.

program from the New York State Historical Association, Painting as Social History:

' Court in Back WOOLS. What evidence is there of the application of legal processes

sses to protect the individual? Are the costs of the procedure the same as: they would

? Why do ;ou think that there might be a difference in the degree-of-justi-ce for the

What kind of person would be most likely to get justice in this court?
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOU

1. The scope of the problem of crime control in our society.

) Place on opaque projector some of the
graphs and charts dealing with crime in

America. Have pupils analyze some of the

following situations: Rate of Increase

in Crimes, Areas of Increase, Monies Spent
on Law Enforcement; See if pupils can
analyze on Charts #1, #2, and # 3 where their
city would fit as far as violent property

crimes are covered. See pp. 127, 128, and M.

b) Assign some of the pupils in class the task
of looking up in their local newspaper
articles on the type and rate of crimes
occurring in their community. Some of the

pupils could then interview the law enforce-
ment agents and report back to the class on
what possible threats this crime trend might

pose to the community.

2. Cost #1: Protecting processes in e

a) At this point, the teacher should recall to

the minds of the pupils that the.most widely

used and apparently r.Ist effective check on
abuse of processes is nullification of the
conviction of a guilty man by not allowing

123
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N OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

1. The scope of the problem of crime control in our society.

paque projector some of the
charts dealing with crime in

Have pupils analyze some of the

situations: Rate of Increase
Areas of Increase, Monies Spent

orcement. See if pupils.can
Charts #1, #2, and #- 3 where their
fit as far as violent property

covered. See pp. 127, 128, and tn.

e of the class the task

up in their local newspaper
)n the type and rate-of crimes
in their community.. Some of the
ild then interview the law enforce
s and report back to the class on
ible threats this crime trend might
le community.

Having looked at the value--of good processes in
Understanding I and the need to police the conformity
of officials to such processes in UndErstanding II,
Understanding III surveys the cost of perserving
good processes in the area of criminal law.

The first procedure suggests looking at the size of
the growing problem that crime presents to our

society. Thus, in the area of criminal law, society
in general, like'the accused %ndividual, has much

at stake. Without effective criminal laws to dis-

courage people from interfering with the persons
.and property of Others, the most basic kind of free-
dom and security that goes along with order is

However, securing good law processes may only be
possible at the expense of protecting society from
"bad actors." To state an extreme example, surely

life would be more orderly and there would be
greater security from criminals if the police did
not have to respect any process rights of the accused

citizen. The remaining procedures of Understand-
ing III look at particular costs of trying to secure
good processes in applying the criminal law.

fast #1: Protecting processes .1.72 in effect, letting the guilty 2. unpunished.

oint,the teacher should recall to The first cost of-tecuring good criminal processes

of the-pupils that the most widely is actually letting some criminals go free to

iappiiiiitlk most effective check on threaten society further. As noted earlier, pro-

9rocesses is nullification of the hibiting the use of evidence in court that has been

In of a guilty man by not al/owing gathered while disregarding prescribed processes is
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Module 3

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RE

officials to use evidence against him at
trial that they got in disregard of consti-
tutionally required processes. Such guilty
men will go free unless there is other, un-
tainted, evidence sufficient-tdiconvict the
accused. Pupils should be able to mention
some of the cases that have been dismissed
because the processes involving the rights 1,

of the defendant were abused or ignored.
See Judgment: Case Study No 3, Case Study
No. 4, Case Study No. 6, Case Study No. 9,

Case Study No. /2.

b) Have pupils debate the question: Is it

worth the cost of protecting processes if
this means possibly-turning some guilty
rapists, murderers, or arsonists loose to
harm people and property again? By this

time the pupils should have a very good
backgrouri in this area so that limited
research will be required on their part.

4

the most widely used and effecti

rights. This can mean that any
lead to conviction does not rea'
it does reach the jury, use of
grounds fur appeal and nullific
based on this evidence. Where
versed on these grounds, the ac
sarily go free. The higher cou
use of particular evidence at a
If, at a new trial, the prosecuto

tion using other evidence, they:
conviction. The new trial is ni

double jeopardy because the new
continuation of the first propel
prosecution for the same offens

3. Cost #2: Increasing the difficulty of effective law enforcemer

a) Pose this question to pupils: Can the
interest of protecting good processes
guaranteed to individuals according
td the fourth, fifth, sixth and eighth
amendments be in conflict with the
interest of effective law enforcement?
Have pupils consider the above question
in line with the hypothetical cases
on page 130.
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to use evidence against him at
It they got in disregard of consti-
iy required processes. Such guilty
go free unless there is other, un-
evidence sufficient to convict the
Pupils should be able to mention
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the processes involving the rights
efendant were abused or ignored.
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DISCUSSION OP STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

the most widely used and effective protection of
rights. This can mean that any evidence that might
lead to conviction does not reach the jury. Or"if
it does reach the jury, use of such evidence may be
grounds for appeal and nullification-of a conviction
based on this evidence. Where a conviction is re-
versed on these grounds, the txcused does not neces-
sarily go free. The higher court merely says that
use of particular evidence at a trial was wrong.
If, at a new trial, the prosecutor can get a convic-
tion using other evidence, there may still be a
conviction. The new trial is not considered to be
double jeopardy because-the new trial is merely a
continuatThn of the first prosecution, not 6-Setond
prosecution for the same offense.

3. Cost #2: Increasing the difficulty of effective law enforcement.

s question to pupils: Can the
of protecting good processes

ed to indiViduals according
ourth, fifth, sixth and eighth
ts-be in conflict with the
of effective law enforcement?

ils consider the above question
with the hypothetical cases
130.

Perhaps securing sound processes for application
of the criminal law is most costly in its impact on
the police. Law enforcement is a tough job. Not

only do certain processes make this job tougher, but
in some cases these processes make:efficiency on the
part of the police practically impossible. The

problem is this: in order to protect the innocent
and proceed in a fair manner, the police may end up
being foriced to "coddle" some guilty people,
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b) Have pupils view a film dealing with the
conflict between law enforcement and the
preservation of civil rights. The follow-

ing are two possible titles. Others might

be available through your local audiovisual

center:

"In the Name of the Law," color.
14 min.

- Considers the question of what is causing
the breakdown of law and order in our

cities. `'flows how the police are caught

in the crossfire between black rage and

white fear.

"Super Cop."
- Depicts police commmunity relations in

Philadelphia community.
(Both filMs can be ordered from NBC Educa-

tional Media)

,Invite a member of the local police force on
the district attorney's office to speak to
the class on his views on the difficulty of
the law enforcement job in light of recent
court rulings regarding protecting legal
processes of individuals. A question-answer
session by pupils could follow.

d) Have pupils debate the following question
after preliminary research. At this stage

of development of certain concepts in the
module, pupils should have a grasp of back-
ground materials to aid in preparing their

debate: Is it worth the cost of protecting
processes if it results in making the police's

task of enforcing law more difficult?

4
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including some hardcore, professional criminals.
The stories suggested in the procedures attempt to
show how an interest in efficient law enforcement
can clash head-on with an interest in preserving

good processes. The answer to such clashes is not
often easy, and the courts continually struggle to
balance these interests.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOD

e) Open up for class discussion and comments
on the following: Bumper stickers read:
"Support your local police and the next
time you're in trouble call a hippie."
Do they think there are problems that
exist in our society which result in
Such slogans? Pupils' concepts of what

_the 'polite and what a hippie mean to them
might be brought out in discussion.

4. Cost #3: Good processes cost tax dollars.

a) Teachers should be able-to secure a copy
of the budget of their village, city, or
countyII:Ale use of the opaque projector
to show pupils the budget. See if they
can pick out how much money is being spent
by the local government on the administra-
tion of justice in the local courts. In

considering the above - question, have pupils

suggest the additional expenses that might
be necessary to improve the processes
necessary in the application of criminal
law such as speedy trials, better paid
police, and a better priscn system. You
might use the graphs and charts from various
government agencies. See pp. 127-129,
to help pupils draw some conclusions about
this topic.

b) Pupils might arrive at a decision concern-
ing where their priorities lie by debating
the following topic after ample prepara-

tion: Is it worth it to spend millions
ensuring legal processes when the money

126
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4. Cost #3: Good processes cost tax dollars.'
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The final cost of securing sound processes is cost
in a literal sense. Courts and court processes
cost money as police work and handlino convict-
ed criminals do. Much more could be spent improv-
ing the processes by which crimiTml law operates.
For example, millions of tax dollars are needed to
pay police in accordance with the.social importance
of the job they perform, to increase tthe numbers of
Courts and judges, and to improve penal institutions
so that rehabilitation might be possible. ---

In recent years, plea bargaining has been used to
save the -time of overworked district attorneys and

the expense of trials.' Plea bargaining is an agree-
ment between the district attorney and a defendant
who pleads guilty to a less serious crime; e.g.,
possession of drugs rather than selling drugs. More
than 90 percent of the seribti§- cases in New York are

settled by plea bargaining. _Although time and money
are saved by this process, injustices could result
from plea bargaining; i.e., a person may not be
guilty, but he might not want to risk being found
guilty of a more serious crime. Conversely,
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could be well spent on areas that are
crying for improvement such as pollution,

health, and education?

N

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURC

simply because we do not have the re
prosecute suspects properly, some cr
of serious crimes may get off easy
society, possibly to do more harm.

c) Inform pupils of the meaning of plea

bargaining. (See page 126.) Inform them

that 90 percent of the serious cases in New

York State are settled in this way. In

40 their opinion, how just is this method as
far as desired outcome and fairness in
application of the law?
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simply because we do not have the resources to
prosecute suspects properly, some criminals guilty

of serious crimes may get off easy and return to
society, possibly to do more harm.

upils of the meaning of plea

ng. (See page 126.) Inform them

percent of the serious cases in New
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CHART # 2 - 1NDEx OF CRIME, UNITED STATES, 1 9 7 1

Area

Popula-
tionl

Total
Crime

--Ilidex-

--

Violent
2

crime

Property2
crime

Murder
and non-

necligent
man-

slaughter

Forcible
rape Robbery

Aggra-
vated

assault Burglary

La

.1:5

1Litad.States Total 206,256,000 5,995,211 810,018 5,185,193 17,627 41,889 385,908 '34,595 2,368,423 1,8

Pate per 100,000
inhabitants 2,906.7 392.7 2,514.0 .8.5 20.3 187.1 176.8 1,148.3

Standard Metropolitan
.

Statistical Area 145,878,000 ,

Area actually
reporting3 97.6% 5,106:494 709,246 4,397,248 13,675 35,106 370,643 289,822 1,988,830 1,

Estimated total 100.0% 5,173,916 715,731 4,458,185 13,845 35,575 372,486 293,825 2,015,759 I,.

Rate per 100,000
inhabitants 3,546.7 490.6 3,056.1 9.5 24.4 255.3 201.4 1,381.8

Other Cities 23,068,000 uee-..,.,

Area actually
reporting 89.1% 393,215 39,332 353,883 1,026 1,965 7,083 29,258 154,562

Estimated total 100.0% 436,145 44,522 391,623 1,192 2,177 7,874 33,279 171,744

Rate per 100,000
inhabitants 1,890.7 193.0 1,697.7 5.2 9.4 34.i 144.3 744.5

Rural 37,309,000

Area actually
reporting. 74.8% 304,206 33,089 271,117 1,705 3,044 4,068 24,272 146,321

Estimated'total 100.0% 285,150 49,765 335,385 2,590 4,130 5,548 37,491 180,920

Rate per 100,00
inhabitants 1,032.3 133.4 898.9 6.9 11.1 14.9 100.5 484.9

1Population is Bureau of the Census provisional estimate as of July 1, 1971.

2Violent crime is offenses of murder, forcible rape, robbery and aggravated assault; property crime is of fens

larcency $50 and over and Auto theft.

3The percentage representing area actually reporting will not coincide with the ratio between reported and es

since these data represent the sum of the calculations for individual states which have varying populations,

and Crime rates.

(From United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports.)
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HART # 2 INDEX OF CRIME, UNITED STATES, 1871

Copula-

tion"

206,256,000

Total
Crime
Index

Violent
crime

Property
crime

Murder
and non-

negligent
man-

slaughcer
Forcible

rape Robbery

Aggra-

vated
assault

4

"Burglary

Larceny
$50 and
over

Auto
theft

5,995,211

2,906.7

810,018

392.7

5,185,193

2,514.9

17,627

8.5

41,889

20.3

385,908

187.1

364,595

176.8

2,368,423

1,148.3

1,875,194 941,576

909.2 456.5

145,878,000

97,6%

100.0%

23,068,000

e 89.1%
100.0%

37,309,000

74.8%

100.0%

5,106:494
5,173,916

3,546.7

709,246 4,397,248 13,675 35,106 370,643 289,822 1,988,830

715,731 4,458,185 13,845 35,575 372,486 293,825 2,015,759

490.6 3,056.1 9.5 24.4 255.3 201.4 1,381.8

1,542,374 866,044
1,566,82t 875,602

1,074.1 600.2

393,215 39,332 353,883 1,026 1,965 7,083 29,258 154,562

436,145* 44,522 391,623 1,192 2,177 7,874 33,279 171,744

1,890.7 193.0 1,697.7 5.2 9.4 -34:1 144.3 744.5

304,206 33,089 271,117 1,705 3,044 4,068 241272 146,321

285,150 49,765 335,385 2,590 4,130 5,548 37,491 180,920

163,293 .36,028.

179,867 40;012

779.7 173.5

103,926' 20,870
128,503 25,962

1,032.3 133.4 898.9 6.9 11.1 14.9 100.5 484.9 344.4 69.6

,u of the Census provisional estimate as of July 1, 1971.

*tenses of murder, forcible rape, robbery and aggravated assault; property crime is offenses of burglary,

er and auto theft.

resenting area actually reporting will not coincide with the ratio 6C6reen reported and estimated crime totals

,,.present the sum of the calculations for individual states which have varying populations, portions reporting,

apartment of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports.)
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Chart # 3

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM--PUBLIC EXPENDITURES, 1970, BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT

[Expenditures in millions of dollars except per capita.]

Level of Government and Activity

Expenditures

1970

Per

Total capita

All governments
2
8,571

2
41.56

Police 5,080
1,190

24.63

t

Judicial 5.77

Prosecuticn 4 442 2.14

Indigent defense' 102

1,706

.49

1Correction 8.27

Federal Government 24.74

Police 2.86

22,134

.63Judicial
Prosecution3 .49

Indigent defense3 .27
_

Correction .40

State Government 210.37

Police 689 3.34

Juacial 282 1.37

Prosecution3. 83 .40

Indigent defens^3 .
9 .04

Correction 1,051 5.10

Local Government
25,454 226.44

Police 3,803

18.2;4

3.78Judicial 779
3

Vr0secution3 . 257 1.25

Indigent defense3 37 .18

Correction 572 2.77

1 Based on estimated population as of July 1, 1971, excluding Armed Forces abroad.

2
--- Includes residual-amounts-not-showw-separately.

3Prior to 1969, 1.3t included as part of_the criminal justice system totals.

(Adapted from Statistical-Abstract.)
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RESOURCES*
United States Statistical Abstract, 1971.

Federal Bureau of Inyestigations Uniform Crime Reports.

Sample hypothetical eases

Suppose there has been a series of violent robberies in the area the local

center. All the police loic is that the robbers have been teenagers and, in e.

have had gun-§7And threatened to A6ot their victims. At midnight on a Wednesd

two high school boys are walking home through the area. A patrol car pulls up.

the police be able to frisk the boys before inquiring what they are doing out

hour?

Look at the langue of the fourth amendment. What about the boys' iight to b

irom "unreasonable searches and seizures...except upon probable cause..."? Wh

were the policeman and were afraid these boys might shoot you?

Suppose The police, the next week, arrest a suspect in this robbery case, and it

teenager at all, but Little LOuie. Louie is connected with organized crime and

time on four prior occasions for armed robbery. In fact, each time Louie has

serving a sentence, he has committed-a robbery within 3 days of being released

Louie's arrest and charge, 11P. wishes to post bail and go free until the trial.

The police fear that th- only way to protect the-community-from further robber

set bail so high that Lcule can't possily raise it or else deny bail complet

Louie waits to be L.,:ed.

Look at the language of the eighth amendment. *lot about Louie's right to bai

right to be considered innocent until proved guilty in a court of law?* And wh

the threat to the lives and property in the community?

Suppose now that Louie did post bond, did not commit ary further robberies, an

up for trial. As it turns out the police got their original lead in apprehend
from a stool pigeon's tit; that the robberies weren't done by teenagers, but by

disguise. Before the "stoolie" gave the tip, he had the police promise they w

reveal his identity. mne "stoolie" feared, and the police suspect the fear 111-1

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marKs. Other st

summarics or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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ample hypothetical cases:

Suppose there has been a series of violent robberies in the area of the local shopping
center. All the police know is that the robbers have beer teenagers and, in each case,

have had guns and threatened to shoot their victims. At midnight on a Wednesday night,
two high school boys are walking home through the area. A patrol car pulls up. Should
the police be able to frisk the boys before inquiring what they are doing out at this
hour?

Look at the language of the fourth amendment. What abo+ the boys'' right to be free
from "unreasonable searches and seizures...except upor 2robable cause..."? What if you
were the policeman and were afraid these boys might shoot you?

Suppose the police, the next week, arrest a suspect in this robbery case, and it is not a
teenager at all,bUt Little Louie., Louie is connected with organized crime and has served
time on four prior occasions for armed robbeiy. In fact, each time Louie has finished
,serving a sentence, he has committed a robbery within 3 days of being released. After

Louie's arrest and charge, he. wishes to post bail and go free untir-the trial.

The police fear that the only way to_protect the community from further robbers is to
set bail so high that Louie can't possibly raise it or else deny bail completely while
Louie waits to be tried.

- .

_Look at the language of the eighth amendment. What about Louie's- -right to bail and
right to be considered innocent until proved guilty in a court of _law? And what about
the threat to the lives and property-in the community?

Suppose now that Louie did post bond, did not commit any further robberies, and did show
up for trial. As it turns out the police got their original lead in apprehending Louie
from a stool pigeon's tip that the robberies weren't done by teenagers, but by Louie in
disguise. Before the "stoolie" gave the tip, he had the-politt-,promzse they would not
reveal his identity. The "stoolie" feared, and the police suspect the fear might be well

uo+ations from statutes are indicated by the use of- 'quotation marks. Other statements are

s or paraphrases of the statute 1:sted.
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founded, that Louie's organized crime connections might "rub him out" if they fou

he was the squealer. Louie says the-stooliess-tinformation is untrue, and he want

_laviker to show this on cross-examination at a public trial.

Look at the language of the sixth amendment. What about Louie's right to be "co

with the witnesses against him"? But what happens to an important source of poli

and information if the identity of "informers" must be made public?

**********

Dan Smith is'a young teacher. Outside school he works with.severa.1 civic groups.

chairman of the local Vietnam War protest group for November 15;- 1970.

The November 15 moratorium, contrary to whade Local officials have warnedvis peas

well sOported. On the night of November 15, Dan!s home is bombed with powerful

Dan loses a leg and his eyesight; his wife and two-baby children are killed.

The police go to work on the case. After a week they don't have a shred of evid

single lead. They get an annonymous phone call that simply says, "You might the

Bomber in connection with the .Smith murders." The-caller hangs up. The police,

'basis-of-this phone call alonearrest Bomber. Bomber refuses to talk until he g.

lawyer. The-police refuse,to_let him see his lawyer until he talks. While obje

the refusal of his request for counsel, Bomber confesses to the bombing. The po

no other evidence. -At,the trial, Bomv.sr denies everything.

Should Bomber be convicted-or go free? Look at the fifihand sixth amendments.

about Joe Bomber's right to have the assistance of counsel and right against sel;

incrimination? What about the threat this kind of man poses to the community?
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ed, that Louie's organized crime connections might "rub him out" if they found out

as the squealer. Louie says the stoolie's information is untrue, and he wants his

er to show this on cross-examination-at a public trial.

at the language of the sixth amendment. What about Louie's right-to be "confronted

-the witnesses against him"? But what happens: to an important source of police leads

information if the identity of "informers" must be made public?

**********

Smith is a young teacher. Outsidetchool he works with several civic groups. He is

man of the local Vietnam War protest group for November 15, 1970.

November 15 moratorium, contrary to what local officials have Warned, is peaceful and

supported. On the night of November 15, Dan's home is bombed with powerful explo5ives.
loses a leg and his eyesight; his wife and two baby children are. killed.

police go-Co-work on the case. After a week they don't have a shrecidence or a
le lead- -They get an annonymous phone call thatsimply-says-;-"You-might"taeck Joe
er in connection with the Smir. murders.T The caTrer-hangs up. The police, on the

s of this phone call alone, at st Bomber. Bomber refuses to talk until he gets a

er. The police refuse to let him see his lawyer until -he talks. While objecting to

refusal_ of his request forcounsel, Bomber confesses to the bombing. The police have

ther evidence. -At-the-trial, Bomber'denies everything.

ld Bomber-be convictecSor go free? Look= at the fifth and sixth amendments. What

t Joe BoMber's righf-to have the assistance of counsel and right against-self-

imination? _What about the threathis-kind of man poses to the community?
=
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A cartoon by Tidy has. been Omitted here because of copyright restrictions. It is from Pundh

July 1, 1970.

of

(Drawing by Tidy, Copy;ight July 1, 1970, Punch Miin, London. Reprinted by perm

Ben Roth Agency,, Inc.)
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s been omitted'here because of copyright roatrictions. It is from Punch Magazine,

Tidy. Copyfight July 1, 1 -97401 Punch Magazine, London. Reprinted by permission of The

geney, Inc.)
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M =OLE .IV: SOME LIMITS OF LAW*

1. The Main Focus.

"There oughta be a law!" People who gripe about some problem,frequently voice this plea. This little

be a law," makes it sound as if laws could do anything and everything. Laws can and do accomplish many importan
through laws tax dollars are collected and spent on public benefits such as education, parks, hospitals, defense,
late and coordinate activities that might otherwise be unsafe or inefficiently conducted such as transportation,

facturing, etc. Laws punish certain harmful acts to discourage those who might take advantage of others. Throug

vide a process for people.to settle private disputes when they cannot settle them on their own. Laws also beck u

like wills, leases, and employment agreements.

Law performs many important functions in society, but often law is not successful or effective in acc.

intended. Many things might explain-the ineffectiveness of law: (1) A law might be ineffective because it is an

(voting age could be set at 6 years of age or speed limits in school zones could be set at 55 mph). (2) A law mig

cause the processes by which law is applied are bad, not the law's content. .(A wlfare law might be sound, but b

way that is wasteful or unfair; criminal statutes might be unreasonable, but their enforcement and prosecution c
police disregard the rights of the accused or if courts are so crowded that suspects must wait months in jail be
(3) A law might be ineffective because governmental officials may put inappropriate legal resources to work on a
prohibition, the law's penal resource was used almost exclusively to deal with intemperance; since the repeal of
latory and benefit-distribution resources have also been put to work or problems of alcohol abuse.)

The three possible explanations for ineffective operation of laws (unsound content; unsound-processes;
legal resources) are treated in some detail in the material for Modules II and III and will not be repeated here.

The primary point in this unit is thateven when law is operating effectively, there are certain inhere

law can b expected to accomplish. Because of the nature of_ law, men, and societY, some things are beyond law's

working well. For example, no law can make people respect human dignity or even force a person to love another p
ings,in this unit provide.a brief survey of some inherent limitations of law.

2. Ay This Fame? --

Why study inherent limits of law in a law unit for social studies? First, in sWying law, we may wish
g(:.eral characteristics about law's nature, one of which,is simply that law is not all-powerful. Second, many pe
today, and some of this disrespect is undeserved. -Certainly laws can be improved and-used more effectively on s'
one sees that there are limits to what can be reasonably expected 'f law, he may become unduly and unnecessarily

and the legal system. The result of this might be loss of respect for the rule of law which is necessary tn a f

in a democracy, laws in large pact reflect what concerned people demand. Many students today want to improve our

legal change. By learning about some of law's limits, tomorrow's citizens may be able to spend their energies i

through law.

3. 0a-.4ine of the Teaching Scheme.
_

Five understandings in this unit provide illustrative examples of-some tasks that, by the very nature

beyond the capacity of law to perform: (1) laws cannot simultaneously promote conflicting valid interests, (2)
without support of certain nonlegal factors, (3) laws cannot control certain intangible things like thoughts an

cannot repair some kinds of injuries; and (5) laws cannot always determine the "true" facts. Each of the five u

trates the broader concept thil unit is designed to reach--ihat Tarugs_an instrument of social control is not all
There is no order ttlatlis necessarily proper in treating the five understandings. The teacher might organize an

standings as he ,sees fit. 2

*Set footnote on page 1,-Module 1.
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MODULE IV: SO:1E LIMITS OF 1.,p4*

e a:law!" People who gripe about some problem,frequently voice this plea. This little phrase, "There oughts
as if laws could do anything and everything. Laws can and do accomplish many important things in society-2-

are collected and spent on public benefits such as education, parks, hospitals, aefense, etc. Laws help regu--
ities that might otherwise be-unsafe or inefficiently conducted such as transportation, communication, manu-
ish certain harmful acts to discourage,those:who-might-take advantage of others. Through laWsuits, laws pro-
to settle private disputes when they cannot settle than on their own. Laws also back up private arrangements
,ployment agreements.

ny important functions in society,-but often law it not successful or effective in accomplishing whkt its framers
ght explain the ineffectiveness of la:4: (1) A law might be ineffective because it is an.un:asonable rule
at 6 yeart of age or speed limits in school zones could be set at 55 mph). (2) Aiiii_might be ineffective be-
ich law is applied are bid, not the content. (A welfare law might t -ound, but be administered in a

criminal statutes might be unreasonable, but their enforcement aha yrosecution could be unfair if
of the accused or if courts are-so crowded that:suspects must_wait months in jail before cases are heard.)

ctive because gbvernmental officials may put inappropriate legal resources to worlLon a given problem. (During
al resource was used almost exclusigely to deal witp intemperance; since the-repeal of prohibition laws, regu-
bution resources have alse_been put to work on problems of alcohol abuse.)

ble explanations for ineffective operation of-laws (unsound-content; Unsound processes; unsound allocation of
ted in some detail in the material for Modules II and III and will not be repeated here.

nt in this unit is that even when law is operating` effectively, there are certain inherent limitations on what
cnmplish. Because of the nature of law, men, and society, some things are beyond law's reach even-when law is
e, no law can make people respect human dignity or even force a person to love anot4r person. The understand-
a brief survey of some inherent limitations of law.

ent limits of law in a law unit for social studies? First, in studying law, we may wish to know impOrtant
bout law's nature, one of which is simply that law is not all-powerful. Svcond, many people disrespect law
isrespect is undeserved. Certainly lawscan be improved and Used more effectively on some problems, but unless
imits to whit can-be reasonably expected of Taw, he may become unduly and unnecessarily disenchanted with laws
e result of this might be loss of respect for the rule of law which is necessary in a free society. Finally,
rge part. reflect what concerned people demand. Many students today want to improve our society through orderly
g about some of law's limits, tomorrow's citizens may be able to spend their energies in influencing change

rig° Scheme.

ings in this unit provide illustrative examples of some tasks-that, by the very nature of law and society, are
w to perform: (1) laws-cannot simultaneously promote conflicting valithinterests, (2) laws cannot regulate
n .nonlegal factors, (3) laws cannot control certain intangible things like thoughts and beliefs, (4) laws
of 'injuries; and (5) laws cannot always detsrmine the "true" facts. Each of the five understandings illus-
t thit unit-is cksignsd to reachthat law as an instrument of social control is not all - powerful, but limited.
necessarily proper in treating the five understandings. The teacher might organize and emphasize the under-

Module 1:
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Module 4

SUMMARY OF UNDERSTANDINGS .

---I. IN SITUATIONS WHERE LAW ATTEMPTS TO PROMOTE LEGITIMATE INTERES

THAT CONFLICT, LAW IS LIMITED IN ITS CAFACITY TO PROMOTE BOTH.

II.- -THE-EFFECTIVEgSS---OF-AW-AS A SOCIAL CONTROL MAY BE LIMITED IF

o'
THE LAW IS UNSUPPORTED BY CERTAIN NONLEGAL FACTORS SUCH AS

MORALITY AND THE INSTINCT OF SELF-PRESERVATION.

III. SINCE LAW CANNOT READILY CONTROL THOUGHTS AND BELIEFS, TO BE

EFFECTIVE, THE LAW MUENTIFY SOME OVERT BEHAVIOR OR ACTIVI

TO REGULATE-

IV. IN PROVIDING REMEDIES FOR THE HARM WHICH ONE PERSON DOES ANOTH

LAW MAY CONFRONT SOME KINDS OF HARM THAT ARE 'BEYOND ITS LIMITE

POWER TO REPAIR OR COMPENSATE.

V. ALTHOUGH LAW USES MANY RULES AND PROCEDURES TO RESOLVE-DISPUTE

FACTS RATIONALLY AND FAIRLY, CIRCUMSTANCES MAY 'LIMIT THE ABILI

OF JUDGES AND JURORS TO DETERMINt THJ FACTS.

UNDERSTANDING I--

IN-SITUATIONS WHERE LAW ATTEMPTS TO PROMOTE LEGITIMATE INTERESTS THAT CONFLICT

IN ITS CAPACITY TU PROMOTE BOTH.

A. Expianation of Understanding I

Law is used in society to help promote numer)us interests or ends. Laws help

including-a healthy environment. Laws help keep comiwnity peace. Laws help secure ba

help secure equality of opportunity. Liws help structure and organize distribution an

resources. Laws help secure such privileges as,private ownership.

These and other interests
or_aigis_mt_law are not always easily coordinated.

like these,in particular circumstances, may conflict. By promoting one valid interest

interfere with another. For example, law's efforts to help secure private ownership n

interfere-wfth law's'tnterest in securing equality of opportunity. Freedom to sell or

II

0
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SUMMARY OF UNDERSTANDINGS_

I. IN SITUATIONS WHERE LAW ATTEMPTS TO PROMOTE LEGITIMATE INTERESTS

THAT CONFLICT; LAW IS LIMITED-IN ITS CAPACITY-TO PROMOTE 30TH.

II. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LAW AS A SOCIALAWBOLMAY BE LIMITED IP--
THE LAW IS. UNSUPPORTED BY_CERTAIN NONLEGAL FACTORS SUCH AS

-MORALITY_AND THE:1NSTINCT OF SELF-PRESERVATION._

-SINCE LAW CANNOT READILY CONTROL THOUGHTS AND BELIEFS, TO BE

EFFECTIVE, THE LAW MUST IDENTIFY SOME OVERT BEHAVIOR OR ACTIVITY

TO REGULATE.

I V. IN PROVIDING REMEDIES. FOR THE HARM. WHICH ONE PERSON DOES ANOTHER;

,LAW MAY- CONFRONT SOME KINDS OF HARM THAT ARE BEYOND ITS LIMITED

POWER TO REPAIR OR COMPENSATE. s

V: ALTHOUGH LAW USES MANY RULES AND PROCEDURES TO RESOLVE DISPUTED

FACTS RATIONALLY AND FAIRLY, CIRCUMSTANCES MAY LIMIT THE ABILITY

OF JUDGES AND JURORS TO DETERMINE THE FACTS.

6 I

ATIONS WHERE LAW ATTEMPTS TO PROMOTE LEGITIMATE INTERESTS THAT CONFLICI, LAW IS LIMITED

CAPACITY TO PROMOTE BOTH.

of Understanding

i used in society to help promote numerous` interests or ends. Laws,help_promote human health

lthy environment. Laws help keep-community peace. Lawi help secure basic freedbms.: Laws

ality of opportunity. Laws help structure and organize distribution and exchange of material

is he1p-secureCsuch privileges as private_ownership.

andiether interests or aims of law are not always easily coordinated. In fact, ialid interests

)articular circumstances, may conflict. By promoting one valid intarest, law -may of necessity

another. For example, law's efforts to help secure private ownership may in some circumstances

plaw's interett_in_seturing equality of opportunity. Freedom to .sell or rent-one'sprivate
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property to whomever one p leases may mean no equal opportunity for racial minorities when it

ing decent housing. Law's efforts to secure basic freedoms may in some latter's:OA agai

interest in keeping community peace. By protecting the basic freedom of expressfotriof the s

unpopular-views, law's interest in keeping order and peace in the= community is necessarily f

Thus, one of the most fundamental limits of law is something of a logical limitati,7

interests-may -tend to conflict, or even be mutually exclusive. Therefore, sometimes law can

Tet-two valid important interests at the same time:

Understandihg I

OBJECTIVES

Given a situation in which the legitimate interests of one party are adversely affe

ruling-that promotes the best interests of another, the student can:

-assess the consequences of the ruling for each party

-state whether the ruling is in the best interests of society in general and suppor

statement with valid arguments.--

Using_the newspaper or another-source- of current interest, the student can identify

two situations:Fr) Which legitimate interests of various parties are in conflict a

the consequences of ,i proposed decision te'-each party.

QUESTIONS'TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. What does it mean to say that valid interests of law sometimes clash? I.

. How is law limited. when valid-interests conflict?

.
Why-is it important to rook very closely at the facts of a case in which valid int

conflict?

.USE-OF VISUALS

.
GiveAhe students the statement of Judge Learned Hand that the function of law is

the herts,of people, but'to control the disorderly, even at times at the risk of

ASk the students to bring in newspaper and magazine pictures or cartoons that they

1 35
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r one pleases may mean no equal opportunity for racial minorities when it comes to secur-

Law's efforts to secure basic freedoms_mayiffsome situations work against law's

community peace. By protecting the basic freedom of expression of-the speaker with very

l's interest in keeping order and peace in the community it necessarily frustrated.
O

of the most fundamental limits of law is somethingof a logical limitation--valid

to conflict, or even be mutually exclusive. Therefore, sometimes law cannot fully pro-

rtant interests- at the same time.

anding

tuation in which the legitimate interests of one tarty are adversely affected by a'

-c promotes the bust interests of another, the student-can:

e consequences of the ruling for each party

ther the uling is in the best interests esociety in general and support his

with valid arguments. .

newspaper or another-source of current interest, the student can identify at least

ions in which legitimate_ interests of various parties are in conflictand assess .

uences of a proposed decision to each party.

POCH UNDERSTANDING

it mean to say that valid-interests of law sometimes clash? .

limited when validiterests conflict?

inipoi"an to look very closely at-the facts of a case in which valid interests of law

stUdeptthe,,statement of Judge Learned' Hand that the function of law iS "not to reform

s of people, bYt-tO control the disorderly,.eyen at times at the risk of making them angry."

tudentS=,tb'brinOn newspaper and magazine pictures or cartoons that they-think-are

I
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_

qt

illustratiOns of that support or belie this statemenc.. (The cartoon below could b

an example.) t.

Using -an opaque_ projector for-tatal lass discussion;-or working with small groups

the pictures without projection,a0-tudents to:

- iaentify visual clues that indicate imposition of law, feelings of people involv

- hypothesize "what would happen next" in the situation depicted in the picture.

- suggest ways that_the heat of anger could be dispelled without destroying the pe
provided by the law;

In the light of such discussion, is Judge Hand's definition of the function of law
anyone rephrase it so that.the class is-better satisfied with it?

A cartoon drawn by Albert has been omitted here because of copyright restrictions.

It is from Punch Magazine, October..21, 1970.
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ations of that support or belie till's statement. (The cartoon below could be used as
ple.)

n opaque projector for total class discussion, or working with small groups which_can,examine
tures without projection,ask-studenti-to:

ify.visual clues that indicate imposition of law,feelingsofrpeople involved.

hesize "what would happen next" in the situation depicted in the picture.

st ways that the heat of anger could be dispelled without destroying the peace_and_order
ded by the law:

light of such discussion, is Judge Hand's definition of the function of law valid? Could
rephrase it so that the class is better-satisfied with it?

awn by Albert has been omitted here because of copyright restrictions.

'urtch-Ma azine October 21, 1970.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

a) Siiggest to the students a hypothetical
situation in %hich a student, running for
office in student government, organized a
campaign demonstration in the cafeteria
during the lunch hour. Several students
and several faculty members complained
about the noise and confusion during lunch.
Use a "fishbowl" technique in which two

students in the inner circle speak for
the candidate, two for the student opposi-
tion, ar.d two for the school faculty.
Have one emptj, chair for the student who
wishes to step in the circle, be heard,

and step out. Using this format, role-
play a faculty-student discussion of the
incident, allowing a maximum of 20 minutes.
Have the "fishbowl observers" discuss the
participants' performances, focusing upon
conflicting valid interests represented
in the statements.

The class may then decide whether any
school rule could be developed-that would
protect all interests expressed in this

case.

DISCUSSION OF RESOURCES AND STRATEG

1. Conflict of valid interests in free expression
and public order and welfare.

a) Have student: read a synopsis of the case,
Feiner vs. New York which is an example of
possible conflict of interest between the
interests of the community in maintaining
peace and order on the streets and the com-

munity's interest in maintaining freedom of
speech. (See p. 142.) Whcn pupils have a good

137
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present cases where a court is fac
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to the students a hypothetical
)n in which a student, running for
to student government, organized a
i demonstration in the cafeteria
the lunch hour. Several students
-ral faculty members comprained
e noise and confusion during lunch.
fishbowl" technique in which two

b -in the inner circle speak for
didate, two for-the student opposi-
id two for the school faculty.
e empty chair for the student who
to step in the circle, be heard,
p ot.t. Using this format, role-
faculty-student discussion of the
t, allowing a maximum of 20 minutes.
e "fishbowl observers" discuss the
pants' performances, focusing-uponp
ting valid interests represented
statements.

ss may then decide whether any
rule could be developed that would
all interests expressed in this

1, Conflict of valid interests in free expression
and public order and welfare.

udents read a synopsis of the case, The rocedures su9gested for this understanding

vs. New pork which is an example of present cases where a court is faced with two legiti-

e conflict of interest between the mate interests of the law that conflict. Perhaps

is of the community in maintaining too often,students tend to look at most conflict

old order on the streets and the com- resolution as a process of selecting between a

s interest in maintaining freedom of "right" and "wrong" side. But often,conflicts that

(See p. 142.) When pupils have a good find their way into court do not afford the law
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

understanding of the details of the case,
assign certain pupils to prel,are and present
a skit depicting the events that gave rise

to this case. In order to evoke student
participation in reaching this understand-
ing, the class might role-play the case in

the Supreme Court. Given the background

facts of the case and the trial court
decision, students may argue and decide

the case on appeal. Teams of two students

might argue each side of the case before
nine other students who role-play the
Supreme Court in deciding the case. The

students who play Supreme Court justices
should actually decide which of the valid
conflicting interests in the particular
situation should prevail, and explain why

in a written opinion.

b) Select one or more of the following cases
:.(see pp. 143-145) which are examples of
conflict of valid interests between free
expression and public order and welfare.
Have pupils present a mock television
program of the cases. Some of the pupils

might be assigned to do visuals with the
scenes of their "TV" program.

Tinker vs. DesMoines School District,

vol. 393 U.S. Reports, p. 503 (1969)

Kovacs vs. Cooper, vol. 336 U.S. Reports,

p. 77 (1949)

Gregory vs. Chicago, vol. 394 U.S.

Reports, p. J11 (1969)
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on and public order and welfare.
ils present a mock television
of the cases. Some of the pupils

::stffeRfrtil113:10: :19:9:he
DesMoines School District,

vs. Cooper, vol. 336 U.S. Reports,
(1949)

vs. Chicago, vol. 394 U.S.
p. 111 (1969)
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this luxury. The choice is instead between "right"
and "right." And when two valid interests clash in
a situation that demands legal resolution, the law
is limited in the extent to which it can, in the
particular instarce, pursue both valid interests.

Our legal system seeks to protect free expression of
views regardless of their popularity. Free expres-
sion has been thought of as one of our most important
civil liberties; peaceful expression of divergent
views and dissent serve both as a process for expand-
ing knowledge and as a process for securing liberty
by subjecting gtvernment officials to public scrutiny.
An equally fundamental interest of any legal system
is preserving order in society, for without order,
there is little security for persons or property.

Interests in free expression and interests in order
are not always compatible: in many instances un-
restricted peaceful free expression (the inflamatory
speech, the student protest, the sound truck) may
interfere with orderly operations of society. On

the other hand, a society of maximum order might
suppress all expression except that of official
doctrine. Because such valid interests clash, law
is limited in the extent to which it can in some
circumstances simultaneously protect each. Instead,
it must examine in detail situations where such
interests conflict and determine in each particular
case which interest will be protected and which
will give way.

The same rationale holds true when interests in fair
police procedures and efficient law enforcement or
fair trial- and free press come into conflict. In
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c) Have pupils view a film or filmstrip
on the conflict of free expression
vs. public order. (The People of New

York vs. Irving Feiner can be used again

here.)

Freedom to Speak: The Feiner

Case. E.B.F. 27 mi73.1TOTOIT

- -BiWof Rights in Action: Due Process

-6f Law. BFA. 22 min. color

Bill of Rights in Action: ,Freedom of

Speech. BFA. 22 min. color.

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOU

specific fact situations, basic val

society conflict. Courts must car

particular facts of each case to d
interest should give way; simultan
both to equal degree is often beyo
ties, and this is a major.limitati

2. Conflict of valid interests in fair police procedures

("due process") and effective law enforcement ( "law and

order").

a) Have students read the details of the follow-

ing court cases. Assign some pupils to role-

play for the rest of the class one of the
cases to illustrate a conflict between the

legitimate interests of the police in "due
process" and facilitating "law and order."

(See pages 145-149.)

Terry vs. Ohio, vol. 392 U.S. Reports,
p. 1 (1968). (Since this case concerns the
right of an officer to "stop and frisk" an-
individual, teenagers may be interested in

the details.) See also: Oregon State Bar

,
Association, Search and Seizures for other

examples.

Berger vs. New York, vol. 388 U.S. Reports,

p. 41 (1967) (See page 150.)

- -Miranda vs. Arizona, vol. 384 U.S. Reports,

p. 436 (1966) (See page 150.)
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pils view a film or filmstrip
conflict of free expression
lic order. (The People of New

Irving Feiner can be used again
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of Rights in Action: DuelProcess

w. BFA. 22 min. color
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specific fact situations,basic valid interests of

society conflict. Courts must carefully weigh the

particular facts of each case to deterMine which-
interest shbuld give way; simultaneously promoting

both to equal degree is often beyond law's capabili-

ties, and this is a major limitation of law.

2. Conflict of valid interests in fair Police procedures

( "due process") and effective law enforcement ( "law and

order").

cudents read the details of the follow-

art cases. Assign some pupils to role-
or the rest of the class one of the

:o illustrate a conflict between the
nate interests of the police in "due
s" and facilitating "law and order."

ages 145-149.)

vs. Ohio, vol. 392 U.S. Reports,

(1968). (Since this case concerns the
t of an officer to "stop and frisk" an

teenagers may be interested in

details.) See also: Oregon State Bar

ciation, Sea: 'h and Seizures for other

Ales.

er vs. New York, vol. 388 U.S. Reports,

1 (1967) (See page 150.)

nda vs. Arizona, vol. 384 U.S. Reports,

36 (1966) (See page 150.)
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b) Have pupils view a film or filmstrip on
the conflict of fair police procedures vs.
efficient law enforcement. The following
is a possible title. Check your local

film centers for other possibilities.

Police Power, N.E.T. 60 min. b/w
(Panel on conflict between civil
liberties and police methods. Panel

consists of experts on criminology
and law enforcement.)

3. Conflict of valid interest in fair
trials and free press.

a) Provide pupils with readings which give
details of each of the following cases
without giving them the Supreme Court's
rulings. See if pupils can arrive at the
Supreme Court's decisions in these cases
which represent a conflict of valid
interest in fair trials with those of

free press. (See pages 150-151.)

--Rideau ys. Louisiana,vol 373 U.S. Reports

p. 723 (1963)

Estes vs. Texas, vol. 381 U.S. Reports,
p. 532 (1965)

--Sheppard vs. Maxwell, vol. 384 U.S. Reports,

p. 333 (1966)

b) Have some pupils prepare and present a debate
on the following topic: "An individual can
receive a fair trial even if newspapers
exercise their rights of free press and print
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all details related to the case."
In connection with the debate, individuals
representing the local newspaper, police,
and district attorney's office might be
invited to sit in on the debate and express
their opinions on the fair trial/fae press
conflict.

c) HaveToupils view a film or filmstrip on the
fair trial/free press issue. The following
title is one possibility:

Free Press vs. Fair Trial by Jury--The
Sheppard Case. EncyclopediaBritannica
Educational Corp. 27 min. (A study of

the trial of Dr. Sam Sheppard in 1954.
Documentary footage of key figures and
reenactment of the crime reveal the con-
flict between freedom of the press and
the right of the accused. Also included,

footage on Supreme Court's decision in
1961 reversing' original verdict.
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RESO,RCES*

Feiner vs. New York, vol. 340JJ.S. Reports, p. 315 (1951)

"Irving Feiner, an articulate young Syracuse University student,...in a loud,

pitched voice urged his audience of some seventy-five to eighty whites and It

to attend a mdcting that evening on racial discrimination and civil rights.

course of his Apeech Feiner called the then President Harry S. Truman a 'bum'

referred to the Mayor of Syracuse as a 'champagne sipping bum.' He remarked

the 'American Legion is a Nazi Gestapo,' and that the colored people Mould '

up in arms" and fight for their rights. After about twenty minutes of lister

Feiner, the crowd became somewhat restless and there was some shoving, pushir

milling around. There were two policemen at the scene, but they seemed more

with the movement of traffic...than in Feiner's speech. But the crowd became

restless. ...a man in the audience...told the policemen to get Feiner off tl

box or he would pull him off himself. Thereupon one of the officers asked

get down off the box so that the crowd could be dispersed but Feiner refused

officer arrested him for disorderly conduct.

"Feiner was convicted in the local trial court and sentenced to, thirty days it

ment. After the conviction was sustained by...the highest state court, Feint

his case to the Supreme Court. ...

"MR. CHIEF JUSTICE VINSON delivered the opinion of the Court.

11 ...Petitioner was accorded a full, fair trial. The trial judge heard testim

and contradicting the judgment of the police officers that a clear danger of

threatened. After weighing this contradictory evidence, the trial judge reac

sion that the police officers were justified in taking action to prevent a b

...The courts below recognized petitioner's right to hold a street meeting a

locality, to make use of loud-speaking equipment in giving his speech, and t

tory remarks concerning public officials and the American Legion. They fount

officers in making the arrest were motivated solely by a proper concern for

tion of order and protection of the general welfare and that there was no ev

could lend color to a claim that the acts of the police elkre a cover for sup

petitioner's views and opinions. Petitioner was thus neitper arrested nor c

the making or the content of his speech.

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other

summaries or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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ler vs. New York, vol. 340 U.S. Reports, p. 315 (1951)

:wing Feiner, an articulate young Syracuse University student,...in a loud, high-

J.ched_voice, urged his audience of some seventy-five to eighty whites and Negroes

) attend a meeting that evening on racial discrimination and civil rights. In the

purse of his speech Feineecalled the then President Harry S. Truman a 'bum' and

ferred to the Mayor of Syracuse as a 'champagne sipping bum.' He remarked that

le 'American Legion is a Nazi Gestapo,' and that the colored people should "rise

' in arms" and fight for their rights. After about twenty minutes of listening to

Ariel-, the crowd became somewhat restless and there was some shoving, pushing, and

tiling around. There were two policemen at the scene, but they seemed more concerned

1th the movement of traffic...than in Feiner's speech. But the crowd became more

astless. ...a man in the audience...told.the policemen to get Feiner off the wooden

)x or he would pull him, off himself. Thereuponone of the officers asked Feiner to

at down off the box sp that the crowd could be dispersed but Feiner refused. ...the

fficer arrested him for disorderly conduct.

einer was convicted in the local trial court and sentenced to thirty days imprison-

ent. After the conviction was sustained by...the highest state court, Feiner brought

Is case to the Supreme Court. ...

R. CHIEF JUSTICE VINSON delivered the opinion of the Court.

..Petitioner was accorded a full, fair trial. The trial judge heard testimony supporting

nd contradicting the judgment of the police officers that a clear danger disorder was

hreatened. After weighing this contradictory evidence, the trial judge reached the conclu-

ion that the police officers were justified in taking action to prevent a breach of peace.

courts below recognized petitioner's right to hold a street meeting at this

ocality, to make use of loud-speaking equipment in giving his speech, and to make deroga-

'ory remarks concerning public officials and the American Legion. They found that the

fficers in making the arrest were motivated solely by a proper concern for the preserva-

ion of order and protection of the general welfare and that there was no evidence which

ould lend color to a claim that the acts of the police were a cover for suppression of

etitioner's views and opinions. Petitioner was thus neither arrested nor convicted for

he making or the content of his speech.

otations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other statements are

or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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"...The findings of the state courts as to the existing situation and the imminen

of greater disorder coupled with petitioner's deliberate defiance of the police

officers convince us that we should not reverse this conviction in the name of f

speech. ..."

Tinker vs. DesMoines School District, vol. 393 U.S. Reports, p. 503 (1969)

"Mr. Justice Fortas delivered the opinion of the Court. Petitioner John F. Tinke

15 years old, arid petitioner Christopher Eckhardt, 16 years old, attended high

schools in Des Moines, Iowa. Petitioner Mary Beth Tinker, John's sister, was a

13-year-old student in junior high school.

"In December 1965, a group of adults and students in Des Moines held a meeting at

the_Eckhardt home. The group determined to publicize their objections to the

hostilities in Vietnam and their support for a truce by wearing black armbands

during the holiday season and by fasting on December 16 and New Year's Eve.

Petitioners and their parents had previously engaged in similar activities, and

they decided to parti :ipate in the program.

"The principals of the Des Moines schools became aware of the plan to wear armba

On December 14, 1965, they met and adopted a policy that any student wearing an

armband to school would be asked to remove, it, and if he refused he would be su:

until he returned without the armband. Petitioners were aware of the regulatior

the school authorities adopted.

"On December 16, Mary Beth and Christopher wore black armbands to their schools.

Tinker wore his armband the next day. They were all sent home and suspended fr

school until they would come back without their armbands. They yid not return

until after the planned period for wearing armbands had expired--that is, until

New Year's Day.

"The complaint was filed in the United States District Court by petitioners, thr

their fathers, under § 1983 of Title 42 of the United States Code. It prayed f

injunction restraining the respondent school officials and the respondent membe

of the board of directors of the school district from disciplining the petitio

and it sought nominal damages.
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greater disorder coupled with petitioner's deliberate defiance of the police

ficers convince us that we should not reverse this conviction in the name of free

eech. ..."
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mband to school would be asked to remove it, and if he refused he would be suspended

til he returned without the armband. Petitioners were aware of the regulation that

e school authorities adopted.

December 16, Mary Beth and Christopher wore black armbands to their schools. John

nker wore his armband the next day. They were all sent home and suspended from

hool until they would come back without their armbands. They did not return to school

til after the planned .period for wearing armbands had expired--that is, until after

14 Year's Day.

le complaint was filed in the United States District Court by petitioners, through

leir fathers, under § 1983 of Title 42 of the United States Code. It prayed for an

junction restraining the respondent school officials and the respondent members

f the board of directors of the school district from disciplining the petitioners,

d it sought nominal damages.
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"The,schoo3 officials bair.,d and sought to punish petitioners for a silent, passive
expression of opinion, companied by any disorder or disturbance on the.part of

petitioners, There is 1. ,e no evidence whatever of petitioner's interference, actu
or nascent, with the schools' work or of collision with the rights of other student
to be secure and to be let alone. Accordingly, this case does not concern speech
or action that intrudes upon the work of the schools or the tights of other student

"Only a few of the 18,000 students in the school system wore the black armbands. On

five students were suspended for wearing them. There is no indication that the wor

of the schools or any class was disrupted. Outside dle classrooms, a few students

hostile remarks to the children wearing armbands, but there were no threats or acts

violence on school premises. ...

"The principle of these cases is not confined to the supervised and ordained discuss
which takes place in the classroom. The principal use to which the schools are ded

is to accommodate students during prescribed hours for the purpose of certain types

activities. Among those activities is personal intercommunication among the studen
This is not only an inevitable part of the process of attending school; it is also
important part of the educational process. A student's rights, therefore do not em

merely the classroom hours. When he is in the cafeteria, or on the playing field,
on the campus during the authorized hours, he may express his opinions, even on con
versial subjects like the conflict in Vietnam; if he does so without 'materially an
substantially interfer[ing] with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the

tion of the school' and without colliding with the rights of others...

"As we have discussed, the record does not demonstrate any facts which might reasona
have led school authoritieL. to forecast substantial disruption of or material inter
ference with school activities, and no disturbances or disorders on the school prem

in fact occurred. These petitioners merely went about their ordained rounds in sch
Their deviation consisted only in wearing on their sleeve a band or bla cloth,

not more than two inches wide. They wore it to exhibit their disapproval of the
Vietnam hostilities and their advocacy of a truce, to make their views kno'in, and,

their example, to influence others to adopt them. They neither interrupted school

activities nor sought to intrude in the school affairs or the lives of others. The

caused discussion outside of the classrooms, but no interference wit:, work and no d

order. In the circumstances, our Constitution does not permit officials of the Sta

to deny their form of expression. ..."
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used discussion_outside of the classrooms, but no interference with work and no dis-

der. In the circumstances, our Constitution does not permit officials of the State

deny their form of expression. ..."
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The case of Tinker vs. DesMoines School District can also be found in the following

Cohen, et.al. Bill of Rig44: a sourcebook. pp. 232-233.

Parker, et. al. Civil liberties: case studies and the lay. p. 178.

Some students might be interested in comparing Edwards vs. South Carolina (1963) wit

Adderly vs. Florida (1966). Sources:

Oregon State Bar Association. Freedom of the press. pp. 4 -*

Cohen,,et. al. The Bill of Rights: a sourcebook. pp. 235-236.

Bragdon and Pittenger. The pursuit of justice. pp. 45-48 and 159.

Quigley and Longaker. Conflict, polf.tics and freedom. pp. 59-60.

Kovacs vs. Cooper, vol. 336 U.S. Reports p. 77 (1949)
1

Challenge on free expression grounds to an ordinance prohibiting use of sound truc

"Emitting loud and raucous noises." Weighing this relatively efficient method of

expression of issues against the comfort and convenience of the public, the Suprem

Court decided the comfort of the community should prevail in this circumstances.

Gregory vs. Chicago, vol. 394 U.S. Reports, p. 111 (1969)

Challenge to a conviction of disorderly conduct when, during an orderly marc.. from

City Hall to the mayor's residence to protest school segregation, a crowd of by-
standers grew "threatening" and the marchers refused to disperse at the request or

police. Weighing the interest in preventing public disorder against the interest
in protecting orderly expression of protest, the Supreme Court decided an interest

in peaceful expression of dissent should prevail inthese circumstances.

Terry vs. Ohio, vol. 392 U.S. Reports, p. 1 (1968)

[Testimony included in the report of the Supreme Court decision]

"...Officer McFadden testified that while he was patrolling in plain clothes in do'.

Cleveland at approximately 2:30 in the afternoon of October,31, 1963, his attenti
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attracted by two men, Chilton and Terry, standing on the corner of Huron Road and

Euclid Avenue. He had never seen the two nen before, and he was unable to say pr

cisely what first drew his eye to them. However, he testified that he had been a

policeman for 39 years and a detective for 35 and that he had been assigned to pa

this vicinity of downtown Cleveland for shoplifters and pickpockets for 30 years.

He explained that he had developed routine habits of observation over the years

and that he would 'stand and watch people or walk and watch people at many intery

of the day.' He added: 'Now, in this case when I looked over they didn't look.r

to me at the time.'

"...He saw one of the men leave the other one and walk southwest on Huron Road, pa

some stores. The man paused for a moment and looked in a store window, +hen walk

on a short distance, turned around and walked back toward the corner, pausing one

again to look in the same store window. He rejoined his companion at the corner,

the two conferred briefly. Then the second man went through the same series of

scrolling down Huron Road, looking in the same Window, walking on a short distanc

turning back, peering in the store window agaip,fandreturning to confer with the

first man at the corner. The two men repeated This ritual alternately between fi

and six times apiece--in all, roughly a dozen trips. At one point, while the two

were standing together on the corner, a third man approached them and engaged the

briefly in conversation. This man then left the two others and walked.west on Eu

Avenue. Chilton and Terry resumed their measured pacing, peering and conferring.

After this had gone on for 10 to 12 minutes, the two men walked off together, hea

west on Euclid Avenue, following the path taken earlier by the third man.

"By this time Officer McFadden had become thoroughly suspicious. He testified tha

he suspected the two men of 'casing a job, a stick-up,' and that he considered it

duty .as a police officer to investigate further. He added that he feared 'they

have a gun.' Thus, Officer McFadden followed Chilton and Terry and saw them sto

front of Zucker's store to talk to the same man who had corferred with them earli

on the street corner. Deciding that the situation was ripe for direct action, 0

McFadden approached the three men, identified himself a police officer and as

for their names. At this point his knowledge was confined to what he.had obsery

He was not acquainted with any of the three men by name or by sig'h't, and he had

no information concerning them from any other source. When the men 'mumbled som

in response to his inquiries, Officer McFadden grabbed petitioner Terry, spun hi
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so that they were facing the other two, with Terry between McFadden and the other

and patted down the outside of his clothing. In. the left breast pocket of Terry's

overcoat Officer McFadden felt a pistol. He reached inside the overcoat pocket,

was unable to remove the gun. At this point, keeping Terry between himself and t

others, the officer ordered all three men to enter Zucker's store. As they went

he removed Terry's overcoat completely, removed a 38-caliber revolver from the po

and ordered. all three men to face the wall with their hands raised. Officpr McFa

proceeded to pat down the outer clothing of Chilton and the third man, Katz. He

discovered another revolver in the outer pocket of Chilton's overcoat, but no wea

were found on Katz. The officer testified that he only patted the men down to se

whether they had weapons, and that he did not put his hands beneath the outer ga

of either Terry or Chilton until he felt their guns. So far as appears from the

he never placed his hands beneath Katz! outer garments. Officer McFadden seized

gun, asked the proprietor of the store to call a police wagon, and took all three

to the stations where Chilton* and Terry were formally charged with carrying conc

weapons. ...

"...this question thrusts to the fore difficult and troublesome issues regarding a

sensitive area of police activity--...the practical and constitutional arguments.
over the power of the police to 'stop and frisk'--...suspicious persons.

"[This section contains some of the arguments given by Chief Justice Warren for hi.

decision.]

"On the one hand, it is frequently argued that in dealing with the rapidly unfoldi
and often dangerous situations on city streets the police are in need of an escal-

set of flexible responses, graduated in relation to the amount of information the

possess. For this purpose it is urged that distinctions should be made between a

and an 'arrest' (or a 'seizure' of a person), and between a 'frisk' and a 'search

Thus, it is,argued, the police should be allowed to 'stop' a person and detain hi

briefly for questioning upon suspicion that he may be connected with criminal act
Upon suspicion that the person may be armed, the police should have the power to

him for weapons. If the 'stop' and the 'frisk' give rise to probable cause to be

*Chilton died before the case was tried by the Supreme Court, so the decision in

only the case of Terry.
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that the suspect has committed a crime, then the police should be empowered to

formal 'arrest,' and a full incident 'search' of the person. ...

"On the 'other side the argument is made that the authority of the police must
Strictly circumsr,iibed by the law of arrest and search as it has developed to d

the [interpretation] of the Fourth Amendment. ...

"...And simple 'good faith on the part of the arresting officer is not enough.'
subjective-good faith alone were the test, the protections of the Fourth Amendm

evaporate, and the people would be 'secure in their persons, houses, papers, an

only in the discretion of the police.' Beck vs. Ohio, supra, at 97.

"...Officer McFadden...had observed Terry, Chilton, and Katz go through a series

each of them perhaps innocent in itself, but which taken together warranted fur

investigation. There is nothing unusual in two men standing together on a stre

perhaps waiting for someone. Nor is there anything suspicious about people in

cumstances strolling up and down the street, singly or in pairs. Store windows

are made to be looked in. But the story is quite different where, as here, two

about a street corner for an extended period of time, at the end of which it be

apparent that they wee not waiting for anyone or anything; where these men pace

along an identical route, pausing to stare in the same store window roughly 24

where each completion of this route is followed immediately by a conference beta

two men on the corner; where they are joined in one of these conferences by a t

who leaves swiftly; and where the two men finally follow the third and rejoin h

of-blocks away. It would have been poor police work indeed for an officer of 3

experience in the detection of thievery from stores in this same neighborhood t

failed to investigate this behavior further.

"The crux of this case, however, is...whether there was justification for McFadd

invasion of Terry's personal security by searching him for weapons in the cours

investigation. ...there is the more immediate interest of the police officer i

. steps to assure himself that the person with whom he is de.ling is not armed wi

weapon that could unexpectedly and fatally be used against him. CertainOVitw
unreasonable to require that police officers take unnecessary risks in he perf

of their duties. American criminals have a long tradition of armed violence, a

year in this country many law enforcement officers are killed in the line of du

thousands more are wounded. Virtually all of these deaths and a substantial po

the injuries are inflicted with guns and knives.
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e crux of this case, however, is...whether there was justification for McFadden's
vasion of Terry's personal security by searching him for weapons in the course of that

vestigation. ...there is the more immediate interest of the police officer in taking
eps to assure himself that the person with whom he is dealing is not armed with a
apon that could unexpectedly and fatally be used against him. Certainly it would be

reasonable to require that police officers cake unnecessary risks in the= performance
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ar in this country many law enforcement officers are killed in the line of duty, and
ousands more are wounded. Virtually all of these deaths arid a substantial portion of
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"In view of these facts, we cannot blind ourselves to the need for law enforcemen

to protect themselves and other prospective victims of violence in situations wh

may lack probable cause for an arrest. When an officer is justified in believin

individual whose suspicious. behavior he is investigating at close range is armed

presently dangerous to the officer or to others, it would appear to be clearly ur

to deny the officer the power to take necessary measures to determine whether th

is in fact carrying a weapon and to neutralize the threat of physical harm.

"We must still consider, however, the nature and quality of the intrusion on indil

rights which must be accepted if police officers are to be conceded the right to

for weapons in situations where probable cause to arrest for crime is lacking.

limited search .of the outer clothing for weapons constitutes a severe, though br

intrusion upon cherished personal security, and it must surely be an annoying,

and perhaps, humiliating-experience. ...

"Our evaluation of the proper balance that has to be struck in this type of case

us to conclude that there must be a narrowly drawn authority to permit a reasona

for weapons for the protection-of the police officer, where he has reason to bel

he is dealing with an armed and dangerous individual, regardless of whether he h

cause to arrest the individual for a crime. The officer need not be absolutely

that the individual is armed; the issue is whether a reasonably prudent man in t!

stances would be warranted in the belief that his safety or that of others was i

"...We think on the facts and circumstances Officer McFadden detailed before the

judge a reasonably prudent man would have been warranted in believing petitioner

and thus presented a threat to the officer's safety while he was investigating h

behavior. ...

"...Officer McFadden confined his search strictly to what was minimally necessary

whether the men were armed'and to disarm them once he discovered the weapons. H

conduct a general exploratory search for whatever evidence of criminal activity

find.

"We conclude that the revolver seized from Terry was properly admitted in evidenc

him. ...Such a search is a reasonable search under the-Fourth Amendment, and any

seized may properly be introduced in evidence against the person from whom they
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Berger vs. New York, vol. 388 U.S. Reports, p. 41 (1967)

Challenge to a conviction of conspiracy to bribe a city official on the ground tr

evidence was improperly collected with an electronic wire tap device. Weighing a

interest in "privacy of the home" against "a most important technique of law enfc
ment," the Supreme Court decided in these circumstances an interest in privacy sr
prevail, saying that electronic eavesdropping is "search and seizure" and thus su

to Fourth Amendment restrictions.

See also: Bassiouni et. al., Crimes and justice. pp. 63-64.

Miranda vs. Arizona, vol. 384 U.S. Reports, p. 436 (1966)

Challenge to a murder conviction because after the suspect was taken into police
custody and before questioning, he was not warned of his rights to silence and tc

attorney. Weighing an interest in having people be aware of their rights in crir
prosecutions against an interest in gathering confession evidence to convict crii

the Supreme Court decided an interest in having people know their rights should

See also: Bassiouni et. al., Crimes and ,justice. pp. 48-53.

Oregon State Bar Association., Privilege against self-incrimination.

Tresolini, These liberties. pp. 46-60.

EBF. Right to remain siZent: the Miranda case. (And Pamphlet)*

Rideau vs. Louisiana,vol. 373 U.S. Reports, p. 723 (1963)

Challenge to conviction of robbery, kidnapping, and murder on grounds that judge

to move trial to another location after a local TV_station broadcast an intervie

the suspect confessed to the charges. Weighing an interest in free disseminatio

against an interest in having guilt decided at trial, the Supreme Court decided

in having guilt determined at trial should prevail in these circumstances. So ac

given a change venue.

Estes vs. Texas, vol. 381 U.S. Reports, p. 532 (1965)

Challenge to conviction of swindling on grounds that TV coverage at the trial pr

the accused. Weighing the interest in the public being informed of what occurs
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against the actual unfairness that could be caused by the presence of a TV in

courtroom, the Supreme Court decided an interest in fair trials should prevail

these circumstances. Court decided that accused was not allowed due process.

other reasons, TV was psychologically disturbing to jurors and judge. Note tha

Federal court cases bar live TV coverage as do all but two states. Many pupil

probably aware of this fact.

See also: Oregon State Bar Association. Free press - fair trial. pp. 13-14

Sheppard vs. Maxwell, vol. 384 U.S. Reports, p. 333 (1966)

Challenge to conviction of murder on grounds that extensive netts coverage bef

and during the trial implied to the public (including the jurors) that the sus

was guilty and otherwise prejudiced his trial. Weighing an interest of subje

the judicial process to public scrutiny through an unrestrained press against

.
interest in preventing impairment of jury impartiality, the Supreme Cpurt demi

an interest in fair trials should prevail in these circumstances.

See also: Bassiouni et al. Crimes and justice. pp. 54-56.

Oregon State Bar Association. Free press - fair trial. p. 4.
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UNDERSTANDING II

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LAW AS ASOCIAL CONTROL MAY BE LIMITED IF THE LAW IS UNSUPPOR'
CERTAIN NONLEGAL FACTORS SUCH AS MORALITY AND THE INSTINCT OF SELF-PRESERVATION.

A. Explanation of Understanding II

Law can be viewed as one kind of social control--a formal set of do's and don'ts
together safer and easier. Of course, laws are only one kind of social control; familiar i
include custom, tradition, morality, and even the basic interest in self-preservation. Sot

legal factors are stronger than the control of law,.and law may be limited by.the extent ti

consistent with these factors. For example, suppose that tomorrow cigarettes and alcohol
list of dangerous drugs whose use is subject to serious penalty. Such a law would havc to

part against the grain of common custom and popular morality. And in all likelihood, lack

such nonlegal factors would limit the effectiveness of legal prohibition.

B. Teaching Understanding II

OBJECTIVES

. Given a conflict situation, the student can identify the possible actions that ca
analyze each alternative in terms of the moral principles involved,-and suggest t
most palatable to the public.

. Given a case in which the question of self-preservation is involved, the student
the actions of each of the principal participants in terms of the values held by

. Given a hypothetical conflict situation in which he himself is involved, the stude
application of the valuing process by explaining why a specific course of action

sistent with his values.

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. What nonlegal factors influence social interaction?

. How is the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of law influenced by nonlegal factors

control?
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CTIVENESS OF LAW AS A SOCIAL CONTROL MAY BE LIMITED IF THE LAW IS UNSUPPORTED BY

NONLEGAL FACTORS SUCH AS MORALITY AND THE INSTINCT OF SELF-PRESERVATION.

of Understanding II

be viewed as one kind of social control--a formal set of do's and don'ts that make living
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ctors would limit the effectiveness of legal prohibition.

'erstan(11*-ng II

conflict situation, the student can identify the possible actions that can be taken,
each alternative in terms of the moral principles involved, and suggest the solution

tlatable to the public.

case in which the question of self-preservation is involved, the student can describe

.ions of each of the principal participants in terms of the values held by those individuals.

hypothetical conflict situation in which he himself is involved, the student can demonstrate
tion of the valuing process by explaining why a specific course of action would be con-

: with his values.

REACH UNDERSTANDING
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the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of law influenced by nonlegal factors of social

1?
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USE OF VISUALS

. Have students study the cartoons below and'on page 132. Check understanding of th

identification and analysis questions (for example: What is happening? - Why is t

funny?) Then have groups of students attempt to write a law related to the situati

by the cartoon. The class may then discuss the chances of these laws being obeyed.

Children's Paint'
CompetitionNumb

A cartoon for coloring has been omitted here because of copyright restrictions. It

Punch Magazine, December 2, 1970.
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Module 4

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESO

1. Circumstances-where law tries to operate against
the grain of human interest in self-preservation.

a) Explain to pupils what the New York
statutes defines regarding murder
and justification for use of physical
force. Then assign pupilS the task
of creating a short skit in which an
individual must "kill or be killed."

b) A discussion of the following sample
cases should prove quite interesting
to the pupils. In all three cases,
the accused were faced with the task
of killing in order to survive.
During discussion, ask pupils what
their-reactions might have been under
the same circumstances. (See page 160.)

Regina vs. Dudley and Stephens?
Law Reports, vol. 14, Queens Bench
Division 1884 (English)

United States vs. Holmes, in Federal
Cases, Book 26 (cases 15, 244 to
15,819) p. 360 (1842)

"The Case of the Speluncean Explorers"
by L. Fuller, in vol. 62 Harvard Law
Review, p. 616 (1949)

9

154
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rules of law may be limited by th
they are consistent with or suppo
forces. Law may be most effectiv
to these nonlegal forces.

Perhaps the strongest of'nonlegal
influencing social interaction is
self-preservation. We have hundr
lations aimed at helping people t
in safety. But each driver's int
preservation is the strongest inf
driving. The traffic regulation
to be ignored is the one that the
to be unnecessary to his own safe
Thus, the law is limited by the e
against one's concern for self-pr

The most dramatic example of this
of self-defense. The law punishi
tended to discourage those who mi
law almost universally makes an e
another in self-defense. Because
is such a strong instinct, a lega
it very difficult to enforce a la
killing in self- defense.

The three remaining resources and
present cases where people were p
where the choice was between kill
themselves. in each case,the limi
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Law may be viewed as a social control. Law is not
only social influence at work in society, and formal
rules of law may be limited by the extent to which
they are consistent with or supported by nonlegal
forces. Law may be most effective when it conforms
to these nonlegal forces.

Perhaps the strongest of nonlegal forces at work in
influencing social interaction is the interest in
self-preservation. We have hundreds of legal regu-
lations aimed at helping people travel our highways
in safety. But each driver's interest in self-
preservation is the strongest influence on safe
driving. The traffic regulation that is most likely
to be ignored is the one that the driver perceives
to be unnecessary to his own safety and well-being.
Thus, the law is limited by the extent it goes
against one's concern for self-preservation.

The most dramatic example of this may be the matter
of self-defense. The law punishing murder is in-
tended to discourage those who might kill. But this
law almost universally makes an exception for killing
another in self-defense. Because self-preservation
is .such atstrong instinct, a legal system would find
it very difficult to enforce a law which prohibits
killing in self-defense.

The three remaining resources under subsection 1
present cases where people -ire placed in situations

where the choice was between killing another or dying
themselves. In each case,the limits of law's power
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to discourage killing were surpassed
in self-preservation. In each case,
struggled with applying the law to su

2. An actual occurrence in American legal history where law
has lacked "public support" or operated without the back-
la of "public morality."

a) Have pupils lcJk up specific details
of the 18th and 21st amendments
to the Federal Constitution. Assign pupils
to read in depth concerning the effective-
ness of the Prohibition law. In their
reports, pupils should be able to relate
some of the unorthodox happenings such as
bootlegging, "bath-tub gin," speakeasies
generally, the overall increase in criminal
activities. The excerpt on page 160 from
"Alcoholic Beverage Control Before Repeal"
by Clark Byse might be a fitting introduc-
tion to this topic.

b) Have pupils make use of Readers Guide to
Periodical Literature and American history
texts to look up the landmark Supreme
Court cases dealing with segregation and
integration--Plessy vs. Ferguson, Brown vs.
Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, and
Holmes vs. Alexander. Other pupils might
investigate how much followup there has
actually been in the Southern school
systems to carry out the court's orders
to integrate and grant to all citizens
equal protection under the law guaranteed
by the 14th amendment to the United

States Constitution.
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to discourage killing were surpassed by the interest
in self-preservation. In each case, the courts
struggled with applying the law to such circumstances

2. An actual occurrence in American legal history where law
has lacked "public support" or operated without the back-
ing of "public morality."
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An interest in self-preservation is not the only
nonlegal force that may serve ,as a limit to the ef-
fectiveness of law. To the extent that law goes
against the grain of popular morality, custom, or
tradition, it may be of limited effect. The prohi-
bition era of the 1920's, provides a clear example
in American history. The social problems of alcohol
abuse were met with comprehensive prohibitions of
manufacture and sale of alcohol. Yet drinking was
largely morally condoned and socially accepted. The
result massive numbers of "repectable" citizens and
officials disregarded the law with impunity.

Some of the most controversial interpretations of
the U.S. Constitution of the Warren Court era have
confronted the same limitation of law. Brown vs.
Board of Education, in 1954, determined ThiVtfie-
eiiir protection clause of the U.S. Constitution
forbids segregation of school children by races.
Nevertheless, more than a decade and a half after
that case was decided, more than half of the black
children in Americaattend predominately segregated
schools. Lack of popular and moral support of a
large portion of our population in implementing the
requirements set forth in Brown probably helps
explain the relative ineffectiveness of this law.
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c) The statement on page 160 was contained
on an envelope mailed within a regular

envelope. The statute related to this

type of mailing is listed below the
message.

Have each student write anonymously
his or her probable action if he
received such an envelope in the mail.

--Have the class discuss what they per-
ceive as the intent of the statute; they
can then add to their perceptions any
additional ideas from the introductory
statements on page 161.

--Compare the anonymous statements with
the class decision concerning the intent
of the statute. Is the law effective in
bringing out the desired change of be-

havior?

--Suggest ways that the desired changes
could be brought about by societal
action.

The school prayer cases reveal a sii

In the 1950's and early 1960's

interpreted the First Amendment as
religious exercise in public school
sions were inconsistent with the pe
concerning the proper relation betw
education of large nulmt vs of citiz

officials. The result has been tha
practices have remained unchanged i
public schools, notwithstanding the

d) As an introduction to the topic of religious
exercises in the public school system, the
teacher might poll the class to see how many
pupils have attended schools where religious
exercises were part of the daily procedure:.
The question might then be asked: Why is this

subject so controversial and what legal action

if any, has been initiated about religious
services in public schools? This would be a

natural point to study the case of Bible Reading
and Prayers in Public Schools. (See page 165

for references.)
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The school prayer cases reveal a similar limit of law

In the 1950's and early 1960's the Supreme Court

interpreted the First Amendment as prohibiting any
religious exercise in public schools. These deci-

sions were inconsistent with the personal conviction
concerning the proper relation between religion and
education of large numbers of citizens and education

officials. The result has been that religious
practices have remained unchanged in thousands of

public schools, notwithstanding their illegality.

introduction to the topic of religious

ises in the public school system, the
er might poll the class to see how many

s have attended schools where religious

ises were part of the daily procedure.
uestion might then be asked: Why is this

ct so controversial and what legal action
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e) Have pupils view a film or filmstrip on
the school prayer controversy. The follow-

ing titles are possibilities:

--"Tbe 'Schempp Case: Bible Reading in

Public Schools." Color No. 2858; B/W

No. 2859. Encyclopedia Britannica
Film Division.

"Bill of Rights in Action: Freedom of

Religion." 21 min., color, BFA.

f) A recent United States Vice President,
Hubert Humphrey made the following state-
ment: "There are not enough jails, not
enough policemen and not enough courts
to enforce a law not supported by the
people." Divide the class in half. Have
one half devise arguments to support this
statement, the other half to devise reasons
why theyrmight disagree with the Vice
President's statement.
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RESOURCES*
New York Statutes

New WI( Penal Law,-Section 125.25 "Murder."

A person is guilty of murder when:

1. With intent to cause the death of another person, he causes the death o

person or of a third person;

[Exceptions]

(a) The defendant acted under the influence of extreme emotional dis

for which there was a reasonable explanation or excuse, the reaso

of which is to be determined from the viewpoint of a person in t

defendant's situation under the circumstances as the defendant

them to be. ...or

(b) The defendant's conduct consisted of causing or aiding, without

of duress or deception, another person to commit suicide.

2. Under circumstances evincing a depraved indifference to human life, he

engages in conduct which creates a grave risk of death t') another pers

thereby causes the death of another person; or

3. Acting either alone or with one or more other persons, he commits or a'

commit robbery, burglary, kidnapping, arson, rape in the first degree,

the first degree, sexual abusd in the first degree, escape in the firs

degree, or escape in the second degree, and, in the course

of and in furtherance of such crime or of immediate flight therefrom,

participant, if there be any, causes the death of a person other than

participants; ...

[Exceptions]

(a) [The defendant] did not commit the homicidal act or in any way

request, command, importune, cause or aid the commission thereo

(b) Was not armed with a deadly weapon, or any instrument, article

readily capable of causing death or serious physical injury and

not ordinarily carried in public places by law-abiding persons;

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Othe'

are summaries or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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RESOURCES*
'k Statutes

.k Penal Law, Section 125.25 "Murder."

son is guilty of murder when:

With intent to cause the death of another person, h.- causes the death of such
person or of a third person; ...

[Exceptions]

(a) The defendant acted under the influence of (..xtreme emotional disturbance

for which there was a reasonable explanation or excuse, the reasonableness
of which '13 tC determined from the viewpoint of a person in the

defendant's situation under the circumstances as the defendant believed
them to be.' ...or

`Cb) The defendant's conduct consisted of causing, or aiding, without the use

of duress or deception, another person to commit suicide.

Undey'circumstances evincing a depraved indifference to human life, he recklessly
engages in conduct which creates a grave risk of death to another person, and
thereby cares the death of another person; or

Acting either alone or with one or more other persons, he commits or attempts to
commit robbery, burglary, kidnapping, arson, rape in the first degree, sodomy in
the first degree, sexual abuse in the first degree, escape in the first
degree, or escape in 'he second degree, and, in the 'course
of and in furtherance of such crime or of immediate flight therefrom, he, or another
participant, if there be any, causes the death of a person other than one of the

participants;

[Exceptions]

(a) [The defendant] did not commit the homicidal act or in any way solicit,
request, command, importune, cause or aid the commission thereof; and

(b) Was not armed with a deadly weapon, or any instrument, article or substance
readily capable of causing death or serious. physical injury and of a sort

not ordinarily carried in public placs by law-abiding persons; and

tions from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other statements

or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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(c) Had no reasonable ground to believe that any other participant
with such a weapon, instrument, article or substance; and

(d) Had no reasonable ground to-believe that any other participant
to engage in conduct likely to result in death or serious physic

New York Penal Law, Section 35.15 "Justification: Use of Physical Force in De

"1. Except as provided in subdivisions two and three of this section, a person
in using physical force upon another person in order to defend himself or
son from what he reasonable believes to be the use of imminent use of unla

force by such other person, and he may use a degree of force which he reas
is necessary for such purpose; except that deadly physical force may not b
the actor reasonably believes that such other person is (a) using or about
lawful deadly physical force, or (b) using or about to use physical force
occupan,:. of a dwelling while committing or attempting to commit a burglar

dwelling, or (c) committing or about to commit a kidnapping, robbery, forc

or forcible sodomy.

a

n

a

"2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one of this section, a per
justified in using deadly physical force upon another person if he knows
avoid the necessity of using such force with complete safety (a) by retr
(b) by surrendering possession of property to a person asserting a claim
thereto, or (c) by complying with a demand that he abstain from performi

which he is not obligated to perform.

"3. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one of this section, a per
justified in using physical force if (a) with intent to cause physical i
death to another person, he provoked the use of unlawfullphysical force
person, or (b) he was the initial agressor,...or (c) the physical force

the product of a combat by agreement not specifically authorized by law:

so
t

0

ng

nj

b
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(c) Had no reasonable ground to believe that any other participant was armed
with such a weapon, instrument, article or substance; and

(d) Had no reasonable ground to believe that any other participant intended
to engage in conduct likely to result in death or serious physical injury:"

irk Penal Law, Section 35.15 "Justification: Use of Physical Force ind)efense of a Person."

Except as provided in subdivisions two and three of this section, a person is justified
in using physical force upon another person in order to defend himself or a third per-
son from what he reasonable believes to be the use of imminent use of unlawful physical

force by such other person, and he may use a degree of force which he reasonably believes
is necessary for such purpose; except that deadly physical force may not be used unless
the actor reasonably believes that such other person is (a) using or about to use un-
lawful deadly physical force, or (b) using or about to use physical force against an
occupant of a dwelling while committing or attempting to commit a burglary of such
dwelling, or (c) committing or about to commit a kidnapping, robbery, forcible rape
or forcible sodomy.

Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one of this section, a person is not
justified in using deadly physical force upon another person if he knows that he can
avoid the necessity of using such force with complete safety (a) by retreating,...or
(b) by surrendering possession of property to a person asserting a claim of right
thereto, or (c) by complying with a demand that he abstain from performing an act

which he is not oLiigated to perform.

Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one,of this section, a person is not
justified in using physical force if (a) with intent to cause physical injury or
death to another person, he provoked the use of unlawful physical force by such other
person, or (b) he was the initial agressor,...or (c) the physical force involved was

the product of a combat by agreement not specifically authorized by law."
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Sample Cases

Regina vs. Dudley and Ste hens, Law Reports vol. 14, Queens Bench Division 1884 (

(reproduced in eaiee orm in Howard and Summers, Law, Its Nature, Functions an

p. 238; reproduced in Kadish and Paulsen, Criminal Law and Its Processes, p. 67

Four men were lost at sea in a lifeboat for more thaw3 weeks. In order to p

vent all from dying of starvation, the weakest, an 18-year-old boy with no fa

killed and eaten. This case is the report of the murder prosecution that fol

rescue of the remaining three men. Only two of the men were tried; the othe

not gone along with their plan. The final sentence was the death penalty.

United States vs. Holmes, in Federal Cases, Book 26 (cases 15, 244 to-15,819), p.

After shipwreck,42 people were at sea in a lifeboat. After 2 days when the sea

rough, a seaman threw 14 passengers overboard to keep the lifeboat from sinking

case is the prosecution of the seaman for manslaughter.

"The Case of the Speluncean Explorers" by Fuller, L., in vol. 62 Harvard Law Revi

p. 616 (1949)

Hypothetical story of five men lost in a cave for 30 days witho't food. Lots

cast and the loser was eaten. Case presents the murder prosecution of the of

Alcoholic Bevera e Control Before Repeal. Clark Byse. 7 Law and Contemporary Pr

(1940) pp. 54 - 66. Reprinted by permission of Fred B. Rothman & Co., South Hac

"Many factors help to explain the adoption of the Amendment. Public opinion w

foundly disturbed by the evils of the saloon...and the corrupt alliance betwe

and politics. In addition to these two major causes, there was the argument

enforcing prohibition the productivity of the nation would be enlarged, beca

would be more efficient and the money theretofore spent for liquor would be i

in more productive enterprises. Business interests, convinced that sober emp

would result '.rom the adoption of national prohibition, supported the dry cru

was also urged that wages would be increased and that standards of living be
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Cases

vs. Dudley and Stephens, Law Reports vol. 14, Queens Bench Division 1884 (English)
raikaTiTWifed form in Howard and Summers, Law, Its Nature, Functions and Limits,
)38; reproduced in Kadish and Paulsen, Criminal Law arid Its Processes, p. PT)

Arr men were lost at sea in a lifeboat for more than 3 weeks. In order to pre -

'nt all from dying of starvation, the weakest, an 18-year-old by with no family was
_lied and eaten. This case is the report of the murder prosecution that followed
scue of the remaining three men. Only two of the men were tried; the others had
it gone along with their plan. The final sentence was the death penalty.

States vs. Holmes, in Federal Cases, Book 26 (cases 15, 244 to 15,819), p. 360 (1842)

:r shipwreck,42 people were at sea in a lifeboat. After 2 days whefi the sea got

;11, a seaman threw 14 passengers overboard to keep-the lifeboat from sinking. This
: is the prosecution of the seaman for manslaughter.

ase of the Speluncean Explorers" by Fuller, L., in vol. 62 Harvard Law Review,
16 (1949)

ipothetical story of five men lost in a cave for 30 days without food. Lots were
tst and the loser was eaten. Case presents the murder prosecution of the other four.

)itc Beverage Control Before Repeal. Clark Byse. 7 Law and Contemporary Problems
10) pp. 5444-566. Reprinted by permission of Fred B. Rothman & Co., South Hackensack, N.J.

ny factors help to explain the adoption of the Amendment. Public opinion was pro-
midly disturbed by the evils of the saloon...and the corrupt alliance between liquor
kl politics. In addition to these two major causes, there was the argumertt that by
hforcing prohibition the productivity of the nation would be enlarged, because workers
)uld be more efficient and the money theretofore spent for liquor would be invested
1 more productive enterprises. Business interests, convinced that sober employees
[mid result from the adoption of national prohibition, supported the dry crusade. It

as also urged that wages would be increased and that standards of living be raised. ...
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"All these factors were skillfully exploited by the driving force against li

Anti-Saloon League... The result was the Eighteenth Amendment to the Const
which prohibited the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating 1
The unfortunate results of this attempt at legal coercion are.w411 known.
was replaced by the speak-easy which served adults and minors with impartia
Instead of being able to secure liquor made by an experienced distiller wit
.or local reputation, the average consumer was forced to accept 'bath tub' g

that had been 'cut,' colored and flavored to resemble whisky. Bootleggers

business, charged high prices, paid their taxes in the form of protection m
corrupted local, state, and national officials. Thus the Unholy alliance b

and politics, one of the causes of Prohibition, returned in an aggravated f
political protection assured, the bootlegging element branched out into both
activities, particularly into the fields of racketeering and gambling.

"Law enforcement agencies failed to cope with the problem successfully. Man,

explain this failure. Congress refused to establish an adequate enforcemen
It voted dry, but apparently was quite wet when it came to giving the Prohi

Bureau adequate appropriations. Even with decent appropriations, it would
well-nigh impossible for the Federal Government to police the liquor activi

its citizenry. There is a limit to effective federal action. This weaknes

possibly have been remedied by state assistance, but the states refused to
with the Federal Government in its attempt to enforce the law. In no one ye

combined enforcement appropriations of the states equal one million dollars
bogged down with a flood of liquor prosecutions, held 'bargain days' on whi

violators could plead guilty and be assured of a light fine or suspended se

"The most important reasons for the failure in enforcement is found in the a

the public. Indeed, this attitude probably explains why state and federal

failed to establish adequate enforcement agencies. People resented being o

Constitutional command not to indulge in even a glass of mildly euphoric be
objected to the disregard of the law by the wealthy who were able and willi
high prices in order to keep a well-stocked cellar. Law enforcement offici

crude methods that stirred up opposition to national prohibition and made e
enforcement practically impossible. With the breakdown in law enforcement
widespread violation of the laws that had been enacted pursuant to the powe
in the Amendment, there arose a general disregard for law and order. It is

here that Prohibition caused the most havoc, for law and order, respect for
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All these factors were skillfully exploited by the driving force against liquor, the

Anti-Saloon League... The result was the Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution
which prohibited the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors.
the unfortunate results of this attempt at legal coercion are well known. The saloon

as replaced by the speakeasy which served adults and minors with impartiality.

Instead of being able to secure liquor made by an experienced distiller with a national

or local reputation, the average consumer was forced to accept 'bath tub' gin or alcohol

that had been 'cut,' colored and flavored to resemble whisky. Bootleggers'clid a thriving

business, charged high prices, paid their taxes in the form of protection money and

corrupted local, state, and national officials. Thus the unholy alliance between liquor

and politics, one of the causes of Prohibiticn, returned in an aggravated form. .Wit:
political protection assured, the bootlegging element branched out into other criminal

activities, particularly into the fields of racketeering and gambling.

Law enforcement agencies failed to cope with the problem successfully. Many factors

explain this failure. Congress refused to establish an adequate enforcement agency.

It voted dry, but apparently was quite wet when it came to giving the Prohibition

Bureau adequate appropriations. Even with decent appropriations, it would have been

well-nigh impossible for the Federal Government to police the liquor activities of

its citizenry. There is a limit to effective federal action. This weakness might

possibly have been remedied by state assistance, but the states refused to cooperate
with the Federal Government in its attempt to enforce the law. In no one year did the

combined enforcement appropriations of the states equal one million dollars. Courts,

bogged down with a flood of liquor prosecutions, held 'bargain days' on which alleged
violators could plead guilty and be assured of a light fine or suspended sentence.

'The. most important reasons for the failure in enforcement is found in the attitude of

the public. Indeed, this attitude probably explains why state and federal governments

failed to establish adequate enforcement agencies. People resented being ordered by a

Constitutional command not to indulge in even a glass of mildly euphoric beer. They

objected to the disregard of the law by the wealthy who were able and willing to pay
high prices in order to keep a well-stocked cellar. Law enforcement officials often used

crude methods that stirred up opposition to national prohibition and made effective
nforcement practically impossible. With the breakdown in law enforcement and the

widespread violation of the laws that had been enacted pursuant to the power granted
in the Amendment, there arose a,general disregard for law and order. It is precisely

here that Prohibition caused the most havoc, for law and order, respect for authority
0
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are basic to the well-being of any government. The effort to eradicate the ac

evils of the pre-Prohibition era resulted in the greater evil of disrespect fo

and violation of law.

"Such a situation, ould not long endure. ... Prominent leaders who had thereto

noncommittal or active supporters of the Amendment publicly announced their o

A Literary Digest poll in 1930 indicated that'the Amendment was very unpopular

wets, missing no chances publicized the theory that legalizing the liquor trai

provide the necessary impetus for economic recovery. Federal and state govern

their-budgets unbalanced for relief expenditures and decreased tax returns, lo

anxiously for new sources of revenue. Eventually these forces became sufficilg

and on December 5, 1933, Utah, the thirty-sixth state, ratified the Twenty-fir

Amendment."

This envelope contains a "Sexually Oriented Ad". Please read this notice

carefully before opening.

The advertisement enclosed in this envelope contains photographic illustr

tions of nude men and women together in what may be considered erotic situa

tions and includes pertinent text.

I do not want to offend anyone not interested in sexually oriented litera

If you are not over 21 years of age or if you are not interested in seeing

ually oriented material please destroy this envelope without opening and yo

will receive no further advertising from this company.

You will receive my future offerings only if you specifically request the

mailed to you--otherwise you will receive no further advertisements.

Thank you.

(Signature of Publisher)
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sic to the well-being of any government. The effort to eradicate the acknowledged
of the pre-Prohibition era resulted in the greater evil of disrespect for and
olation of law.

situation could n!:,t long endure. ... Prominent leaders who had theretofore been
ittal or active ,_uppov:ers of the Amendment publicly announced their opposition.

rary Digest poll in 1930 indicated that thefAmendment was very unpopular. ... The
missing no chances publicized the theory that legalizing the liquor traffic would
e the necessary impetus for economic recovery. Federal and state governments,
budgets unbalanced for relief expenditures and decreased tax returns, looked
isly for new sources of revenue. Eventually these forces became sufficiently strong,
December 5, 1933, Utah, the thirty-sixth state, ratified the Twenty-first

ent."

s envelope contains a "Sexually Oriented Ad". Please read this notice
efully before opening.

'he advertisement enclosed in this envelope contains photographic illustra-
ns of nude men and women togeth^r in'what may be considered erotic situa-
ms and includes pertinent text.

do not want to offend anyone not interested in sexually oriented literature.
you are not over 21 years of age of if you are not interested in seeing sex-
,ly oriented material please destroy this envelope without opening and you
it receive no further advertising from this company.

:ou will receive my future offerings only if you specifically request they be
,led to you--otherwise you wiilreceive'-no further advertisements.

Thank you.

(Signature of Publisher)
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Pent-R=BoOki, Inc. vs. United States Postal Service. 328 Federal Supplement.

'The Legislative Findings and the Statute

The Congressional findings which support the Goldwater amendment are containe

Section 14 of Pub.L. 91-375, which reads: -

INVASION OF PRIVACY BY MAILING OF SEXUALLY ORIENTED ADVERTISEMENTS

SEC. 14. (a) The Congress finds- -

(1) that the United States mails are being used for the indiscriminate dissem
of advertising matter so designed and so presented as to exploit sexual se

alism for commercial gain;

_(2) that such matter is profoundly shocking and offensive to many persons wh

it, unsolicited, through the mails;

(3) that such use of the mails constitutes a serious threat to the dignity an
of the American home and subjects many persons to an unconscionable and u

intrusion upon their fundamental personal right to privacy;

(4) that such use of the mail reduces the ability of responsible parents to p
their minor children from exposure to material which they as parents belie

harmful to the normal and healthy ethical, mental, and social development
children; and

(5) that the traffic in such offensive advertisements is so large that indivi
citizens will be helpless to protect their privacy or their families with
stronger and more effective Federal controls over the mailing of such mat

(b) On the basis of such findings, the Congress determines that it is con
to the public policy of the United States for the facilities and sery
of the United States Postal Service to be used for the distribution
materials to persons who do not want their privacy invaded in this ma
or to persons who wish to protect their minor children from exposure
such material.
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s, Inc. vs. United States Postal Service. 328 Federal Supplement. (1971)

;lative Findings and the Statute

gressional findings which support the Goldwater amendment are contained in

14 of Pub.L. 91-375, which reads:

OF PRIVACY BY MAILING OF SEXUALLY ORIENTED ADVERTISEMENTS

(a) The Congress finds- -

it the United States mails are being used for the indiscriminate dissemination
advertising matter so designed and so presented as to exploit sexual sensation-

ism for commercial gain;

at such matter is profoundly shocking and offensive to many persons who receive

, unsolicited, through the mails;

at such use of the mails constitutes a serious threat to the dignity and sanctity
the American home and subjects many persons to an unconscionable and unwarranted

,,rusion upon their fundamental personal right to privacy;

at such use of the mail reduces the ability of responsible parents to protect
ir minor children from exposure to material which they as parents believe to be

rmful to the normal and healthy ethical, mental, and social development of their

ildren; and

at the traffic in such offensiv advertpements is so large that individual
tizens will be helpless to protect their privacy or their families without
ronger and more effective Federal controls over the mailing of such matter.

On the basis of such findings, the Congress determines that it is contrary
to the public policy of the United States for the facilities and services
of the-United States Postal Service to be used for the distribution of such
materials to persons who do not want their privacy invaded in this manner
or to persons who wish to protect their minor children from exposure to
such material.
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The basic statutory provision is contained in 39 U.S.C. § 3010, which reads:

(a) Any person who mails or causes to be mailed any sexually oriented adverti

shall place on-the envelope or cover thereof his name and address as the

thereof and such mark or notice as the Postal Service may prescribe. ...

Criminal prosecution for violations of the Goldwater amendment is authorized i

18 U.S.C. §§ 1735 and 1737, which are also part of Pub.L. 91-375, and which r

§ 1735. Sexually oriented advertisements

(a) Whoever

(1) willfully uses the mails for the mailing, carriage in the mails, or

of any sexually oriented advertisement in violation of section 3010
or willfully violates any regulations of the Board of Governors issu

such sections; or

(2) sells, leases, rents, lends, exchanges, or licenses the use of, or,

the purpose expressly authorized by section 3010 of title 39, uses a

list maintained by the Board of Governors under such section;

shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five yea

both, for the-first offense, and shall be fined not more than $10,000 or

not more than ten years, or both, for any second or subsequent offense.

Post Office Department. Section 3010 (a) of Title 39, United States Code. [Rev

"(1) Any person who mails or causes to be mailed any sexually oriented adverti
shall place in the upper left-hand corner of the exterior face of the mail pie

whereon appear the address designation and postmarks, postage stamps, or indic
thereof, the sender's name and address. In the right-hand portion below the p
stamp, or indicia thereof, and above the addressee designation, there shall be
'Sexually Oriented Ad' . The words 'Sexually Oriented Ad,' however, need not b
on the exterior envelope or cover of a mail piece containing such an advertise
if the contents of the mail piece are enclosed in a sealed envelope, inside th
envelope or cover which sealed envelope bears conspicuously the words 'Sexuall
Ad.'"
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basic statutory provision is contained in 39 U.S.C. § 3010, which reads:

a) Any person who mails or causes to be mailed any sexually oriented advertisement
shall place on the envelope or cover thereof his name and address as the sender
thereof and such mark or notice -as the Postal Service may prescribe.

urinal prosecUtion for violations of the Goldwater amendment is authorized in
U.S.C. 55 1735 and 1737, which are also part of Pub.L. 91-375, and which read:

735. Sexually oriented advertisements

a) Whoeyer--

(1) willfully uses the mails for the mailing, carriage in the mails, or delivery
of any sexually oriented advertisement in violation of section 3010 of title 39,
or willfully violates any regulations of the Board of Governors issued under
such sections; or

(2) sells, leases, rents, lends, exchanges, or licenses the use of, or, except for
the purpose expressly authorized by section 3010 of title 39, uses a mailing
list maintained by the Board of Governors under such section

shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or
both, for the first offense, and shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
not more than ten years, or both, for any second or subsequent offense. ...

Office Department. Section 3010 (a) of Title 39, United States Code. Devisioni

Any person who mails or causes to be mailed any sexually oriented advertisement
11 place in the upper left-hand corner of the exterior face of the mail piece,

-reon appear the address designation and postmarks, postage stamps, or indicia
-reof, the.sender's name and address. In the right-hand portion below the postage
imp, or indicia thereof, and above the addressee designation, there shall be placed
:xually Oriented Ad' . The words 'Sexually Oriented Ad,' however, need not be placed
the exterior envelope or covet of a mail piece containing such an advertisement,
the contentg of the mail piece are enclosed in a sealed envelope, inside the exterior
'elope or cover which sealed envelope bears conspicuously the words 'Sexually Oriented,
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Resources Concerning Bible Reading and Prayer in Public Schools

National Council for the Social Studies. Judgment: case study #1, bible readi

prayer in public schools. (Also printed in Social Education, vol. 29, #6, Oc

pp. 361-372.)

Bragdon and Pittenger. The pursuit of justice. pp. 23-28.

James, The supreme court in American life. pp. 146-156.

Cohen, et.-al. The Bill of Rights: a source book. pp. 284-289.

Mill, Liberty and Zara. pp. 138-151.

Parker, et. al. Civil liberties. pp. 143-145.

Oregon State Bar Association. Liberty and the Zaw. Unit 7, Church, State, an

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through law.

"The limits of law." Ginn and Company. 1973.
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UNDERSTANDING III _

SINCE LAW CANNOT READILY CONTROL THOUGHTS AND BELIEFS; TO BE EFFECTIVE, THE LAW MUS

SOME OVERT BEHAVIOR OR ACTIVITY TO REGULATE.

A. Explanation of Understanding III

Perhaps the quality of life in our society would be improved if everyone believed

principles of the Ten Commandments. Some social problems would be solved if all husbands 1

and vice versa. Harm done by criminal activity might be reduced if criminals were punished

thoughts before such thoughts had a chance to take the form of antisocial activity. Sc why

requiring all spouses to love each other, and requiring people to think good thoughts? Obv

regulation would somehow go beyond the effective limits of law. Legal officials may try to

purposes of controlling beliefs, emotions, thoughts, and the like. However, such regulatio

without the restriction of some tangible conduct, activity, or behavior is generally beyons

powers.

B. Teaching Understanding III

OBJECTIVES

. The student can demonstrate his understanding of overt activities that can be limi

by collecting 10 examples from articles in newspapers or magazines.

. Given an incident in which an individual is penalized for alleged hostile thoughts

authorities; the student can list several positive and negative results of such ac

propose hypotheset concerning the long-run weaknesses of such a policy.

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

.
What factors limit the capacity of law to regulate what goes on, in the minds of p:

. Even if law. could regulate intangibles such as thoughts and beliefs, how might thi

than good?

. Why is law less limited in regulating overt activity than in regulating intangibl:

thoughts and beliefs?

4
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II

CANNOT' READILY CONTROL ',NOUGHTS AND BELIEFS, TO BE EFFECTIVE, THE LAW MUST IDENTIFY
BEHAVIOR OR ACTIVITY TO REGULATE.

Understanding III

he quality of life in our society would be improved if everyone believed in the basic
Ten Commandments. Some social problems would be salved 4f all husbands loved their wives
arm done by criminal activity might be reduced if criminals were punished for their evil
eh thoughts had a chance to take the form of antisocial activity. So why not :lave laws

ses to love each other, ana requiring people to think good thoughts? Obviously, such

mnehaw go beyond the effective limits of law. Legal officials may try to use law for
cling beliefs, emotions, thoughts, and the like. However, such regulation of intangibles
ction of some tangible conduct, activity, or behavior is generally beyond law's limited

'standing III

Int can Jnstrate his understanding of overt activities that can be limited by law
:ting 10 examples from articles in newspapers or,magazines.

incident ia which an individual is penalized for alleged hostile thoughts about the
es;the student can list several positive and negative results of such action, and can
vpotheses concerning the long-run weaknesses of such a policy.

EACH UNDERSTANDING

ors limit the capacity of law to regulate what goes on in the minds of people?

awcould regulate intangibles such as thoughts and beliefs, how might this do more harm
? tS

TN less limited in regulating overt activity than in regulating intangibles such as
and beliefs?
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Module 4

USE OF VISUALS

Have students find pictures in newspapers and periodicals of overt situations wh

by law.
-

Use a film of a totalitarian government in action (pre-World War II Germany or I

Have students identify situations in which individuals fear that they may be pun

or opinions. What visual clues reveal this?
(Many commercial films such as The Shop on Main Street can be used in t1. cont
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is find pictures in newspapers and periodicals of overt situations which can be limited

of a totalitarian government in action (pre-World War II Germany or Italy, for example).

is identify situations, in which individuals fear that they may be punished for thoughts

What visual clues reveal this?
rcial films such-as The Shop on Main Street can be used in,this context.)



Module 4

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESO

1. Rules regulating intangibles.

a) Ask pupils if it is possible to control
wh:lt people think, feel, or believe.
Assign each pupil the task of designing
and later revealing to the class a law
which might control one of the emotions

listed below. Read them the following
hypothetical statutes before they begin

their task. (It would be interesting
to hear the reactions of their class-
mates :bout,the feasibility of each

statute.)

Sample hypothetical statutes:

--It shall be a crime punishable by a
fine of not more than $S00 and im-
prisonment for not more than a year
for any person over 12 years of age
to believe in discrimination on the
basis of race, creed, or national
origin.

--It shall be a crime...for a husband
not to love his wife or wife not to
love her husband.

b) A teacher will most likely receive an
affirmative response to the question
of whether the attitudes of students,
teachers, and administrators within
a school need to be changed. Suggest

to pupils that the possibility exists
of certain legislation being devised

Many of theAifficulties we confr
society have more to do with atti

-than-With-antisocial activity.
tension may defy resolution until
respect human dignity. Problems

probably will not be overcome unti
morally compelled to respect othe
property. Some aspects of the pr
may remain insolvable in the trad
of our society until more people
to the bonds that tie the family

Why not simply bring about these
by law? Pass a law saying--"You
fellow man," "/ou must believe it
You must love your spouse and chi
Such legislation would be an att
beyond the limits-of law. Law wh
coerce beliefs is limited in two
thing, such laws go beyond the pr
of legal control. 'Given our limi

:view and.control man's minds, suc
virtually unenforceable. The eff
laws is bound to be limited.

Even if we assume that an Orwelli
men's thoughts, feelings, and bel
such laws might still be beyond 1

in another sense. In any legal s
vidual dignity is a fundamental v
individual thought, feeling, and
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1. Rules regulating intangibles.
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each pupil the task of designing
:er revealing to the class a law
sight control one of the emotions
below. Read them the following
3ticai statutes before they begin
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the reactions of their class-

tbout-the feasibility of each

hypothetical statutes:

call be a crime punishable by a
of not more than $500 and im-
mment for not more than a year
my person over 12 years-of age
2lieve in discrimination on the
of race, creed, or national
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tall be a crime...for a husband
:o love his wife or wife not to
her husband.

ler will most likely receive an
tive response to the question
Cher the attitudes of students,
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ils that the possibility exists
tain legislation being devised
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Many of the difficulties we confront in our complex
society have more to do with attitudes of people
than with antisocial activity. Problems of racial
tension may defy resolution until people more widely
respect human dignity. Problems of widespread crime
probably will not be overcome until more people feel
morally compell-ed-tect other persons and their
property. Some aspects of the problem of poverty
may remain insolvable in the traditional framework
of our society until more people commit themselves
to the bonds that tie the family together.

Why not simply bring about these changes in people
by law? Pass a law saying--"You must respect your
fellow man," "You must believe it is wrong to steal,"
You must love your spouse and children." Obviously,
such legislation would be an attempt to operate
beyond the limits of law. Law which attempts to
coerce beliefs is limited in two senses. For one
thing, such laws go beyond the practical boundaries
of legal control. Given our limited capacity to
view and.control man's minds, such laws would be
virtually unenforceable. The effectiveness of these
laws is bound to be limited.

Even if we assume that an Orwellian surveillance of
men's thoughts, feelings, and beliefs is possible,
such laws might still be beyond law's proper_14mits

in another sense. In any legal system where indi-
vidual dignity is a fundamental value, the realm of
individual thought, feeling, and belief may not be
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Module 4

DETAILED DESCRIPTYON OF STRATEGIES

to change attitudes in the following

areas:

Sample hypothetical school rules:

Design a school rule that will help
'foster trust between teachers and
students.

Design a school rule that will reduce
racial prejudice among people at the

school.

Design a school rule that will encour-
age students, teachers, and administra-
tors to respect the rights of others in

the school.

Ask pupils after they have devised these
rules why there might be problems in enforc-

ing such rules. The reasons cited should
be listed on bulletin board or poster for
reference in the ensuing study.

2. The more overt the
limited law is in

a) Construct a case study on the use of law
to regulate and promote patriotism.

Construct a hypothetical statute that
requires all school children to respect
their country and its flag.

--Adapt for student reading a case where
students challenged in court a law re-
quiring all students to take a pledge
of allegiance to the nation's flag.

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURC

an appropriate realm for law's intru

legal coercion in such matters may r
social harm than good.

Having small groups of students actu
construct some laws or'ftles dealing
of human feelings or beliefs may dra
how limited law is in controlling pe

things prescribed the less

regulating.

As thoughts or beliefs manifest then

antisocial activity, they enter th

sphere of legal regulation. For ex

argue that a law requiring citizens

the flag would be either enforceabl
law punishing children's refusal to
is easily enforced, but raises diff

as to propriety. In several cases,

struggled with these laws which con

-act in an expression of belief. On
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DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

an appropriate realm for law's intrusion. Direbt

legal coercion in such matters may result in more
social harm than good.

Having small groups of students actually try to
construct some laws or rules dealing with regulation
of human feelings or beliefs may dramatically reveal
how limited law is in controlling peoples' minds.

2. The more overt the things prescribed the less
limited law is in regulating.

.t a case study on the use of law
ate and promote patriotisb:

uct a hypothetical statute that
es all school children to respect
country and its flag.

for student reading a case where
its challenged in court a law re-
1g all students to take a pledge

egiance to the nation's flag.

6

As thoughts or beliefs manifest themselves in overt
antisocial activity, they enter they appropriate

sphere of legal regulation. For example, few would

argue that a law requiring cittzens'to-beifeve in
the flag would be either encorceable or proper. A

law punishing children's refusal to salute the flag

is easily enforced, but raises difficult questions
as to propriety. In several cases, the courts have

struggled with these laws which condemn refusal to
act in an expression of belief. On the other hand,
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOU

b) Consider with pupils the following
three court cases that examine the
controversy as to whether students
must be required to say the pledge
of allegiance to the U.S. flag. Do

pupils agree with the court's rulings?

References given on page 172.

West Virginia Board of Education vs.
Barnett, vol. 319 U.S. Reports,

p. 624 (1943)

--Frain vs. Baron, vol. 307 Federal
Supplement, p. 766 (1969)

--Sheldon vs. Fanin, vol. 221 Federal
Supplement, p. 766 (1963)

c) Does a person have a right to either
say or commit destructive acts on the
United States flag? Go over the actions
of the individual in each of the following
cases without revealing the court's
decision. See if pupils can figure
out the court's ruling in each case.

References given on page 173.

People vs. Radish, vol. 26 New York
Reports, Second Series, n. 114 (1970)

--Street vs. New York, vol. 394 U.S.
Reports, p. 576 (1969)

d) Can a governMent control what a person

thinks? Have one of the pupils in class
find excerpts from George Orwell's "1984"
which indicate efforts of the-government

170

laws prohibiting acts of destructi
have presented easier questions.
expressing an unpopular belief is

By tracing case studies of legal a
age a belief that is a legitimate,
legal systemt-OR2ter (i.e., patr
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DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

laws prohibiting acts of destruction of the flag
have presented easier questions. Here overt activity
expressing an unpopular belief is at issue.

By tracing case studies of legal attempts to encour-
age a belief that is a legitimate concern for a
legal system to foster (i.e., patriotism), students
may see dramatic limitations of law's power to oper-
ate-in this area. Legal attempts to prohibit what
ideas can be taught in the classroom, as illustrated
in the "Scopes monkey trial," provide yet another
area where law may have some limits. The whole
issue of legal censorship of books and films could
be discussed if time permits.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

to control the thought processes and make

certain thoughts a crime. Pupils should

then report their findings to the class and
lead a class discussion defending or refuting
the government's power or right to do this.

e) Have pupils view the film "Inherit the Wind."

If this is unavailable, it might be easier to

secure a copy of the play.

--John Scopes was charged with violating state
law by teaching the theory of evolution in
his high school biology class. Can laws

like this one be effective? Do they regu-

late an overt activity?

f) Pupils can be assigned to do research into
the background of Martin Luther King as a
prelude to debating the following statement

of his: "Morality cannot be legislated but

behavior can be regulated. Judicial decrees

may not change the heart, but, they can

restrain the heartless."
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RESOURCES* p.

West Virginia Board of Education vs. Barnett, vol. 319 U.S. Reports, p. 624 (1943)

Many pupils who were Jehovah Witnesses in West Virginia were expelled from
they refused to say the Pledge of Allegiance. In accordance with West Virginia

pelled pupil was considered to be unlawfully absent and subject to proceedings a
Parents could be prosecuted, and if adjudged guilty, could be fined $50 and jaile

30 days. The court ruled that this was a violation of the pupil's rights under

first and fourteenth amendment and further stated that compulsion to salute the

a permissible method of achieving national unity.

Frain vs. Baron, vol. 307 Federal Supplement, p. 27 (1969)

In several schools, students were given the choice of leaving the classroom or pa

in the flag salute. Civil rights actions against their respective schools were

students who refused to leave their school rooms or to participate. The school

maintained it was a threat to discipline and order. The students maintained the

standing outside the room was punishment foitheir exercise of constitutional ri
of the students would not say the pledge because he was an atheist and objected

"under God." The other two pupils did not feel there was liberty and justice f
America: The court ruled that pupils had a right to remain in the classroom, ev

th.y did not participate.

Sheldon vs. Fanin, vol. 221 Federal Supplement, p. 766 (1963)

Pupils who were members of Jehovah's Witnesses were suspended from school for i
because they refused to stand for the singing of the national anthem. The Unit

District Court ruled that this action of the school was a violation of the pupi;

under the first amendment guaranteeing freedom of religion. The board could no

these pupils from school unless their conduct was disorderly and materially dis
conduct and discipline of the school.

Some of these can be found in the following sources:

Mills, Liberty and law. pp. 138-144.

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other s

summaries or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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inia Board of Education vs. Barnett, vol. 319 U.S. Reports, p. 624 (1943)

upils who were Jehovah Witnesses in West Virginia were expelled from school because
fused to say the Pledge of Allegiance. In accordance with West Virginia law, the ex-
pupil was considered to be unlawfully absent and subject to proceedings as a delinquent.
s could be prosecuted, and if adjudged guilty, could be fined $50 and jailed for

s. The court ruled that this was a violation of the pupil's rights undet. the
and fourteenth amendment and further stated that compulsion to salute the flag is not
issible method of achieving national unity.

. Baron, vol. 307 Federal SUpplement, p. 27 (1969)

eral schools,students were given the choice of leaving the classroom or participating
flag salute. Civil rights actions' against their respective schools were brought by

AS who refused to leave their school rooms or to participate. The school authorities
fined it was a threat to discipline and order. The students maintained the idea of
rig outside the room was punishment for their exercise of constitutional rights. One

students would not say the pledge because he was an atheist and objected to the words
God." The other two pupils did not feel there was liberty and justice for all in
a. The court ruled that pupils had a right to remain in the classroom, even though
id not participate.

vs. Fanin, vol. 221 Federal Supp' ment, p. 766 (4963)

who were members of Jehovah's Witnesses were suspended from school for insubordination
e they refused to stand for the singing of the national anthem. The United States
ct Court ruled that this action of the school was a violation of the pupils' 'rights
the first amendment guaranteeing freedom of religion. The board could not exclude
pupils from school unless their conduct was disorderly and materially disrupted the
t and discipline of the school.

these can be found in the following sources:

Liberty and law. pp. 138-144.

:ions from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other statements are

riaraphrases of the statute listed.
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Parker, et. al. -Civil liberties. pp. 142-143.

Cohen, et. al. Th3 Bill of Rights. p. 260.

James. The Supreme Court in American life. pp. 142-145.

Sandler, al. The people make c: nation. pp. 172-173.

People vs. Radish, vol. 26, New York Reports, Second Series, p. 114 (1970)

(Affirmed by U.S. Supreme Court without opinion, March 24, 1971. Statute prohib

contemptuous acts against the flag determined to be constitutional.)

The defendant in this casewas:A...proprietor of an art gallery who publicly dis

and exposed for sale a certain type of sculptures which had been made out of

flag as protests against the Vietnam War. He was found guilty of violating t

Law which states that the American flag cannot be defiled. The court ruled t

in no way violated the defendal.c's right to freedom of speech under the first

amendment.

Street vs. New York, vol. 394 U.S. Reports, p. 576 (1960,

(Statute prohibiting contemptuous words against the flag determined to be uncon

Upon hearin,,ne news that James Meredith, the civil rights leader was shot,

. an Aterican flag that he owned and burned it on a street corner near his home

arrested and charged with malicious mischief for violating the New York Penal

states it is a crime to publicly mutilate the flag either by word or acts.

heard to say to the arresting offiTi7"Rbailt need no damn flag if they le

happen to Meredith." The New York Court of Appeals ruled that they could not

his contention that he had the right,under the first amendment to express his

this fashion. The court upheld the opinion that Street was guilty of a misd

gave him a suspended sentence. In the court's opinion, "One may not justify

house, even if it is his-own, on the ground, however sincere, that he does s

One may not justify breaking the windows of a-government building on that bas

does not exonerate lawlessness. And the prohibition against flag burning on

thoroughfare being valid, the misdemeanor is not excused because it is an ac

protest."

ni

ni
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et. al. The Bill of Rights. p. 260.
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is. Radish, vol. 26, New York Reports, Second Series, p. 114 (1970)
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g as protests against the Vietnam War. He was found guilty of violating the Penal

which states that ,the American flag cannot be defiled. The court ruled that this

no way violated the defendants right to freedom of speech under the first

nament.

vs. New Yor:k, vol. 394 U.S. Reports, p. 6 (1969)

ute prohibiting contemptuous words against the flag determined to be unconstitutional.)

n hearing the news that James Meredith, the civil rights leader was shot, Street took

American flag that he owned and burned it on a street corner near his home. He was

ested and charged with malicious mischief for violating the New York Penal Law which

tes it is a crime to publicly mutilate the flag either by word or acts. He was also

rd to say to the, arresting officer, "we don't need no damn flag if they let that

pen to Meredit: ." The New York Court of Appeals ruled that they could not agree with

contention thathe had the right under the first amendment to exPressjiis opinion in

s fashion. The court upheld the opinion that Street was guilty of a misdemeanor but

.e trim a suspended sentence. In the court's opinion, "Ore may not justify burning a

se, even if it is his own, on the ground, however sincere, that he does so as a protest.

may not justify breaking the windows of __a government building on that basis. Protest

not exonerate lawlessness. And the prohibition against flag burning on the public

iroughfare being valid, the misdemeanor is not excused because it is an act of flamboyant
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Module 4

UNDERSTANDING IV

IN PROVIDING REMEDIES FOR THE HARM WHICH ONE PERSON DOES ANOTHER, LAW MAY CONFRONT

HARM THAT ARE BEYOND ITS LIMITED POWER TO REPAIR OR COMPENSATE.

A. Explanation of Understanding IV

When large numbers of people live together in a society, some harm others. Harm

It may be physical (assaults) or intangible (slander). Harm can be purposefully inflicted

might be caused accidentally or through carelessness (auto or hunting accidents.)

Some harmful acts are crimes, and the actor may be punished. The threat of punis

some criminal activity. '84 all acts that cau.;e injury are not crimes (to wit, litany auto

broken promises). And even when the wrongdoer is punished, this does not repair the injur

If two parties cannot settle things themselves when one has been hurt by the othe

come into play in the form of a lawsuit. The person who has been injured can sue the pers

caused the harm and try to get the court to make the latter repair the harm. If the inju

the lawsuit, the court will normally give a judgment of money damages. Thus, with a civil

can help repair things when one person harms another.

However, there are many kinds of harm that are beyond the limited powers of law

repair to a dented fender is one thing; rectifying things when the injury is, for example

lost limb, or a ruined marriage is quite another. Effective repair of some injuries is b

B. Teaching Understanding IV

OBJECTIVES

. Given the details of a personal injury accident case, the student can identify t

that the victim is huft by the actions of the other party and can differentiate

hurts which can be corrected by law and those which cannot be so compensated.

. The student can suggest reasons why the legal' interpretation of compenSation for

has changed in the last 100 years.
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IV

ING REMEDIES FOR THE HARM WHICH ONE PERSON:DOES ANOTHER, LAW MAY CONFRONT SOME KINDS OFt*
ARE BEYOND ITS LIMITED POWER TO REPAIR OR COMPENSATE.

f Understanding IV

ge numbers of people live'together in a society, some harm others. Harm can take many forms.

.1 (assaults) or intangible (slander). Harm can be purposefully inflicted (murder), or it
ccidentally or through carelessness (auto or hunting accidents.)

ful acts are crimes, and the actor may be punished. The threat of punishment discourages

Avity. But all acts'that cause injury are not crimes (to wit, many auto accidents and-
And even when, the wrongdoer is punished, this does not repair the injury..he has caused.

arties cannot settle things themselves when one has been hurt by the other, the law may

the form of a lawsuit. The person who has been injured can sue the person who supposedly

.nd try to get the court to make the latter repair the harm. If the injured person wins

court will normally give a judgment of money damages. Thus, with a civil law suit the law

things when one person harms another.

, there are many kinds of harm that are beyond the limited powers of law to repair. Money

fender is one thing; rectifying things when the injury is, for example, a lost life, a

ruined marriage is quite another. Effective repair of some injuries is beyond law's limits.

ratanding IV

or-

e details of a personal injury accident case, the student can identify the various, ways

e victim is hurt by the actions of the other party and can differentiate between-thape-

hich can be corrected by law and those which cannot be so compensated.

dent can suggest reasons why the legal interpretation of compensation for personal injury

nged in the last 100 years.
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Module 4

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

.
Row does law provide for repairing things when one person has harmed another?

. How is law limited in its capacity to repair harm done one person by another?

USE OF VISUALS

. Show a film dealing with an automobile accident. (Your Driver Education teacher may

appropriate selections.) Have students identify all possible grievadces that might

by those involved in the incident depicted. Show the film again, noting visual clue

personal damage to individuals, both as to physical impairment and emotional distres

class discussion,attempi to reach consensus concerning which of thege can be satisfi

financial settlement.

.
Have students photograph an actual or staged altercation among students. Ask other

the pictures to identify from visual clues evidence of harm wrongfully done to an i

by. another. Discuss what compensation would be possible in settlement.
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ACH UNDERSTANDING

aw provide for repairing things when, one person has harmed another?

limitedin its capacity to repair harm done one person by another?

m dealing with an automobile accident. (Your Driver Education teacher may have

e selections.) Have students identify all possible grieyances that might be raised

nvolved in the incident depicted. Show the film again, noting visual clues of

Damage to individuals, both as to physical impairment and emotional distress. In

ussion,attempt to reach consensus concerning which of these can be satisfied by a

settlement.

tints photograph an actual or staged altercation among students. Ask others viewing

res to identify from visual clues evidence of harm wrongfully done to an individual

.
Discuss what compensation would be possible in settlement.



Module 4

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOD

1. Lawsuits for carelessly causing a death.

a) What provisions, if any, does New York
State make for allowing people to sue
someone who has carelessly caused the
death of another person? Assign students
to examine the section from the New York
'State constitution and report backto

______----the-class-on_their_interffetation of any

pertinent section. (See page 179.)

b) Is a human life priceless? Can.you re-

place with any amount of money someone
you have loved very dearly who has died?
Discuss these questions with your pupils
and then give them testimony of the follow-
ing cases without= telling them the judge

or jury's decision. Have members of
class play the judge and jury and come
up with the amount of money to be given

to the plaintiff. It will be interesting

to see if their amounts vary greatly from
the original cases. The studentdecisions
can then be compared with the actual
decisions. (See pages 179-182.)

--Wycko vs. Gnodtke, veld. 105 Northwestern
Reporter, Second Series, p. 118 (1960)

Fussner vs. Andert, vol. 113 Northwestern
Reporter, Second Series, p. 355 (1962)-

176

An Important function that law ful
is providing a rational process by
tial third party (a court) can set
one party claims to have been injur
and the two cannot work things out
However, the law is limited in how
can repair harm; it has a limited n

at its disposal. The principal way

to repair harm done is with money:j
If the court determines the party s
the alleged harm, the court orders
injured person the amount of money
pensate for the harm done. The oth

available to courts is the injuncti
demanding that the wrongdoer stop t
ity or do some specific act to repa

Yet the kinds of injuries that men
other in living together do not all
to satisfactory repair by such lega
in a further respet, law is limite
negligence results in property dama
that can be medically cured, an awa

be satisfactory repair. But no amo
nothing a court might order can rep
a friend or a loved one carelessly
make up for a permanent physical in
of sight: Notwithstanding its ina
sate for such harms, law in its li
what it can towards repair by asse
damages.
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DISCUSSiONV STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

Lawsuits for carelesslX causing a death.

sions, if any, does New York
for allowing people to sue

io has carelessly caused the
mother person? Assign students
the section from the New York

ititution and report back to
ion their interpretation of any
section. (See page 179.)

1 life priceless? Can you re-
r,any amount of money someone
loved very dearly wilt has died?

lese questions with your-pupils
jve them testimony of the follow -
without telling them the judge
decision. Have members of
the judge and jury and come

le Amount of money to be given
iintiff. It will be interesting
their amounts vary greatly from
ial cases. The student. decisions

)e compared with the actual-
(See pages 179-182.)

. Gnodtke, vol. 105 Northwestern
, Second Series, p. 118 (1960)

vs. Andert, vol. 113 Northwestern
r, SeCond Series, p. 355 (1962)
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An important function that law fulfills in society
is providing a rational procesi by which an impar-
tial third party (a court) can settle disputes when
one party claims to have been injured by another,
and-the two cannot work things out by themselves.
However, the law is limited in how effectively it
can repair harm; it has a limited number of remedies
at its disposal. The principal way that law seeks
to repair harm done is with money judgment awards.
If the court determines the party sued has caused
the alleged harm, the court orders him to pay the
injured person the amount of money that will com-
pensate for the harm done. The other common remedy
available to courts is the injunction, or court order,
demanding that the wrongdoer stop the harmful activ-
ity or do some specific act to repair the harm.

Yet the kinds of injuries that men may wreak on each
other in living together do not all lend themselves
to satisfactory repair by such legal remedies. Thus,

in a further respect, law is limited. When someone's
negligence results in property damage or an injury
that can be medically cured an award of money may
be satisfactory repair. But no amount of money or
nothing a court might order can repair the loss of
a friend or a loved one carelessly killed, or even
make up for a permanent physical injury such as loss

of sight. Notwithstanding its-fnability to compen-
sate for such harms, law in its limited way does
what it can towards repair by assessing money
damages.



Modqe 4

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

44.

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURC

7:2. Lawsuits for interference with marital happiness.

Ask pupils if they know the meaning
of the phrase," alienation of affections."
After discussion, examine New York State

Civil Rights Law concerni4 the
State's limits in bringing a lawsuit

against another individual for aliena-

tion of affection.

b) Use the case of Moulin vs. Monteleone,
vol. 115 Southern Reporter, p. 447 (1927)
on page 182 for discussion.

c) Bring out in discussion that laws about
different issues may vary from state to
state; could the case of Moulin vs.
Monteleone take place in New York? Why

or why not?

Certain physical injuries are not th
harm done one person by another that
factory legal repair. Some mental a

injuries are beyond law's limits to
in some_instances (for example, slan
to reputation), courts attempt to mak

awarding money damages. rn other in

example, interference with affection
has proven law to be largely unfit t
injuries.

3. Law suits to repair harm done ta.
destruction of-unique goods.

a) Divide the class into three distinct

juries. Have each jury consider one
of the three distinct cases. Each jury

could appoint a foreman who might conduct
a discussion concerning the amount of
money to be awarded to.the individual who
has lost.some irreplaceable item. The
foreman can report back to the class what

their decision is.

177

The third subject for case study sug
strate law's limited effectiveness i
concerns unique pbsSeSsions. If som

destroys the property of someone els
sue and force payment for replacemen

property. But if the lost property
coin c31lection or.heirloom), the mo
hardly a satisfactory substitute for
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OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

2. Lawsuits for interference with marital happiness.

f they know the meaning
;e,"alienation of affections."
ision. examine New York State

; Law concerning the
its in bringing a lawsuit

.her individual for aliena-
ction.

of Moulin vs. Monteleone,
ithern Reporter, p. 447 (1927)
for discussion.

1 discussion that laws about
isues may vary from state to

1 the case of Moulin vs.
:ake place in New fair? Why,

Certain physical injuries are not the only kinds of
harm done one person by another that defy satis-
factory legal repair. Some mental and emotional
injuries are beyond law's limits to rectify.Again,
in some instances (for example, slanderous injury
to reputation), courts attempt to make repairs by
awarding money damaPT. In other instances (for

example, interference with affections), experience
has proven law to be largely unfit to repair any
injuries.

3. Law suits'to repair harm done la
destruction of unique goods.

.lass into three distinct
ve each jury consider. one

HMI= cases. Each jury
.1t a foreman who might conduct
n concerning the amount of

awarded to the individual who
le irreplaceable item. The

report back to the class what
ion is.

177

The third subject for case study suggested to demon-
strate law's limited effectiveness in repairing harm
concerns unique possessions. If someone takes or
destroys the property of someone else, the owner can
sue and force payment for replacement of such
property. But if the lost property is unique (a
coin collection or heirloom), the money judgment is
hardly a satisfactory substitute for the original.



Module 4

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RE

Sample hypotheticals:

Case #1 - Suppose your mother took her
antique wedding ring, which has been in
the family for 150 years, to the jeweler to
be cleaned. The jeweler carelessly throws

the ring into the incinerator. Your mother
sued the jeweler for the wrong he had done

her. Sitting as the jury, have the class
determine how much mother should recover
from the jeweler. Consider whether any._

judgment can really satisfactorily repair

this wrong.

--Case #2 - Suppose Suzie is an orphan girl__
who lost her parents in an auto accident when

she was 12. She has only one photograph

of her parents. As a practical joke,a friend

destroyed this picture. Suzie sued this

filthd for:the harm he has caused her. Sit -

ting -.as the jury, have the class determine
how much Suzie should recover from her friend.
Consider whether any judgment can really satis-

factorily repair this wrong.

--Case #3 - In the movie, "Blackboard Jungle,"
several students destroy-the teacher's rare

\--and irreplaceable collection of jazz records

?Which he has brought to class. Could the

`teacher sue? Should he? Can this harm be

remedied at all -?

b) Assign each pupil to work with a partner
to write up an instance where one individual

- harms another either by word or deed and no
action can be taken by law to rectify the harm.
(Some of the members of the clais may feel that
the "irreparable" hart n can be corrected.)

6
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TION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

theticals:

Suppose your mother took her
edding ring, which has been in
y for 150 years, to the jeweler to
d. The jeweler carelessly throws
into the incinerator.- Your mother
jeweler for the wrong he had done
_ting as the jury, have the class
how much mother should recover
jeweler. Consider whether any
can really satisfactorily repair
g.

Suppose Suzie is anorphan girl
her parents in an auto accident when
12. She has only one photograph
irents. As a practical joke, a friend
I this picture. Suzie sued this
r the harm he has caused her. Sit-

he jury, have the class determine
Suzie should recover from her friend.
whether any judgment can really satis-
I repair this wrong.

In the movie, "Blackboard Jungle,"
students destroy the teacher's rare
laceable collectiofi of jazz records

has brought to class. Could the
suer Should he? Can this harm be
at all?

each pupil to'work with a partner
to up an instance where one individual
another either by word or deed and no
can be taken by law to rectify the_harm.
A the members of the class may feel-that
creparable" harm can be corrected.)
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Module 4
RESOURCES*

New York State Constitution, Arti,..le I, Section 16.

"[Damages for injuries causing death.] §16. The right of action now existing t
daLages for injuries resulting in death, shall never be abrogated; and the amo
coverable shall not be subject to any statutory limitation. (Formerly §18. R

by Constitutional Convention of 1938 and approved by vote of the people Novemb

Wycko vs. Gnodtke, vol. 105 Northwestern Reporter, Second Series, p. 118 (1960)

"The case before us concerns, in general, damages for the life of a child negli

killed. Specifically it is whether or not a jury award of approximately $15,0
parents of a 14-year-old boy was excessive.

"So far as the facts are concerned we will simply say that the deceased was wal
pletely off a highway, with some other boy scouts. He was killed by an automo

by one defendant and by the other. The car suddenly ran onto the shoul

2 of the scouts. The plaintiff here is the administrator of the estate of one

"To substantiate the damage claims, testimony was introduced as to the buy's de

trustworthiness, and ambitioh. It was established that he helped his father a

work the family farm. Upon such evidence the jury awarded $14,000, plus $979.

funeral and burial expenses. The trial judge said it was too much. He said t

justified an award of only $7,500, plus $979.50 for funeral and burial expense
boy his age 'could have had the earning capacity indicated by this verdict,' a

a new trial unless remittitur were filed:

"Thus we come once more to a consideration of the problem of the 'pecuniary los
by the parents of a deceased minor child. What we in Michigan have done, in c
many other courts, is to require the subtraction, from the hypothetical earnin
child prior to his majority, the speculative costs of his rearing. The differ

any, we say is the parents' pecuniary loss. ...

[Decision
v

"This, then, was the day from which our precedents tome, (f-rol a (.3.3:, when emplo

children of tender years was the accepted practice and their pecuniary contrib

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use-of Quotation marks. Other

are summaries or paraphrases of the Aatute listed.
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RESOURCES*
:ate Constitution, Article I, Section 16.

for injuries causing death.] §16. The right of action now existing to recover
or injuries resulting in death, shall never be abrogated; and thL amount re-
shall not be subject to any statutory limitation. (Formerly §18. Renumbered

Ltutional Convention of 1938 and approved by vote of the people November 8, 1938.)"

'Aodtke, vol. 105 Northwestern Reporter, Second Series, p, 118 (1960)

before us.concerns, in general,- damages for the life of a child negligently
SpeciaCally it is whether or not a jury award of approximately $15,000 to the
)f a 14-year-old boy was excessive.

the facts are concerned we will simply say that the deceased was walking, com-
)ff a highway, with some other boy scouts. He was killed by an automobile owned

)fendant and driven by the other. The car suddenly ran onto the shoulder and hit

scouts. The plaintiff here is the administrator of the estate of one of them.

intiate the damage claims, testimony was introduced as to the boy's dependability,

.hiness, and ambition. It was established that he helped his father and brothers

family farm. Upon such evidence the jury awarded $14,000, plus $979.50 for
tnd burial expenses. The _trial judge said it was too much.- He-saidthe-proofs
I an award of only $7,500, plus $919.50.for funeral and burial expenses, since no
Te 'could have had the earning capacity indicated by this verdict,' and he ordered
ial unless remittitur were filed.

ome once'more to a consideration of the problem of the-'pecuniary loss' suffered
trents of a deceased minor child. What we in Michigan have done, in common with

r courts, is to require the subtraction, from the hypothetical earnings of the
tor to his majority, the speculative costs of his rearing. The difference, if

;ay is the parents' pecuniary loss. ...

1, was the day from which our precedents come, [frtml a day when employment of

of tender years was the accepted practice and their pecuniary contributions

ns from statutes are indicated by the use of Quotation marks. Other statements

r paraphrases of the statute'listed.
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Module 4,

to the family both:substantial and provable. ...

fact, our.society, by one meails or another, now attempts to keep children out

the general labs market. Yet the:'. still exists in the law this remote and repuls

backiiash of time'and civilization.. where precedents.:.tell us that the value of li

of a child must be measured solely by the standards of the day when he peddled the

of his hands and the strength of his back at the factory gates. ...

"[3,4] What, then, is the recuniary lose buffered because of the taking of,the chil

life? It is the pecuniary value of the life. ... In the cases coming to UF a lif

taken and it is our duty, ..s best we can, to put a fair valuation on it. In §ci'doi

we will iceep-iii mind that the act is remedial in its character and our uty is to

it liberally in faNior of the beneficiaries. ...

-...The fiction now employed as the measure of pecuniary lois should he abandoned.

perpetuates an attitude towards the value of a child's life completely repudiated

legislation and the enlightered child-welfare policies of this jurisdiction. It d

-Violence to the intent of the act, which is to grant a recovery whenever a death

person' .s caused by the wrongful act of another. ... The bloodless bookkeeping

upon our juries by the savage exploitatins-VT the last century must no longer by

by-our courts.

"The order granting new trial subject to remittitur is reversed [that is, the fathe

entitled to the money that had been granted.]"

Fussner vs. Andertt vol. 113 Northwestern Reporter, Second Serie;, p. 355 (1962)

"[1] It appears that the record that plaintiff's daughter, Sandra Fussncr,'died fr

injuries received in an automobile accident which the jury found was caused by the

negligence of the defendant. The father was,49 yearsof age at the time of the tr

and is.,anlengineer in a railrnad car repair shop. Sandra"waithe younger of two

daughters) Her mother died in 1952 after.an_illness which continued for 2 years.

During the mother's illness the father relied upon Sandra for much of the housewo

including cleaning.and cooking. After the mother'§ death the two girls assumed t

-180
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47,

the faV:y.both substantial and provable. ...

..."W_fa.Lct.,foursociety, by one means or another, now attempts to keep children out of

e general labor market. 'Yet there still exists in the law.this remote and repulsive

ckwash of time and civilization...where precedents...tell us t':at the value of life

a child must be measured solely by the standards of the day when he peddled the skill

his hands and the strength of his back at the factory gates. ...

Al What, then, is the pecuniary loss suffered_

fe? It is the pecuniary-value of the life-.

ken and it is our duty,Las best we cant to put
will keep in mind-that-the act is remedial in

liberally in favor of the beneficiaries. ...

because of the taking of the child's

.
In the cases coming to us a life has been

a fair value on on'it. In-so doing,

its charac'tr and our duty is to construe

.The fiction now employed as the measure of pecuniary loss should be abandoned. It

rpetuates an attitude towards the value of a child's life completely repudiated by modern

gislfAion and the enlightened child-welfare policiei of this jurisdiction. It does

olence to the intent of the act, whiCh is to grant a recovery whenever a death 'of a

arson' is caused by the wfongful act of another. ... The bloodless bookkeeping imposed

)on our juries-by-the-savage exploitations of the last century must no longer by perpetuated

our_courts.

le order granting new trial subject to remttitur is reversed [that is, the father is

titled to the money that had been granted.]"

sner vs. Andert, vol. 113 Northwestern Reporter, Second Series, p. 355 (1962)

It_appears that-the record that plaintiff's daughter, Sandra Fussner, died from

njuries received in an automobile accident which the jury found was caused by the

egligence of-the defendant. The father was 49 years' of age at the time of the trial

nd is an-engineerin a railroad car .repair shop. Sandra was the younger of two

aughters.. Her mother died in 1952'after an illness which continued for 2 years.

wring the mothei's iflness the Bather relied upon Sandra for much of the housework

nCluding cleaning and cooking. Aftel the mother's death the two girls assumed the
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responsibility of maintaining the household until 1955 when the sister married.

those responsibilities were assumed by the decedent. In-the-fall of 19561the fath

married. The second wife continued her employment outside the home. The[decedent

time of her death was employed as a typist-receptionist at a department *ore and

6 1/2-month period prior to her death earned $1,104.95. She purchased her own nec

various items for the house, aid gifts for her father out of her earningL She p

per Leek forher room, but beyond that no.accounting was kept of what she, spent f

household. There was a pleasant relationship between the decedent, heCUIher, a
mother, and she considered their home as her own. After her father's remarriage,

was no change in her routille ',V housework. Because the stepmother worked, the fat

relied upon her as before and it was customary for Sandra to start meals at night

the stepmother had returned home from work. ...
3

[Decision]

"In submitting the case to the jury the court gave the standard and approved instr

on the subject of damages:

'If you award the plaintiff.- damages they must be in an amount which will fully,

_fairly and adequately reflect the present monetary value'of any future contributi
in Money or services which you find Sandra would have made .to her father during,t1

remainder of their lives had she not been killed in this accident. In other word

if your verdict is for the plaintiff you mst decide from the evidence what pecun
or financial loss the plaintiff has sustained, but you may not include-any-amount

compensation for the fathers grief, sorrow or mental anguish, nor are you permit
tb make an-award for the father's loss of his daughter's comfort, society or comp

ship.' ...

There is no contention that the court was in 'error in telling the jury that they

not include damages for the father's grief, sorrow, or mental anguish. It-is ass

that the error lies in the fact that the instruction limited recovery to loss iv

of dollars and that in context the instruction permitting recovery for "contribut

-- in services' referred to labor or other employment performed pursuant to an under

ing tIT agreement with the survivor and excluded from the consideration of the jur

real.and substantial losses, which-mIght be considered as having'a pecuniary adva
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sibility of maintaining the household until 1955 when the sister married. Thereafter
responsibilities were assumed by the decedent. In the fall of 1956 the father re-
d.- The second wife continued her employment outside the home. The decedent afthe
4' her death was employed-as-a typist-receptionist at a department store and'for the
month period prior to her death earned S1,104.95. She purchased her,-own necessities,
is items for the house, and gifts for her father out of her earnings. She paid $7
Gek fdr her room, but beyond that no accounting was kept of what she spent-for-the
:old. There was a pleasant relationship betwen the decedent) her father, and step-
, and she considered their home as her own. After her father's.remarriage, there
) change in her routine of housework. Because the stepmother worked, the father
upon her as before and it was customary for Sandra to start'meals at night 'vefore

epmother had returned home from work.

ion]

mitting the case to the jury the court gave the standard and approved instruction
subject of damages:

you award the plaintiftdamages t' y must be in an amount which will fully,
and adequately reflect the pres _ monetary valueof any future contributions

tey r services which you find Sandra wou;d-have made to her father during the
derlof their lives had she not been killed in this acpident. In other words,
.r verdict is for the-plaintiff-you must decide from the evidence what Pecuniary
ancial-T6g-S the plaintiff has sustained, but you may not include any amount as
tsation for the father's grief, sorrow or mental anguish, nor are you permitted
,e an-award for the father's loss of his da'ighter's comfort, society or companion-
...h

[

is no_cortenti.1 that the court was in error in telling the jury that they could
(dude damages for the father's grief, sorrow, or,mental anguish. It is asserted
he error lies in the fact that the instruction limited recovery to loss in terms
lars and that 4n context the 'instruction permitting recovery for 'contributions
vices' referred to labor or other employment performed pursuant to an understand-
' agreement with the survivor and excluded from the consideration of the jury such
Ad substantial losses, which might be considered 4s having a pecuniary advantage
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to the survivor and which would be encompassed within the broad term of society a

companionship. ...

"..:Tbe-Supreme-Coilrt, Murphy, J., held that pecuniary-loss test limiting recovery

parent for death of a child by wrongful act to loss of earnings, contributions an

services in terms of dollars is unduly restrictive and parent may recover for los

ofadvice, comfort, assistance and protection which jury might find to be of a pe

value to the parent if child had lived."

Summers, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through Law. -

"The limits of law," Chapter .2. Lexington, Mass. Ginn and Company. 1973.

New York Civil Rights Law, Section 80-a.

"§ 80-a. Causes of action for alienation of affections, criminal conversation,

and breach of contract to marry abolished.

The rights of action to recover sums of money as damages for alienation of a

criminal conversation, seduction, or breach of contract to marry are alvlished.

done within this state shall operate to give rise, either within or without this

to any such right of-action. No contract to marry made or entered into in this,

shall operate to give rise, either within or without this state, to any cause or

of action-for its breach."

Moulin vs. Monteleone, vol. 115 Southern Reporter, p. 447 (1927)

"..:The facts disclosed...are that the plaintiff and the offending spouse were ma

Arkansas nearly -i6 months ago--...--and they soon after moved to New Orleans, wh

plaintiff introduced his wife to his erstwhile friend, Monteleone. About. three

later, plaintiff-went away on a business trip, leaving his wife with a lady cots

He corresponded with her daily, by letters ar.d telegrams and telephone messages

13 days, when sne ceased replying, and his letters were returned-unopened, beari

postmark, 'Removed.' Meanwhile,. Monteleone, it was alleged, had paid frequent v

marked attention to Mrs. Moulin, entertaining her a. suppers and drinking partie
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e survivor and which would be encompassed within the'broad term of society and

nionship.

e SuprPme Court, Nurphy, J., held that pecuniary-lor,s test limiting recovery by

t for death of a 411101_by wrongful acc to loss of earnings, contributions and

ces in terms of dollars is unduly restrictive and parent may recover for loss

vice, comfort, assistance and protection which jury might find to be of f-a pecuniary

to the parent if child had lived:"

, R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through Law. - unit V -

limits of law," Chapter 2. Lexington, Mass. Ginn and Comny. 1973.

Civil Rights.Law, Section 80-a.

a. Causes of action for al;enation of affections, criminal conversation, seduction

I breach of contract to marry wolished.

he rights of action to recover sums of-money as damages for alienation of affections,

Inal conversation, seduction, or breach of contract to marry are abolished. No act

within this state shall operate to give rise, either within or without this state,

iy'such right of action. No contract to marry made or entered into in this state

operate -to- give rise, either within or without this state, to any cause or right

tion for its breach."

ifs. Monteleone, vol,_115 Southern Reporter, p. 447 1927)

he facts disclosed...are that the plaintiff and the offending spouse were married in

Isas nearly 16 mo',Wis ago --...--and they soon after moyed to New Orleans, where the

'stiff-introkced acs wife to his erstwhile friend, Monteleone. About three months

plaintiff went away on a business trip, leaving his wife with a lady cousin of his.

)rresponao.t with her daily, by letters and telegrams and to phone message( .or 12 or

lys, where she ceased replying, and his letters were-returned. unopened, beang the

:ark, 'Removed.'" MeanWhile,onte1eone, it was alleged, had paid frequent visits and

.d attention to Nirs. Moulin, entertaining her at suppe...-saInd drinking parties, at
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- __-

midnight clubs, cabarets, and houses;... It is alleged that he induced her

to ride to Baton Rouge with-him in his automobile, and introduced her there as

Mrs. Brown. Finally, it is alleged, he persuaded her to leave the house wnere-her
husband had left her and to go and live with him (Monteleone) in an apartment, where
he supported and provided for her as his wife; so that, when plaintiff returned from
his trip, and met his wife, she informed him that Monteleone 'was in love with her,'
that she was intimate with him, and that she would no longer live with her hu-iband.
For all of which the plaintiff claims the sum of $80,000, itemized into four items o
equal worth, viz: "420,000 for the-deprivation of the wife's love and affection, and

the,lOss of her fidelity and assistance; $20,000 for the loss of the companionship
and society of the wife; $20,000 for the humiliation and mental anguish which the
husband endured; and $20,C00 for the breaking up of his home.

[Decision]

"The best way to suppress such conduct as is described in the plaintiff's petition
--liould.dbeJoy:means of= a penalstatute condemning both of the particepts criminis. A

law that would allow the husband compensation in money for such a wrong would be
revolting to a majority of men, and might -tend more to encourage blackmail than to

------- protect the-home. It is not astonishing-that the Civil Code makes no provision for

such a right of action.

"The judgment is affirmed. [That is, that the plaintiff is not entitled to his money

S
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UNDERSTANDING V*

ALTHOUGH LAW USES MANY RULES AND PROCEDURES TO RES1tVE DISPUTED FACTS RATIONALLY A

CIRCUMSTANCES MAY LIMIT THE ABILITY OF JUDGES AND JURORS TO DETERMINE THE TRUE FAC

A. Explanation of Understanding V

In a criminal 4.44cuthe_district attorney, as the people's respresentative, accuse

.drime. In a civil case, one prive', person sues another, usually claiming a righ

damage repaired. In both criminal and civi, cases there are trials.

.14horcases go to trial, unanswered questions of two kinds may arise. First, it m

exactly what law controls the case._ For example, what is the law concerning possession o

small quantity of marijuanar-Vlittll.the law allow a civil suit to recover money when son

causes the_death of an unborn child?

But mo4often,when a case goes to trial, the law itself is not the issue; both p

agree on the rules of law; they are disputing the facts of the case. For example, the dis

claims X killed Y in cold blood' X says it was purely a matter of self-defense. Both part

law, that cold blooded killing is murder-and that self-defense is a valid excuse, but they

took place--the facts. Likewise, in civil cases, trials are usually concerned with disput

auto negligence case, both parties may agree that driving on the left side of the road is n

is likely to be a question about.who was driving on which side of the road at a given mome

Generally speaking, it is the job of the'judge, with the help of the lawyers, to

of the case. On the other, hand, there is a sight to have a jury settle disputed facts.

Finding out what really did happen when people are presenting conflicting stories

aspect of "adjudication." TKU-Taw uses `several techniques to make this process of fact fi

accurate as possible. There are usually lawyers for each side to present the case. Ther

of evidence regulating the information that can be presented to the jury. There rase rule

wins If the jury equally convinced by evidence of each side. There are certain presum

criminal cages a person is presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond any reasonable do

presumed sane until proven insane; a person is presumed to have intended the natural cons

act.
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LAW UStS MANY RULES AND PRbCEDURES TO RESOLVE DISPUTED FACTS RATIONALLY AND FAIRLY,
NCES MAY LIMIT THE ABILITY OF JUDGES AND JURORS TO DETERMINE THE TRUE FACTS.-

of Understanding V ;;T!

iminal case,the district attorney, as the people's respresentative, accuses someone of com-

In a civil case, one private pePson sues another, usually claiming aright to have some

In both criminal and civil cases there are trials.

.

ses go to trial, unanswered questions of two kinds may arise. First, it may not be clear

w controls the case. For example, what is the law concerning possesSion of an dnuseably

f marijuana? Or will the law allow a civil suit to recover money when someone's carelessness

la an unborn child?

e often,when a'case goes to trial, the law itself is not the issue; both parties usually

es of law; they_are disputing the facts of the case. Fin. example, the district attorney

Y in cold blood; X says it was purely a matter of self-defense. Bail parties agree on the

looded killing' is murder and. that self-defense _is a valid excuse, but they disagree on what

facts. Likewise, in civil cases, trials are usually concerned with disputed facts. In an

-case; both parties may agree that driving on the left side of the..road is negligent, but there

a question about who was driving on which side of the road at a given moment.

11,y speaking, it is the job of 1.:he judge, with the help of the lawyers, to figure out the law

the other hand, there is a right to have a jury settle disputed facts.

out what really did happen when people ore presenting conflicting stories is a qmplex

ication." The law uses several techniques to make this process of fact finding as fair and

ible. There are, usually lawyers for each side totpresent the case. There are complex rules

Jlatih-grlhe information that can be presented to the jury. There ate rules concerning who

y-is equally 'convinced by evidence of each side. There are certain presumption rules--in

a personis presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond any reasonable doubt;-a person is

ntil proven insane; a person is presumed to have intended the natural contequences of his
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But even with all these rules and processes for finding the facts, the law cannot a

the true facts. Instead, it must try to reach'a-r6solution of disputed facts by a fair and r

Undoubtedly,, this version .of the facts is sometimes inaccurate; determination of the truth is

yond the limited powers of law.

B. Tpaching Understanding V

OBJECTIVES ...--

. Given a report of an incident, or,testimony from a court case, the student can cdrre

facts which can be proven-froM observations open to question or misinterpretation.

. The student can list reasons why the facts behind certain reports cannot be ascerta

. After viewing a film of a-Court proceeding, the student can identify those aspects o
which appeal to the emotions of the listener and thereby obscure the facts.

QUESTIONS TO REACH UNDERSTANDING

. Aren't facts facts? -"

-- What elements help explain why law often must deal in probabilities rather than abso

. Why does the public go along with a legal process that sometimes cannot be certain o

true facts?

_USE OF VISUALS

. Using the New York State Historical Society's Painting As Social History,program "J

In the Backwoods," identify all the factors that might, obscure the facts'of the case

Identify also .those factors that help to reveal the facts. Discuss the reasons that

dve is more desirable than having no trial at all.
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en with all these rules and processes for finding the facts, the'law cannot always determine

Instead, it must try to reach a resolution of disputed facts by a fair and rational mians.
version of the facts is sometimes inaccurate; determination of the truth is sometimes be-

powers of law.

'erstanding V

report pf an incident, or testimony,from a court case, the student can correctly separate_
ich ,can;be proven from observations open to question or misinterpretation.

dent camlist reasons why theacts behind certain reports cannot be asd-tained.

rieWin§ a, film of a court proceedibg, the student can identify those aspects of the testimony
ppeal tolthe emotions of the listener and thereby obscure the facts__

REACN-UNDEASTANDING

facts facts?

ements help explain why law often must deal in probabilities raper than absolute facts?

s the public go along with a legal process that sometimes cannot be certain of determining

acts? -

LS

he New York State Nistorical_Society's ftinting Is Sociai History, program "Justice's Court

Backwoods," ideri-ify all the factors that might obscure the facts of the case being presented.

y alsJ those factors that help to reveal the facts. Discuss the reasons that such a proce-

more desirable than having no trial at all.
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Module /1'

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOUR

1. Imperfections ia human memory and sense perception.

-a) Have each student in the class write a
short but detailed account of some un-
expected incident that occurred in the
class or at the school some time more
than a month ago, but within the last
year or two (for example, a fire, an
accident, a fight, etc.). ,In clasg,
systematically Compare these accounts

to see if memory or-other-factors-bb-
scure the "true" happenings of the
past and interfere with efforts to
determine what truly did happen. As

students report their-versions, un-
doubtedly, othet.pupils will chime

in` to disagree.

b) tag a surprise skit for the class

in which someone breaks into the
classroom;- -has a quick and loud ex-

change of words with the teacher,
threatens an assault on the teacher

---with some weapon, and quickly re-

treats. You might secretly plan it
with one of the more discreet mem-
bers of your class well in advance,
complete with written details inclu-

ding gestures and words. (It is

probably wise to alert your admin-
i3trator to this incident, ever
possibly having him intercede-as ).

. a "surprise observer..")

186

The final limit of law suggested fo
concerns law's limited capacity to

truth. Usually when either a civil
case goes to trial,the matter being

cerns a dispute as to what are the

Through the process of adjudication
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rational, deliberate fashion. How

lution of fact disputes and determi
truth are not the same.

The truth is not uncommonly beyond
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toward recollection of things in a
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TION OF STRATEGIES

'at

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

1._ Imperfections inhuman memory and sense perception.

The final limit of law suggested for consideration
concerns law's limited capacity to.determine the

truth. Usually when either a civil or a criminal
case goes to trial, the matter being contended con-
cerns a dispute as to what are the facts of the case.
-Through the process of adjudication the law resolves
such fact disputes in whatAs intended to be a _

rational, deliberaue fashion. However, legal reso-

lution of fact disputes and determination of the
truth are not the same.

ch student in the class_write a
ut detailed account of sbMe
d incident that occurred in the
r at the se.tool soave time more

month ago, but Within the last
two (for example, a fire, an

t, a fight, etc.). In class,

tically compare thesA accounts
if memory or other factors ob-
he "true" happenings of the
d interfere with efforts to
ne what truly did happen. As

s report their versions, un-
ly, other pupils will chime
isagree.

surprise skit for the class

h someone breaks_into the
om, has a- quick and loud' ex-

of words with-the teacher,
w an assault on the teacher
me ,weapon, and quickly re-
__.--Yoti might secretly plan it

e of the more discreet.mem-
your class well in advance, _
e with written details inclu-
estures and words. (It is

ly wise to alert your admin-,
or to this incident, even
pl. having him intercede as

rise obServer.")
=

-

The truth is not uncommonly beyond law's limits.
Because of such factors.as memory and partiality
toward recollection of things in a particular way,
the facts, as reported in a courtrbom.by witnesses
months after the occurrence of the events in question,

may be obscured. Even without-the intervention of
timet imperfect human sense perception may obscure

the truth. Twenty-five people, if they are taken
suffl," tly by surprise, may honestly, report having

sce heard 25 differentsversions-of the

Saw dent. Another variable that limits law's

cap... , to' etermine the truth is dishonesty. One

party tb a fact disputesmay simply be trying to pro,
tact himself or someone else. Although rational
procedures of adjudication may cause an occasional
dishonest witness to get "caught In his own lies"
(as invariably is the case when TV lawyers do their
thing), oftentimes the law must resolve a fact dis-°

pute in the face of persistent conflicting stories,
neither of which can he proven true in any absolute -

sense.

186
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DETAILED- DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES

Before any discussion, have each mem-
ber of the class record in detail what

he or she has witnessed*. In class,

systematically compare these accounts
with a taped account to see if human
sense perception obscures "true" hap-
-penings of the past and interferes-
with efforts to determine what really

did happen. If time permits, a jury
trial could be held td' establish the 4

facts in the incident.

ti

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOU

The suggested procedures within th
attempt to illustrate two things.
each student describe an event he
then comparing these Oscriptions
graphically that past facts are no
In considering why thi,s is so, ele

memory, infallible sense perceptio
latent prejudice may be evident.

2- Limitations of judicial fact finding.

a) Present for student reading.and discussion- ,
the cases on page I88which -'. slude a hypo-

thetical school disciplinal. matter in
which the opposite sides 'f the case present
conflicting versions of the facts, and the
party in whose fw:or the fact dispute is
r'solved will be the winner of the case.

. ,Regardiess of who wins, consider whether
it is poiTible to know for certain who
really is telling the truth if each,side
sticks to his story.

b: Have some of the members of the class
prepare and present a court case in which

--there is conflicting evidence on the parts
of-prosecution and the defense. The rest

of the class can sit in as a ja7T--It will
be interesting to see how they will evalu-
ate the case in the light of conflicting.

stories presented.

4
187

The examination of the jury's fact

may demonstrate_that the jury's,,Ipt

foolproof task of simply sortinjb
the lies: Often the jury, without
truth, reaches a result by followi

deliberate procedure that is mere

produce a fair result with maximum
,accuracy .
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e any discussion, have each mem-
)f the class record in detail what

she has witnessed. In class,

matically compare these accounts
a taped account to see if human
perception obscures "true" hap-

igs of thepast and interferes -=

efforts to determine what really1
lappen. If time permits, a jury_
I could be held to establish the

s in the incident.

DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

:he suggested procedures within this understanding

attempt to illustrate two things. First, by having

each student describe an event he has witnessed and
then comparing these descriptions, students may see
graphically that past facts are not easily recreated
In considering why this is so, elements of imperfect
memory, infallible sense perception, and overt or
latent prejudice may be evident.

A

2. Limitations of judicial fact finding.

ent for student reading and discussion
cases on page 188 which include a hypo-

ical school disciplinary matter in
h the opposite sides of the case present
licting versions of the facts, and the
y in whose favor the fact dispute is
ived will be the winner of the case.
rdless of who ns, consider whether
s possitole to know for certain who
ly is to ig the truth if each side
ks to his stor

some of the memberSniTthe class
are and present court case in which
e is conflicting evidence on the parts

rosecution and the defense. The rest
he class can sit in as a jury. It will

nteresting to see how they will evalu-
the case in the light of conflicting
ies presented.

187

The examination of the jury's fact-finding function

may demonstrate that the jury's job is often not a

foolproof task of simply sorting out the truth from
the lie-57Often the jury, without ever knowing the

truth, reaches a result by following a rational and

deliberate procedure that is merely designed to

produce a fair result with maximum probability of

accuracy.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIES DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES AND RESOURC

c) Have class view a film showing presentation
of conflicting testimony at trial. Before

--- showing the portion of the film revealing
the jury's verdict, divide the class into
groups of six, nine, or 12 to deliber-
ate as juries and reach verdicts on their

own. Consider whether such findings are
absolute determinations of truth or merely
rational-attempts to reconstruct a past
event as fairly and accurately as possible.
The following movie titles are possible

choices. If movies are unavailable, pupils

could read the movie version of "To Kill a
Mockingbird" by Harper Lee or the play,
"Twelve Angry Men."

!The Bill of Rights in Action: Story of

a Trial," A Bernard Wilets Film. 22 min.

(Trial of misdemeanor .

offense.)
"To Kill A Mockingbird"
--"Twelve Angry Men"

d) Have some of pupils in class stage a court

drama in advance. Have the rest of the class

view the trial which involves a case where
there is conflicting evidence or a,question
of fact. Before hearing what verdict the
jury actually reached, return to class and

divide the class into groups to reach verdicts

of their own. Consider whether such findings
are absolute determinations of truth or
merely rational attempts to reconstruct a
past event as fairly and accurately as

possible.

188

A drawing by Handelsman from th
Magazine, Inc. (1972) has been
because of copyright restrictio
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ass view a film showing. presentation
ActIng testimony at trial. Before

the portion of the film revealing
-is verdict, divide the class into
,3f six, nine, or 12 to deliber-

uries and reach verdicts on their
insider- whether such findings are

determinations of truth or merely
1 attempts to reconstruct a past
fairly and accurately as possible.

owing movie titles are possible
. If movies are unavailable, pupils
aad the movie version of "To Kill a
gird" by Harper Lee or the play,
Angry Men."

3111 of Rights in Action: Story of

11," 4 Bernard Wilets- F -ilm. 22 min.

of misdemeanor
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ill A Mockingbird"
ve Angry Men"

ne of pupils in class stage a court
n advance. Have the rest of.the class
e trial which involves a case where
's conflicting evidence on a question

Before hearing what verdict the
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the class into group .reach verdicts

own. Consider whetp r such findings
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rational attempts to reconstruct a
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A drawing by Handelsman from the New Yorker
Magazine, Inc. (1972) has been omitted here
because of copyright restrictions.
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Module 4 RESOURCES*
Sample Cases:

People vs. Ivy, vol. 244 California Appellate Reports, Second Series, O. 406 (

Narcotics officer claimed to have bought three "joints" from Ivy. Ivy clai

home with his family at the alleged time of illegal sale. A jury found Ivy

selling marijuana. Is there any way of knowing for certain whose version o

was in fact true?

Ivy appealed the jury's decision on the basis that the judge made certain c

the jury before they made their deliberation that were prejudicial to him.

decided in the appeal case that according to California law it was within t

of a judge in commenting on evidence to express his opinion as to the guilt

nocense of the accused so long as the province of the jury was not invaded.

People vs. Pearson, vol. 169 Northeastern Reporter, Second Series, p. 252 (19

District attorney's witness claimed X was raping "and robbing her at the time

question. X's witness said he saw X at home asleep at the time in question

both witnesses stand firm, is there any way a court can know for certain wh

the "true" facts of this case?

Berry vs. Chaplin, vole. 169 Pacific Reporter, Second Series, p. 442 (1946)

Charles Chaplin was sued in a paternity case. In_tht face of conflicting e

including a negative blood test, the jury found Chaplin was the father of t

Is there any way of knowing for certain what are the "true" facts of the ca

Sample Hypothetical Case:

Suzie Butts is caught by the principal in a smoke-filled girls' room. Suzie

she hasn't been smoking and that the bathroom was smoke-filled when she ente

principal says no one entered the girls' room for 15 minutes prior to Suzie.

or not Suzie gets disciplined depends upon whether her story is believed. R

the outcome of this case, if Suzie sticks to her story, is it possible to ev

whether Suzie was or was not smoking?

*Direct quotations from statutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other

are summaries or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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RESOURCES*
Cases.:

le vs. Ivy, vol. 244 California Appellate Reports, Second Series, p. 406 (1966)

rcotics officer claimed to have bought three."joints" from Ivy. Ivy claimed to have been

me with his family at the alleged time of illegal sale. A jury found Ivy guilty of

iling marijuana. Is there any way of knowing for certain whose version of the story

s in fact true?

y appealed the jury's decision on the basis that the judge made certain comments to

e jury before they made their deliberation that were prejudicial to him. The court

cided in the appeal case that according to California law it was within the power
a judge in commenting on evidence to express his opinion ar to the guilt or in-

cense of the accused so long as the province of the jury was not invaded.

le vs. Pearson, vol. 169 Northeastern Reporter, Second Series, p. 252 (1960)

strict attorney's witness claimed X was raping and robbing her at the time in
estion. ,X's witness said he saw X at home asleep it the time in question. If

th witnesses stand firm, is there any way a court can know for certain Alat are

e "true" facts of this case?

vs. crapatl, vol. 169,441e441c Reporter, Second Series, p. 442 (1946)

arles Chaplin was sued in a paternity case. In the face of conflicting evidence

cluding a negative blood test, the jury found Chaplin was the father of the child.
there any way of knowing for certain what are the "true" facts of the case?

Hypothetical Case;

e Butts is caught by the principal in a smoke-filled girls' room. Suzie claims

hasn't been smoking and that the bathroom was smoke-filled when she entered. The

cipal says no one entered the girls' room for 15 minuterftior to Suzie. Whether
of Suzie gets GEsciplined depends upon whether her stab, is believed. Regardless of

outcome of this: case, if Suzie sticks to her story, is it possible to ever determine

her Suzie was or was not smoking?

tations from .tatutes are indicated by the use of quotation marks. Other statements

ies or paraphrases of the statute listed.
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OPTIOWAL BACKGROUND READING MATERIAL FOR TEA

MODULE I - UNDERSTANDING I

Berman, H.J. & Greiner, W.R. The nature and functions of law. Part One - "Law as a

dispute resolution," 2d ed. Brooklyn. Foundation Press. 1966.

Summers, R.S. "Law, adjudicative processes and civil justice," in Law, reason and
(Graham Hughes, ed., 1968). New York. New York University Press. 1969.

Howard, J.W., Jr. "Adjudication considered as a process of conflict resolution," in

public law, vol._ 18, p. 339. 1969.

MODUL - UNDERSTANDING II

Fuller, .-. The morality of lam. New Haven. Yale University Press. 1964. pp. 46

Freund, Ernst. Legislative regulation. New York. The Common-Wealth Fund. 1932.

FainSod, Merle. "Nature of regulatory process," in Public policy. 1940. p. 297.

MODULE I - UNDERSTANDING III

Hart, H.M., Jr.

Williams, J.E.H.
vol. 74. 1958

"The aims of the criminal law," in Law and contemporary problems, vo

"The proper scope and function of the criminal law," in Law quarter

. p. 76.

MODULE II - UNDERSTANDING I

Summers, R.S. & roward, C.G. Law, its nature, functions and *limits, 2d ed. Chapters

Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1972.

. "The technique element in law," 59 California law review. 1971. p. 733.
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L iACKGROUND READING MATERIAL FOR TEACHERS

TANDIM I

& Greiner, W.R. The nature and,functions of law. Part One - "Law as a process of
solution," 2d ed. Brooklyn. Foundation Press. 1966.

. "Law, adjudicative processes and civil justice," in Law, reason and justice.
ghes, ed., 1968). New York. New York University Press. 1969.

, Jr. "Adjudication Considered as a process of conflict resplution," in Journal of
, vol. 18, p. 339. 1969.

STANDING II

The morality of law. New Haven. Yale University Press. 1964. pp. 46-65.

t. Legislative regulation. New York. The Common-Wealth Fund. 1932.

le. "Nature of regulatory process," in Public policy. 1940. p. 297.

TANDING III

Jr. "The aims of the criminal law," in Law and contemporary problems, vol. 23. 1958. p. 401

E.H. "The proper scope and function of the criminal-law," in Law quarterly review,
1958. p. 76.

STANDING I

. & Howard, C.G. Law, its nature, functions and limits, 2d ed. Chapters 1-5. Englewood
J. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1972.

technique element in law," 59 California law review. 1971. p. 733. 4.



McKinney's consolidated laws of New York. Vol. 24. "Highways."

United States code. Title 23, "Highways." Section 109.

Mix, D.D. "The misdemeanor approach'to pollution control," vol. 10 Arizona law revi

California motor vehicle code. Sections 27153, 42002.

New York public health law. Sections 1250, 1252.

United States code. Title 33, "Navigation and navigable waterways." Section 109.

Sax, J.L. Defending the environment: a strategy for citizen action. New York. Ran

Katz, Milton. "The function of tort liability in technology assessment," vol. 38 U

Cincinnati Zaw review. 1969. 'p. 587.

Gilluly, Richard. "Taking polluters to the courts," vol 98 Science news. Septembe

United States code. Title 26,"Internal revenue code of 1954." Sections 501(c)3 an'

from tax on (certain organizations)".

New York State Education Department. Consumer education, materials for an elective

Reprint. See units on "Housing: Apartment Rental and PurOhasing a Home," "Short

Credit," and "Life and Health Insurance."

MODULE II - UNDERSTANDING II

Kessler, F. & Sharp, M.P. Contracts, cases and materials. Introduction,"Contract

of order." Boston. Little. 1953.

The problems of overuse of private arrangement techniques in fair distribution

resources.

Kaplan, John. Marijuana, the new prohibition. New York. World Publishing Co. 19

The problems of overuse of penal technique in treatment of the marijuana use p
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Hazard, G.C. "Social justice througp civil justice," in vol. 36 University of Chicago

1969. p. 669.
The problem of overuse of the private remedy technique in treating problems of po

Kadish, S.H. "The crisis of overcriminalization" in vol. 374 Annals of the Americaq ac

political and social sciences. 1967. p. 157.

MODULE II - UNDERSTANDING III

Pound, Rcacoe. Social control through law. New Haven. Yale University Press. 1042.

Howard, C.G.,
Hall, Inc.

Spiller, R.E.
1960.

& Summers R.S. Law, its nature, functions and limits. Englewood Cliffs

1965. Chapter 3, section 4, "The law and other means of social control.'

Social control in a free society. Philadelphia. University of Pennsyl

LaPiere, R.T. A the of social control. New York. McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1954.

Barnes, H.E. and Teeters, N.K. New horizons in criminology. Englewood Cliffs. Prent

1959. Chapter 12, "Home and Community Influences."

MODULE III - GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Hall, L. "The rights of the accused in criminal cases," in Talks on American law. Ed

H.J. Berman. 1961.

Howard, C.G., & Surmers, R.S. Law, its nature, functions and limits. Chapter 4, sect

procedure the heart of the law?" Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1965.

The President's Commission on Law En4orcement and the Administration of Justice. The

in a free society, "America's systu, of criminal justice." 1967. pp. 7-12.
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. Social control in a free society. Philalelphia. University of Pennsylvania Press.
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MODULE III - UNDERSTANDING II

ClarI5, Ramsey. Crime in America. New York. Simon and Schuster. ,1970.

The former Attorney General discusses Taw enforcement.

Cohen, W., Schwartz, M. & Sobul, D. The Bill of Rights, a sourcebook. Part Three -

due process-."- New York. Ben4ger. 1968.

Parker, D., O'Neil, R., & Econopouly, N. Civil liberties, case studies and the law.

"Protecting the rights of the accused." Boston. Houghton Mifflin. 1965.

Barth, Alan. Heritage of liberty. Chapter 3 - "The procedural rights." New York.

Douglas, William 0. A living Bill of Rights. New York. Doubleday. 1961.

Howard, C.G. & Summers, R.S. Law, its nature, functions and limits. Chapter 12, sect

"Surveillance of police and prosecutor"and "Surveillance of the judiciary." Pren

Kadish,S.H. &Paulson,M.G. Criminal law and its processes, cases and materials. Chap

restraints on police practices." Boston. Little Brown. 1962, 1967, 1970.

See specifically pages 858-889.

Lohman, J.D. & Misner, G.E. The police and the community, a report prepared for the

commission on law enforcement and administration of justice. U.S. Government Prin

1966. Chapter 9 - "Accountability--the problem of police control."

The President's commission on law enforcement and administration of justice, task fo

the police. U.S. Government Printing Office. 1967. "Internal and external contr

"Insuring fairness" pp. 193-205.

MODULE IV - GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Howard, C.G. & Summers, R.S. Law, its nature, functions and limits. Part Five, "Th

effective legal action." 1965.
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SimpsRn, S.P. &Stone, Julius. Cases and readings on Zaw and society. Book Two, Cha

Limitations on social control through law." St. Paul. West Publishing Co. 1948-

Pound, Roscoe. "The limits of effective legal action" in vol. 22 Pennsylvania Bar As

reporter. 1916. p. 221.

Reprinted in vol. 3, American Bay Association journal, p. 55, 1917 and vol. 27 I

journal of ethics, p. 150, 1917; e .erpted in references above.

Packer, H.L. The limits of criminal sanction. Part III, "Limits." Starford, Califo

University Press. 1968.

MODULE IV - UNDERSTANDING V

Report by the committee to'study compensation for automobile accidents. 1932. pp.

Reproduced in part in Simpson and Stone, Law and society, pp. 1532-33.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY A4ID MEDIA LISTING

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CASEBOOKS

Law School Casebooks

Barrett, E. L., Jr., Bruton, P. W. & Honold, J. Constitutional law--cases and materials, 3d ed. Mineola, N.Y.

Press. 1968.

Lockhart, W. B., Kamisar, Y., & Choper, J. H. Constitutional law: Casel,--comments--questions, 3d ed. St. Pa

Publishing Co. 1970.

Casebooks for Undergraduate Study

Kadish, S. H.. & Paulsen, M. G. The criminal loll and its processes. Boston. Little Brown. 1969.

Konvitz, M. R. Bill of Rights reader, leading constitutional cases, 3d ed. Ithaca, N.Y. Cornell University

Mason, A. H. & Beaney, W. M. American constitutional law, introductory essays and selected cases, 4th ed. E

Prentice-Hall. 1968.

Casebooks for General Reading

Swisher, C. B. Historic decisions of the Supreme Court. New York. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. 1969.

Tresolini, R. J. Constitutional decisions in American government. New York. Macmillan. 1965.

. These liberties: case studies in civil rights. Philadelphia, Pa. Lippincott. 1968.

Vanderzell, J. The Supreme Court and American government. New York. Crowell. 1968.

Collections of Case Studies Prepared for Secondary Schools

Bragdon, H. W., & Pittenger, J. C. The pursuit of justice. New York. Macmillan. 1969.

California Bill of Rights Project.

Cohen, William, Schwartz, Murray, & Sobul, DeAnne. The Bill of Rights: A sourcebook. New York. Benziger

Sobul, DeAnne. The Bill of Rights: A handbook. New York. Benziger Press. 1969.

Cuban, Larry, & Aaronson, Lawrence. You've been arrested. Glenview, Ill. Scott, Foresman. 1972. (People

Dorman, Michael. A young people's guide to legal rights. New York. Delacorte. 1970.

Fraenkel, J. R. Crime and criminals: What should we do about them? Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Pientice-Hall.

Crucial American Problems Series.)

Fribourg, M.,G. The BiZZ of Rights. Philadelphia, Pa. Maorae Smith Company. 1967.
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CASEBOOKS
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Jr., Bruton, P. W. & Honold, J. Constitutional lawcases and materials 3d ed. Mineola, N.Y. ..The Foundation

lif
Kmnisar, Y., & Choper,.J. H. Constitutional law Cases --cogments --qu stions, 3d ed. St. Paul, Minn. West

1970.

ergraduate Study

& Paulsen, M. .G. The criminal law and its processes. Boston. Little Brown. 1969.

Bill of Rights reader, leading constitutional cases, 3d ed. Ithaca, N.Y. Cornell University Press. 1965.

Beaney, W. M. American constitutional law, introductory essays and selected cases, 4th ed. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

. 1968.

eral Reading

Historic decisions of the Supreme Court. New York. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. 1969.

. Constitutional decisions in American government. New York. Macmillan. 1965.

berties: case studies in civil rights. Philadelphia, Pa. Lippincott. 1968.

The Supreme Court and American government. New York. Crowell. 1968.

se Studies Pre ared for Secondary Schools

& Pittenger, J. C. The pursuit of justice. New York. Macmillan. 1969.

of Rights Project. 4.

14111, Schwartz, Murray, & Sobul, DeAnne. The Bill of Rights: A sourcebook. New York. Benziger Press. 1968.

. The Bill of Rights: A handbook. New York. Benziger Press. 1969.

Aaronson, Lawrence. You've been arrested. Glenview, Ill. Scott, Foresman. 1972. (People and the City Series.)

1: A young people's guide to legal rights. New York. Delacorte. 1970.

. Crime and criminals: What should we do about them? Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall. 1970. (Inquiry Into

/can Problems Series.)

. The Bill of Rights. Philadelphia, Pa. Maorae Smith Company. 1967.
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Gibson, William. Lessons in conflict: legal education materials for secondary schools. Law and Poverty P

University School of Law. 1970.

Goodykoontz, William, ed. Law: you, the police, and justice. New York. Scholastic Books. 1968.

James, L. F. The Supreme Court in American life. Chicago. Scott Foresman. 1964.

Leinwand, Gerald, & West, Carol. Crimes and juvenile delinquency. New York. Simon 4 Schuster. 1968.

Society Series.)

. The Police. New York. Simon f Schuster. 1972. (Problems of American Society Series.)

Lincoln-Filene Center, Tufts University, John S. Gibson, Director.

Civil disobedience: a higher Lau? Medford. Tufts University. (No date.)

The courts make policy: the story of Clarence Earl Gideon. New York. Houghton-Mifflin. (No date.)

Gun control: a bill becomes a law. Medford. Tufts University. (No date.)

The police: fact and fiction. Medford. Tufts University. 1968.

Ludwig, Bernard. Civil rights and civil liberties. New York. Simon & Schuster. 1968. (Problems of Amer

Mehlinger, H. D., & Patrick, J. J. American political behavior. Boston. Ginn. 1971.

Mill, E. W. Liberty and law. MOrristown, N.J. Silver Burdett. 1971.

Miller, Richard. Courts and the law. Middletown. American Education Publi b. 1971.

National Council for the Social Studies. Judgment Series. Washington. 1967. Available from Scholastic B

Cliffs, N.J.
Bible reading and prayer.
Right to legal counsel.
Privilege against self-incrimination.

Citizenship.
Pair trial vs. free press.
The right to privacy.
Using tort cases in the classroom.
Due process and the juvenile court.

Oliver, D. W., & Newman, F. M. Harvard Social Studies Project. Middletown, Conn. American Education Pres

Public Issues Series*
Community change---Cutler, Charles & Pearson, Craig, eds.

The LawsuitPearson, Craig, ed.
Rights of the accusedPearson, Craig, ed.
Taking a standPearson, Craig, & Sparks, D.G., eds.

Oregon State Bar and Portland Public Schools.
Liberty and the Law Series*

Church, state and education.
Citizenship.
Civil liberty and military necessity.
The flag salute cases.

*Pertinent titles within series.
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Liberty and the Law-Series,(contsd.)
Tree'rmess --fair trial.
PreelOm of expression.
The privilege against self-incrimindtion.
Right to counsel.
Search and seizure.
Segregation in public schools. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall. 1968.

Parker, Donald, O'Neil, R. M., & Econopouly, Nicholas. Civil liberties: case studies and the taw.- Medford,

University. 1965. No available: Houghton-Mifflin Company.

Post, C. G. An introduction-to the law. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall. 1963.

Quigley, C. N., & Longaker, R. P. ,Conflict, politics and freedom. Boston. Ginn. 1968.

Ratcliffe, R. H., gen. ed. Sponsored by Law in American Society Foundation, Chicago Bar Association and Chico

Justice in Urban America Series*
Crimes and justiceBassioni, M.C., et al.
Landlord and tenant--Ranney, George, Jr., & Parker, Edmond.

Law and the city Groll, Richard, & Zevin, Jack.
Law and the conswner Berger, Robert, & Teplin, Joseph.
Poverty and welfareBennett, Robert, & Newman, Thomas.

:Youth and the lawBassioni, M.C., & Sister Thecla Shiel. Boston. Houghton-Mifflin. 1970.

Starr, Isidore.
Our riving _Bill of Rights Series

The Feiner case.
The Gideon case.
The Prince George County case. Chicago. Encyclopaedia Britannica Corp. 1968.

The American judicial system. New York. Oxford. 1972.

Sunners,.R.S., Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through law. Lexington, Mass. Ginn. 1973

Tresolini, R. J. These liberties: case studies in civil righta. Philadelphia. Lippincott. 1968.

Tucker, R. K., Cutler, Charles, & Pearson, Craig. Liberty under law. Middletown. American Education Public

Rev. ed. 1971.

Related Periodicals

Law in American society. Journal of the National Center for Law-Focused Education. Law in American Society

LaSalle Street, Suite 1700, Chicago, Illinois 60602.

Anthologies of Readings, Statutes, and Cases on Law's Role in Society

Cohen, M. R., & Cohen, F. S. Readings jurisprudence and legal philosophy. Boston. Little Brown. (2 vol

Simon, R. J. The sociology of law: interdisciplinary readings. New York. Chandler Publishing Co. 1968. $

*Pertinent titles within series.
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fair trial.
apTession.

e against self-incrimination.

eizure.
in public schools. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall. 1968.

O'Neil, R. M., & Econopouly, Nicholas. Civil liberties: case studies and the law. Medford, Mass. Tufts

965. No available: Houghton-Mifflin Company.

introduction to the Lay. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. PrenticerHall. 1963.

& Longaker, R. P. Conflict, politics and freedom. Boston. Ginn. 1968.

, gen. ed. Sponsored by Law in American Society Foundation, Chicago Bar Association and Chicago Board of Education.

an America Series*
'ustice--Bassioni, M.C., et al.

tenant Ranney, George, Jr., & Parker, Edmond.

city Groll, Richard, & Zevin,,Jack.
consumer---Berger, Robert, & Teplin, Joseph.

welfareBennett, Robert, & Newman, Thomas.
:e M.C. & Sister Thecla Shiel. °Boston. Houghton-Mifflin. 1970.

1-of Rights Series
?au.
:ase.

;eorge County case. Chicago. Encyclopaedia Britannica Corp. 1968.

can judicial system. New York. Oxford. 1972.

Campbell, A.B., & Bozzone, J.P. Justice and order through law. Lexington, Mass. Ginn. 1973.

. These liberties: case studies in civil rights. Philadelphia. Lippincott. 1968.

cutler, Charles, & Pearson, Craig. Liberty under Lao. Middletown. American Education Publications. 1963.

society. Journal of the National Center for Law-Focused Education. Law in American Society Foundatiob,_33 North

t, Suite 1700, Chicago, Illinois 60602.

adin s, Statutes, and Cases on Law's Role in Society

Cohen, F. S. Readings in jurisprudence and legal philosophy. Boston. Little Brown. (2 volUmes.) $11.50.

he sociology of law: interdisciplinary readings. New York. Chandler Publishing Co. 1968. $8.5,1.

within series.
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Simpson, S. P. 8 Stone, Julius. Cases and readings on law and society. St. Paul. West Publishing Co.

Texts for College Undergraduate Course on Law's Role in Society

Auerbach, Carl A., et al. The legal process. San Francisco. Chandler Publishing Co. 1961.

Berman, H. J., 8 Greiner, W. R. The nature and functions of law. Brooklyn. Foundation Press. Second e

Franklin, M. A. The dynamics of American Law; courts, the legal process, and freedom of expression. Min

1968. $10.50. -

SuMmers,- R. S., & Howard, C. G. Lao, its nature, functions and limits: Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice

$10.95.

Films and Filmstrips

The commercial source of each of these entries is listed. However, teachers are reminded to check wit

availability or for rental arrangements used by their school system. In some cases, regional collections a

BOCES center. Some videotapes have been made available by the, State Education Department to these centers.
of the New York State Bar Association, sets of The Bill of Rights in Action, have been distributed in this
Department has videotapes for several titles in the Living Bill of Rights Series deposited in these regiona

,An Imaginary They. Film. Modern Learning Aids, 212 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10036. 22 min. sd

Bill of Rights in Action Series. Films. Bailey Films Associates, 221 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, Cal

16 mm.

Subtitles: De Facto Segregation. 22 1/2 min.
Due Process of Law. 22 1/2 min.

Equal Opportunity. 22 min.

Freedom of Religion. 21 min.

Freedom of Speech. 21 min.

Right to Privacy. 23 min.

Story of a Trial. 22 min.

Due Process of Law Denied. Film. Teaching Film Custodians. sd. 30 min. b/w 16 mm. 1943.

Environmental Pollution: Our World in Crisis. Filmstrip. Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.,

New York 14603. Set of 6 filmstrips. color, Teaching Guide.

Government Story. Videotape. The State Education Department, Bureau of Mass Communications, Albany, New

Subtitles: #36 The Justtice Machine
#38 Framework of Freedom (The Supreme Court and Constitutional Rights)

#39 Men of Justice
#40 Supreme Court and Society

In the Name of the Law. Film. NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 10020. 14 mi

198



& Stone, Julius. Cases and readings on law and society. St. Paul. West Publishing-Co. 1948-1949. (3 volumes)

e Ondergraduate Course on Law's Role in Society

A.., et al. The legal process. San Francisco. Chandler Publishing Co. 1961.

& Greiner, W. R. The nature and functions ofZw. Brooklyn. Foundation Press. Second edition 1966. $9.95.

. The dynamics of American Law; courts, the legal process, and freedom of expression. Mineola. Foundation Press.

, & Howard, C. G. Law, its nature, functions and limits. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Mall. Rev. ed. 1972.

-ial source of each of these entries is listed. However, teachers are reminded to check with their local sources for
for rental arrangements used by their school system. In some cases, regional collections are available through a
ome videotapes have been made available by the State Education Department to these centers. Through the generosity
State Bar Association, sets of The Bill of Rights in Action, have been distributed in this way,. In addition, the

videotapes for several titles in the Living Bill of Rights Series deposited in these regional collections.

hey. Film. Modern Learning Aids, 212 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10036. 22 min. sd. color. 16 mm. (No date)

in Action Series. Films. Bailey Films Associates, 221 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404. sd. color.

De Facto Segregation. 22 1/2 min.
'Due Process of Law. 22 1/2 min.

Equal Opportunity. 22 min.

Freedom of Religion. 21 min.

Freedom of Speech. 21 min.

Right to Privacy. 23 min.

Story of a Trial. 22 min.

Law Denied. Film. Teaching 'Film Custodians. sd. 30 min. b/w 16 mm. 1943.

Pollution: Our World in Crisis. Filmstrip. Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., P.O. Box 1712, Rochester,

)03. Set of 6 filmstrips. color. Teaching Guide.

ry. Videotape. The State Education Department, Bureau of Mass Communications, Albany, New York 12224.

#36 The Justice Machine
#38 Framework of Freedom (The Supreme Court and Constitutional Rights)
#39 Men of Justice
#40 Supreme Court and society

the Law. Film. NBC Educational Fnterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 10020. 14 min. sd. color. 16 on. 1968.
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Our Living Bill of Rights Series. Films. Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 425 North Mic

Illinois. 16 mm.

Subtitles: Bible Reading in the Public Schools: The Schempp Case. 27 min. sd. b/w and color.

Freedom to Speak: The Feiner Case. 27 min. sd. color.

Free Press versus Fair Trial by Jury: The Shepherd Case. 27 min. sd. color.

Right to Couniel: The Gideon Case. 27 min. sd. b/w and color.

Right to Remain Silent: The Miranda Case. 27 min. b/w and color.

Pollution Is A Matter of Choice. Film. NEC Educational Enterprises. Reel I - 26 min. Reel II - 27 min.

1970.

Police Power. Film. Indiana University, Audio Visual Center, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 60 min. sd.

Structure and Organizatilk of American Courts. Film. Films Incorporated, 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette,

30 min. sd. b/w. 16 mm. 1962.

Super Cop. Film. NBC Educational Enterprises. 25 min. sd. cjlor. 16 mm. 1970.

To KiiZ A Mockingbird. Film. Universal Sixteen, 445 Park Avenue, New York 10022. 129 min. sd. b/w.

for rental.)

Witness To An Accident. Film. Indiana University, Audio Visual Center. 11 min. sd. b/w. 16-mm. 196

Your Rights and What They Really Mean. 6 filmstrips and 3 cassettes. Eyegate, 146-01 Archer Avenue, Jam

Collections of Study Prints

Documentary Photo Aids, Box 2620, Sarasota, Florida 33578.

(Ask for listing.)

New York State Historical Society, Cooperstown, New York.

Exhibit Portfolios
Growing Up Black
Neighbors on the Block
The Lower East Side

Painting As Social History
Justice's Court in the Back Woods

Silver Burdett Company, Pa.v. Avenue & Columbia Road, Morristown, N.J. 07960

Pictures That Teach: Environmental Education

Holt, Rinehart &
Holt Databank
Data Pack 8:
Data Pack 9:

Winston, Inc., 383 Madison Avenue, New York 10017

System
The Foot
Pollution
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Rights Series. Films. Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 425 North Mithigan Avenue, Chicago,

m.
ible Reading in the Public Schools: The Schempp Case. 27 min. sd. b/w and color.

reed= to Speak: The Feiner Case. 27 min. sd. color.

ree Press versus Fair Trial by Jury: The Shepherd Case. 27 min. sd. color.

fight to Counsel-: The Gideon Case. 27 min. sd. b/w and color.

fight to Remain Silent: The Miranda Case. 27 min. b/w and color.

tter of Choice. Film. NBC Educational Enterprises. Reel I - 26 min. Reel II - 27 min. sd. color. 16 mm.

lm. Indiana University, Audio Visual Center, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 60 min. sd. b/w. 16 mm. 1965.

'oonization of American Courts. Film. Films Incorporated, 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

/w. 16 mm. 1962:

NBC Educational Enterprises. 25 min. sd. color. 16 mm.. 1970.

bird. Film. Universal Sixteen, 445 Park Avenue, New York 10022. 129'min. sd. b/w. 16 mm. (Only available

ident. Film. ,Indiana University, Audio Visual Center. 11 min. sd. b/w. 16 mm. 1961.

vat They Really Mean. 6 filmstrips and 3 cassettes. Eyegate, 146-01 Archer Avenue, Jamaica, New York 11435.

Prints

Aids, Box 2620, Sarasota, Florida 33578.

lg.)

Istorical Society, Cooperstown, New York.
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Simulations And Other Media

Abt Associates, Inc., 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

Innocent Until: A role-play simulation for 13 to 30 players, which recreates the courtroom drama of a tr

upon the case presented in the AEP pamphlet, Rights of the Accused.

Pollution: For 12 to 16 students, role-play of community consequences of different forms of pollution an

programs. Players are faced with the real-life dilemma of high short-term costs for abatement programs

disastrous long-term effects of unabated-pollution.

Raid: Role-play simulation for S to 15 persons, using the dynamics of the inner city "protection" racket

Instructional Simulations, Inc., 2147 University Avenue, St. Paul, Minn. 55114.

In-Force: A Criminal Justice Simulation replicates the public administration of the Omnibus Crime Contro

Act. -Xeroie-, copies available; developed by LEAA and the Minnesota Department of Education.

Education Ventures, Inc., 209 Court Street, Middletown, Conn. 06457.
Community Decision Games, including New Highway; Open Space; New School.

Reference Services

Taylor's Encyclopedia of Government Officials. Dallas Political Research, Inc. 75201.

$60 for 2 years. One volume every 2 years, quaterly supplement, monthly bulletin plus reference service

subscribing to this publication. Example of reference service: questions concerning published state or

provide the teacher_with the brief of the case.
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s, Inc., 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138.
A role-play.simulation for 13 to 30 prayers, which recreates the courtroom drama of a trial by jury; based

case presented in the AEP pamphlet, Rights of the Accused.

For 12 to 16 students, role-play of comunity consequences of different forms of pollution and of abatement
Players are faced with the real-life dilemma of high short-term costs for abatement programs versus the

s long-term effects of unabated-pollution.

-play simulation for S to 15 persons, using the dynamics of the inner city "protection" racket.

Simulations, Inc., 2147 University Avenue, St. Paul, Minn. 55114.
1 Criminal justice Siidulation replicates the public administration of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Street
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Statutes Compiled by Subject

Federal Statutes

United States Printing Office. United States code.

Suggested for reference collections in schools in

New York State Statutes

The laws passed by the New York State Legislature

Consolidated Laws of New York. A list of the titles

law.

(Approximately 11 volumes - price approximately $7/vol

which depth studies are contemplated.

are published in a many-volume series of books called
of these volumes shows how many subjects are ..dealt wi

THE CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK

1. Statutes
2. Constitution
2a. Agricultural Conservation and Adjustment
2b. Agriculture and Markets
3. Alcoholic Beverage Control*

4. Banking
5. Benevolent Orders

6. Business Corporations
7. Canal

7a. City Home Rule
7b. Civil Practice Law Rules (civil procedure)*

8._ Civil Rights*
9. Civil Service
9a. Condemnation

10. Conservation*
10a. Co-operative Corporations
10b. Correction
11. County
12. Debtor and Creditor
.13. Decedent Estate
14. Domestic Relations (family law)*

16. Education*

17. Election
17a. Employers' Liability
18. Executive*
-- General Associations
19. General Business

20. General City
21. General Construction
22. General Corporation
23. General Municipal
24. Highway
25. Indian*
27. Insurance
28. Joint-Stock Association
29. Judiciary*
30. Labor
31. Legislative*
32. Lien

34. Membership Corporations
34a. Mental Hygiene
35. Military
35a. Multiple Dwelling*
36. Navigation
37. Negotiable Instruments
37a. Optional County Government

38. Partnership
39. Penal*

40. Personal Property

42. Public Authorities

43. Public Buildings

`44. Public Health*
44a. Public Housing
45. Public Lands

46. Public Officers
47. Public Service
47a. Public Works
48. Railroad
48a. Rapid Transit
49. Real Property
50,. Religious Corpo
51. Salt Springs
52. Second Class Ci
52a. Social Welfare*
-- Soil Conservati

53. State Boards an
54a. State Departmen
55. State Finance
56. State
57. State Printing
58. Stock Corporati
59. Tax
61. Town
62. Transportation
62a. Vehicle and Tra
63. Village
-- Village Home Ru
64. Workmen's Compe
65. Unconsolidated
66. Code of CrWna
69. Uniform Comer

*These volumes are suggested for reference collections in schools in which depth studies are contemplated.

$10 per volume.
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